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PREFACE
@
p.III

Although I may hope that the researches forming the subject of

this volume will meet with some interest on the part of a few readers in
various countries, I must confess that, in writing down the results of my
studies, I have endeavoured to please the German critic rather than the
learned of any other country. Having myself studied the method of
philological research at the feet of masters like Ritschl and Haupt, I am
keenly sensible of the shortcomings of these notes. Principal among
these is the selection of authorities for facts connected with classical
antiquity. I have only too often been obliged to draw from second-hand
sources, which would be considered unpardonable in the case of authors
fortunate enough to pursue their studies in the midst of one of the
Imperial or Royal Libraries of Europe. I am therefore bound to urge that
these sheets were written at Shanghai in the empire of China, amid the
bustle of business life ; and that in collecting the most necessary information required to prove my points, I had chiefly to depend upon the
Chinese and western works of my own limited library. This is obviously
p.IV

a great drawback in the case of western authors ; and it constitutes,

almost as great a difficulty where Chinese authors are concerned. For,
whatever facilities life in China may offer to a western student in the way
of personal encouragement, it would be a mistake to assume that it is
easy for a foreigner in this Empire to obtain access to a great number of
native books, especially rare books, which have to be collected as
chances for purchasing them may offer. It is much easier to pursue such
studies in the libraries of Paris, London, Berlin, Munich, or St.
Petersburgh, where all the important and interesting works in Chinese
literature are found together.
I owe yet another apology to the German critic. Why, my philological
countrymen will ask, write your book in English as long as you can write
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your own language ? why expose yourself to the risk of finding your bad
English denounced as long as you are able to handle a German pen ? I
must admit that the choice between the two languages occupied my
mind considerably at the outset ; but, finally, practical reasons prevailed
upon me to risk all the disadvantages to which writers in foreign
languages are exposed. The book had to be printed somewhere ; if in
Germany, the absence of the author would have created insuperable
difficulties in supervising the printing of Chinese passages ; if in
Shanghai, the printing of a German book would have obliged the author
to learn more of the art of

p.V

printing than the opportunities of life had

hitherto taught him ; and as matters happen to be, it seemed best to
follow the advice of Mme de Staël, who is credited with the authorship of
the familiar bon mot according to which German is the language we
should think in, and English the language we should write in. There is
some sort of consolation in the idea that most sinological readers in
Germany understand English. I regret to say that this is not generally
the case with classical students, and that my notes will be lost to many a
connoisseur of Roman oriental antiquities who might have elucidated
difficulties now left in the dark for want of special study.
*
The mystery connected with that country in the Far West, described
by ancient Chinese authors under the name of Ta-tsřin, has occupied the
sinological world at intervals since the beginning of the last century. The
task which I thought had still to be performed in connection with this
interesting subject was :
1. The collection of all Chinese texts embodying information on the
subject ;
2. The translation of these texts as far as they were new to the
public, and the retranslation of portions already known but hitherto
imperfectly rendered ; p.VI
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3. The identification of facts contained in these Chinese texts.
My interpretation of these records leads to the conclusion that the
ancient country of Ta-tsřin, called Fu-lin during the middle ages, was not
the Roman Empire with Rome as its capital, but merely its oriental part,
viz., Syria, Egypt and Asia Minor ; and Syria in the first instance. If
applied to the Roman Orient the greater part of the facts mentioned by
the Chinese can be traced, and a reasonable explanation may be found
for them without resorting to improbabilities ; while, if applied to the
whole empire, or to Italy, or to any other part of ancient Rome, the
matter contained in the Chinese tradition does not agree with reality. As
I read the Chinese notices they contain tolerably exact statements
regarding the contemporaneous geography of western Asia ; they would
indeed be Řpuerile nonsenseř ŕ as I believe Colonel Yule calls them
somewhere in his Cathay ŕ if applied to any other part of the world.
Yule remarks with regard to the information possessed by ancient
western geographers of the country of the Thinæ : ŖIt is natural in such
a state of imperfect knowledge both that the name of the remoter but
dominant nation should sometimes be applied to its nearest subject
races, and that the characteristics of these nearest races should
sometimes be transferred to the governing nation. Something in a
degree analogous bas taken

p.VII

place in our own specific application of

the term `Dutchř only to our neighbours of the Netherlands.ŗ (Cathay,
Vol. I, p. xliii). Quite a similar remark may be made with regard to the
idea we find prevailing among Chinese ancient and mediæval writers
about the characteristics of their Ta-tsřin and Fu-lin. But we have to add
that, although many of the peculiarities of the governing nation (Rome)
were found in the subject country (Syria), the Chinese were not aware
that Ta-tsřin as known to them was subject to a larger Ta-tsřin yet. To
them Antioch was the capital of the empire ; for, the Řqueen of the eastř
possessed so much splendour of her own, that to the oriental traveller
the distant grandeur of her superior rival was eclipsed. It struck Yule, Ŗin
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spite of the Řconfident identificationsř of de Guignes and Visdelou, that
the view entertained by the Chinese themselves of the Roman Empire
and its inhabitants, had some striking points of analogy to those views of
the Chinese which are indicated in the classical descriptions of the
Seres.ŗ ŖThere can be no mistaking the factŗ, he continues, Ŗthat in this
case also the great object was within the horizon of vision, yet the
details ascribed to it are often far from being true characteristics, being
only the accidents of its outer borders towards the east.ŗ I am about to
show that, as long as these details are not ascribed to the whole empire,
but merely to its eastern borders, they are sufficiently accurate to be
called true

p.VIII

characteristics, and that the deficiency urged in the last

sentence of Colonel Yuleřs remark is not one inherent in the Chinese
notices themselves, but one which is artificially introduced by those who
persist in applying them to the Roman Empire. As Syria and Egypt were
Roman provinces we find, of course, traces of Roman life among the
characteristic details placed on record by the Chinese historians ; but we
shall find that the oriental character prevails in all the main points, apart
from the unmistakeable features of the topographical configuration of
the country.
*
I have had the satisfaction of seeing the principal results of these
researches, as far as they could be judged of by the perusal of advance
sheets of the book, approved of by a number of sinological friends ; and
I may consider myself fortunate if they meet with a similar reception on
the part of the general public. I am, of course, well aware that much
remains to be done and that there is a fair chance for fellow-workers to
treat with success quite a number of problems which I have either not
taken up at all, or not attempted to solve definitively, because the range
of my studies did not seem to qualify me for the question.
Mr. Phillips writes with regard to my identification of Třiao-chih : Ŗthis
is the only part I cannot quite make up my mind to accept. There
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two things that require research. Firstly, did the Rhinoceros thrive and
flourish at Hira at the time mentioned ? and, secondly, can the term Hsihai, western sea, be applied to the Bahr Nedjef ? Třiao-chih is the pivot
upon which the whole thing turns. I find that I, like yourself, have in my
manuscript about Ta-tsřin made Ssŭ-pin and Ssŭ-lo Ktesiphon and
Seleucia, etc.ŗ
As regards the Western Sea question, I hold that, as the periplus from
east to west began or could begin in the Chaldaean Lake, it is quite
possible that these waters were comprised under the name Řwestern seař.
A correspondent of the China Review (Vol. XIII, p. 358) quotes Herodotus
(I, 184) to say that, before the reign of Semiramis, the Euphrates used to
overflow the whole plain like a sea. Further, Masřudi (transl. A. Sprenger,
Vol. I, p. 246) says : ŖThe greatest part of the water of the Euphrates had
once its course through el-Hirah : the bed may still be traced, and it has
the name of řAtik (ancient). On it was fought the battle between the
Moslims and Rostam (at the tune of řOmar), called the battle of elKádesiyah. The Euphrates fell at that time into the Abyssinian sea [i. e.,
the Indian Ocean, here the Persian Gulf], at a place which is now called
en-Najaf [Nedjef] ; for the sea came up to this place, and thither resorted
the ships of China and India, destined for the kings of el-Hirah.ŗ A few
pages farther on, Masřudi relates a dialogue between the Arab conqueror
Kháled

p.X

and a native of Hira. Kháled had asked that the people of the

city should depute an intelligent aged man to his camp, that he might
enquire of him about their affairs. The following colloquy then took place
between Kháled and this aged man of Hira :
ŕ Are you Arabs or Nabathaeans ?
ŕ We are Nabathized Arabs, and Arabized Nabathaeans 1.
ŕ How many years are come over thee ?
ŕ Three hundred and fifty.
1 Cf. the remarks on p. 172 regarding the relationship between the Chaldaeans (Třiao-

chih) and the Nabathaeans (Li-kan, Rekem).
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ŕ And what hast thou seen ?
ŕ I have seen the ships of the sea coming up to us in this deep
country with the goods of es-Sind and India ; the ground which is
now under thy feet was covered with the waves of the sea. Look
how far we are at present from the shore, etc.
Re the Rhinoceros : the difficulty arising from the mention in the Houhan-shu of this animal as Řcoming fromř Třiao-chih together with lions,
zebus, peacocks and ostriches is not removed by placing Třiao-chih in
any of the countries with which others have associated it, nor by giving it
a position farther south on the coast of the Persian Gulf ; the countries
producing the rhinoceros at the present day are altogether out of the
question. Dr. Bretschneider (Notes and Queries on China

p.XI

and Japan,

Vol. IV, p. 60 seq.), in trying to identify Třiao-chih with ancient Persia
(Susa, Persepolis), assumes that, in this case, the term hsi-niu should be
translated by buffalo ; buffaloes being found in great numbers all over
western Asia. But the difference between this animal and the rhinoceros
is far too great ; and I would certainly not credit the Chinese writer, who
must have known the former from his own experience and the latter
from detailed descriptions of the Annamese species occurring in
contemporaneous and older Chinese works, with such a confusion. If we
possess no positive proof of the rhinoceros having existed in Chaldaea, I
am also not aware of ancient authors stating that it did not exist there ;
for, ancient literature, as it now exists, is mainly of an accidental nature
and cannot fairly be expected to contain an exhaustive picture of the
geographical range of each animal. Whether the rhinoceros did or did not
occupy a prominent position in the Chaldaean fauna, there is no doubt
that the low, swampy soil of the inundated fields near the lower course
of the Euphrates must have been as good a habitat for this pachyderm
as any other part of the world. Our knowledge in this respect is very
incomplete, and the faith I place in the accuracy of ancient Chinese
records has been so much strengthened in the course of my studies that
I consider their mention of the rhinoceros in Třiao-chih quite as reliable
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as if the animal p.XII was stated by Ktesias, Pliny, or Strabo to have been
seen in Chaldaea. Is not our knowledge of the old fauna of countries
much nearer our own civilisation equally doubtful ? Who would have
looked for rhinocerosř bones in the caves of Mount Libanon near Beirût
where they have actually been seen together with the relics of the ureox, the bear, the capricorn, the aboriginal goat (Urziege), the gazelle and
the antelope ? (Fraas, Drei Monate im Libanon, Stuttgart, 1876, p. 66.)
Brehm (Thierleben, 2nd ed., Vol. III, p. 520) mentions a rhinoceros seen
by Chardin at Ispahan, though I am not able to say how the animal had
got to that place.
*
I have much pleasure in acknowledging the advice and assistance I
have received in passing these sheets through the press from Messrs. H.
A. GILES and E. H. PARKER.
F. HIRTH.
SHANGHAI, JUNE 1885.
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1.
INTRODUCTION
@
p.001

It is well known that China is fortunate enough to possess a

series of historical works comparing most favourably, in some of its
parts, with the historical literature of any nation in the West. Since the
Han, each dynasty has had its own history, compiled from its court
chronicles, or Jih-li, during the succeeding reigns. The Jih-li, lit. ŘDaily
Chroniclesř, must be considered the prime source of all the information
contained in these histories. Whether these latter were impartial in the
treatment of historical characters, whether they did not Ŗturn black into
white, or right into wrongŗ, would, of course, depend greatly on the
entries made in the Jih-li, but also upon the neutrality of the historian
himself. If the assumption could be justified that a new dynasty, having
by conquest gained the ascendency, regarded the succumbing dynasty
as the enemy of its cause, we might perhaps expect but scant justice
from those who had power over both the Chronicles and the compilers.
There is, however, no ground for this suspicion when a p.002 life-time has
elapsed between the period described and that during which the history
was written. One fact only strikes us as being possibly ascribable to
prejudice on the part of historians, and that is, that the last ruler of a
dynasty is generally described as either a very foolish or a very wicked
character. Our present subject is, fortunately, scarcely affected at all by
these considerations ; and the less so, as, thanks to the uniform
arrangement of these dynastic histories, the information regarding the
various foreign nations with which the Court of China had come into
contact has been extracted from the Jih-li and collected separately in
special geographical divisions of the work.
The Êrh-shih-ssŭ Shih or ŘTwenty-four Dynastic Historiesř, contain in
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all over 3,000 books, and a European scholar who would think of
extracting from them notes on a subject similar to ours, would find this
to be a Herculean labour were it not that the methodical mind of the
Chinese writers had carefully put aside all he wants into special chapters
regarding foreign countries. Thus we find chapters on the Hsiung-nu ; on
the South-Western barbarians (Man) ; on the country of Ta-wan,
generally identified with the present Ferghana, in the Shih-chi of Ssŭ-ma
Chřien whose work opens the series of the Êrh-shih-ssû Shih. Ssŭ-ma
Chřien

1

did not p.003 attempt to carry his geographical notes farther than

the countries with which China had then come into immediate contact.
His successor, Pan Ku, who, with his sister Chao, compiled the Ch’ienhan-shu, i. e., ŘHistory of the Former Han Dynastyř, and who died A.D.
92, knows considerably more about the countries of Central and Western
Asia. His geographical chapters, of which we possess a translation

2,

betray the interest which had been taken in geographical enterprise
since the death of Ssŭ-ma Chřien, and which must have naturally been
increased in the author from the fact of his being the elder brother of
Pan Chřao, the famous military traveller of that period. Pan Ku may have
heard of his brotherřs expedition to the foreign territories in Western or
Central Asia but he was no longer alive when Pan Chřao returned to
China in A.D. 102. This may account for the fact that much of the
information for which the Chinese must have been indebted to Pan
Chřaořs last expedition found its way into the Hou-han-shu, or ŘHistory of
the After Han Dynastyř, and not into Pan Kuřs work.
The Hou-han-shu, compiled by Fan Yeh, of the earlier Sung Dynasty
(A.D. 420-477), is the first authority which gives us a certain

p.004

1 This historian died about B.C. 85. He was the best known member of a family in which

the talent for historiography was as hereditary as musical talent was in the Bach family.
2 A. Wylie, in Journ. Anthropol. Inst., ŖHistory of the Heung-noo in their Relations with
Chinaŗ, Vol. III, pp. 401-452, Vol. V, pp. 41-80 ; "History of the South-Western
Barbarians and Chaou-sēenŗ, ibid., August 1879 ; ŖNotes on the Western Regionsŗ, ibid.,
August 1880 and November 1881.
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number of details regarding the countries in the extreme west of Asia.
The His-yü-chuan, i. e., ŘTraditions regarding Western Countriesř, then
became a regular feature in the dynastic histories, and is found under
this or some similar designation in most of the subsequent Shih.
The Hsi-yü-chuan of the Hou-han-shu contains for the first time a
description, consisting of 589 characters, of the westernmost amongst
the countries described in Chinese literature previous to the Ming
dynasty, the country of Ta-tsřin 1 . In this description we find quite a
number of facts regarding the situation of the country, its boundaries,
capital, people, products, and industries, which would, apart from any
collateral information derived from later histories, have furnished a
sufficient basis for the identification of the country, had not an
unfortunate prejudice at once taken possession of those European
sinologues who investigated the subject, for they held to the opinion that
Ta-tsřin, being the most powerful country described in the Far West,
must necessarily be the Roman Empire in its full extent, with Rome as its
capital. This theory has been especially defended by Visdelou and de
Guignes, and recently by Bretschneider, Edkins, and von Richthofen. I
must confess that I once shared

p.005

that prejudice, and that when, two

years ago, I commenced to collect the passages relating to this question,
I did so for the purpose of supporting the arguments in favour of Rome
and Italy. I soon found, however, that a close examination of the
Chinese accounts, instead of substantiating my original views, induced
me to abandon them altogether. In these records mention is made of the
manufacture of storax, which has been shown by Hanbury to have been
at all times confined to the Levant ; of the use of crystal (glass) and
precious stones as architectural ornaments ; of foreign ambassadors
being driven by post from the frontier to the capital ; of the milliary

1 The name is so well known in this orthography that I may be allowed this slight

departure from Wade's system of transliteration, otherwise adhered to in this book. It
should have been spelt Ta-chřin. Visdelou spells Taçin.
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system of the country, which was based on the division of ten and
three ; of the dangerous travelling, the roads being infested with tigers
and

lions,

thus

compelling

wayfarers

to

resort

to

caravans.

A

consideration of this among other testimony forcibly suggested the idea
that Ta-tsřin was not Rome itself, but one of its eastern provinces.
It is well known that the Nestorian missionaries, whose existence in
China during the 7th and 8th centuries A.D. is witnessed by the
celebrated stone inscription found near the city of Hsi-an-fu in A.D.
1625, declare Ta-tsřin to be their native country, and the country in
which Christ was born. This clearly points to Syria ; and on this evidence
several of those who were familiar with the subject have been induced to
abandon the idea of Rome being the country sought for, in favour of
Syria or

p.006

a part of Syria (Judæa, Palestine). Paravey

view in 1836 ; so, some twenty years later, did Wylie

1

adopted that

2 and

Pauthier 3.

But the reasons assigned by these three sinologues for their opinion rest
mainly on the Nestorian inscription itself. They would not be valid in the
eyes of those who consider this document a forgery, as did Voltaire, and
recently Renan, neither of whom were sinologues, supported by K. F.
Neumann and St. Julien, who were, and might have formed a better
opinion on the matter but for their prejudice against those who held the
opposite view. I am personally perfectly satisfied as to the genuineness
of this inscription, and think it superfluous to add any new arguments to
those brought forward by Wylie and Pauthier. What I wish to do,
however, is to fill the gap left by those two writers by collecting such of
the arguments in favour of the identity of Ta-tsřin with Syria as may be
derived

from

ancient

and

medieval

Chinese

historical

literature,

1 Dissertation abrégée sur le Nom antique et hiéroglyphique de la Judée, Paris, 1836.
2 "On the Nestorian Tablet of Se-gan-foo", North-China Herald, 1854 and 1855 ;

reprinted in the Shanghai Miscellany, 1855 and 1856, and in the Journ. Am. Orient. Soc.,
Vol. V, Art. II, pp. 275-336.
3 De l’Authenticité de l’Inscription nestorienne de Si-ngan fou, Paris, 1857, and
L’Inscription syro-chinoise de Si-ngan fou, etc., Paris, 1858.
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altogether apart from the Nestorian inscription.
In giving an outline of my Chinese sources I had arrived at the Houhan-shu of Fan Yeh. The text of this work, as it now appears in
recognised editions, was not entirely written by Fan Yeh p.007 himself, the
so-called Chih being of another hand. The chapters on foreign countries,
however, are assigned to him. The emperor Kao-tsung (A.D. 650-683)
ordered a commentary to be written 1 , which is still printed with Fan
Yehřs text. It must be understood, therefore, that the notes intended to
explain certain difficulties in the text are written about two centuries
after the latter. As regards the trustworthiness of the tradition we must
consider that the Hou-han-shu was first printed during the Sung
dynasty, and that none but manuscript copies existed for several
centuries after the completion of the work. I have not seen the editio
princeps

2

; but I have had before me one of the oldest editions, printed

during the 3rd year of Chřien-tao (A.D. 1167)

3

together with the Ch’ien-

han-shu. It was a magnificent print consisting of 64 volumes in large
folio ; the characters were of the largest size, printed on white paper,
exhibiting, as it were, the characteristic water-mark, viz., the absence of
the transparent horizontal lines found in all

p.008

Chinese paper

manufactured after that period. Each page contained in the margin the
name of the copyist whose handwriting had furnished the wood-cutter
with the model from which it was printed, and each volume contained
the vermilion seal of a former owner, Prince Kuo. The work was then for
sale at the price of 700 taels (£175). I have compared that part of the
text which relates to Ta-tsřin with a modern standard edition, and am
1 Ma Tuan-lin, ch. 191, p. 17.
2 Printed in A.D. 1022. The first printed edition was edited by Sun Shih, an official of

rank in the Kuo-tzû-chien, or Imperial Academy of Learning (for which see Mayers, The
Chinese Government, No. 247 ; also Imbault-Huart, Recueil de Documents sur l’Asie
centrale, p. 47, note 2), and well known as an authority in the interpretation of the
classics (see the Ssŭ-k’u-ch’üan-shu-tsung-mu, ch. 15, p. 24). He was entrusted with the
responsibility of comparing the first printed text with the manuscript on record in the
state archives.
3 With leaves from an edition of the 2nd year of Chřun-yu A.D. 1242).
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satisfied that, excepting the omission of a final yeh in one case and the
correction of the character shih Řlegionř, into shih Řlionř, in the later
edition, no change has been made in it since the Sung edition was
printed

1.

Previous to the Sung period, as I have already remarked,

probably only manuscript copies existed ; but although it is impossible
for us to trace back the text to its first origin, we have so much less
reason to throw doubt on the tradition, as, owing to the distance of the
country described, Chinese copyists could have no possible interest in
making spurious additions. If any changes have been made in the text
they can only be due to oversight ; and such errors, though not
absolutely excluded from a Chinese book, play a much less

p.009

important part in what we may call the ŘTextkritikř of ancient Chinese
authors than they do in the codices of our Greek and Roman classics.
The reasons for this fact are obvious enough. The Chinese scholars to
whom at various periods the state archives (which must include official
manuscripts of former dynastic histories) were entrusted, were neither
as ignorant or careless in what they copied as were the monks having
furnished that treasury of Greek and Latin blunders which made
philology such a useful science ; nor did they have to contend with any
difficulties similar to those arising from the fact that the study of classical
literature had been dormant for centuries when its revival began in
Europe ; that the manuscripts then brought to the light were partly
mutilated and thence unintelligible ; and that the way of writing both
Greek and Latin had undergone considerable changes. In China, such
works as the Han-shu have during no period been entirely lost sight of ;
they were written in language understood by the educated classes at all
times up to the present day ; they were first copied in characters hardly

1 Through the kindness of Mr. Hsü Chia-kuang, the manager of the Chinese Publishing

Company, T`ung-wên-shu-chü, which has made a noble start in the reproduction, by
means of photolithography, of the best and rare editions of the standard productions of
Chinese literature, I am enabled to insert a facsimile copy of the two pages, printed in
A.D. 1167 and 1242 respectively, containing the account of Ta-tsřin as appearing in the
Hou-han-shu edition referred to.
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different from those in use at present, and at a time when the present
mode of writing the so-called Chřiai-shu, which was destined to become
the orthodox style for the last fifteen hundred years, had been en vogue
for more than a century. Wang Yu-chün, whose handwriting became the
pattern of elegant writing, died in A.D. 379 ; the

p.010

characters he

wrote are even now daily copied by those who wish to write well, and are
as clear to any one conversant with modern literature as are those
appearing on the Nestorian inscription of A.D. 781 1.
The prime source of the text of the Hsi-yü-chuan should, like that of
the chronological chapters, been sought for in the daily notes (Jih-li)
made by the contemporaneous Court chroniclers (Shih-kuan) 2. These,
like the Tu-chřa-yüan or Censors of the present dynasty, were allowed to
have their own opinion on the actions of their government, and enjoyed
the additional advantage of not having to openly remonstrate with their
monarch, but keeping their historical records secret. When these were
handed to the historian for publication, the monarchs whose actions
were described were no longer alive or in power, and their family was
excluded from government. Neither the Emperor nor any of his ministers
had access to this part of the state archives. Such, at least, p.011 was the
principle

on

which

the

daily

chronicles

were

based,

whatever

transgressions of the rule may have taken place.
The information regarding foreign countries, we must assume, was
entered in the chronicles from depositions made by the various
foreigners arriving at the Court of China. Whether these were in the

1 Neumannřs doubts (Zeitschr d. deutsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch. IV, p. 38, seqq., 1850),

shared by Renan and Julien, as regards the style of writing used in the Nestorian
inscription, which he says is too modern to be credited with a thousand yearsř age, is
utterly baseless. An untrained eye will scarcely notice the difference between that style
and the style practised nowadays, and this may be said with regard to any other similiar
text of the Třang as of other former dynasties. A Chinese connoisseur, who had never
heard of the Nestorian Tablet, and to whom I showed a tracing of it, declared it at once
as "T'ang-pi," i.e., written in the style of, and containing the slight varieties adopted
during, the Třang dynasty.
2 Ma Tuan-lin, ch. 51, p. 15, seq.
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possession of credentials from their own monarchs, and if so, whether
their credentials were, or could be, properly scrutinized, is an open
question. It appears that the Chinese Courts were only too much inclined
to look upon the presents brought to the capital as the essential part of a
foreign mission, and that foreigners, especially foreigners coming from
distant countries and arriving with curiosities of a certain value, were
readily received as tribute-bearers adding to the glory of the most
powerful empire. The accounts of the countries of Central and Western
Asia contained in the dynastic histories exhibit a certain uniformity
inasmuch as certain classes of geographical facts are represented in
them with some regularity. It looks as if the foreigner, on or before being
introduced at Court, was subjected to a kind of cross-examination, and
that a uniform set of questions was addressed to him by means of one or
several interpreters (chřung-i). Thus, if a merchant came from Ceylon to
Annam, accompanied by a Ceylonese interpreter who understood Greek,
the trading language of the

p.012

Indian ports visited by western

merchants 1, and thence proceeded to Chang-an (or Hsi-an-fu) with an
Annamese who was familiar with the language spoken at Ceylon, and
another Annamese who understood Chinese, these three interpreters
would have been able to mediate at the examination. The questions
asked were, perhaps, of the following kind : (1) What is the name of
your country ? (2) Where is it situated ? (3) How many li does it
measure ? (4) How many cities has it ? (s) How many dependent
States ? (6) How is the capital built ? (7) How many inhabitants live in
the capital ? (8) What are the products of your country ? etc., etc., and
finally, What else can you tell us about your country ? This, I presume, is
the origin of the notes in the Jih-li, which we must assume to have been
the basis of our Hsi-yü accounts. The historical writers did not, of course,
confine their work to copying these chronicles. They were men of literary

1 Reinaud, Relations Politiques et Commerciales de l’Empire Romain avec l’Asie Orientale,

Paris 1863, p. 162.
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merit and, as masters of the historical style, had to arrange the facts
they found simply stated into a sort of narrative. This involved that
reports derived from other sources should not be despised. Hence the
occasional episode commencing with Řyu-yünř (

), Ŗit is said by

some that, etc.ŗ The Ta-tsřin account in the Hou-han-shu especially, as I
have already suggested, may have been enlarged by what was

p.013

then

known of the results of Kan Yingřs enquiries, who had, in A.D. 97, been
sent on a mission to Ta-tsřin by his chief, the general Pan Chřao. Kan
Ying, it will be seen hereafter, only reached Třiao-chih, on the coast of
the Persian Gulf, whence a regular traffic by sea was carried on to the
Syrian port Aelana, in the Gulf of Akabah, at the head of the Red Sea.
Kan Ying, who came into immediate contact with the sailors who were in
the habit of making that journey, has certainly had the best opportunity
for collecting information regarding the object of his mission. But apart
from this, it is very likely that at the Court of Parthia which, prior to the
Romans taking possession of Syria again in B.C. 38, i. e., just 135 years
before Kan Yingřs journey, had ruled over that country for several years,
information regarding Ta-tsřin could be easily obtained. This must have
been prominently the case with Ta-tsřin products and articles of trade
which came to China through Parthian hands.
The San-kuo-chih (

), ŘMemoir of the Three Kingdomsř,

compiled by Chřên Shou, who died A.D. 297 1, comprises the history of
the three contemporaneous states of Wei, Shu, and Wu. That of Wei
contains a meagre account of some of p.014 the less distant countries, the
incompleteness of which, as that of the whole work, caused the Emperor
Wên-ti of the earlier Sung dynasty to order Přei Sung-chih to compile a
new edition, embodying into Chřên Shouřs text, which had been written
but about 130 years prior to himself, whatever pertinent notes he could
1 Mayers, Chinese Reader’s Manual, p. 33. Note the discrepancy in representing Chřên

Shouřs position vis-à-vis the Wei dynasty whose part he took, in Mayers (l. c.) and Wylie,
Chinese Literature, p. 14.
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find in other contemporaneous authors. It is to this fact that we are
indebted for the most detailed account we possess of the country of Tatsřin. Přei Sung-chihřs edition was submitted to the Emperor, as the
Preface shows, in the 6th year of his reign, i. e., A.D. 429. The work
from which this geographical account is quoted is the Wei-lio, i. e.,
ŘAbridged History of the Wei Dynastyř, by Yü Huan, which must have
been written between the end of the Wei dynasty, i. e., A.D. 264, and
the time when Přei Sung-chih prepared his commentary, i. e., previous to
A.D. 429. I am not prepared to say whether this work exists at the
present day, but I am inclined to believe that it does hot, and that we
must be contented with the extracts given from it in other works. The
catalogue of the Imperial Library at Peking (Ssŭ-k’u-ch’üan-shu-ts’ungmu) is silent upon the subject, whereas works compiled during the Ming
dynasty, like the Pên-ts’ao-kang-mu, mention the title as that of one of
the authorities consulted, and the Lei-shu, or encyclopedical works,
quote under its name passages (relating to Ta-tsřin, for instance) which
deviate somewhat from the

p.015

text inserted into Přei Sung-chihřs

commentary so as to make me think that another text of the Wei-lio has
existed not too long ago. This assumption is strengthened in so far as Ma
Tuan-linřs account of Ta-tsřin (ch. 339), which is identical with that of the
Wei-lio in numerous details, contains certain extensions in the text, thus
suggesting the idea that either Ma Tuan-lin has had before him a text of
the Wei-lio more complete than that quoted in the San-kuo-chih is at the
present day, or that both Ma Tuan-lin and the Wei-lio drew from one
common source anterior to the latter. I have to say that Ma Tuan-lin
here, as in his other geographical accounts, refrains from stating the
name of the work from which he has drawn his information. Such as it is,
the enlarged edition of the San-kuo-chih furnishes information regarding
Ta-tsřin which is not only quite as complete, but also quite as old, as that
of the Hsi-yü chapter in the Hou-han-shu. The Wei-lio account abounds
with statements not found in the other standard histories, the authors of
which apparently despised this compilation, if they were at all aware of
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its existence ; and yet, if we allow for some confusion made in the
geography of dependent states, in the directions of the compass,
distances, etc., we find no cause to look at these accounts with more
suspicion than at any of the other early records. Regarding these we
cannot possibly expect greater accuracy in an ancient Chinese

p.016

work

than we find in an ancient western authority, say Ptolemy, especially if
we consider what monstrous deviations from reality may be seen in the
sketches of India and the whole East in maps as recent even as Edrisiřs
(A.D. 1154 ; see Peschel, Gesch. d. Erdk., ed. Ruge, München, 1877, p.
145). The fact of Ma Tuan-linřs text being partly based on either the Weilio or some other text very similar to that of the Wei-lio shows that
Chinese critics of high reputation did not always follow the example set
by court historians.
The next history in the Chinese standard list is the Chin-shu,
compiled by Fang Chřiao, who died A.D. 648. Its Ta-tsřin account is
mainly a reproduction of what we have learned in the Hou-han-shu ; nor
do we find much novel information in the following Shih, the Sung-shu,
which is probably a century older than the former, since its author Shên
Yo died in A.D. 513. The Nan-ch’i-shu contains a short account of foreign
countries which does not, however, extend as far as Ta-tsřin. The same
remark would apply to the Liang-shu, compiled early during the 7th
century A.D., but for a few pertinent notes in a description of India
(Chung Třien-chu) and a short account of the reception of a merchant
from Ta-tsřin at the court of Sun-chřüan, the founder of the Wu dynasty,
in A.D. 226. I have searched for further details regarding this traveller in
the older History of Wu contained in the San-kuo-chih,

p.017

but without

result. In going through the minor histories I found the first account of
some value in the Wei-shu, the history of the northern Wei dynasty (A.D.
386-556). Although this account repeats many of the statements of the
Hou-han-shu and the Wei-lio, in accordance with the Chinese method
observed up to the present day, by which all that was recognized as true
hundreds of years ago must be true for ever, and thus may be quoted
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without further scrutiny, there are in it signs of independent information
having been received in China since those earlier accounts were
compiled. The history of the same dynasty (the northern Wei) is the
subject of a later work, the Pei-shih, which contains an almost literal
reproduction of what we find in the Wei-shu. Of the histories preceding
the Pei-shih I merely mention the Sui-shu, embracing the period A.D.
581-617, because I found in it the first trace of the new name under
which the country of Ta-tsřin was known thereafter, viz., Fu-lin 1. There
is no description in this book of either Ta-tsřin or Fu-lin, but in an
account of Persia (ch. 83), I found it stated that ŖFu-lin is 4,500 li northwest of that countryŗ. The next important account is that of the Chiu
T’ang-shu, i. e., the ŘOld History

p.018

of the Třang dynastyř, which work

was remodelled during the 11th century and republished under the name
Hsin T’ang-shu or ŘNew History of the Třang dynastyř. The account of Fulin ŕ for under this name we have now to look for the ancient Ta-tsřin ŕ
contained in the latter supplements the former, and vice versâ, although
many of the facts stated are identical apart from the difference in the
style of language used in describing them. It may look pedantic to lay
stress on two almost identical reports clothed in different language, but
it is, in reality, quite necessary to make the most out of every Chinese
sentence we can hunt up in ancient authors relating to one and the same
fact. By pursuing this method we not only glean a number of minor facts
which may be contained in one account while being omitted in the other,
but we also succeed in overcoming many of the difficulties of the text.
Many passages would be quite unintelligible to European and Chinese
scholars alike, if we did not find the key for their correct meaning in
parallel sentences conveying the same idea in different words. I could
mention numerous instances of mistakes made in the translations
relating to Ta-tsřin and Fu-lin by de Guignes, Visdelou, Pauthier and
1 The Ta-t’ang-his-yü-chi (translated by Julien in Mémoires de Hiouen Thsang, see Livre

XI, p. 180) ch. II, p. 23, mentions the kingdom of Fu-lin, which is merely another way of
writing that name. The work referred to was completed in A.D. 646.
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others, which they would perhaps have avoided had they adopted the
method of eliciting the meaning of difficult passages by comparison with
the corresponding passages in other accounts. This remark

p.019

refers

especially to the accounts of Fu-lin contained in the Old and the New
History of the Třang dynasty. The Sung-shih, the work of Třo-třo, a
Chinese author of Mongol birth, is known amongst the literati for its want
of accuracy ; and we have to read its account of Fu-lin with a certain
caution. This account is, however, otherwise very important to us, as it
contains none but independent information, and does not, like the T’angshu, fall back on the tradition of former histories, thus leaving us entirely
in doubt whether the facts stated refer to the period of the dynasty
(Třang) or to some former epoch lying 500 years farther back. The final
account in the Twenty-four Shih is that in the Ming Shih. Its main
features are the tenor of a manifesto handed by the Emperor Třai-tsu to
a merchant from Fu-lin for transmission to his sovereign, and the
mention of the first modern Christian missionary, Matthaeus Ricci,
having arrived in China.
I am not aware of many descriptions of either Ta-tsřin or Fu-lin, which
may be considered authorities, having appeared apart from those
contained in the twenty-four dynastic histories. The Nestorian inscription
(A.D. 781) contains an account of Ta-tsřin, drawn up in truly lapidary
style ; and the various encyclopedical works (Lei-shu) frequently allude
to the country in quotations derived from minor works which are either
lost, p.020 or not procurable, or forming part of a Tsřung-shu or ŘCollection
of Reprintsř, such as the Wu-shih-wai-kuo-chuan, (ŘAccount of Foreign
Countries at the Time of Wuř, ŕ 3rd century A.D.), or the Nan-fangts’ao-mu-chuang, a work on the plants, etc., of southern countries.
Foremost amongst the Cyclopedias (though not classed with the Leishu by the Chinese) is the Wên-hsien-t’ung-k’ao (4), the celebrated work
of Ma Tuan-lin. Its chapters regarding foreign countries (ch. 324, seqq.)
may be interesting enough to a Chinese reader who wishes to learn
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some of the wonderful tales told at one time or another of each country
enumerated, but they are of little use to the critical student. Whatever
the merits of this much-admired

1

compilation may be otherwise, its

geographical section does not satisfy the foreign reader, and we cannot
but wonder how a Chinese scholar like Rémusat could find no better
authorities for his subject 2, although he had spent

p.021

several years in

studying it, according to his own saying. Like nearly all the material
contained in the Wên-hsien-t’ung-k’ao, the notices of foreign countries,
including accounts of Ta-tsřin and of Fu-lin, are compiled from the
histories ; but the author generally leaves us entirely in the dark as to
the authority from which his text is drawn, which is, indeed, a great
shortcoming to everyone anxious to know in what century it was written.
A great part of Ma Tuan-linřs remarks anent Ta-tsřin is apparently
derived from the Wei-lio or from some other records, perhaps even older
than the Wei-lio but based on the same information as the latter,
whereas other parts remind again of the Hou-han-shu. The wording of
his text is often slightly altered from that of the text he copies as it may
be traced in the literature now existing ; it therefore serves in many
cases as a sort of commentary to the texts of ancient records, for, as I
have already intimated, many of the linguistic difficulties of the latter,
which at first sight look quite unsurmountable, disappear if we see the
same idea expressed in different words.
Some valuable information is contained in the Chu-fan-chih, an
account of various foreign countries, by Chao Ju-kua of the Sung
dynasty. I copied the text of the Fu-lin portion from an edition contained
in a Řcollection of reprintsř entitled Hsiao-chin-chi-yüan. It is, no doubt,

1 Vide Rémusatřs panegyric "Ma Touan-lin, savant Chinois" in Nouv. Mélanges Asiatiques,

Vol. II, p. 166.
2 "Sur quelques Peuples du Tibet et de la Boukharie, tiré de lřouvrage de Ma Touan-lin, et
traduit du Chinois." Nouv. Mélanges Asiatiques, Vol. I, p. 186. The Marquis dřHervey de
St. Denys has lately commenced translating the geographical portion of Ma Touan-linřs
work under the title "Ethnographie des peuples étrangers à la Chine, ŕ ouvrage composé
au XIIIe siècle de notre ère par Ma Touan-lin, traduit pour la première fois du Chinois
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the identical text of which the extract quoted in Hucřs

p.022

Le

Christianisme en Chine, Vol. I, p. 74, and Pauthierřs, pp. 51 to 53, in his
work De l’Authenticité de l’Inscription nestorienne, etc., were meant to
contain a translation. I cannot, as far as Ta-tsřin is concerned, agree with
the Imperial Catalogue (Ssŭ-k’u-ch’üan-shu-tsung-mu, ch. 71, p. 9) in
assuming that Chao Ju-kua collected all his information from personal
inquiry while being employed as an official in the salt gabel in the
province of Fu-kien. A superficial comparison of the Chu-fan-chih with
what has been said about Ta-tsřin and Fu-lin in former records will show
that by far the greater part of Ju-kuařs notes is derived from the Han and
Třang records 1 . On the other hand, it must be admitted that certain
notes look like independent statements, inasmuch as they cannot be
discovered in any previous work. But even these we may suspect to have
been copied from older books which may not

p.023

exist now but may

have been consulted by Chao Ju-kua. We possess no direct record as to
the period during which this author lived or wrote, but in the Imperial
Catalogue, l. c., reference is made to a genealogical table in the Sungshih, which contains his name, and from which it appears that he was a
descendant from a member of the Imperial family of the Sung, whose
real name was Chao, just as Hohenzollern is the name of the kings of
Prussia, and that he was born after the eighth generation dating from
Třai-tsung, i. e., after the middle of the twelfth century. The ŘCatalogueř
further states that, foreign ships being allowed to trade at the southern
avec un commentaire perpétuel." I regret not having seen this work.
1 The passages R 6, 10 to 15, and 20, 21 and 23 (see the translation following), for

instance, are clearly derived from the Hou-han-shu ; and the information contained in
R 7, 27 and 31 can be easily traced to the T’ang-shu accounts. The author of the review
of the Chu-fan-chih contained in the Imperial Catalogue, says himself that, owing to the
great distance of Ta-tsřin and T'ien-chu, it should be assumed that Ju-kua did not come
into immediate contact with natives of those countries ; but he draws attention to a
quotation from the Ts’ê-fu-yüan-kuei (completed A.D. 1013, see Wylie, p. 147),
according to which the adherents of the Yao religion, styled Ta-tsřin-shih (church of Tatsřin), during the Třang period, are identical with the Hai-liao (lit. sea-hunters, sea-tribes)
mentioned in the T’ing-shih (see Wylie, p. 158). This would insinuate that a foreign tribe
on the coast of Kuang-tung, called Hai-liao, was in the possession of traditions regarding
its native country, Ta-tsřin or Fu-lin.
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ports under the southern Sung dynasty, his position as Inspector of Salt
Gabel brought him into frequent contact with foreigners who supplied
him with accounts of the countries they came from. The title given him
was that of Shih-po, which may be translated by ŘSuperintendent of Sea
Tradeř. The Hsü-wên-hsien-t’ung-k’ao, the continuation of Ma Tuan-linřs
work, quoted in the Yüan-chien-lei-han, ch. 110, p. 33, states that the
title Shih-po, in connection with the superintendence of salt and revenue
matters, was first used in Fu-kien during the 14th year of Chih-yüan, and
was abolished again in order to be replaced by the title Yen-yün-ssŭ, the
term used at the present day for a Collector of Salt Taxes, in the 24th
year of the same period. This may possibly give us

p.024

a clue as to the

time when Chao Ju-kua collected the information for his work ; for the
time during which alone the post said to have been held by him existed
in Fu-kien, extends from A.D. 1277 to 1287. Both time and locality seem
to be in favour of the theory here advanced, of the principal information
collected with regard to foreign countries during the Sung and Yüan
period originating there and then. An official of the class described would
most probably have been stationed at the port of Chinchew or Chřüanchou-fu, for some time the provincial capital. Whether this city or
Phillipsř Geh-kong was the Zayton of Marco Polořs days (see J. R. G. S.
XLIV, p. 97, seqq.), there seems to be evidence that just during the ten
years A.D. 1277 to 1287, ŕ the period when, owing to the change of
dynasties and the weakness resulting from warfare in the interior the
exclusive policy of the government could not be carried on with the usual
energy, ŕforeign trade was flourishing there more than at other times. I
quote from Yuleřs reply to Phillipsř ŘNotices of Southern Mangiř in J. R. G.
S., l. c., p. 107 :
ŖIn 1282, envoys arrived from sundry kings of India, including
one from Kulang, i. e., Coilom of Polo, or Quilonŗ (Gaubil, p.
196).
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ŖIn 1286, vessels arrived at Třswanchau from more than 90
foreign states, the names of several of which that are given
belong to Southern and Western Indiaŗ (Gaubil, p. 205).
p.025

Marco Polořs visit to that neighbourhood must have taken place

soon after that period. The ports of Fu-kien were then, however, no
longer in the hands of the Sung, who were driven by the advancing
Mongols into the Kuang-tung province ; and if the two facts, viz., that of
Ju-kuařs having been a member of the Sung family, and that of his
having occupied the post referred to, can be proved, there is room for
the suspicion that he may have maintained his position after the fall of
his dynasty by voluntarily submitting to the Mongol enemy.
According to the ŘCatalogueř, the chapters regarding foreign countries
in the Sung-shih are partly based on the information contained in the
Chu-fan-chih, as the latter work contained more geographical detail than
the court archives.
The great cyclopedia in 5,000 volumes, the T’u-shu-chi-ch’êng 1, in
its account of Ta-tsřin and p.026 Fu-lin, quotes about all that may be found
with regard to the subject in the standard histories and other works,
and, by naming the work from which each quotation is derived, becomes
infinitely more useful than Ma Tuan-linřs compilation, whose labours, as
well as all the cyclopedias published up to the time of Křang-hsi, appear
to be almost superseded by this work. Next to collecting oneřs-self the
original passages regarding any special subject, the study of this
1 Its complete title is Ch’in-tLing-ku-chin-t’u-shu-chi-ch’êng. Some valuable notes

regarding it will be found in Mayers, "Bibliography of the Chinese Imperial Collections of
Literature", in China Review, Vol. VI, p. 218 seqq. Collectors of Chinese books will be
glad to hear that a new edition of this gigantic work, a copy of which was bought for the
Chinese library of the British Museum in 1877, is about to be published by the Třungwên-shu-chü referred to on p. 8. It will be a facsimile reproduction in the size of 20
characters per column of 5 5/8 ins. Engl., i.e., about three quarters the size of the
original, and the price fixed for the complete work (Shanghai Taels 360=£90) seems
exceedingly low if we consider that as much as Tls. 14,000 or £3,500 sterling bas been
asked for a complete copy (cf. Mayers, l.c., p. 222). The T’u-shu-chi-ch'êng is supposed
to embrace all the standard works of Chinese literature of all ages up to the time of its
being compiled, i.e., the end of the 17th century.
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exhaustive digest will probably be found the most useful source of
information ; and it seems that those who have access to the T’u-shuchi-ch’êng need not trouble much about the minor compilations. If such
works as Ma Tuan-linřs, the Yüan-chien-lei-han, etc., yet play a
conspicuous part in sinological research, it is because the larger work
has not been accessible.
I have just been allowed to open the volume containing the chapter
that interests me (Ta-ts’in-pu-hui-k’ao), in ch. 60 of section XIII in the
12th division of the General Index, which alone consists of 20 volumes),
and was agreeably surprised to find nearly all the passages regarding my
subject, the collecting of which had claimed a considerable part of my
time and attention, placed together in chronological order.
The compiler of the Ta-tsřin account in the T’u-shu-chi-ch’êng quotes
from Fa Hsienřs Fo-kuo-chi

1 details

regarding a country called Ta-chřin.

In applying this name to our Ta-tsřin,

p.027

he is apparently led by the

identity in sound and no other motive, for the information embodied in
this chapter of the Buddhistic traveller is as heterogeneous with regard
to the general tradition as possible. If we cannot explain the account of
Ŗa monastery of the former Buddha Chia-yeh, made by hollowing out a
great rockŗ, as a fanciful description of buildings seen in the city of Petra,
there will be little hope of connecting Fa Hsienřs Ta-chřin with that of the
historical writers.
I have collected from the various historical works above referred to all
the accounts of Ta-tsřin and Fu-lin written during the period extending
from the Former Han dynasty up to that of the Ming, i. e., between the
first and seventeenth centuries A.D., and also a few other texts which
seemed necessary in order to understand certain clues as to the route
leading to that country at certain periods. I now offer a set of
translations of all these accounts, the greater part of which is translated
1 Cf. Giles, Record of the Buddhistic Kingdoms, ch. XXXV, p. 86.
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pour la première fois, whereas those which had been previously
translated by others have been thoroughly revised, and in some
passages, sadly misunderstood by former translators, may pass as
independent versions altogether. If these notes were written for linguistic
purposes, the explanation of errors committed by others would furnish a
useful grammatical chapter, but as grammar is, at present, not the
object in view, I shall confine myself to drawing attention to such
misunderstandings in the Chinese text which
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may possibly be used

as arguments in the identification of the country. The following example
will show the necessity of such a procedure. The description of Ta-tsřin
as given by von Richthofen (China, Vol. I, p. 473) contains the following
words : ŖDie Hauptstadt hat 100 li im Umfang und enthält zehn Paläste,
die je 10 li von einander entfernt sind, am Wasser liegen und von Säulen
getragen werdenŗ. Von Richthofen borrows this passage from de
Guignesř Histoire Générale des Huns [Vol. I, Part II, p. LXXVIII], who
translates from the Hou-han-shu (cf. the passages E 13 to 15 of my
translation) : « La capitale a 100 li de circonférence. Il y a cinq palais à
10 li de distance lřun de lřautre. Ils sont sur le bord de l’eau et soutenus sur
des colonnes. » The Chinese text reads :
(Kung-shih chieh i shui-ching wei chu), which

means that Ŗin the

palaces columns are made with crystalŗ. De Guignesř translation is one
out of many mistakes he has committed. The reason why it interests us
is not the desire to see errors exposed, but that von Richthofen has been
grossly misguided by it. The celebrated traveller conjectures that the
authority from which de Guignes translated (the Han Annals) is probably
of later origin than we usually assume it to be, because the mention
made of palaces borne by columns and bordering on the waterside
answers better a description of Constantinople

p.029

than one of Rome 1.

1 "Es liegt vielleicht zum Theil ein Irrthum betreffs des Alters der Quelle vor, der die

Stelle entnommen ist ; denn die Nachricht von den säulengetragenen, am Wasser
liegenden Palästen passt besser auf Constantinopel als auf Rom." See l.c., p. 473, note.
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Such a blunder as the one made by de Guignes in the passage referred
to would be unpardonable to anyone who has studied Chinese in the
days of Schott, Julien, Zottoli, and von der Gabelentz ; but we should not
forget that when de Guignesř work appeared (A.D. 1756) even the
elementary rules of Chinese composition were a mystery to most of the
European scholars, whose translations were often nothing better than a
sort of mosaic-work, badly cemented by their imagination ; translations
of Chinese characters, not of Chinese sentences. I have selected the
above example as a warning to writers who, not knowing Chinese
themselves, may wish to make use of the translations of others. Most of
the translations made previous to Rémusat have to be used with great
caution, and what even such of our modern dilettanti may bring about
who persistently neglect to make use of the grammatical helps furnished
by others, would be demonstrated in almost every translation of
Pauthierřs, whose admirable zeal in all matters connected with oriental
research was coupled with a strange incomprehension in linguistic
questions. I shall refrain from adding to Julienřs criticisms, though a good
collection of strange renderings may be made from Pauthierřs two works
pertaining to our subject

1,

leaving it
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to those interested in the

linguistic features of each difficulty to draw comparisons if they care to
do so. I may, however, be allowed to say that new translations based on
the comparative study of various texts seemed to me an absolute
necessity to anyone who wished to arrive at an opinion with regard to
Ta-tsřin, and that the existence of certain French versions by de Guignes,
Visdelou (by far the best), and Pauthier, though carefully examined, has
been of very little use to me as a basis. I have endeavoured to do my
best in rendering literally ; yet, in many cases I have to claim the
indulgence of those who, after me, may find time and inclination to
subject the difficult parts of these texts to a more thorough scrutiny than
I have been able to do. I have had the courage to work my way through
1 See note 3 on p. 6.
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some rather obscure passages of ancient Chinese. I must confess that I
did not allow myself to be detained too long by these difficulties ; but I
possess the boldness, too, not possessed by all translators from the
Chinese, to supply my critics with the Chinese text itself. I shall be glad
to be corrected if found wrong, as I shall be open to every argument
against my own views if it helps to reveal the truth.

@
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2.

TRANSLATIONS
AND
CHINESE TEXT
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TRANSLATIONS
@
p.033

In order to allow of the information contained in these

translations being readily analysed, I have placed above every portion of
it, as well as above each of the corresponding portions of the Chinese
text following, a Roman, capital letter, and have numbered the
paragraphs in each section. In quoting, capital letters will have the
meaning described hereafter.
Most of the Dynastic Histories are divided into three sections : the tichi (

) or Řannals of the emperorsř, the chih (

essaysř, and the chuan (

) or lieh-chuan (

) or Řstatistical
) or Řbiographical,

ethnographical, etc., noticesř (cf. Wylie, Chinese Literature, p. 12). Each
of these sub-divisions has its own series of numbers attached to the
various chapters or chüan (

), so that a chüan may be quoted by two

numbers, viz., the current number it holds in the complete work, and the
series number of the sub-division it belongs to. As anyone who is not
aware of this distinction must find it difficult to work his way in these
bulky histories, I have, in the following list, inserted both the general
number (chüan=ch.) and that of the chuan or lieh-chuan.
A = Shih-chi
B = Ch’ien-han-shu
C = Hou-han-shu

, ch. 123 : lieh-chuan, 63.
, ch. 96A : chuan, 66A.
, ch. 86 : chuan, 76.

D = ibid. ch. 88 : chuan, 78 : Třiao-chih and An-hsi.
E = ibid. ch. 88 : chuan, 78 : Ta-tsřin.
F = Chin-shu

, ch. 97 : lieh-chuan, 67.

G = Sung-shu

, ch. 97 : lieh-chuan, 57.

H = Liang-shu

, ch. 54 : lieh-chuan, 48.
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I = Wei-shu

, ch. 102 : lieh-chuan, 90.

K = Chiu-t’ang-shu

, ch. 198 : lieh-chuan, 148.

L = Hsin-t’ang-shu

, ch. 221 : lieh-chuan, 146B.

M = Extract from the Nestorian inscription.
N = Sung-shih

, ch. 490 : lieh-chuan, 249.

O = Ming-shih

, ch. 326 : lieh-chuan : 214.

P = Wei-lio

, quoted in San-kuo-chih, ch. 30.

Q = Ma Tuan-linřs Wên-hsien-t’ung-k’ao
R = Chu fan-chih

, ch. 339.

, Art. Ta-tsřin.

A
(Shih-chi, written about B.C. 91 ; ch. 123 : Ta-wan.)

[I] When the first embassy was sent from China to An-hsi [Parthia],
the king of An-hsi [Parthia] ordered twenty thousand cavalry to meet
them on the eastern frontier. [2] The eastern frontier was several
thousand li distant from the kingřs capital. [3] Proceeding to the north
one came

1

across several tens of cities, with very many inhabitants,

allied to that country. [4] After the Chinese embassy had returned they
sent forth an embassy to follow the Chinese embassy to come and see
the extent and greatness of the Chinese Empire. [5] They offered to the
Chinese court large birdsř-eggs, and jugglers from Li-kan.

1 (Hsing-pei-chih). Julien, Histoire de la vie de Hiouen-thsang, Préface, p. XXXVII, seq.,

makes an artificial distinction in the translation of the two words hsing and chih, on the
ground of a note found in an epilogue appended to the text of the Ta-t’ang-hsi-yü-chi
(ch. 12, p. 29), by which the former (hsing) is used in the sense of Řto arrive atř, if the
traveller has visited the place referred to in person, whereas the latter (chih) insinuates
that the traveller, in his account, speaks of localities he knows merely from hearsay. This
rule is certainly of the greatest importance in the interpretations of Hsüan-chuangřs
Journeys, but it would be useless to make the distinction in these translations.
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B
(Ch’ien-han-shu, written about A.D. 90, and embracing facts coming within the
period B.C. 206 to A.D. 25 ; ch. 96A, Hsi-yü-chuan : An-hsi-kuo 1.)

[1] p.036 When the emperor Wu-ti [B.C. 140Ŕ86] first sent an embassy
to An-hsi [Parthia], the king ordered a general to meet him on the
eastern frontier with twenty thousand cavalry. [2] The eastern frontier
was several thousand li distant from the kingřs capital. [3] Proceeding to
the north one came across several tens of cities, the inhabitants of which
were allied with that country. [4] As they sent forth an embassy to follow
the Chinese embassy, they came to see the country of China. [5] They
offered to the Chinese court large birdsř-eggs, and jugglers from Li-kan,
at which His Majesty was highly pleased.
C
(Hou-han-shu, partly written during the 5th century A.D., and embracing the
period A.D. 25 to 220, ch. 86 : Nan-man-hsi-nan-i.)

[1] During the 9th year [of Yung-yüan, A.D. 97] the barbarian tribes
[man] outside the frontier and the king of the country of Shan 2, named
Yung-yu-tiao, sent twofold interpreters, and was endowed with state
jewels. Ho-ti [the emperor, A.D. 89 to 106] conferred a golden seal with
a purple ribbon, and the small chiefs were granted seals, ribbons, and
money. ŕ ŕ ŕ [2] During the 1st year of Yung-ning [=A.D. 120]

p.037

the king of the country of Shan, named Yung-yu-tiao, again sent an
embassy who, being received to His Majestyřs presence, offered
musicians and jugglers. The latter could conjure, spit fire, bind and
release their limbs without assistance [ ? cf. P 21], change the heads of

1 Cf. Wylieřs translation in ŘNotes on the Western Regionsř, Journ. Anthropol. Inst., Aug.

1880.
2 So pronounced and not Tan ; see scholion in the Chinese text and Ma Tuan-lin, ch.
330, p. 11. The Tung-kuan-chi, speaking of the same country, calls it Shan ; the old Yünnan-t'ung-chih prints Tan like the Hou-han-shu, but Ma Tuan-linřs text (l. c.) has Chan
with the gloss referred to.
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cows and horses, and were clever at dancing with up to a thousand balls.
[3] They said themselves : ŖWe are men from the west of the sea ; the
west of the sea is the same as Ta-tsřin. In the south-west of the country
of Shan one passes through to Ta-tsřinŗ 1. [4] At the beginning of the
following year they played music at court with [or Řbeforeř] An-ti [the
emperor, A.D. 107 to 126], when Yung-yu-tiao was invested as a Ta-tuwei [tributary prince ?] of the Han empire by being granted a seal and a
ribbon with gold and silver silk embroidered emblems, every one of
which had its own meaning.
D
(Hou-han-shu, ch. 88 : Hsi-yü-chuan,
account of the countries of Třiao-chih and An-hsi 2.)

[1] The city of the country of Třiao-chih is situated on a hill [island, or
peninsula, shan] ; [2] its circumference is over forty li [3] and it
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borders on the western sea. [4] The waters of the sea crookedly
surround it. [5] In the south, [east], and north-east, the road is cut off ;
only in the north-west there is access to it by means of a land-road. [6]
The country is hot and low 3. [7] It produces lions, rhinoceros, fêng-niu
[Zebu, Bos indicus 4], peacocks, and large birds [ostriches ?] whose eggs
are like urns. [8] If you turn to the north and then towards the east
again go on horseback some sixty days, you come to An-hsi [Parthia],
1 This passage has probably led to the mistaken opinion of later Chinese writers that

Shan was a country in the north-east of Ta-tsřin. See Porter Smith, Vocabulary of
Chinese Proper Names, p. 53, s. v. Tan-kwoh.
2 For translations of 1 to 9, considerably deviating from the present version, see
Neumann, Asiat. Studien, p. 157, and Rémusat, Nouv. Mél. Asiat., I, p. 215.
3 (shih). This character is usually translated by Řdampř, but in this instance I am inclined
to be guided by the Êrh-ya, where it is explained by […] pei-hsia-chê-yüeh-shih : Ŗa
bank, being low, is called shihŗ, to which a scholiast adds : […] hsia-přing yüeh hsi, Řlow
and flat it is called hsiř ; see Êrh-ya, ch. 9. Of a country 3,000 li south-east of Tien-chu,
the Wei-lio account, appended to ch. 30 of the San-kuo-chih, says that, ch’i-ti-pei-shihshu-jê, Ŗthis country is low and hotŗ. This is the parallel phrase for shih-shu in the above
sentence, and shows clearly that its translation should be in accordance with the
explanation of the Êrh-ya.
4 See Bretschneider in Notes and Queries, Vol. IV, p. 60.
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[9] to which afterwards it became subject as a vassal state under a
military governor who had control of all the small cities.
[10] The country of An-hsi [Parthia] has its residence at the city of
Ho-tu, [11] it is 25,000 li distant from Lo-yang. [12] In the north it
bounds on Křang-chü, and in the south, on Wu-i-shan-li. [13] The size of
the country is several thousand li. [14] There are several hundred small
cities with a vast number of inhabitants and soldiers. [15] On its eastern
frontier is the city of Mu-lu, which is called Little An-hsi [Parthia Minor].
[16] It is
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20,000 li distant from Lo-yang. [17] In the first year of

Chang-ho, of the Emperor Chang-ti [=A.D. 87], they sent an embassy
offering lions and fu-pa. [18] The fu-pa has the shape of a lin (unicorn),
but has no horn. [19] In the 9th year of Yung-yüan of Ho-ti [=A.D. 97]
the tu-hu (general) Pan Chřao sent Kan-ying as an ambassador to Tatsřin, who arrived in Třiao-chih, on the coast of the great sea. [20] When
about to take his passage across the sea, the sailors of the western
frontier of An-hsi [Parthia] told Kan-ying : ŖThe sea is vast and great ;
with favourable winds it is possible to cross within three months ; but if
you meet slow winds, it may also take you two years. It is for this reason
that those who go to sea take on board a supply of three yearsř
provisions. There is something in the sea which is apt to make man
home-sick, and several have thus lost their livesŗ. When Kan-ying heard
this, he stopped. [21] In the 13th year [A.D. 101] the king of An-hsi
[Parthia], Man-křü, again offered as tribute lions and large birds from
Třiao-chih

[ostriches], which

henceforth

were

named

An-hsi-chiao

[Parthian birds]. [22] From An-hsi [Parthia] you go west 3,400 li to the
country of A-man ; from A-man you go west 3,600 li to the country of
Ssŭ-pin ; from Ssŭ-pin you go south, crossing a river [or by river], and
again south-west to the country of Yü-lo, 960 li, the extreme west
frontier of An-hsi ; from here you travel south by sea, and so reach Tatsřin. [23]

p.040

In this country there are many of the precious and rare

things of the western sea.
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A. Facsimile copy of a page from an edition of the Hou-han-shu printed in A.D. 1167

B. Facsimile copy of a page from an edition of the Hou-han-shu printed in A.D. 1242
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E
(Hou-han-shu, ch. 88 : Hsi-yü-chuan, ŕ the first principal account of Ta-třsin 1.)

[1] The country of Ta-tsřin is also called Li-chien (Li-kin) and, as
being situated on the western part of the sea, Hai-hsi-kuo [i. e., Řcountry
of the western part of the seař]. [2] Its territory amounts to several
thousand li ; [3] it contains over four hundred cities, [4] and of
dependent states there are several times ten. [5] The defences of cities
are made of stone. [6] The postal stations and mile-stones on the roads
are covered with plaster. [7] There are pine and cypress trees and all
kinds of other trees and plants. [8] The people are much bent on
agriculture, and practice the planting of trees and the rearing of silkworms. [9] They cut the hair of their heads, [10] wear embroidered
clothing, [11] and drive in small carriages covered with white canopies ;
[12] when going in or out they beat drums, and hoist flags, banners, and
pennants. [13]

The precincts of the walled city in which they live

measure over a hundred li in circumference. [14] In the city there are
fine palaces, ten li distant from each other. [15] In the palace buildings
they use crystal to make pillars ; vessels
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used in taking meals are

also so made. [16] The king goes to one palace a day to hear cases.
After five days he has completed his round. [17] As a rule, they let a
man with a bag follow the kingřs carriage. Those who have some matter
to submit, throw a petition into the bag. When the king arrives at the
palace, he examines into the rights and wrongs of the matter. [18] The
official documents are under the control of thirty-six chiang (generals ?)
who conjointly discuss government affairs. [19] Their kings are not
permanent rulers, but they appoint men of merit. [20] When a severe
calamity visits the country, or untimely rain-storms, the king is deposed
and replaced by another. The one relieved from his duties submits to his
degradation without a murmur. [21] The inhabitants of that country are
1 Cf. translations by Visdelou in dřHerbelotřs Bibl. Orient., IV, p. 390, seqq. ; and de

Guignes, Hist. des Huns, Vol. II, p. LXVIII, seqq.
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tall and well-proportioned, somewhat like the Chinese, whence they are
called Ta-tsřin. [22] The country contains much gold, silver, and rare
precious stones, especially the

Řjewel that shines at nightř, the

Řmoonshine pearlř, the hsieh-chi-hsi 1, corals, amber, glass, lang-kan [a
kind of coral], chu-tan [cinnabar ?], green jadestone [ching-pi], goldembroidered rugs and thin silk-cloth of various colours. [23] They make
gold-coloured clothř and asbestos cloth. [24] They further have Řfine
clothř 2, also called Shui-yang-tsřui [i. e., down of the water-sheep] ; it is
made from the cocoons of wild silk-worms. [25] They collect all kinds of
fragrant substances, the juice p.042 of which they boil into su-ho (storax).
[26] All the rare gems of other foreign countries come from there. [27]
They make coins of gold and silver. Ten units of silver are worth one of
gold. [28] They traffic by sea with An-hsi [Parthia] and Třien-chu [India],
the profit of which trade is ten-fold. [29] They are honest in their
transactions, and there are no double prices. [30] Cereals are always
cheap. The budget is based on a well-filled treasury. [31] When the
embassies of neighbouring countries come to their frontier, they are
driven by post to the capital, and, on arrival, are presented with golden
money. [32] Their kings always desired to send embassies to China, but
the An-hsi [Parthians] wished to carry on trade with them in Chinese
silks, and it is for this reason that they were cut off from communication.
[33] This lasted till the ninth year of the Yen-hsi period during the
emperor Huan-tiřs reign [=A.D. 166] when the king of Ta-tsřin, An-tun,
sent an embassy who, from the frontier of Jih-nan [Annam] offered
ivory, rhinoceros horns, and tortoise shell 3. From that time dates the
[direct] intercourse with this country. The list of their tribute contained
no jewels whatever, which fact throws doubt on the tradition. [34] It is
1 Cf. Q 19, note.
2 Cf. P 49oo : Chin-třu-pu.
3 In the chronological part of the Hou-han-shu [the Ti-hou-chi„ ch. 7, p. 4], the fact is

recorded under the 9th month of that year (October A.D. 166). It appears that the
journey from Ta-tsřin to Annam was performed during the summer months, when southwestern winds prevail in those parts.
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said by some that in the west of this country there is the
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Jo-shui

[Řweak waterř] and the Liu-sha [Řflying sands, desertř] near the residence
of the Hsi-wang-mu [Řmother of the western kingř], where the sun sets.
[35] The [Chřien]-han-shu says : ŖFrom Třiao-chih west, going over 200
days, one is near the place where the sun setsŗ ; this does not agree
with the present book. [36] Former embassies from China all returned
from Wu-i ; there were none who came as far as Třiao-chih. [37] It is
further said that, coming from the land-road of An-hsi [Parthia], you
make a round at sea and, taking a northern turn, come out from the
western part of the sea, whence you proceed to Ta-tsřin. [38] The
country is densely populated ; every ten li [of a road] are marked by a
třing ; thirty li by a chih [resting-place]. [39] One is not alarmed by
robbers, but the road becomes unsafe by fierce tigers and lions who will
attack passengers, and unless these be travelling in caravans of a
hundred men or more, or be protected by military equipment, they may
be devoured by those beasts. [40] They also say there is a flying bridge
[fei-chřiao] of several hundred li, by which one may cross to the
countries north of the sea. [41] The articles made of rare precious stones
produced in this country are sham curiosities and mostly not genuine,
whence they are not [here] mentioned.
F
(Chin-shu, written before the middle of the 7th century, and embracing the period p.044
A.D. 265-419, ch. 97 1. This account is mainly a repetition of that in the Hou-han-shu.)

[1] Ta-tsřin, also called Li-chien [Li-kin], [2] is in the western part of
the western sea. [3] In this country several thousand li in all directions
of the compass are covered with cities and other inhabited places. [4] Its
capital is over a hundred li in circumference. [5] The inhabitants use
coral in making the kingposts of their dwellings ; [6] they use opaque
1 Cf. translation of an identical account, quoted from the Yüan-chien-lei-han, by Pauthier,

De l’authenticité, etc., p. 36.
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glass in making walls, and crystal in making the pedestals of pillars. [7]
Their king has five palaces. [8] The palaces are ten li distant from each
other. [9] Every morning the king hears cases in one palace ; when he
has finished he begins anew. [10] When the country is visited by an
extraordinary calamity, a wiser man is elected ; the old king is relieved
from his duties, and the king so dismissed does not dare to consider
himself ill-treated. [11] They have keepers of official records and
foreigners [interpreters] who are acquainted with their style of writing 1.
[12] They have also small carriages with white canopies, flags, and
banners, and postal arrangements, just as we have them in China. [13]
The inhabitants are tall, and their faces resemble those of the Chinese,
but they wear foreign dress. [14] Their country exports much gold and
precious stones, shining pearls, and large conches ; they
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have the

Řjewel that shines at nightř, the hsieh-chi-hsi, and asbestos cloth ; they
know how to embroider cloth with gold thread and weave goldembroidered rugs. [15] They make gold and silver coins ; ten silver coins
are worth one gold coin. [16] The inhabitants of An-hsi [Parthia] and
Třien-chu [India] have trade with them by sea ; its profit is hundred-fold.
[17] When the envoys of neighbouring countries arrive there, they are
provided with golden money. [18] The water of the great sea which is
crossed on the road thither is salt and bitter, and unfit for drinking
purposes ; the merchants travelling to and fro are provided with three
yearsř provisions ; hence, there are not many going. [19] At the time of
the Han dynasty, the tu-hu Pan Chřao sent his subordinate officer Kanying as an envoy to that country ; but the sailors who were going out to
sea said, Ŗthat there was something about the sea which caused one to
long for home ; those who went out could not help being seized by
melancholy feelings ; if the Chinese envoy did not care for his parents,
his wife, and his children, he might goŗ. Ying could not take his passage.

1 Interpreters were appointed to receive the ambassadors of the barbarians under

Constantine. Gibbon, ch. XVII.
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[20] During the Třai-křang period of the emperor Wu-ti [=A.D. 280Ŕ290]
their king sent an envoy to offer tribute.
G
[Sung-shu, written about A.D. 500, and embracing the period A.D. 420Ŕ478, ch. 97].

[1]

p.046

As regards Ta-tsřin and Třien-chu [India], far out on the

western ocean, we have to say that, although the envoys of the two Han
dynasties

1

have experienced the special difficulties of this road, yet

traffic in merchandise has been effected, and goods have been sent out
to the foreign tribes, the force of winds driving them far away across the
waves of the sea. [2] There are lofty [ranges of] hills quite different
[from those we know] and a great variety of populous tribes having
different names and bearing uncommon designations, they being of a
class quite different [from our own]. [3] All the precious things of land
and water come from there, as well as the gems made of rhinocerosř
[horns] and king-fishersř stones 2, shê-chu [serpent pearls] and asbestos
cloth, there being innumerable varieties of these curiosities ; and also
[the doctrine of] the abstraction of mind [in devotion to] the lord of the
world [shih-chu=Buddha] ; ŕ all this having caused navigation and trade
to be extended to those parts.
H
(Liang-shu, written about A.D. 629, and comprising the period A.D. 502-556,
ch. 54 : account of Chung Třien-chu.)

[1]

p.047

In the west of it [viz., Chung Třien-chu, or India] they carry

on much trade by sea to Ta-tsřin and An-hsi [Parthia], [2] especially in

1 Chang Chřien and Pan Chřao.
2 Tsřui yü lit. ŘKing-fishersř wingsř, which, I presume stands for fei-tsřui [] or fei-tsřui-yü

[], a precious stone called chrysoprase in Bridgmanřs Chrestomathy (p. 430). Cf. Geerts,
Les Produits de la Nature Japonaise et Chinoise, Vol. II, p. 465 : ŘJadéite ; Jade vert
aluminaté ; Jade fusibleř. The corresponding terms in the passages K 32, L 35 and P 49s
may be similarly explained.
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articles of Ta-tsřin, such as all kinds of precious things, coral, amber,
chin-pi [gold jadestone], chu-chi [a kind of pearls], lang-kan, Yü-chin
[turmeric ?] and storax. [3] Storax is made by mixing and boiling the
juice of various fragrant trees ; it is not a natural product. It is further
said that the inhabitants of Ta-tsřin gather the storax [plant, or parts of
it], squeeze its juice out, and thus make a balsam [hsiang-kao] ; they
then sell its dregs to the traders of other countries ; it thus goes through
many hands before reaching China, and, when arriving here, is not so
very fragrant. [4] Yü-chin [turmeric ?] only comes from the country of
Chi-pin [=a country near the Persian gulf], etc., etc. [5] In the 9th year
of the Yen-hsi period of Huan-ti of the Han dynasty [=A.D. 166] the King
of Ta-tsřin, An-tun, sent an embassy with tribute from the frontier of Jihnan [Annam] ; during the Han period they have only once communicated
[with China]. [6] The merchants of this country frequently visit Fu-nan
[Siam, Cambodja ? 1] Jih-nan [Annam] and Chiao-chih [Tung-king] ; [7]
but few of the inhabitants of these southern frontier states have come to
Ta-tsřin. [8] During the 5th year of the Huang-wu period p.048 of the reign
of Sun-chřüan [=A.D. 226] a merchant of Ta-tsřin, whose name was
Tsřin-lun, came to Chiao-chih [Tung-king] ; the prefect [třai-shou] of
Chiao-chih, Wu Miao, sent him to Sun-chřüan [the Wu emperor], who
asked him for a report on his native country and its people. [9] Tsřin-lun
prepared a statement, and replied. [10] At the time Chu-ko Křo
chastised Tan-yang

3

2

and they had caught blackish coloured dwarfs.

When Tsřin-lun saw them he said that in Ta-tsřin these men are rarely
seen. Sun-chřüan then sent male and female dwarfs, ten of each, in
charge of an officer, Liu Hsien of Kuei-chi [a district in Chêkiang], to
accompany Tsřin-lun. Liu Hsien died on the road, whereupon Tsřin-lun
returned direct to his native country.
1 The Liang-shu, quoted in Hai-kuo-t’u-chih, ch. 5, p. 15, says : ŖThe country of Fu-nan

lies on the great gulf in the West of the sea South of the principality of Jih-nan [Annam]ŗ.
2 Nephew to Chu-ko Liang, alias Křung-ming.
3 Tan-yang=Kiang-nan.
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I
(Wei-shu, written previous to A.D. 572, and embracing the period A.D. 386-556,
ch. 102 : Hsi-yü-chuan. With one exception, this account is identical with one
contained in the Pei-shih, a revised history of the same dynasty 1.)

[1] The country of Ta-tsřin is also called Li-kan. [2] Its capital is the
city of An-tu. [3] From Třiao-chih west you go by sea, making a bent, ten
thousand li. [4] From Tai [=Ta-třung fu] it is

p.049

distant 39,400 li. [5]

By the side of its sea one comes out at what is like an arm of the sea 2,
and that the east and the west [of the country] look into that arm of the
sea is a natural arrangement. [6] Its territory amounts to six thousand li.
[7] It lies between two seas. [8] This country is peacefully governed, and
human dwellings are scattered over it like stars. [9] The royal capital is
divided into five cities, each five li square ; its circuit is 60 li. [10] The
king resides in the middle city. [11] In the city [Ŗeach city of the fourŗ, ŕ
Visdelou] there are established eight high officials [chên] to rule over the
four quarters [of the country] ; but in the royal city there are also
established eight high officials who divide among themselves the
government over the four cities. [12] When government matters are
deliberated upon, and if in the four quarters [of the country] there are
cases not decided, the high officials of the four

p.050

cities hold a council

at the kingřs place. [13] After the king has sanctioned their decision it is
put into force. [14] Once in three years the king goes out to convince
himself of the morality of the people. [15] If anyone has suffered an
1 Cf. translations by Visdelou in dřHerbelot, Bibl. Orient., IV., p. 392, seqq., and Pauthier,

De l’authenticité, etc., p. 39, seqq.
2 Přo-hai (Křang-hsi ; Ŗa cove or small inletŗ, also Ŗa large estuaryŗ, Williams, s. v. hiai p.
187). Visdelou translates as follows : "Elle [la Ville Royale] est à 1.000 lieues de distance
et à lřOccident du Royaume de Thiao-chi (cřest peut-être lřEgipte), un golphe de la Mer
entre deux. Elle est éloignée de 3.940 lieues de Tài (Ville Chinoise). Ce golphe de Mer
sřétend au côté du Taçin de la même manière que le golphe de Mer qui est entre la Chine
et la Corée, et ces deux golphes sont à lřopposite lřun de lřautre, lřun tourné vers lřOrient,
lřautre vers lřOccident ; ce qui, sans doute, est un effet raisonné de la nature." A careful
comparison with the Chinese text will show that Visdelouřs translation does not represent
what the Chinese author wishes to say. However, even if he were correct in assuming
that Řtwo gulfsř were spoken of, the one running east and the other west, this could only
be interpreted as applying to the gulfs of Suez and of Akabah.
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injustice he states his complaint to the king who, in minor cases, will
censure, but in important cases, will dismiss the country official
[responsible for it], appointing a worthier man in his stead. [16] The
inhabitants are upright and tall ; their mode of dressing, their carriages
and flags, resemble those of the Chinese, whence other foreign nations
call them Ta-tsřin. [17] The country produces all kinds of grain, the
mulberry tree and hemp. The

inhabitants busy themselves with

silkworms and fields. [18] There is abundance of chřiu-lin [a kind of
jadestone] ; lang-kan [a kind of coral] ; shên-kuei [a kind of tortoise or
its shell] ; white horses ; chu-lieh [lit. red bristles =a gem ?] ; ming-chu
[shining pearls] ; yeh-kuang-pi [the jewel that shines at night]. [19]
South-east you go to Chiao-chih [Tung-king]. There is also connection by
water with the principalities of Yi-chou [Yunnan] and Yung-chřang [near
Bhamo]. [20] Many rare objects come from this country. [21] In the
west of the water of the sea west of Ta-tsřin there is a river ; the river
flows south-west ; west of the river there are the Nan-pei-shan [north
and south hills] ; west of the hills there is the Red Water ; west [of this]
is the Pai-yü-shan [White Jade Hill] ; west of the Jade Hill is the p.051 Hsiwang-mu-shan [Hill of the Western Kingřs Mother], where a temple is
made of jadestone. [22] It is laid that from the western boundary of Anhsi [Parthia], following the crooked shape of the sea [coast], you can
also go to Ta-tsřin, over 40,000 li 1. [23] Although in that country sun
and moon, and the constellations, are quite the same as in China, former
historians say that going a hundred li west of Třiao-chih you come to the
place where the sun sets ; this is far from being true.

1

Ssŭ-wan-yü-li. These words appear as […] hui-wan-yü-li, in the text of the Pei-shih,
meaning Řbending around over ten thousand liř [cf. P 14], which is certainly by far the
better tradition. Ma-tuan-lin, who has either had both texts, or the authority from which
they are both derived, before him, and who apparently copies this passage, also gave the
preference to hui. See Q 64.
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K
(Chiu-t’ang-shu, written towards the middle of the 10th century A.D. and
embracing the period A.D. 618-906, ch. 198 1)

[1] The country of Fu-lin, also called Ta-tsřin, lies above the western
sea. [2] In the south-east it borders on Po-ssŭ [Persia]. [3] Its territory
amounts to over 10,000 li. [4] Of cities there are four hundred. [5]
Inhabited places are close together. [6] The eaves, pillars, and windowbars of their palaces are frequently made with crystal and opaque glass.
[7] There are twelve honourable ministers who conjointly

p.052

regulate

government matters. [8] They ordinarily let a man take a bag and follow
the kingřs carriage. When the people have a complaint they throw a
written statement into the bag. When the king comes back to the palace
he decides between right and wrong. [9] Their kings are not permanent
rulers, but they select men of merit. [10] If an extraordinary calamity
visits the country, or if wind and rain come at the wrong time, he is
deposed and another man is put in his stead. [11] The kingřs cap is
shaped like a bird raising its wings ; its trimmings are beset with
precious pearls ; he wears silk-embroidered clothing, without à lapel in
front. [12] He sits on a throne with golden ornaments. [13] He has a
bird like a goose ; its feathers are green, and it always sits on a cushion
by the side of the king 2. Whenever anything poisonous has been put
into the kingřs meals, the bird will crow. [14] The walls of their capital
are built of stone [granite, not brick] and are of enormous height. [15]
The city contains in all over 100,000 households 3. [16] In the south p.053
1 Cf. translation by Pauthier, De l’Authenticité, etc., p. 42, seqq.
2 What may have induced Pauthier to translate : Řil reste toujours aux côtés du roi, et

choisit quelquefois pour siège le sommet de la tête du prince ?ř
3 hu=households, to be distinguished from křou, Řmouthsř or individuals. The number of
households may have to be multiplied by 5 or 6 in order to obtain the number of
inhabitants, if we may be safe in applying to this case the average number of individuals
forming a household in China during the Třang dynasty. The census taken for fiscal
purposes in A.D. 740 fixes the population of China at 8,412,871 households with
48,142,609 individuals. This yields an average of 5-6 members to each household. (Hsint’ang-shu, ch. 37, Chih 27, p. z ; cf. Sacharoff, Historische Uebersiclzt der Bevölkerungs-
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it faces the great sea. [17] In the east of the city there is a large gate ;
its height is over twenty chang [=over 235 feet] ; it is beset with yellow
gold

1

from top to bottom, and shines at a distance of several li. [18]

Coming from outside to the royal residence there are three large gates
beset with all kinds of rare and precious stones. [19] On the upper floor
of the second gate they have suspended a large golden scale, twelve
golden balls are suspended from the scale-stick by which the twelve
hours of the day are shown. A human figure has been made all of gold of
the size of a man standing upright, on whose side, whenever an hour
has come, one of the golden balls will drop, the dingling sound of which
makes known the divisions of the day without the slightest mistake. [20]
In the palaces, pillars are made of sê-sê 2, the floors of yellow gold 3, the
leaves of folding doors of ivory, beams of fragrant wood. [21] They have
no tiles, but powdered plaster is rammed down into a floor above the
house. [22] This floor p.054 is perfectly firm and of glossy appearance like
jadestone. When, during the height of summer, the inhabitants are
oppressed by heat, they lead water up and make it flow over the
platform, spreading it all over the roof by a secret contrivance so that
one sees and knows not how it is done, but simply hears the noise of a
well on the roof ; suddenly you see streams of water rushing down from
the four eaves like a cataract ; the draught caused thereby produces a
cooling wind, which is due to this skilful contrivance. [23] It is customary
for men to have their hair cut and wear robes leaving the right arm bare.
[24] Women have no lapels on their dresses, they wear turbans of

Verhältnisse China’s, in Arbeiten der Russ. Gesandtschaft, German version by Abel, Vol.
II, p. 152.)
1 See note to K 20.
2 In Japanese Shitsu-shitsu. According to the Japanese commentator of the Pên-ts’aokang-mu, Ono Ranzan, Řa bluish variety of Ho-seki (=Pao-shih) or precious stonesř. See
Geerts, Les Produits de la Nature Japonaise et Chinoise, Vol. II, p. 361.
3 ŘYellow goldř, huang-chin, lit. Řthe yellow metalř. This may be real gold, which metal, in
opposition to pai-chin, Řthe white metalř=silver, and Řthe red metalř=copper, is often so
called. See Ko-chih-chingyüan, ch. 34, p. 1. But I am inclined to believe that here a kind
of bronze is meant, perhaps the yellow bronze called by the Japanese O-to-kin (Řbronze
jauneř ; Geerts, l. c., Vol. II, p. 486).
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embroidered cloth. [25] The possession of a great fortune confers
superior rank on its owner. [26] There are lambs which grow in the
ground ; the inhabitants wait till they are about to sprout, and then
screen them off by building walls to prevent the beasts which are at
large outside from eating them up. The navel of these lambs is
connected with the ground ; when it is forcibly cut the animal will die,
but after the people have fixed the buds themselves, they frighten them
by the steps of horses or the beating of drums, when the lambs will yield
a sound of alarm, and the navel will be detached, and then the animal
may be turned to grass 1. [27] The inhabitants are in the

p.055

habit of

cutting their hair and [28] wearing embroidered clothing ; [29] they
drive in small carriages with white canopies ; [30] when going in or out
they beat drums and hoist flags, banners, and pennants. [31] The
country contains much gold, silver, and rare gems. [32] There is the
Yeh-kuang-pi [the jewel that shines at night] ; the ming-yüeh-chu [the
moon-shine

pearl] ;

the

hsieh-chi-hsi

[the

chicken-frightening

rhinoceros] ; large conches ; the chê-chřü [mother-oř-pearl ?] ; cornelian
stones ; the křung-tsřui

2

; corals ; amber ; and all the valuable

curiosities of the West are exported from this country. [33] The emperor
Yang-ti of the Sui dynasty [A.D. 605-617] always wished to open
intercourse with Fu-lin, but did not succeed. [34] In the 17th year of the
period Chêng-kuan [=A.D. 643], the king of Fu-lin Po-to-li sent an
embassy offering red glass, lü-chin-ching [green gold gem, or, gold
dust ? Visdelou : des pierre lazuli vertes, peut-être des émeraudes], and
other articles. Třai-tsung [the then ruling emperor] favoured them with a
message under his imperial seal and graciously granted presents of silk.
[35] Since the Ta-shih [Arabs] had conquered these countries they sent
their commander-in-chief, Mo-i, to besiege their capital city ; by means

1 An almost identical account regarding the Řwater-sheepř is quoted from the Hou-wei-

shu in the Yüan-chien-lei-han, ch. 238, p. 20.
2 Lit., king-fishersř feathers ; probably Jadeite. See note to G 3.
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of an agreement

1

they obtained friendly relations, and asked to be

p.056

allowed to pay every year tribute of gold and silk ; in the sequel they
became subject to Ta-shih [Arabia]. [36] In the end year of the period
Chřien-fêng [=A.D. 667] they sent an embassy offering Ti-yeh-ka. [37]
In the first year of the period Ta-tsu [=A.D. 701] they again sent an
embassy to our court. [38] In the first month of the 7th year of the
period Křai-yüan [=A.D. 719] their lord sent the ta-shou-ling [an officer
of high rank] of Třu-huo-lo [Tokharestan] to offer lions and ling-yang
[antelopes], two of each. [39] A few months after, he further sent ta-têsêng [priests of great virtue=Nestorian priests ?] to our court with
tribute.
L
(Hsin-t’ang-shu, written during the middle of the 11th century, its preface being
dated A.D. 1060, ch. 221 2.)

[1] Fu-lin is the ancient Ta-tsřin. [2] It lies above the western sea. [3]
Some call it Hai-his-kuo [i. e., country on the west of the sea]. [4] It is
40,000 li distant from our capital [5] and lies in the west of Chan

3

;

north you go straight to the Ko-sa tribe of Tu-chřüeh. [6] In the west it
borders on the sea-coast with the city of Chřih-san [7] p.057 In the southeast it borders on Po-ssŭ [Persia]. [8] Its territory amounts to 10,000 li ;
[9] of cities there are four hundred ; [10] of soldiers a million. [11] Ten li
make one třing ; three třing make one chih. [12] Of subjected small
countries there are several times ten. [13] Those which are known by
name are called Tsê-san and Lü-fên ; Tsê-san is direct north-east, but
we cannot obtain the number of li of its road ; in the east, by sea 2,000
li, you come to the Lü-fên country. [14] The capital [of Fu-lin] is built of
1 Regarding Pauthierřs and Bretschneiderřs mistranslation of this passage see Phillips, in

the China Review, Vol. VII., p. 412.
2 Cf. translation by Visdelou, l.c., p. 394 seqq.
3 Chan, old sound Shem or Shim (see Třang-yin, 24, p. 3.) which, in the account of Tashih, is said to be in the west of Ta-shih (i.e., the Khalif empire). I presume that by Chan
or Shem, Syria Proper is meant. See Q 41 and R 24.
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[granite] stone ; [15] the city is eighty li broad ; [16] the east gate is
twenty chang [=235 feet] high and chased with yellow gold 1. [17] The
royal palace has three portals which are beset with precious stones. [18]
In the middle portal there is a large golden scale ; a man made all of
gold, standing. On the yard of that scale there are hanging twelve little
balls, one of which will fall down whenever an hour is completed. [19] In
making the pillars of palaces they use sê-sê [see K 20], and in making
the king-posts of their roofs they use rock crystal and opaque glass ; in
making floors they use beams of fragrant wood and yellow gold ; the
leaves of their folding doors are of ivory. [20] Twelve honoured ministers
have joint charge of the government. [21] When the king goes out, a
man follows him p.058 with a bag, and whatever complaints there may be
are thrown into the bag ; on returning he examines into right and wrong.
[22] When the country is visited by an extraordinary calamity, the king
is deposed and a worthier man is placed in his position. [23] The kingřs
official cap is like the wings of a bird, and pearls are sewn on it ; his
garments are of embroidered silk, but there is no lapel in front. [24] He
sits on a couch with golden ornaments ; at his side there is a bird like a
goose, with green feathers ; when his majesty eats anything poisonous it
will crow. [25] There are no roofs made of earthen tiles ; but the roofs
are overlaid with white stones, hard and shining like jadestone. [26]
During the height of summer heat, water is led up and made to flow
down from the top, the draught [thereby caused] producing wind. [27]
The men there cut their hair ; [28] they wear embroidered clothing in
the shape of a gown that leaves the right arm bare. [29] They ride in
heavy and light carriages and carts covered with white canopies. [30]
When going out or coming back they hoist flags and beat drums. [31]
Married women wear embroidered tiaras. [32] The millionaires of the
country are the official aristocracy. The inhabitants enjoy wine and have

1 See note to K 20. Křou, chased, according to the Japanese Cyclopedia Řciselures en

différents métauxř ; see Geerts, l.c., Vol. II, p. 487.
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a fancy for dry cakes. [33] There are amongst them many jugglers who
can issue fire from their faces, produce rivers and lakes from their
hands, and banners and tufts of feathers from their mouths, and who,
raising their feet, drop p.059 pearls and jadestones. [34] They have clever
physicians who, by opening the brain and extracting worms, can cure
mu-shêng [a sort of blindness]. [35] The country contains much gold
and silver ; the jewel that shines at night and the moon-shine pearl ;
large conches ; chê-chřü [mother-oř-pearl ?] ; cornelian stones ; munan

1

; Řking-fishersř feathersř 2, and amber. [36] They weave the hair of

the water-sheep [shui-yang] into cloth which is called Hai-hsi-pu [cloth
from the west of the sea]. [37] In the sea there are coral islands. The
fishers sit in large boats and let iron [wire] nets into the water down to
the corals. When the corals first grow from the rocks they are white like
mushrooms ; after a year they turn yellow ; after three years they turn
red. Then the branches begin to intertwine, having grown to a height of
3 to 4 chih [up to say 5 feet]. The iron being cast, the coral roots get
entangled in the net, when the men on board have to turn round in order
to take them

p.060

out. If they miss their time in fishing for it, the coral

will decay. [38] On the western sea there are markets where the traders
do not see one another, the price being [deposited] by the side of the
merchandise ; they are called Řspirit marketsř. [39] There is a quadruped
called Tsřung ; it has the size of a dog, is fierce and repulsive, and
strong. [40] In a northern district there is a sheep that grows out of the
ground ; its navel is attached to the ground, and if it is cut the animal
will die. The inhabitants will frighten them by the steps of horses or by
1 A kind of pearl. The Wên-hsüan-chu, a work written about the time when this name

must have become known (A.D. 658, see Wylie, p. 192), quoted in the Yüan-chien-leihan, ch. 364, p. 12, identifies it with pi-chu (jade pearl). I do not know on what authority
Visdelou (dřHerbelot, IV, p. 400) explains it as Řune sorte de parfum, qui découle du bec
de certains oiseaux où il sřamasseř. The pearl, it is true, is said to owe its jadelike colour
to the saliva of a bird (Q 24), but I can find no allusion to its being a balsam. The Mu-nan
is called a pao-shih of yellowish colour by the Chinese and Japanese authorities quoted in
Geerts, l.c., Vol. II, pp. 359 and 361.
2 Probably a bluish stone so called from its resemblance in colour to the king-fisher. See
note to G 3.
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beating drums. The navel being thus detached, they are turned to
grass ; they donřt make flocks. [41] During the 17th year of Chêng-kuan
[=A.D. 643] the king Po-to-li sent an embassy offering red glass and lüchin-ching [green gold gem, green gold dust or sand ?], and a cabinet
order was issued as an acknowledgment. [42] When the Ta-shih [Arabs]
usurped power [over these countries], they sent their general, Mo-i, to
reduce them to order. [43] Fu-lin obtained peace by an agreement, but
in the sequel became subject to Ta-shih. [44] From the period Chřienfêng [A.D. 666-668]. till the period Ta-tsu [A.D. 701] they have
repeatedly offered tribute to the Chinese court. [45] In the 7th year of
the Křai-yüan period [=A.D. 719] they offered through the ta-chiu [a
high official] of Třu-huo-lo [Tokharestan] lions and ling-yang [antelopes].
[46] Crossing the desert in the south-west of Fu-lin, at a distance of
2,000 li,

p.061

there are two countries called Mo-lin and Lao-přo-sa. [47]

Their inhabitants are black and of a violent disposition. [48] The country
is malarious and has no vegetation. [49] They feed their horses on dried
fish, and live themselves on hu-mang ; hu-mang is the Persian date
[Phœnix dactylifera, according to Bretschneider]. [50] They are not
ashamed to have most frequent illicit intercourse with savages ; they call
this Ŗestablishing the relation between lord and subjectŗ. [51] On one of
seven days they refrain from doing business, and carouse all night.
M
[Extract from columns 12 and 13 of the Nestorian stone inscription 1.]

[1] According to the Hsi-yü-t’u-chi and the historical records of the
Han and Wei dynasties, the country of Ta-tsřin begins in the south at the
Coral Sea, and extends in the north to the Chung-pau-shan [hills of

1 Cf. translations by Boym in Kircher, Prodromus Coptus and China Illustrata (in Latin ;

reprinted Chin. Repos., XIV, 202) ; Visdelou in dřHerbelot, Bibl. Orient., IV, p. 375 (in
French) ; E. C. Bridgman in Chin. Repos., l.c. (English) ; A. Wylie, J. Am. Or. Soc., V, p.
280 (English) ; Pauthier, l’Inscription Syro-Chinoise, etc. (Latin and French) ; Huc, le
Christianisme en Chine, Vol. I, p. 52 (French) ; and others.
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precious stones] ; it looks in the west to Řthe region of the immortalsř
and Řthe flowery grovesř ; in the east it bounds on Řthe long windsř and
Řthe weak waterř. [2] This country produces fire-proof cloth ; the liferestoring incense ; the ming-yüeh-chu [moon-shine pearl] ; p.062 and the
yeh-kuang-pi [jewel that shines at night]. [3] Robberies are unknown
there, and the people enjoy peace and happiness. [4] Only the ching
[Řluminousř= Christian] religion is practised ; only virtuous rulers occupy
the throne. [5] This country is vast in extent ; its literature is flourishing.
N
[Sung-shih, written during the 13th or 14th century, and comprising the period
A.D. 960-1279, ch. 490.]

[1] The country of Fu-lin. South-east of it you go to Mieh-li-sha ;
north you go to the sea ; both forty daysř journey ; west you go to the
sea, thirty daysř journey ; in the east, starting from western Ta-shih, you
come to Yü-tien [Khoten], Hui-ho and Chřing-třang, and finally reach
China. [2] They have during former dynasties not sent tribute to our
court. [3] During the tenth month of the 4th year of the period Yüanfêng [=November, A.D. 1081], their king, Mieh-li-i-ling-kai-sa

1,

first

sent the ta-shou-ling [a high official] Ni-ssŭ-tu-Ling-ssŭ-mêng-přan
[Nestouri Ssŭ-mêng-přan,=Simon Přan ?] to offer as tribute saddled
horses, sword-blades, and real pearls. [4] He said : the climate of this
country is very cold ; [5] houses

p.063

there have no tiles ; [6] the

products are gold, silver, pearls, western silk cloth, cows, sheep, horses,
camels with single humps, pears, almonds, dates, pa-lan 2, millet, and
wheat. [7] They make wine from grapes ; [8] their musical instruments

1 Bretschneider, Arabs, etc., p. 25, reads Mieh-li-sha-ling-kai-sa. But I have no doubt

that the syllables Mieh-li-sha, instead of Mieh-li-i, have been copied into this name, by an
oversight, from the first paragraph in this account, where the former name occurs.
2 A kind of dates, Greek βάιαλνο (?), Herod. I., 193 ; or acorns, chestnuts (?) ; see
Hehn, Kulturpfanzen und Hausthiere, 3te Aufl., p. 342, seqq. (Δηόο βάιαλνο =chestnut).
Chinese dictionaries contain no clue as to the meaning of this term.
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are the lute [křung-hou : the Řflat luteř, Dennys, ŘNotes on Chinese
Instruments of Musicř, N.-Ch. B. R. Asiat. Soc., Vol. VIII., p. 112], the
hu-chřin [the Řtea-pot-shaped luteř ; Ma Tuan-lin, Q 84, has hu-chřin, the
Řforeign luteř, which is apparently a good conjecture] ; the hsiao-pi-li [a
kind of flageolet, s. Dennys, p. 110], and the přien-ku [Řside drumř ?] [9]
The king dresses in red and yellow robes, and wears a turban of silken
cloth interwoven with gold thread. [10] In the 3rd month every year he
goes to the temple of Fou 1, to sit on a red couch [palankin ?] which he
gets the people to lift. [11] His honoured servants [ministers, courtiers,
priests ?] are dressed like the king, but wear blue, green, purple, white
mottled, red, yellow, or brown stuff, wear turbans and ride on
horseback. [12] The towns and the country districts are each under the
jurisdiction of a shou-ling [chief, sheik ?] [13] Twice a

p.064

year, during

the summer and autumn, they must offer money and cloth [chin-ku-po].
[14] In their criminal decisions they distinguish between great and small
offences. Light offences are punished by several tens of blows with the
bamboo ; heavy offences with up to 200 blows ; capital punishment is
administered by putting the culprit into a feather bag which is thrown
into the sea. [15] They are not bent on making war to neighbouring
countries, and in the case of small difficulties try to settle matters by
correspondence ; but when important interests are at stake they will also
send out an army. [16] They cast gold and silver coins, without holes,
however ; on the pile they cut the words Mi-lê-fou [Melek Fat ?] which is
a kingřs name. The people are forbidden to counterfeit the coin. [17]
During the 6th year of Yüan-yu [=A.D. 1091] they sent two embassies,
and their king was presented, by imperial order, with 200 pieces of cloth,
pairs of white gold vases, and clothing with gold bound in a girdle. (?)

1 Fou-shih, lit. ŘTemple of Buddhař. Fou here clearly means either the Mahommedan

Buddha (Mahommed) or the founder of the Christian religion ; in other places the Koran
is described as Fou-ching, the ŘMahommedan Canonř.
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O
(Ming-shih, concluded in A.D. 1724,
and embracing the period A.D. 1368-1643, ch. 326 1.)

[1] Fu-lin is the same as Ta-tsřin of the Han period. [2] It first
communicated with China at the time of the emperor Huan-ti [A.D. 147168]. [3] During the Chin and Wei dynasties it was also called Ta-tsřin, and
tribute was sent to China. [4] p.065 During the Třang dynasty it was called
Fu-lin. [5] During the Sung it was still so called, and they sent also tribute
several times ; yet the Sung-shih says that during former dynasties they
have sent no tribute to our court [See N, 2], which throws doubt on its
identity with Ta-tsřin. [6] At the close of the Yüan dynasty [A.D. 1278Ŕ
1368] a native of this country, named Nieh-ku-lun 2, came to China for
trading purposes. [7] When, after the fall of the Yüan, he was not able to
return, the emperor Třai-tsu, who had heard of this, commanded him to his
presence in the eighth month of the 4th year of Hung-wu [=September
1371] and gave orders that an official letter be placed into his hands for
transmission to his king, [8] which read as follows :
ŖSince the Sung dynasty had lost the throne and Heaven had
cut off their sacrifice, the Yüan [Mongol] dynasty had risen
from the desert to enter and rule over China for more than a
hundred

years,

when

Heaven,

wearied

of

their

p.066

misgovernment and debauchery, thought also fit to turn their
fate to ruin, and the affairs of China were in a state of disorder
1 Cf. translation by Bretschneider, China Review, IV, p. 390.
2 ŖPope John XXII appointed Nicolaus de Bentra to succeed John de Monte Corvino as

Archbishop of Cambalu, that is, Peking, in the year 1333 ; and also sent letters to the
emperor of the Tartars, who was then the sovereign of Chinaŗ. Mosheim, Ecclesiastical
History, translated by James Murdock, Vol. II, p. 359 ; cf. Rémusat, Nouv. Mél. Asiat.,
Vol. II, p. 198. Bretschneider, Arabs, etc., p. 25, says : ŖIt is possible that the Nie-ku-lun
of the Chinese Annals is identical with the Monk Nicolas. The statement of the Chinese
that Nicolas carried on commerce does not contradict this view. Perhaps he trafficked in
fact, or he considered it necessary to introduce himself under the name of a merchantŗ. I
fully concur with this view.
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for eighteen years. But when the nation began to arouse itself,
We, as a simple peasant of Huai-yu, conceived the patriotic
idea to save the people, and it pleased the Creator to grant
that Our civil and military officers effected their passage across
eastward to the left side of the River. We have then been
engaged in war for fourteen years ; We have, in the west,
subdued the king of Han, Chřên Yu-liang ; We have, in the
east, bound the king of Wu, Chang Shih-chřêng ; We have, in
the south, subdued Min and Yüeh [=Fukien and Kuang-tung],
and conquered Pa and Shu [=Ssŭ-chřüan] ; We have, in the
north, established order in Yu and Yen [=Chih-li] ; We have
established peace

in

the

Empire, and restored the

old

boundaries of Our Middle Land. We were selected by Our
people to occupy the Imperial throne of China under the
dynastic title of Řthe Great Mingř, commencing with Our reign
styled Hung-wu, of which we now are in the fourth year. We
have sent officers to all the foreign kingdoms with this
Manifesto except to you, Fu-lin, who, being separated from us
by

the

western

sea,

have

not

as

yet

received

the

announcement. We now send a native of your country, Niehku-lun, to hand you this Manifesto. Although We are not equal
in wisdom to our ancient rulers whose virtue was recognised all
over the universe, We cannot but let the world know

p.067

Our

intention to maintain pence within the four seas. It is on this
ground alone that We have issued this Manifesto.
[9] And he again ordered the ambassador Pu-la and others to be
provided with credentials and presents of silk for transmission to that
country, who thereafter sent an embassy with tribute. [10] But this
embassy was, in the sequel, not repeated until during the Wan-li period
[A.D. 1573-1620] a native from the great western ocean came to the
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capital who said that the Lord of Heaven, Ye-su, was born in Ju-tê-a
[Judæa] which is identical with the old country of Ta-tsřin

1

; that this

country is known in the historical books to have existed since the
creation of the world for the last 6,000 years ; that it is beyond dispute
the sacred ground of history and the origin of all wordly affairs ; that it
should be considered as the country where the Lord of Heaven created
the human race. [11] This account looks somewhat exaggerated and
should not be trusted. [12] As regards the abundance of produce and
other precious articles found in this country, accounts will be found in
former annals.
P
(Wei-lio, quoted at the end of ch. 30 of the p.068 San-kuo-chih, based on various
records referring to the period of the three kingdoms,=A.D. 220-264, and
compiled prior to A.D. 429.)

[1] Formerly Třiao-chih was wrongly believed to be in the west of Tatsřin ; now its real position is [known to be] east. [2] Formerly it was
also wrongly believed to be stronger than An-hsi [Parthia] ; now it is
changed into a vassal state said to make the western frontier of An-hsi
[Parthia]. [3] Formerly it was, further, wrongly believed that the Jo-shui
[weak water] was in the west of Třiao-chih ; now the Jo-shui is [believed
to be] in the west of Ta-tsřin. [4] Formerly it was wrongly believed that,
going over two hundred days west of Třiao-chih, one came near the place
where the sun sets ; now, one comes near the place where the sun sets
by going west of Ta-tsřin.
[5] The country of Ta-tsřin, also called Li-kan, is on the west of the
great sea west of An-hsi [Parthia] and Třiao-chih. [6] From the city of An-

1 Bretschneider (China Review, IV, p. 391) adds : Ŗevidently the view of Ricciŗ. I quite

agree to this conjecture which I would slightly modify by adding that Ricciřs view seems
to have been very near the truth. Ricciřs Chinese name, Li Ma-tou, i.e., Li=Ricci,
Matthaeus, is mentioned in a subsequent account of Italy as that of the foreigner who
arrived during the period referred to. See Bretschneider, l. c.
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ku, on the boundary of An-hsi [Parthia] one takes passage in a ship and,
traversing the west of the sea, with favourable winds arrives in two
months ; with slow winds, the passage may last a year, and with no wind
at all, perhaps three years. [7] This country is on the west of the sea
whence it is commonly called Hai-hsi. [8] There is a river coming out from
the west of this country, and there is another great sea. [9] In the west of
the sea there is the city of Chřih-san. [10] From below

p.069

the country

one goes straight north to the city of Wu-tan. [11] In the south-west one
further travels by a river which on board ship one crosses in one day ; and
again south-west one travels by a river which is crossed in one day 1. [12]
There are three great divisions of the country [perhaps : three great
cities]. [13] From the city of An-ku one goes by land due north to the
north of the sea ; and again one goes due west to the west of the sea ;
and again you go due south to arrive there. [14] At the city of Wu-chřihsan, you travel by river on board ship one day, then make a round at sea,
and after six daysř passage on the great sea, arrive in this country.
[15] There are in the country in all over four hundred smaller cities ; its
site is several thousand li in all directions of the compass. [16] The
residence of their king lies on the banks of a river estuary [lit. a river-sea].
[17] They use stone in making city walls. [18] In this country there are the
trees sung [pine], po [cypress], huai [sophora ?], tzŭ [a kind of
euphorbia ?] ; bamboos, rushes, poplars, willows, the wu-třung tree, and all
kinds of other plants. [19] The people are given to planting on the fields all
kinds of grain. [20] Their domestic animals are : the horse, the donkey, the
mule, the camel, and the mulberry silk-worm. [21] There are many
jugglers who can issue fire

p.070

from their mouths, bind and release

themselves, [cf. C 2] and dance on twenty balls. [22] In this country they
have no permanent rulers, but when an extraordinary calamity visits the
country, they elect as king a worthier man, while discharging the old king,
1 The Chinese text here apparently contains what printers call Řa doubleř, and we may

perhaps be justified in considering the second part of this paragraph as interpolated.
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who does not even dare to feel angry at this decision. [23] The people are
tall, and upright in their dealings, like the Chinese, but wear foreign [hu 1]
dress ; they call their country another China. [24] They always wished to
send embassies to China, but the An-hsi [Parthians] wanted to make profit
out of their trade with us, and would not allow them to pass their country.
[25] They can read foreign [hu] books. [26] They regulate by law public
and private matters. [27] The palace buildings are held sacred. [28] They
hoist flags, beat drums, use small carriages with white canopies, and have
postal stations like the Chinese. [29] Coming from An-hsi [Parthia] you
make a round at sea and, in the north, come to this country. [30] The
people live close together. [31] Ten li make one třing, thirty li one chih. [32]
They have no robbers and thieves ; but there are fierce tigers and lions that
will attack travellers, and unless these go in caravans, they cannot pass the
country. [33] They have several times ten small kings. [34] The residence
of their king is over a hundred li in circuit. [35] They have official archives.
[36] p.071 The king has five palaces, ten li apart from each other. The king
hears the cases of one palace in the morning till being tired at night ; the
next morning he goes to another palace ; in five days he has completed his
round. [37] Thirty-six generals [chiang] always consult upon public
matters ; if one general does not go [to the meeting] they do not consult.
[38] When the king goes out he usually gets one of his suite to follow him
with a leather bag, into which petitioners throw a statement of their cases ;
on arrival at the palace, the king examines into the merits of each case.
[39] They use crystal in making the pillars of palaces as well as implements
of all kinds. [40] They make bows and arrows.
[41]

The

following

dependent

small

states

are

enumerated

separately, viz., the kings of Tsê-san, Lü-fên, Chřieh-lan, Hsien-tu, Ssŭfu, and Yü-lo ; and of other small kingdoms there are very many ; it is
impossible to enumerate them one by one.
1 Hu, foreign, probably applies to the nations of Western Asia. Cf. Neumann, Asiat.

Studien, p. 128 seqq.
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[42] The country produces fine chřih [hemp or hemp cloth]. [43] They
make gold and silver money ; one coin of gold is worth ten [of silver] [44]
They weave fine cloth, and say they use the down of water-sheep in
making it ; it is called Hai-hsi-pu [cloth from the west of the sea]. In this
country all the domestic animals come out of the water. Some say that
they do not only use sheepřs wool, but also the bark of trees [vegetable
fibre ?] and the silk of wild silk-worms in weaving cloth, and the Chřü-shu,
the Třa-têng, and Chi-chang p.072 class of goods [serge or plush rugs ?] of
their looms are all good ; their colours are of brighter appearance than are
the colours of those manufactured in the countries on the east of the
sea

1.

[45] Further, they were always anxious to get Chinese silk for

severing it in order to make hu-ling [foreign damask, gauze ?], for which
reason they frequently trade by sea with the countries of An-hsi [Parthia].
[46] The sea-water being bitter and unfit for drinking is the cause that but
few travellers come to this country. [47] The hills in this country produce
inferior jadestones [tzřŭ-yü-shih=half-precious stones ?] of nine colours,
viz., blue, carnation, yellow, white, black, green, crimson, red, and purple.
The Chiu-sê-shih [nine-coloured stones] which are now found in the I-wushan belong to this category. [48] During the third year of Yang-chia
[=A.D. 134] the king and minister of Su-lê [Kashgar ?] presented to the
court each a golden girdle beset with blue stones

2

from Hai-hsi, and the

Chin-hsi yü-chiu-t’u says : the rare stones coming from the countries of
Chi-pin [=Afghanistan ?] and Třiao-chih are inferior jadestones.
[49] The following products are frequently found in Ta-tsřin. p.073
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Gold.
Silver.
Copper.
Iron.
Lead.

1 Probably the countries on the Persian Gulf (East of the Sea) as opposed to Ta-tsřin, the

country on the Red Sea (West of the Sea).
2 Chřing-shih. This name is now a synonym of hei-shih and is applied to smaltine or
binarseniet of cobalt. (Geerts, l.c., Vol. II, p. 568.) It appears, however, from the context
that a more precious mineral is meant, perhaps Řlapis lazuliř (Williams).
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f. Tin.
g. Tortoises.
h. White horses.
i. Red hair 1.
j. Hsieh-chi-hsi.
k. Tortoise shell.
l. Black 2 bears.
m. Chřih-chřih.
n. Při-tu-shu.
o. Large conches.
p. Chřê-chřü.
q. Cornelian stones.
r. Southern gold.
s. King-fishersř gems.
t. Ivory.
u. Fu-tsřai-yü.
w. Ming-yüeh-chu.
x. Yeh-kuang-chu.
y. Real white pearls.
z. Amber.
aa. Corals.
bb. Ten colours of opaque glass, viz., carnation, white, black,
green, yellow, blue, purple, azure, red, and red-brown.
cc. Chřiu-lin.
dd. Lang-kan.
ee. Rock crystal.
ff. Mei-kuei [garnets ?]
gg. Realgar and orpiment.
hh. Five colours of Pi.
ii. Ten kinds of Jade, viz., yellow, white, black, green, a
brownish red, crimson, purple, gold, yellow, azure, and a
reddish yellow 3.
jj. Five colours of Chřü-shu [rugs ?] p.074
kk. Five colours of Třa-têng [rugs ?]
ll. Nine colours of Shou-hsia třa-têng.
mm.Gold embroideries.
nn. Damasks of various colours.
oo. Chin-třu-pu [Gold-coloured cloth ?]
pp. Fei-chřih-pu 4.
1 Cf. I 18 and Q 21 ; in these passages the expression Řred hairř or Řred bristlesř is also

preceded by the mention of white horses. It may be that the two terms belong together.
2 hsüan : black, dark grey, or brown. Cf. von Strauss und Torney, ŘBezeichnung der
Farben Blau und Grün im chinesischen Alterthumř, in Z. D. M. G., XXXIII, p. 502, seqq.
3 The translation of these as of all colours is very doubtful.
4 Called Fei-chřih-chu-pu in a quotation of the corresponding passage in the Yüan-chienlei-han, ch. 366, p. 7.
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qq. Fa-lu-pu 1.
rr. Fei-chřih-chřü-pu.
ss. Asbestos cloth.
tt. O-lo-tê-pu.
uu. Pa-tsê-pu.
ww. To-tai-pu 2.
xx. Wên-sê-pu 3.
yy. Five colours Třao-pu 4.
zz. Chiang-ti.
aaa. Curtains interwoven with gold.
bbb. Five colours of Tou-chang.
ccc. I-wei-mu-êrh (?)
ddd. Storax.
eee. Ti-ti-mi-mi-tou-na.
fff. Pai-fu-tzŭ [a plant].
ggg. Hsün-lu.
hhh. Yü-chin [a kind of Turmeric].
iii.
Yün-chiao-hsün, in all 12 kinds of vegetable fragrant
substances [?].
[50] After the road from Ta-tsřin had been performed from the north
of the sea by land, another road was tried which followed the sea to the
south and connected with the north of the outer barbarians at the seven
principalities of Chiao-chih [Tung-king] ; and there was also a waterroad leading through to Yi-chou and Yung-chřang [in

p.075

the present

Yün-nan]. It is for this reason that curiosities come from Yung-chřang.
[51] Formerly only the water-road was spoken of ; [52] they did not
know there was an overland route. [53] Now the accounts of the country
are as follows. [54] The number of inhabitants cannot be stated. [55]
This country is the largest in the west of the Tsřung-ling. [56] The
number of small rulers established [under its supremacy] is very large.
[57] We, therefore, record only the larger ones.
[58] The king of Tsê-san is subject to Ta-tsřin. [59] His residence lies
right in the middle of the sea. [60] North you go to Lü-fên [see below

1 Fa-lung-pu, ibid.
2 Lu-tai-pu, ibid.

3 Wên-su-pu, ibid.
4 Five colours Chên-pu, ibid.
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paragr. 62 seqq.] by water half a year, with quick winds a month ; it is
nearest to the city of An-ku in An-hsi [Parthia ; see above paragr. 6 and
13]. [61] South-west you go to the capital of Ta-tsřin ; we do not know
the number of li.
[62] The king of Lü-fên is subject to Ta-tsřin. [63] His residence is
2,000 li distant from the capital of Ta-tsřin. [64] The flying bridge across
the sea [river ?] in Ta-tsřin west of the city of Lü-fên is 230 li in length.
[64] The road, if you cross the sea [river ?], goes to the south-west ; if
you make a round at sea [or, on the river ?], you go due west.
[65] The king of Chřieh-lan is subject to Ta-tsřin. [66] Coming from
the country of Ssŭ-třao you go due south, cross a river, and then go
due west to Chřieh-lan 3,000 li ; when the road comes

p.076

out in the

south of the river, you go west. [67] Coming from Chřieh-lan you go
again straight to the country of Ssŭ-fu [see below paragr. 72] on the
western river 600 li ; where the southern road joins [the] Ssŭ-fu [road]
there is the country of Hsien-tu [see below paragr. 70] in the southwest. [68] Going due south from Chřieh-lan and Ssŭ-fu there is the
ŘStony Landř [lit. accumulated stones] ; in the south of the Stony Land
there is the great sea which produces corals and real pearls. [69] In the
north of Chřieh-lan, Ssŭ-fu, Ssŭ-pin and A-man there is a range of hills
extending from east to west ; in the east of Ta-tsřin [i. q. Hai-hsi, so
called from its sea, the red sea, as the western arm of the Great Sea]
as well as of Hai-tung [the country on the eastern arm of the Great
Sea, i. e., on the Persian Gulf] there are ranges of hills extending from
north to south.
[70] The king of Hsien-tu is subject to Ta-tsřin. [71] From his
residence you go 600 li north-east to Ssŭ-fu.
[72] The king of Ssŭ-fu is subject to Ta-tsřin. [73] From his residence
you go to Yü-lo [see below paragr. 74 and 75] north-east 340 li, across
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the sea 1.
[74] Yü-lo is subject to Ta-tsřin. [75] Its residence is in the north-east
of Ssŭ-fu across the river. From Yü-lo north-east you again cross a

p.077

river to Ssŭ-lo ; and north-east of this you again cross a river.
[76] The country of Ssŭ-lo is subject to An-hsi [Parthia] and is on the
boundary of Ta-tsřin.
[77] In the west of Ta-tsřin there is the water of the sea ; west of this
is the water of a river ; west of the river there is a large range of hills
extending from north to south ; west of this there is the Chřih-shui [Red
River] ; west of the Chřih-shui there is the White Jade Hill ; on the White
Jade Hill there is the Hsi-wang-mu ; west of the Hsi-wang-mu there is
the rectified Liu-sha [the ŘFlying Sandsř] ; west of the Liu-sha there are
the four countries of Ta-hsia, Chien-sha, Shu-yu and Yüeh-chih. West of
these there is the Hei-shui [Black or Dark River] which is reported to be
the western terminus of the world.
Q
(Ma Tuan-lin : Wên-hsien-t’ung-k’ao, ch. 330.)

[1] Ta-tsřin, also called Li-kan 2, has been first communicated with
during the later Han dynasty. [2] This country, as being in the west of
the western sea, is also called Hai-hsi-kuo [i. e., western sea country.]
[3] Its king resides at the city of An-tu. [4] In the palaces they use
crystal in making p.078 pillars. [5] From Třiao-chih west, crossing the sea,
you make a crooked journey, ten thousand li. [6] Its distance from
Chřang-an [=Hsi-an-fu] is 40,000 li. [7] This country is even and

1 It appears that Řseař (hai) here frequently means Řriverř. The Řseař and the Řriverř in

paragraphs 73 and 75 are apparently the same water.
2 A scholion inserted after this name says that its second part [] was pronounced with
the initial [] chü, old sound : gu or ku, and the final yen, thus describing the probable
ancient sound of the name as Liken. In the same note Ma Tuan-lin insinuates that the
country is identical with Li-ken of the Ch’ien-han-shu (see B 5 ; cf. Shih-chi A 5).
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upright ; human dwellings are scattered [over it] like stars. [8] Its
territory amounts to several thousand li from east to west and from
north to south. [9] It contains over 400 cities and several tens of small
tributary states. [10] In the west there is the Great Sea. [11] On the
west of the sea there is the royal city of Chřih-san. [12] They have
keepers of official records and foreigners trained in reading their writings
[perhaps : and, as regards writing, they can read hu, = the writing of
certain western or central Asiatic nations.] [13] They cut their hair and
wear embroidered clothing. [14] They also have small carriages with
white canopies, and hoist flags, etc. [15] Every ten li make one třing ;
thirty li make one hou, the same as in China. [16] The country contains
many lions who are a great scourge to travellers ; for unless going in
caravans of over a hundred men and being protected by military
equipment, they will be hurt by them. [17] Their king is not a permanent
one, but they want to be led by a man of merit. Whenever an
extraordinary calamity or an untimely storm and rain occurs, the king is
deposed and a new one elected, the deposed king resigning cheerfully.
[18] The inhabitants are tall, and upright in their dealings, like the
Chinese, whence they are called Ta-tsřin, or Chinese. [19] Amongst p.079
precious stones they have the hsieh-chi-hsi [the chicken-frightening
rhinoceros 1.] [20] They mix several fragrant substances and fry their
juice in order to make Su-ho [Storax]. [21] The country produces gold,
silver, and rare precious things ; the jewel that shines at night, the
moon-shine pearl, amber, opaque glass, tortoises [shên-kuei], white
horses, red bristles (?), tortoise-shell, black bears, red glass, the při-tushu [a kind of rat], large conches, chřê-chřü 2, cornelian. [22] The Tsung
1 The Pao p’o-tzŭ says : The Třung-třien-hsi (Rhinoceros communicating with Heaven)

has got a white gem, [suspended] as if on a tassel, which will frighten away the chickens
when placed in a heap of rice in the middle of a flock of these animals, whence southern
people call it hsieh-chi, i.e., chicken-frightening. [Cf. Visdelouřs note in dřHerbelot, Bibl.
Orient., Vol. IV, p. 398].
2 The Kuang-ya says : Chřê-chřü is a Stone like jade. [Cf. Ko chih-ching-yüan, Ch. 33, p.
16 ; also Pfizmaier, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Edeisteine und des Goldes, Wien 1868,
p. 202 : ŘDas Wagennetzř. Chinese Chřê-chřü, or Chřê-křü, may be identical with Uigur
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[a quadruped] comes from the western sea ; some are domesticated like
dogs, but they are mostly fierce and nasty. [23] In the northern
possessions of this country there is a kind of sheep which grow naturally
out of the ground. They wait till the germs are about to sprout, and then
protect them by raising walls lest the beasts at large should eat them.
Their navels are connected with the ground ; if the navel is cut by force,
the animal will die ; but if by the sound of striking some p.080 object they
are frightened, this will cause them to disconnect their navels, and they
are turned to grass ; they will not form flocks. [24] There is further the
Mu-nan, a pearl of jade colour, originating in the coagulation of saliva in
the mouth of a flying bird ; the natives consider it a precious
substance

1.

[25] There are jugglers who can let fires burn on their

foreheads ; make rivers and lakes in their hands ; raise their feet and let
pearls and precious stones drop from them ; and, in opening their
mouths produce banners and tufts of feathers in abundance 2. [26] With
regard to the hsi-pu [fine cloth] manufactured on their looms, they say
they use the wool of water-sheep in making it ; it is called hai-chung-pu.
[27] They make all kinds of rugs [Chřü-sou, Třa-têng, Chi-chang, etc.] ;
their colours are still more brilliant than are those manufactured in the
countries on the east of the sea. [28] They always made profit by
obtaining the thick plain silk stuffs of China, which they split in order to
make foreign ling kan wên [foreign damaskŔling and purple dyedŔkanŔ
mustered-goods-wênŔ ?], and they entertained a lively trade with the
foreign states

p.081

of An-hsi [Parthia] by sea. [29] About 700 or 800 li

tscheku, described by Klaproth as Řeine sehr grosse gewundene Seemuschelschale, die
fûr eine Kostbarkeit gehalten wirdř. See ŘAbhandlung üb. d. Sprache u. Schrift der
Uigurenř, p. 22, in Appendix to Verzeichniss, etc., Paris, 1822.
1 [According to] Tsřao Tzŭ-chien [see Mayers, Manual, I, No. 759] coral matches, may be
mixed with [ ? chien] the mu-nan. [Ma Tuan-linřs note. Cf. note 1 to L 35.]
2 When the Emperor Wu-ti of the Former Han dynasty sent an embassy to An-hsi
[Parthia], this country offered two jugglers from Li-ken with deformed eyebrows, steep
noses, ruffled hair and strong side-curls, and four feet and five inches in length [Ma
Tuan-linřs note].
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south-west in the Chang-hai 1 , you come to the Coral Islands. At the
bottom of the water there are rocks and the corals grow on them. The
inhabitants of Ta-tsřin use large sea-going ships having on board nets of
iron. They get a diver first to go down and look for corals ; if the nets
can be let down, they drop them. When the corals first appear they are
white, and by degrees they resemble sprouts, and break through. After a
year and some time has elapsed they grow through the meshes of the
net and change their colour into yellow ; they will then throw out
branches and intertwine, having grown to a height of three or four chřih
[=4 to 5 feet, Engl.], and the larger ones measuring over a chřih [say 15
inches, Engl.] in circuit. After three years, their colour has turned into a
beautiful carnation red. They are then again looked after to ascertain
whether they can be gathered. The fishers thereupon get at the roots
with iron pinchers and fasten the net with ropes ; they let the men on
board turn the vessel round, raise the net and take it out, and return to
their country, where the corals are polished and cut according to fancy.
If not fished for at the proper time they are liable to be worm-bitten.
[30] In this country they make gold and silver coins ; ten

p.082

silver

coins are worth one gold coin. [31] The inhabitants are just in their
dealings, and in the trade there are not two prices. [32] Cereals are
always cheap, and the budget is well supplied. [33] When the envoys of
neighbouring countries arrive at their furthest frontier they are driven by
post to the royal capital and, on arrival, are presented with golden
money. [34] Their king always wished to send envoys to China ; but the
An-hsi [Parthians] wished to carry on trade with them in Chinese silks,
and this is the cause of their having been shut off from direct
communication. [35] It was, further, hard to cross the great sea,
travelling merchants taking three yearsř provisions on board to make this
passage, whence the number of travellers was but small. [36] In the
1 Chang-hai=ŘGulfř, i.e., the Red Sea, the same name being applied to the Gulf of Tung-

king ; cf. přo-hai, which, in China, is applied to the Gulf of Pei-chih-li ; both terms
probably mean Řarm of the sea, gulfř ; cf. note to I 5.
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beginning of the Yüan-chia period of the emperor Huan-ti [A.D. 151Ŕ
153] the king of Ta-tsřin, An-tun, sent envoys who offered ivory,
rhinocerosř horns, and tortoise-shell, from the boundary of Jih-nan
[Annam] ; this was the first time they communicated with us. Their
tribute contained no precious stones whatever, which fact makes us
suspect that the messengers kept them back. During the Ta-křang period
of the emperor Wu-ti of the Chin dynasty [Ta-křang=Třai-křang, A.D.
280Ŕ290] their king sent envoys with tribute. [37] Some say that in the
west of this country there is the Jo-shui [weak water] and the Liu-sha
[flying sands] near the residence of the Hsi-wang-mu [western kingřs
mother], not far from the place where the sun sets. p.083
(Ma Tuan-linřs text is here interrupted by the following note ŕ 38 to 61 incl.) :

[38] The Wai-kuo-t’u [map of foreign countries] says : [39] From
Yung-chřên north there is a country called Ta-tsřin. [40] These people
are of great size ; they measure five or six chřih in height 1. [41] The
Kuei-huan-hsing-ching-chi

2

says : The Fu-lin country is in the west of

Chan [old sound : Sham], separated by hills several thousand li ; it is
also called Ta-tsřin. [42] Its inhabitants have red and white faces. [43]
Men wear plain clothes, but women wear silk stuffs beset with pearls.
[44] They have many clever weavers of silk. [45] Prisoners are kept in
the frontier states till death without their being brought back to their
home. [46] In the manufacture of glass they are not equalled by any
nation of the world. [47] The royal city is eighty li square ; the country in
all directions measures several thousand li. [48] Their army consists of
about a million men. [49] They have constantly to provide against the
Ta-shih [Arabs]. [50] On the west the country bounds on the western
sea ; on the south, on the southern sea ; in the north it connects with

1 Shên-chang wu liu chřih. Five or six chřih = 6 to 7 feet, would give a reasonable sense ;

I have, therefore, ventured to translate as above rather than literally : Řtheir bodies are a
chang and five or six chřih [in size]ř.
2 See note to R 24.
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Křo-sa Třu-chřüeh [the Khozar Turks]. [51] In the western sea there p.084
is a market where a silent agreement exists between buyer and seller
that, if the one is coming the other will go, and vice versâ ; the seller will
first spread out his goods, and the purchaser will afterwards produce
their equivalents, which have to wait by the side of the articles to be sold
till received by the seller, after which the purchase may be taken
delivery of. They call this a spirit market. [52] There is also a report that
in the west there is the country of women [Amazons] who, being
affected by the influence of water, give birth to children [perhaps : who
are born out of water 1]. [53] It is further said : the country of Mo-lin is
on the south-west of the country of Yang-sa-lo ; crossing the great
dessert 2,000 li you come to this country. [54] Its inhabitants are black
and of ferocious manners. [55] Cereals are scarce, and there is no
vegetation in the way of shrubs and trees ; horses are fed on dried fish ;
men eat hu-mang, that is, the Persian date. [56] The country is very
malarious. [57] The hill tribes which one has to pass in pursuing the
overland road of these countries, are of the same race. [58] Of religions
there are several kinds : there is the Ta-shih, the Ta-tsřin, and the Hsünhsün religion. [59] The Hsün-hsün have most frequent illicit intercourse
with barbarians ; while

p.085

eating they do not speak. [60] Those who

belong to the religion of Ta-shih have a rule by which brothers, children
and other relatives may be impeached for crime without implicating their
kin, even if the crime be brought home to them. They do not eat the
flesh of pigs, dogs, donkeys, and horses ; they do not prostrate [or kneel
down] before the king, nor before father or mother, to show their
veneration ; they do not believe in spirits, and sacrifice to heaven alone.
Every seventh day is a holiday, when they will refrain from trade, and
not go in or out, but drink wine and yield to dissipation till the day is
finished. [61] The Ta-tsřin are good physicians in eye-diseases and

1 The former seems to be the orthodox rendering.
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diarrhæa, whether by looking to matters before the disease has broken
out [i. e., whether by the prophylactic method], or whether by extracting
worms from the brain [trepanning].
*
[62] In the south-east of this country you go to Chiao-chih [Tungking] ; there is also a water-road communicating with the I-chou and
Yung-chřang principalities [both in the present Yün-nan]. Many rare
things come from there. [63] It is said that in the west of Ta-tsřin there
is the water of a sea ; west of the [sea] water there is a river ; the river
flows south-west ; west of the river there are hills extending from south
to north ; west of the hills there is the Red Water ;

p.086

west of this is

the White Jade Hill ; west of the Jade Hill is the Hill of the Hsi-wang-mu
[western kingřs mother] who lives in a temple built of jadestone. [64]
Coming from the western boundary of An-hsi [Parthia], following the
crooked shape of the sea, you also come to Ta-tsřin, bending round over
10,000 li. [65] Although in that country the sun, the moon, and the
constellations appear not different from what they are in China, former
historians say that in the west of Třiao-chih you go a hundred

1

li to the

place where the sun sets ; this is far from being true. [66] In the 17th
year of Chêng-kuan of the Třang dynasty [=A.D. 643] the king of Fu-lin,
Po-to-li 2, sent envoys offering red glass and green gold ching [stones,
gems, dust ?], and a cabinet order was issued as an acknowledgement.
[67] The Ta-shih [Arabs] waged war against the country which in the
sequel became subject to them. [68] Between the periods Chřien-fêng
and Ta-tsu [A.D. 666Ŕ701] they repeated their court offerings. [69] In
the 7th year of Křai-yüan [A.D. 719] they offered through the ta-chiu [a
1 My edition of Ma Tuan-lin [d d. A.D. 1524] has pei, north, instead of pai, hundred. This

is apparently either a misprint or a blunder of the authorřs, as the Wei-shu, where this
passage occurs, has pai. See I 23. I have made the correction and translated
accordingly.
2 Our author, in a two-column note added here, quotes the Hsin-t’ang-shu to say that
Fu-lin is identical with the ancient Ta-tsřin Cf. L 1. The Chiu-t’ang-shu (K 1) contains the
same remark. This shows that Tuan-lin prefers the former as an authority.
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high official] of Třu-huo-lo [Tokharestan] lions and ling-yang [antelopes].
[70]

p.087

The Dwarfs. These are in the south of Ta-tsřin. They are

scarcely three chřih [say 4 feet, Engl.] large. When they work in the
fields they are afraid of being devoured by cranes. Whenever Ta-tsřin has
rendered them any assistance, the Dwarfs give them all they can afford
in the way of precious stones to show their gratitude.
[71] The Hsüan-chřü. Their country contains many Řbirds of nine
coloursř, with blue beaks, green necks, red-brown wings, red breasts,
purple crests, vermilion feet, jade-coloured bodies, yellowish backs, and
blackish tails. Another name of this animal is Řbird of nine tailsř, or chinfêng [the brocaded phœnix]. Those which have more blue than red on
them are called Hsiu-luan [embroidered argus pheasant]. These birds
usually come from the west of the Jo-shui [weak water]. Some say that
it is the bird of the Hsi-wang-mu [western kingřs mother]. The coins of
the country are the same as those of the country of San-třung.
[72] The San-třung are a thousand li south-west of Hsüan-chřü. The
inhabitants have three ching-chu [clear pearls=eyes ?], and sometimes
four tongues by means of which they may produce one kind of sound and
speak one language. They trade in plantains, also in rhinocerosř horns and
ivory

1

; they make golden coins on which they imitate the kingřs, also the

queenřs face [with the p.088 kingřs together ?] ; if the husband is changed,
they use the kingřs face ; if the king dies, they re-melt the coin.
[73] The above three countries border on Ta-tsřin whence they are
here appended.
[74] Tsê-san was heard of during the Wei dynasty. It is subject to Tatsřin. Its residence lies right in the middle of a sea [perhaps Řof a riverř.]
North you go to Lü-fên by water half a year, with quick winds a month. It

1 I am not very clear about this and the following passage.
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is nearest to Chřêng-ku

1

of An-hsi [Parthia]. South-west you go to the

capital of Ta-tsřin ; we do not know how many li.
[75] Lü-fên was heard of during the Wei dynasty. It is subject to Ta-tsřin.
Its residence is 2,000 li distant from the capital of Ta-tsřin. The flying bridge
across the sea [river ?] in Ta-tsřin west of the city of Lü-fên is 240 li in
length [cf. P 64]. The road, if you cross the sea [river ?], goes to the southwest ; if you make a round at sea [or, on the river], you go due west.
*
[76] Fu-lin. In the south and east of the country of Fu-lin you go to
Mieh-li-sha [old sound Miliksha] ; north you go to the sea, forty daysř
journey ; west you go to the sea, thirty daysř journey. [77] In the east,
starting from western

p.089

Ta-shih [the remnants of the Khalif empire]

you come to Yü-tien [Khoten], Hui-ho, Ta-ta [Tartary ?] and Chřingtřang, and finally reach China. [78] They have during former dynasties
not sent tribute to our court. [79] During the tenth month of the fourth
year of the period Yüan-fêng [=November A.D. 1081], their king Mieh-lii-ling-kai-sa

2

first sent the ta-shou-ling [a high official] Ni-ssŭ-tu-ling-

ssŭ-mêng-přan [Nestouri Ssŭ-mêng-přan, Simon Pan ?] to offer as
tribute saddled horses, sword-blades and real pearls. [80] He said : the
climate of this country is very cold ; [81] houses there have no tiles ;
[82] the products are gold, silver, pearls, western silk cloth, cows,
sheep, horses, camels with single humps, pears, almonds, dates, palan

3

millet, and wheat. [83] They make wine from grapes. [84] Their

musical instruments are the lute, the hu-chřin, the hsiao-pi-li, and the
přien-ku [see N 8]. [85] The king dresses in red and yellow robes, and
wears a turban of silken cloth interwoven with gold thread. [86] In the
third month every year he goes to the temple of Fou 4, to sit on a red
1 Cf. P 60, which passage I presume contains the correct reading : An-ku-chřêng.
2 See note to N 3.
3 See note to N 6.
4 See note to N 10.
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couch [palankin ?] which he gets the people to lift. His honoured
servants [ministers, courtiers, priests ?] are dressed like the king, but
wear blue, green, purple, white mottled, red, yellow, or brown stuff ;
wear turbans and ride on horseback. [87] The towns and the country
districts are each under the jurisdiction of a shou-ling [chief, sheik ?].
[88]

p.090

Twice a year during the summer and autumn they must offer

money and cloth [chin-ku-po]. [89] In their criminal decisions they
distinguish between great and small offences. Light offences are
punished by several hundreds

1

of blows with the bamboo ; heavy

offences with up to 200 blows ; capital punishment is administered by
putting the culprit into a feather bag which is thrown into the sea. [90]
They are not bent on making war to neighbouring countries, and in the
case of small difficulties try to settle matters by correspondence ; but
when important interests are at stake they will also rend out an army.
[91] They cast gold and silver coins, without holes, however ; on the pile
they cut the words Mi-lê-fou [Melek Fat ?) which is a kingřs name ; the
people are forbidden to counterfeit the coin. [92] During the 6th year of
Yüan-yu [=A.D. 1091] they sent two embassies, and their king was
presented, by Imperial order, with 200 pieces of cloth, pairs of white
gold [=silver ?] vases, and clothing with gold bound in a girdle (?).
[93] According to the historians of the Třang dynasty, the country of
Fu-lin was held to be identical with the ancient Ta-tsřin. It should be
remarked, however, that, although Ta-tsřin has from the after Han
dynasty, when China was first

p.091

communicated with, till down to the

Chin and Třang dynasties has offered tribute without interruption, yet the
historians of the Řfour reignsř

2

of the Sung dynasty, in their notices of

1 This is clearly an error in my edition of Ma Tuan-lin ; it should not rend shu-pai [several

hundred], but shu-shih [several tens]. This, at all events, is the wording of the Sung-shu.
See N 14.
2 Ssŭ-ch’ao-shih ; probably the title of an historical publication, embracing the last four
emperors of the Sung dynasty, and anticipating the Sung-shih. Ma Tuan-lin (ch. 192, p.
16 seqq.) describes a work, containing historical records of the Sung dynasty, under the
title Ssŭ-ch’ao-kuo-shih, and in connection therewith says that the term san-ch’ao refers
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Fu-lin, hold that this country has hot sent tribute to court up to the time
of Yüan-fêng [A.D. 1078Ŕ1086] when they sent their first embassy
offering local produce. If we, now, hold together the two accounts of Fulin as transmitted by the two different historians, we find that, in the
account of the Třang dynasty, this country is said Ŗto border on the great
sea in the westŗ ; whereas the Sung account says that Ŗin the west you
have still thirty daysř journey to the seaŗ ; and the remaining boundaries
do also not tally in the two accounts ; nor do the products and the
customs of the people. I suspect that we have before us merely an
accidental similarity of the name, and that the country is indeed not
identical with Ta-tsřin. I have, for this reason, appended the Fu-lin
account of the Třang dynasty to my chapter on Ta-tsřin, and represented
this Fu-lin [of the Sung dynasty] as a separate country altogether. p.092
R
(Chu fan-chih, by Chao Ju-kua of the Sung dynasty 1.)
[1] The country of Ta-tsřin, also called Li-kan, is the general meetingground for the nations of the western heaven 2, and the place where the
foreign merchants of Ta-shih [the Arabs of the Khalif empire] assemble. [2]
Their king is styled Ma-lo-fou [cf. N 16]. [3] He rules at the city of An-tu.
[4] He wears a turban of silk with gold-embroidered characters, and the
throne he sits upon is covered with a silken rug. [5] They have walled cities
and markets with streets and lanes. [6] In the kingřs dwelling they use
crystal in making pillars ; [7] and they use plaster in lieu of tiles. [8] They
frequently erect tabernacles with seven entrances all round, each holding a
to the first two emperors (A.D. 960 to 1022), liang-ch’ao, to the next two (A.D. 1023 to
1167), and ssŭ-ch’ao, to the last four (A.D. 1068 to 1127). It appears that, in another
work, ssŭ-ch’ao means the first four emperors of the southern Sung (A.D. 1127 to 1225).
I refer to the Ssŭ-ch’ao-wén-chien-lu, regarding which see Wylie, p. 158.
1 Cf. translations by Huc (?) in Le Christianisme en Chine, Vol. I, p. 74 ; and Pauthier, De
l’Authenticité, etc., p. 51 seqq.
2 Hsi-třien-chu-kuo, which may stand for [], Řthe western part of Indiař, to which Ta-tsřin
belonged according to Chinese ideas, just as the Seres were looked at as an eastern
appendage to India by the Romans.
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garrison of thirty men. [9] Tribute-bearers from other countries pay their
respects below the platform of the [palace] steps, whence they withdraw on
having offered their congratulations. [10] The inhabitants are tall and of
bright complexion, somewhat like the Chinese, which has been the cause of
their being called Ta-tsřin. [11] They have keepers of official records and
foreign interpreters knowing

p.093

their style of writing 1 . [12] They trim

their hair and wear embroidered dresses. [13] They also have small
carriages with white canopies, and flags, etc. ; [14] and at the distance of
every ten li there is a třing, and at the distance of every thirty li there is a
hou. [15] There are in the country many lions who will attack travellers and
may devour them unless they go in caravans of a hundred men and be
protected by military equipment. [16] Underneath the palace they have cut
into the ground a tunnel communicating with the hall of worship at a
distance of over a li. [17] The king rarely goes out ; but, to chant the
liturgy and worship, on every seventh day, he proceeds by way of his
tunnel to the hall of worship where, in performing divine service, he is
attended by a suite of over fifty men 2. But few amongst the people

p.094

know the kingřs face ; if he goes out he sits on horseback, protected by an
umbrella ; the head of his horse is adorned with gold, jade, pearls and
other jewels. [18] Every year the king of the country of Ta-shih [the Arabs

1 Or : Ŗand as regards writing they know the hu styleŗ ; cf. Q 12. The character jên,

which does not appear before chieh in E 9 and K 27, would then have to be separated
from hu as belonging to the next sentence. The two sentences (12 and 13) afford a
striking illustration of the superiority of the comparative method over the haphazard
guesses of translators à la Pauthier. The latter (De l’Authenticité, etc., p. 52) translates :
« Il y a plusieurs sortes de magistrats à la tête des lettres et la littérature est très
pratiquée. Tous les étrangers (hôu-jîn) conservent leurs cheveux sur la tête », etc. A
comparison of the Chinese version of these sentences with the parallel passage in the
Chin-shu (F 11) might have prevented M. Pauthier to fall into this error.
2 Pauthier, l.c., translates as follows : « Sous les habitations il y a des caves ; les routes
sont ouvertes à tous, et chacun peut y pratiquer ses rites. Il est permis dřavoir des
chapelles à environ un li de distance pour y prier. Le roi sort rarement de son palais. Il nřy
fait que lire les livres sacrés et faire ses dévotions à Fo. Quand viennent les réunions du
septième jour (le dimanche), de toutes les routes du pays on arrive faire ses dévotions
dans les chapelles et adorer Bouddha. Chaque groupe se compose de cinquante personnes
environŗ. I select this example to show that disregard of the grammatical structure of the
language does not merely result in little inaccuracies which may be passed over in charity ;
but that the general sense may also be lost without a trace.
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of the Khalif empire] who is styled Su-tan [=Sultan] sends tribute-bearers,
and if in the country some trouble is apprehended, he gets the Ta-shih to
use their military force in restoring order. [19] Their food mainly consists in
cooked dishes, cakes and meat ; they do not drink wine ; but they use
vessels made of gold and silver, and help themselves to their contents by
means of ladles ; after meals they wash hands in a golden bowl filled with
water. [20] The products of the country consist in opaque glass, corals, raw
gold, brocades, sarcenets, red cornelian stones and real pearls ; also the
hsieh-chi-hsi, which is the same as the Třung-třien-hsi. [21] At the
beginning of the Yen-hsi period [A.D. 158Ŕ167 ; cf. E 33, where the 9th
year, i. e., nearly the end, of the Yen-hsi period is given as the date] the
ruler of this country sent an embassy who, from outside the frontier of Jihnan, came to offer rhinocerosř horns, ivory and tortoise-shell, this

p.095

being the first direct communication with China. As their presents contained
no other precious matters and curiosities, it may be suspected that the
ambassadors kept them back. [22] During the Třai-křang period of the Chin
dynasty [A.D. 280-289] further tribute was brought from there. [23] There
is a saying that in the west of this country there is the Jo-shui [weak water]
and the Liu-sha [flying sands] near the place where the Hsi-wang-mu
[western kingřs mother] resides, and where the sun sets. [24] The Tuhuan-ching-hsing-chi 1 says : The country of Fu-sang

2

is in the West of the

Chan country ; it is also called Ta-tsřin. [25] The inhabitants have red and
white faces. [26] Men wear plain clothes, but women wear silk stuffs beset
with pearls. [27] They are fond of wine and dry cakes. [28] They have
many clever weavers of silk. [29] The size of the country is a thousand li.
[30] Their army consists of over 10,000 men and has to ward off the Tashih [Arabs]. [31] In the western sea there is a market where a silent
1 This may be the correct title of the work quoted by Ma Tuan-lin (Q 41), and there

(perhaps owing to a misprint, ŕ kuei for tu) called kuei-huan-hsing-ching-chi. Ma Tuan-lin
himself has tu in several other places where he apparently quotes from the same work.
2 Sic. I presume that sang is a mistake for lin, cf. Q 41. As Ma Tuan-linřs version contains
more details than the above, and has not this mistake, I presume that he has had the
text quoted before him, and does not borrow from Chao Ju-kua.
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agreement exists between buyer and seller that, if the one is coming the
other will go, and vice versâ ; the seller will first spread out p.096 his goods,
and the purchaser will afterwards produce their equivalents, which have to
wait by the side of the articles to be sold till received by the seller, after
which the purchase may be taken delivery of. They call this a spirit market.

@
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INDEX TO TRANSLATIONS
OR CHINESE TEXT
A B-C D-E F-G H-I J-K L-O P R S T-V W-Z
@

A
ACBATANA ; see A-MAN.
AGRICULTURE, E 8 ; I 17 ; P 19.
ALEXANDRIA ; see CHřIH-SAN ; WU-CHřIH-SAN.
ALMONDS, N 6 ; Q 82.
A-MAN (Acbatana), D 22 ; P 69.
AMAZONE, Q 52.
AMBER, E 22 ; H 2 ; K 32 ; L 35 ; P 49z ; Q 21.
AN-HSI (Parthia), accounts of, A 1-5 ; B 1-5 ; D 10-22 ; E 37 ; Q 74.
ŕ boundary of, eastern, A 1-3 ; B 1-3 ; D 15, 16.
ŕ boundary of, western, D 20, 22 ; I 22 ; P 2, 76. See also AN-KU ; TřIAOCHIH ; YÜ-LO.
ŕ capital of (=Hekatompylos) D 10, 22 ; distance from eastern frontier, A 2 ;
B 2 ; distance from Lo-yang, D 11 ; from Acbatana (A-mau), D 22.
ŕ first embassy from China to, A1 ; B1.
ŕ land road of ; D 8, 22 ; E 37.
ŕ sends embassies to China, A 4-5 ; B 4-5 ; D 17.
ŕ trade with, E 28, 32 ; F16 ; H 1 ; P 24, 45 ; Q 28,34.
AN-KU (city on the western boundary of An-hsi), P 6, 13, 60 ; (=Ch’êng-ku, Q 74).
ANNAM, E 33 ; H 5-8 ; I 19 ; P 50 ; Q 36, 62 ; R 21.
ANTELOPES (ling-yang), K 38 ; L 45 ; Q 69.
ANTIOCH ; see AN-TU,
ANTIOCHIA MARGIANA ; see MU-LU.
AN-TU, city of (capital of Ta-tsřin), besieged by Arabs, K. 45.
ŕ breadth, L 15,
ŕ circumference, E 13 ; F 4 ; I 9 ; P 34 ; Q 47.
ŕ city walls, E 5 ; K 14 ; L 14, 15 ; P 17.
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ŕ clepsydra, K 19 ; L 18.
ŕ described, I 9 seqq.
ŕ east gate K 17 ; L 16.
ŕ four quarters (tetrapolis) governed by eight magistrates, I 11.
ŕ magistrates residing at, I 10-12.
ŕ name (An-tu) I 2 ; Q 3 ; R 3.
ŕ public buildings (palaces), E 14 seq. ; F 7-8 ; K 17-18 ; L 17.
ŕ situation K 16 ; P 16, 61, 63 seqq. ; Q 74, 75.
AN-TUN, king of Ta-tsřin (= M. Aurelius Antoninus) ; see EMBASSIES, etc., A.D.
166.
ARABS ; see TA-SHIH.
ARCHITECTURE OF PALACES, etc., eaves, pillars and window-bars ornamented
with crystal and glass, K 6.
floor-beams of fragrant wood, K 20 ; L 19.
floors of yellow gold, K 20 ; L 19.
kingposts ornamented with coral, F 5 ; with crystal and glass, L 19.
leaves of folding doors of ivory, K 20 ; L 19.
pillars ornamented with crystal, E 15 ; F 6 ; P 39 ; Q 4 ; R 6.
ŕ with Sê-sê, K 20 ; L 19.
roofs have no tiles, but are plastered, K 21, 22 ; L 25 ; N 5 ; Q 81 ; R 7.
walls ornamented with glass, F 6.
water led on roofs of houses to produce coolness, K 22 ; L 26.
ARCHIVES ; see DOCUMENTS.
ARISTOCRACY, K 25 ; L 31.
ARMY, L 10 ; N 15 ; Q 48, 90 ; R 30.
ŕ garrisoned in tents, R 8.
ASBESTOS ; see CLOTH.

B
index - @

BARK, trees', used in weaving cloth, P 44.
BARTER (in Ceylon) ; see SPIRIT MARKETS.
BEARS, BLACK, P 491 ; Q 21.
BIRD of NINE COLOURS, Q 71.
BIRD, the KINGřs, K 13 ; L 24.
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BIRDS, LARGE ; see OSTRICHES.
BOUNDARIES ; see SITUATION.
BOWS and ARROWS, P 40.
BRIDGE, E 40 ; P 64 ; Q 75.
BRISTLES ; see HAIR.
BUDDHISM encouraging trade between India and China, G 3.
BUDGET, E 30 ; Q 32.

C
CAKES, people enjoy, L 32 ; R 19, 27.
CAMELS, N 6 ; P 20 ; Q 82.
CAPITAL ; see AN-TU.
CARAVANS, E 39 ; P 32 ; Q 16 ; R15.
CARRIAGES, E 11 ; F 12 ; I 16 ; K 29 ; L 29 ; P 28 ; Q 14 ; R 13.
CEREALS ; see GRAIN.
CHAN (= Sham, Syria), L 5 ; Q 41 ; R 24.
CHANG CH'IEN, his mission to the West, A 1 ; B 1.
CHřE-CHřÜ, K 32 ; L 35 ; P 49p ; Q 21 (see Note).
CHI-PIN (country), H 4 ; P 48.
CHI-SHIH (the Stony Land=Arabia Petraea ?), P 68.
CHIANG (generals ?) thirty-six, in charge of official documents, E 18 ; P 37.
CHIAO-CHIH ; see AN-NAM.
CHřIEH-LAN (dependent state) P 41, 65 seqq. ; 69.
CHIEN-SHA (country), P 77.
CHřIH-SAN (Alexandria ?) L 6 ; P 9 (cf. P 14) ; Q 11 ; cf. WU-CHřIH-SAN.
CHřIH-CHřIH (red dragon,ŕ product), P 49m.
CHřIH-SHUI (red water) I 21 ; P 77 ; Q 63.
CHřING-TřANG, country on the road to China, N 1 ; Q 77.
CHU-KO K'O, H 10.
CHU-LIEH (product), I 18 ; cf. Q 21 ; P 49 (see Note).
CINNABAR (chu-tan), E 22.
CITIES and MARKETS, R 5.
CITIES, Number of, E 3 ; F 3 ; K 4 ; L 9 ; P 15 ; Q 9.
CITY WALLS ; see AN-TU.
CITY WALLS of Stone, E 5 ; K 14 ; P 17.
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CLEPSYDRA, K 19 ; L 18.
CLIMATE cold, N 4 ; Q 80.
CLOTH, Asbestos, E 23 ; F 14 ; G 3 ; M 2 ; P 49zz
ŕ Chi-chang, P 44 ; Q 27.
ŕ Chiang-ti (cloth ?) P 49zz.
ŕ Chin-t’u-pu (gold-coloured cloth), P 49oo, cf. E 23.
ŕ Ch’ū-shu (Ch’ü-sou) five colours of, P49jj, cf. P 44 ; Q 27.
ŕ Ch’ū-shu-t’a-têng-chi-chang (serge and plush rugs ?), P 44 ; Q 27.
ŕ Curtains interwoven with gold, P 49aaa.
ŕ Damasks of varions colours, P 49nn.
ŕ embroidered with gold thread, E 22 ; F 14 ; P 49mm ; Q 85.
ŕ Fa-lu-pu, P 49qq.
ŕ Fei-ch’ih-ch’ü-pu, P 49rr.
ŕ Fei-ch’ih-pu, P 49pp.
ŕ Fine (Hsi-pu), E 24 ; P 44 ; Q 26 ; cf. Hai-hsi pu.
ŕ gold-coloured, E 23.
ŕ Hai-hsi pu, i. q., Hsi-pu or Fine cloth q. v. ; E 24 ; L 36 ; P 44 ; Q 82.
ŕ made of bark (fibre ?) of trees, P 44.
ŕ made of silk ; me SILK CLOTH.
CLOTH, made of silk from wild silkworms, P 44.
ŕ O-lo-tê-pu, P 49tt.
ŕ Pa-tsê-pu, P 49uu.
ŕ Rugs interwoven with gold, E 22 ; F14 ; P49.
ŕ Shou-hsia-t’a-têng, P 49u.
ŕ Silk ; see SILK CLOTH.
ŕ T’a-têng, five colours of, 49kk ; cf. P 44, 49u ; Q 27.
ŕ T’ao-pu, five colours, P 49yy.
ŕ Tou-chang (rugs), of five colours, P 49bbb.
ŕ To-tai-pu, P 49ww.
ŕ Wên-sê-pu, P 49xx.
ŕ yellow gold-coloured-cloth, E 23 (cf. Chin-t’u-pu).
ŕ see also RUGS.
COINS, E 27 ; F 15, 17 ; N 16 ; P 43 ; Q 30, 72, 91 ; cf. GOLD COINS and
SILVER COINS.
ŕ in the Hsüan-chřü country, Q 71.
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ŕ in the San-třung country, Q 72.
CONCHES (pei), F 14 ; K 32 ; L 35 ; P 49o ; Q 21.
COPPER, P 49c.
CORAL-FISHING described, L 37 ; Q 29.
CORALS, E 22 ; H 2 ; K 32 ; L 37 ; P 49aa, 68 ; R 20.
CORAL SEA ; see SEA, RED.
CORALS used as Ornaments on King-post, F 5.
CORNELIAN STONES, K 32 ; L 35 ; P 49q ; Q 21 ; R 20.
COWS, N 6 ; Q 82.
CRYSTAL (product), P 49ee.
ŕ used as an ornament to pillars, E 15 ; K 6 ; P 39 ; Q 4 ; R 6.
CRYSTAL, used as an ornament to pedestals of pillars, F 6.
ŕ used as an ornament to eaves, pillars and window-bars, K 6.
ŕ implements and vessels made of, E 15 ; P 39.
CYPRESS (po) trees, E 7 ; P 18.

D
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DATES, L 49 ; N 6 ; Q 55, 82.
DEPENDENT STATES, how many, E 4 ; L 12 ; P 33, 41, 56 seqq. ; Q 9.
DESERT S. W. of Fu-lin, L 46 ; Q 53.
DINING, Etiquette in, R 19.
DISTANCE of Ta-tsřin from China, I 4,22 ; L 4 ; Q 6.
DOCUMENTS, Official, E 18 ; F 11 ; P 35 ; Q 12 ; R 11.
DOMESTIC ANIMALS, P 20 ; said to come out of water (?) P 44.
DONKEYS, P 20.
DRESS worn by the People [cf. KING : his dress].
embroidered clothing, E 10 ; K 28 ; L 28 ; Q 13 ; R 12.
embroidered turban worn by women (calautica ?), K 24 ; L 31.
foreign (hu) dress worn, F 13 ; P 23.
menřs dress leaving right arm bare (toga), K 23 ; L 28.
no lapels worn in front of womenřs dresses, K 24.
pearls on womenřs dresses, Q 43 ; R 26.
plain clothes worn by men, Q 43 ; R 26.
resembling Chinese dress, I 16.
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silk worn by women, Q 43 ; R 26.
DRUMS, E 12 ; K 26, 30 ; L 30, 40 ; N 8 ; P 28 ; Q 84.
DWARFS (tuan-jên) in China, H 10.
ŕ or Pygmies (hsiao-jên), country of, Q 27.

E
EMBASSIES and other Missions to China :
A.D. 120 (jugglers and musicians), C 2-4.
A.D. 166 (An-tun)= E 33 ; H 5 ; O 2 ; Q 36 ; R 21.
A.D. 226 (Tsřin-lun)= H 8 seqq.
A.D. 280-290= F 20 ; Q 36 ; R 22.
A D. 643 (Po-to-li)= K 34 ; L 41 ; Q 66.
A.D. 667= K 36.
A.D. 701= K 37.
A.D. 666 to 701= L 44 ; Q 68.
A.D. 719= K 38, 39 ; L 45 ; Q 69.
A.D. 1081= N 3 ; Q 79.
A.D. 1091= N 17 ; Q 92.
A.D. 1368 (about)= O 6 seqq. ; cf. O 9.
A.D. 1583 (Matthaeus Ricci) = O 10.
ŕ how received in Ta-tsřin, E 31 ; F 17 ; Q 33 ; R 9.
EMBASSY from China to An-hsi (Parthia), A 1 seqq. ; B 1 seqq.
EMBROIDERIES ; see CLOTH ; DRESS.

F
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FEATHER BAG (hair or woollen bag ?) : a mode of inflicting capital punishment,
N 14 ; Q 89.
FÊNG-NIU (Zebu ?), D 7.
FESTIVALS, L 51 ; Q 60 ; R 17.
FLAGS and BANNERS, E 12 ; F 12 ; I 16 ; K 30 ; L 30 ; P 28 ; Q 14 ; R 13.
FLYING SANDS ; see LIU-SHA.
FOOD OF THE PEOPLE, R 19.
FU-LIN i.q. Ta-tsřin K 1 ; L 1 ; O 1, 4, 5 ; Q 41,93.
FU-NAN (country), H 6.
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FU-PA (an animal), D 17, 18.
FU-SANG, wrongly used for Fu-lin, R 24.

G
GEMS ; See PRECIOUS STONES.
GLASS, E 22 ; F 6 ; K 6, 34 ; P 49bb (ten colours), Q 21 ; R 20.
ŕ red, sent to China as tribute (A.D. 643), K 34 ; L 41 ; Q 66.
ŕ the best manufactured in Ta-tsřin, Q 46.
ŕ used as an ornament to walls, F 6 ; to eaves, pillars and windowbars, K 6.
GOLD, E 22 ; F 14 ; K 31 ; L 35 ; N 6 ; P 49a ; Q 21, 82 ; R 19-20.
GOLD COINS, E 27, 31 ; F 15, 17 ; N 16 ; P 43 ; Q 30, 33, 72, 91.
GOLD, SOUTHERN (nan-chin) P 49r
GOLD, YELLOW, K 17 ; L 16, 20.
GOVERNMENT ; see KING.
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS : Thirty-six chiang (generals ?) in charge of official
documents, discussing government matters, E 18 ; P 37 : cf. F 11 ; Q
12 ; R 11.
eight officials ruling over the four quarters of the country, I 11.
eight officials ruling over the four quarters of the city (tetrapolis), who advise
the king in matters not decided by the country officials, I 11-13.
Twelve ministers (kuei-ch’ên, bishops ?) in charge of government during the
Třang dynasty, K 7 ; L 20.
ministers (kuei-ch’ên, bishops ?) during the Sung dynasty ; their mode of
dressing, N 10 ; Q 86.
shou-ling, or chiefs of towns and districts, during the Sung dynasty, N 12 ;
Q 87.
GOVERNMENT, PEACEFUL, I 8 ; N 15 ; Q 90.
ŕ well regulated, P 26 ; see also BUDGET, POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS, etc.
GRAIN, E 30 ; I 17 ; N 6 ; P 19 ; Q 32.

H
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HAI-HSI and HAI-TUNG, the terms, used in opposition, P 44, 69 ; Q 27.
HAI-HSI-KUO i.q. Ta-tsřin, C 3 ; E 1 ; F2 ; L 3 ; P 7, 48 ; Q 2.
HAI-PEI-CHU-KUO (the countries on the north of the sea), E 40 ; cf. P 13, 50.
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HAI-TUNG-CHU-KUO (the countries on the east of the sea), P 44 ; cf. P 69 ; Q 27.
HAIR, custom of cutting, E 9 ; K 23, 27 ; L 27 ; Q 13 ; R 12.
HAIR, red (?), I 18 ; P 49i ; Q 21.
HEI-SHUI (ŘBlack waterř, the western terminus of the world, ŕ Okeanos ?), P 77.
HERATOMPYLOS ; see AN-HSI (capital of).
HEMP (ma), I 17 ; (ch’ih) P 42.
HILLS, ranges of, 121 ; P 69, 77 ; Q 63.
HIRA (=Yü-lo), see Yü-Lo ; cf. TřIAO-CHIH.
HORSES, I 18 ; K 26 ; L 40 ; N 6 ; P 20 ; P 49h ; Q 82.
ŕ fed on fish, L 49 ; Q 55.
ŕ saddled, sent as tribute, N 3 ; Q 79.
HO-TI, emperor, C 1-4.
HO-TU (capital of An-hsi=Hekatompylos), D 10.
HSI-NÜ-KUO ; see AMAZONS.
HSI-WANG-MU, E 34 ; I 21 ; P 77 ; Q 37, 63, 71 ; R 23.
HSIAO-JÊN ; see DWARFS.
HSIEH-CHI-HSI, E 22 ; F 14 ; K 32 ; P 49j ; Q 19 ; R 20.
HSIEN-TU (dependent state), P 41, 67, 70.
HSUAN-CH'Ü (country), Q 71.
HSUN-HSÜN, religion, Q 58-59.
HSÜN-LU (intense, gum olibanum ?) P 49qqq ;
HU-LING (foreign damask), made of silk imported from China, P 45 ; Q 28.
HU-MANG ; see DATES.
HUI-HO, country on the road to China, N 1 ; Q 77.

I
I-CHOU ; see YUNG-CHřANG.
IMITATIONS and SHAM CURIOSITIES, E 41.
INCENSE and FRAGRANT DRUGS, (names being mostly doubtful), P 49ccc seqq.
INDIA ; see TIEN-CHU.
INHABITANTS described, E 21 ; F 13 ; I 16 ; P 23 ; Q 18, 40, 42 ; R 10, 25.
ŕ honest in trade, E 29 ; Q 31.
INHABITANTS, licentiousness amongst, L 50 ; Q 59 (Hsün-hsün).
INTERPRETERS, F 11 ; P 25 ; Q 12 ; R 11.
ŕ twofold, sent to China by the king of Shan, C 1.
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IRON, P 49d.
IVORY, E 33 ; P 49t ; Q 36, 72 ; R 21.
I-WEI-MU-ÊRH (product) P 49ccc.

J
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JADE and other PRECIOUS STONES
Chin-pi, H 2.
Ching-pi, E 22.
Ching-shih (blue stone), P 48.
Ch’iu-lin, I 18 ; P 49cc.
Chiu-sê-shih, P 47.
Fu-tsai-yü, P 49u.
Mei-kuei (garnets ?), P 49ff.
Pi (serpentine ?), P 49hh.
Sê-sê, K 20 ; L 19.
Tzü-yü, P 47.
Yü, ten colours of, P 49e ; also the articles CHřÊ-CHřÜ ; CORNELIAN
STONES ; CRYSTAL HSIEH-CHI-HSI, KINGFISHERS GEM ; YEHKUANG-PI ; and LÜ-CHIN-CHING.
JEWEL THAT SHINES AT NIGHT : see YEH-KUANG-PI.
JIH-NAN ; see ANNAM.
JO-SHUI (weak water), E 34 ; P 8 ; Q 37, 71 ; R 23.
JUDAEA, Ta-tsřin identified with, Ricci, O 10 (see Note).
JUGGLERS frequent, L 33 ; P 2 ; Q 25.
ŕ from Li-kan sent to China embassy from An-hsi (Parthia), A 5 ; B 5.
ŕ from Ta-tsřin sent to China the king of Shan, C 2-3.

K
KAN-YING sent in search of Ta-tsřin, D 19, seq. ; F 19.
KřANG-CHÜ, a country in the north of An-hsi, D 12.
KHOTEN, on the road to China, N 1 ; Q 77.
KING, having to sanction the decisions of his councillors, I 13.
his bird, K 13 ; L 24.
his cap, K 11 ; L 23.
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his clerical functions, N 10 ; Q 86 ; R 17.
his dress, L 23 ; N 9 ; Q 85 ; R 4, 17.
his horse, R 17.
his religion, M 4.
his residence, I 10.
his title or name, N 16 ; Q 91 ; R 2.
his throne, K 12 ; L 24 ; R 4.
may be deposed if a calamity visits the country, E 20 ; F 10 ; K 10 ; L 22 ;
P 22 ; Q 17.
meting out justice, E 16Ŕ17 ; F 9 ; I 14 seq. ; K 8 ; L 21 ; P 36, 38.
seldom seen by the people, R 17.
KINGDOM not hereditary, E 19 ; K 9 ; P 22 ; Q 17.
KINGFISHERSř GEM, G 3 ; K 32 ; L 35 ; P 49e.
KřO-SA-PU (the Khozar Turks), L5 ; Q 50.
KTESIPHON ; see SSU-PIN.

L
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LAMES ; see WATERSHEEP.
LANG-KAN (a kind of coral ?), E 22 ; H 2 ; I 18 ; P 49dd.
LAO-PO-SA (a country inhabited by black tribes), L 46 seqq.
LAW, criminal, and capital punishment, N 14 ; Q 89 ; banishment Q 45 ;
forbidding the counterfeiting of coins, N 16 ; Q 91.
LAW ; see KING meting out justice.
LEAD, P 49e.
LI (1/30 chih or hou, i.e., parasang), E 38 ; L 11 ; P 31 ; Q 15 ; R 14.
LI-KAN (or Li-kin) i. q. Ta-tsřin, E 1 ; F 1 ; I 1 ; P 5 ; Q 1 ; R1.
LI-KAN, jugglers from, sent to China by Parthia, A 5 ; B 5.
LIONS, in Třiao-chih, D 7 ; in Ta-tsřin, E 39 ; K 38 ; L 45 ; P 32 ; Q 16, 69 ; R 15.
LIONS offered by An-hsi (Parthia), D 17, 21.
LITERATURE flourishing, M 5.
LIU-LI ; see GLASS.
LIU-SHA or Flying Sands, E 34 ; P 77 ; Q 37 ; R 23.
LO-YANG, capital of China, D 10, 16.
LÜ-CHIN-CHING (green gold gem or powder ?), K 34 ; L 41 ; Q 66.
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LÜ-FEN (dependent state), L 13 ; P 41, 60, 62 seqq. ; Q 74, 75.

M
MA-LO-FOU, the kingřs title, R 2. (cf. MI-LÊ-FOU).
MAN-KřÜ, king of An-hsi (A.D. 102), D 21.
MEDICINE ; see PHYSICIANS ; THERIAC.
MIEH-LI-I-LING KAI-SA sending embassy in A.D. 1081, N 3 ; Q 79.
MIEH-LI-SHA (country or ruler) S.W. of Fu-lin, N 1 ; Q 76.
MI-LÊ-FOU, the kingřs naine, cast on coins, N 16 ; Q 91.
MILESTONES, E 6.
MILLET, N 6 ; Q 82.
MILLIARY SYSTEM ; See POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS.
MO-I (=Moavia), a general of the Ta-shih (Arabs), K 35 ; L 42.
MO-LIN (a country inhabited by black tribes), L 46 seqq. ; Q 53 seqq.
MONEY ; see COINS.
MOONSHINE PEARL ; see PEARLS.
MÔURU ; see MU-LU.
MULBERRY TREE, E 8 ; I 17.
MULES, P 20.
MU-LU (city in An-hsi,=Antiochia Margiana, Môuru), D 15.
MU-NAN ; See PEARLS.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, N 8 ; Q 84. See also DRUMS.
MUSICIANS from Ta-tsřin sent to China by king of Shan, C 2-4.

N
NEGRO (?) tribes, L 47 ; Q 54, 57 ; cf. Mo-LIN and LAO-PO-SA.
NESTORIANS ; See PRIESTS.
NIEH-KU-LUN (=Nicolaus de Bentra), his journey to China, O 6.
NI-SSÜ-TU-LING SSÜ-MÊNG-PřAN, his mission to China, N 3 ; Q 79.

O
ORPIMENT, P 49gg.
OSTRICHES (large birds), D 7, 21.
eggs sent from An-hsi to China, A 5 ; B 5 ; D 7.
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PALACES, E 14 seqq. ; P 27, 36. See also ARCHITECTURE ; and AN-TU, City of :
public buildings.
PA-LAN (dates ? chestnuts ?), N 6, (see Note) ; Q 82.
PAI-FU-TZÜ (a plant), P 49fff.
PAN CHřAOřs expedition (A.D. 97), D 19 ; F 19.
PARTHIA ; see AN-HSI.
PEACOCKS, D 7 cf. BIRD OF NINE COLOURS.
PEARLS, generally, N 6 ; P 68 ; Q 82.
ŕ Chu-chi, H 2.
ŕ Ming-chu (shining pearl), F14 ; I 18.
ŕ Moonshine, or Ming yûeh-chu, E 22 ; K 32 ; L 35 ; M 2 ; P 49w ; Q 21.
ŕ Mu-nan, L 35 (see Note) ; Q 24 (see Note).
ŕ Real, N 3 ; P 68 ; Q 79 ; R 20.
ŕ Real White, P 49y.
ŕ Shê-chu, G 3.
ŕ Worn by women, Q 44 ; R 26.
PEARS, N 6 ; Q 82.
PERSIA ; see Po-ssü.
PETITIONS, how receivedhy the King ; see KING meting out justice.
PHYSICIANS, L 34 ; Q 61.
PINE (sung) trees, E 7 ; P 18.
PřI-TU-SHU (poisonous rat ?) P 49z ; Q 21.
PLANTAINS, Q 72.
PLANTS, E 17 ; P 18.
PLASTER used in covering postal stations and milestones, E 6.
ŕ used in covering roofs, K 21 ; L 25 (?) ; R 7.
PO-LI ; see GLASS.
POPULATION, E 38 ; F 3 ; I 8 ; K 5, 15 ; P 30, 54 ; Q 7.
PO-SSÜ (Persia), bounding on Fu-lin, K 2 ; L 7.
POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS, E 6, 31, 38 ; F 12 ; L 11 ; P 28, 31, 32 ; Q 15,33 ; R 14.
PO-TO-LI, his Mission to China, K 34 ; L 41 ; Q 66.
PRECIOUS STONES, generally, D 23 ; E 22, 26, 41 ; F 14 ; G 3 ; H 1 ; I 20 ; K
31 ; Q 21, 63.
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Ta-tsřin a depository of produce from other countries, E 26 ; K 32.
for various kinds ; see JADE, &c.
PRIESTS (Ta-tê-sêng=Nestorians ?) offering tribute at the Chinese Court in A.D.
719 ; K 39.
clerical (?=tê, virtuous) rulers, M 4.
PRISONERS, how dealt with, Q 45.
PRODUCTS, passim ; for long list of, see P 49.
PU-LA, sent to Fu-lin, O 9.
PUNISHMENTS ; see LAW.
PYGMIES, see DWARFS.

R
index - @

RANK conferred on the rich, K 35 ; L 31.
RATS, see PřI-TU-SHU.
REALGAR, P 49qq.
RED WATER, see CHřIH-SHUI.
REKEM (Petra) see LI-KAN.
RELIGION, Q 58 ; Christian, M 4.
RHINOCEROS, D 7.
RHINOCEROSř HORNS, E 33 ; G 3 ; Q 36, 72 ; R 21.
RICCI, MATTHAEUS, his arrival at the Chinese court alluded to, O 10.
RIVER OF TA-TSřIN (the Nile ?), P 8.
ROADS, E 39 ; P 32.
ROBBERIES UNKNOWN, E 39 ; M 3 ; P 32.
Roofs of Houses, how constructed, K 21, seq. ; L 25 ; N 5 ; Q 81 ; R 7.
ŕ how watered, K 21 seq. ; L 26.
ROUTES BETWEEN CHINA AND TA-TSřIN.
1. from Hekatompylos (capital of An-hsi) to Yü-lo on the western boundary
of An-hsi, D 8, 22.
2. from Třiao-chih, An-ku, or Yü-lo (Hira), the terminus of the Parthian landroad, by sea to Ta-tsřin (gulf of Akabah), D 20, 22 ; E 37 (?) ; F 18,
19 ; I 3 ; I 22 ; P 6, 29 (?) ; Q 5, 64.
3. overland (from An-ku on the Euphrates ?) to Ta-tsřin, P 13, 50, 51 ; cf.
the accounts of countries near the Parthian frontier, P 58Ŕ76 ;
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perhaps also E 37 to 40 ; P 29.
4. by sea direct from Ta-tsřin to Annam, E 33 ; H 5Ŕ7 ; I 19 ; P 50 ; Q 36,
62 ; R 21.
5. by sea direct from Ta-tsřin to Birmah into Yün-nan, I 19 ; P 50 ; Q 62.
6. from Wu-chřih-san (Alexandria ?) to Ta-tsřin (Antioch ?), P 14.
7. overland through Central Asia during the Sung dynasty, N 1.
RUGS, gold-embroidered, E 22 ; F 14 ; P 49aaa.
RUSHES (?), P 18.

S
index - @

SAN-TřUNG (country), Q 71-72.
SEA, countries north, east and west of the western ŕ ; see HAI-HSI, HAI-PEI,
HAI-TUNG.
SEA, MEDITERRANEAN, L 6 ; P 8-9, 14 ; Q 10, 50, 63.
SEA, RED (=Hai-hsi, Coral Sea, Chang-hai), I 5 ; M 1 ; P 68 ; Q 29, 50.
SEA, WESTERN, described, D 19 ; F 18, 19 ; P 5, 46 ; Q 35.
ŕ the city of Třiao-chih on its coast, D 3, 19.
ŕ Ta-tsřin or Fu-lin on its coast, F 2 ; K 1, 16 ; L 1.
SHAN (country in the S.W. of China), C 1-4.
SHAN-LI ; see WU-I-SHAN-LI.
SHEEP, N 4 ; Q 82. cf. WATER-SHEEP.
SHUI-YANG ; see WATER-SHEEP.
SHUI-YANG-TSřUI ; see CLOTH, FINE. SHU-YU (country), P 77.
SILK, Chinese, imported for remanufacture, P 45 ; Q 28.
ŕ cloth, E 22, 32 ; N 6 ; P 44, 45, 49nn ; Q 82 ; R 20.
ŕ cultivation of, E 8, 24 ; I 17 ; P 20.
ŕ ling-kan-wên, Q 28.
ŕ trade, Parthians monopolizing, E 32 ; P 24, 45 ; Q 28, 34.
ŕ weavers, Q 44 ; R 28.
ŕ worms, E 8, 24 ; P 20, 44.
ŕ worn by women, Q 43.
SILVER, E 22 ; K 31 ; L 35 ; N 6 ; P 49b ; Q 21, 82 ; R 19.
ŕ coins, E 27 ; F 15 ; N 16 ; P 43 ; Q 30, 91.
SITUATION of TA-TSřIN and FU-LIN, I 5,7 ; K 1-2 ; L 2, 6 ; M 1 ; N 1 ; P 5 ; Q 76.
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SIZE of the Country ; see TERRITORY.
SPIRIT MARKET, L 38 ; Q 51 ; R 31.
SSŬ-FU (dependent state), P 41, 67-69, 71, 72 seqq.
SSŬ -Lo (Seleucia), P 74 seq.
SSŬ -PIN (Ktesiphon), D 22 ; P 69.
SSŬ -TřAO (country), P 66.
STONY LAND, the ; see CHI-SHIH.
STORAX (Su-ho), E 25 ; H 2-3 ; M 2 (? life-restoring intense) ; P 49ddd ; Q 20.
SU-LÉ (Kashgar ?), P 48.
SUN-CH'ÜAN, emperor of China (Wu), H 8-10.
SUN, place where it sets, E 34, 35 ; I 23 ; P 4 ; Q 37, 65 ; R 23.
SWORD-BLADES sent to China as Tribute, N 3 ; Q 79.
SU-TAN (Sultan) of the Ta-shih, R 18.

T
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TABERNACLES, R 8.
TA-HSIA (country in the west of Ta-tsřin), P 77.
TA-SHIH (the Arabs of the Khalif empire) making war to, besieging the capital
of, and conquering Fu-lin, K 35 ; L 42-43 ; Q 49, 67 ; R 30.
ŕ assemble in Ta-tsřin for trade, R 1.
ŕ assist Fu-lin with their army R 18.
ŕ in the east of Fu-lin, N 1 ; Q 77.
ŕ religion, Q 58, 60.
TA-TA, country on the road to China, Q 77.
TA-TÊ-SÊNG ; see PRIESTS.
TA-TSřIN identified with Judaea by Ricci, O 10.
ŕ name explained, E 21 ; I 16 ; P 23 ; Q 18 ; R 10.
ŕ religion, Q 58, 61.
ŕ so called during Han, Chin and Wei dynasties, O 1, 3.
TAI (capital of China during the Wei dynasty), I 4.
TřAI-TSU, emperor of the Ming, O 7 seqq.
TřAI-TSUNG, emperor of the T'ang, K 34.
TAURUS, range of hills, alluded to, P 69.
TAXES, N 13 ; Q 88.
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TENTS for soldiers, R 8.
TERRITORY, E 2 ; F 3 ; I 6 ; K 3 ; L 8 ; M 5 ; P 15, 55 ; Q 8, 47 ; R 29.
THERIAC ; see TI-YEH-KA.
TřIAO-CHIH (Chaldaea, the country of Yü-lo, Hira) D 1-9 ; E 35-36 ; I 3,23 ; P
1Ŕ4 ; Q 5.
ŕ Kan-ying arrives in, D 19 seqq.
ŕ Precious stones from, P 48.
TřIEN-CHU (India), traffic with, by sea, E 28 ; F 16 ; G 1 ; H 1.
TIGERS, E 39 ; P 32.
TIGRIS RIVER (?), D 22 ; P 75.
TIN, P 49f.
TI-YEH-KA, K 36.
TOKHARESTAN ; see TU-HUO-LO.
TORTOISES ami TORTOISE SHELL, E 33 ; P 49k ; Q 36 ; R 21. Shên-kuei, I 18 ;
P 49g ; Q 21.
TOU-NA (a fragrant substance ?), P 49eee.
TRADE, inhabitants honest in, E 29 ; Q 31.
ŕ Parthians monopolizing, in silk, between China and Ta-tsřin, E 32 ; P 24,
45 ; Q 28, 34.
ŕ profit derived from maritime, E 28 ; F 16.
ŕ Ta-tsřin centre of Western, R 1 ; especially in precious stones, E 26.
TRADE, with Parthia and India, E 28 ; F 16 ; H 1 ; P 24, 45 ; Q 28, 34.
TREES, all kinds of, E 7-8.
ŕ Bamboos, P 18.
ŕ Huai (Sophora ?), P 18.
ŕ Po ; see CYPRESS TREES.
ŕ Poplars, P 18.
ŕ Sung ; see PINE TREES.
ŕ Tzŭ (Euphorbia ?), P 18.
ŕ Willows, P 18.
ŕ Wu-t’ung (Eleococca Verrucosa ?), P 18.
TREPANNING, L 34 ; Q 61.
TSÊ-SAN (dependent State), L 13 ; P 41, 58 seqq. ; Q 74.
TSřIN-LUN (a traveller from Ta-tsřin), H 8Ŕ10.
TS'UNG (a quadruped), L 39 ; Q 22.
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TřU-CHřÜEH (Turks), L 5 ; Q 30.
TU-HUO- LO (Tokharestan), K 38 ; L 45 ; Q 69.
TUNG-KING ; see ANNAM.
TUNNEL leading from the kingřs palace to the hall of worship, R 16.

V
VASES, gold, pairs, reccived from China, N 17 ; Q 92.

W
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WATER led over roofs to produce coolness, K 21 seqq ; L 26.
WATER-SHEEP, cloth made from wool of, E 24 ; L 36 ; P 44 ; Q 26.
ŕ described, K 26 ; L 40 ; Q23.
WEAK WATER ; see JO-SHUI.
WEEK of seven days alluded to, L 51 ; Q 60 ; R 17.
WESTERN KINGřS MOTHER ; see HSI-WANG-MU.
WHEAT, N 6 ; Q 82.
WINE, Fu-lin people make and enjoy, L 32 ; N 7 ; Q 83 ; R 27 ; the people do
not drink wine, R 19.
WU-CHřIH-SAN (city=Alexandria ?) P 14 ; cf. CHřIH-SAN.
WU-I (country), E 36.
WU-I-SHAN-LI (country or countries), D 12 ; cf. WU-I.
WU-TAN (City), P 10.
WU-TI, the emperor, sends an embassy to An-hsi (Parthia), A 1 ; B1.

Y
YANG-SA-LO (country near the desert in the S. W. of Fu-lin,=Jerusalem ?), Q 53.
YANG-TI, emperor of the Sui dynasty, wishing for traffic with Ta-tsřin, K 33.
YEH-KUANG-PI Or "Jewel that shines at night", E 22 ; F 14 ; I 18 ; K 32 ; L 35 ;
M 2 ; P 49x (yeh-kuang-chu) ; Q 21.
YI-CHOU ; see YUNG-CHřANG.
YUNG-CHřANG (district in Yün-nan), I 19 ; P50 ; Q 62.
ŕ at one time a market for Ta-tsřin produce, P 50.
YUNG-CHřÊN (country in the south of Ta-ts'in), Q 38.
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YUNG-YU-TIAO, King of Shan, C 1-4.
YÜ-CHIN (a kind of turmeric) H 2, 4 ; P 49hhh.
YÜEH-CHIH (Bactria), P 77.
YÜ-LO (Hira), D 22 ; P 41, 73 seqq.
YÜ-CHIAO-HSÜN (a kind of incense ?) P 49iii.
YÜN-NAN ; see YUNG-CHřANG.
YÜ-TIEN (Khoten), during the Sung a station on the road to China, N 1 ; Q 77.

Z
ZEBU ; see FÊNG-NIU.

@
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IDENTIFICATIONS
@
p.137

In attempting to trace the ancient route from Central Asia to the

country of Ta-tsřin, it is of the greatest importance to determine the
situation of another country which, in the oldest Chinese records, has
always been mentioned together with Ta-tsřin, or with Li-kan, as it was
then called. In the chapter regarding Ta-wan by Ssŭ-ma Chřien (Shih-chi,
ch. 123, lieh-chuan, 63), it is said that ŖLi-kan and Třiao-chih are several
thousand li west of An-hsiŗ. This must be information brought to China by
Chang Chřien, the first explorer of western countries, about B.C. 120, and
we are probably safe in assuming that the country of Ta-tsřin, under its
old name Li-kan, was not known to the Chinese previous to that period.
Even then, the Chinese did not probably know much more than that Likan was the name of a country in the far west, whence, in all probability,
certain products reached China through the hands of intermediary nations,
especially the Parthians, in exchange for large quantities of silk bought up
by the merchants of Li-kan. The Chinese were probably aware of the
importance of both these countries ; why, otherwise, should

p.138

the

Chinese general Pan Chřao, two centuries later, have sent his lieutenant
Kan-ying on an exploring expedition to them (D 19 seqq.) ? The Chinese
then did not even know much about the relative position of the two
countries. So great was their ignorance in this respect before Kan-yingřs
discovery, that Li-kan, i. e., Ta-tsřin, was believed to be the nearer
country and Třiao-chih the more distant one (P 1).
At the close of the first century A.D., the general Pan Chřao, a brother of
Pan Ku, the author of the Ch’ien-han-shu, proceeded to the west with
apparently peaceful intentions

1.

He then came to the borders of the

1 Klaproth and Rémusat, and with them Humboldt and others, entertained the idea, quite

unsupported by Chinese authorities, of Pan Chřaořs military designs against Ta-tsřin.
Messrs. E. C. Taintor and A. Wylie, in reply to a question regarding the subject, have
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kingdom of An-hsi which his subordinate Kan-ying traversed from east to
west. Kan-ying, we learn from the Hou-han-shu (D 19-20), arrived in Třiaochih and was there persuaded not to undertake the passage to Ta-tsřin. We
learn from the same passage that Třiao-chih was so situated that ships
could start from its city and sail to Ta-tsřin, and that it was on the western
frontier of An-hsi (cf. P 2). In order to find the site of Třiao-chih, therefore,
the question first to be settled is the identity of the country of An-hsi.
The Ch’ien-han-shu (ch. 96A, chuan, 66A)

p.139

says with regard to

An-hsi :
ŖThe king of the country of An-hsi rules at the city of Přantou

1

; its distance from Chang-an is 11,600 li. The country is

not subject to a tu-hu [a Chinese governor in Central-Asiatic
possessions]. It bounds north on Křang-chü, east on Wu-ishan-li, west on Třiao-chih. The soil, climate, products, and
popular customs are the same as those of Wu-i and Chi-pin.
They also make coins of silver, which have the kingřs face on
the obverse, and the face of his consort on the reverse. When
the king dies, they cast new coins. They have the ta-ma-chřüo
[a bird, the description of which by the Chinese commentator
answers to an ostrich]. Several hundred small and large cities
are subject to it, and the country is several thousand li in
extent, that is, a very large country. It lies on the banks of the
Kuei-shui [Oxus]. The carts and ships of their merchants

p.140

shown the fallacy of this assumption in Notes and Queries on China and Japan, Vol. II
(1868), pp. 60 and 153.
1 Several examples suggest to me, as they did to others, the probability of an affinity of
some kind between a final r in western Asiatic names and a Chinese final n. An=ar in Anhsi, i.e. Arsak, the name for Parthia ; and perhaps in An-ku = Orchoë (P 6, 13 and 60) ;
also possibly in Yen-tsřai or An-tsřai, the name of a country in the north of Parthia, which,
during the After Han, was changed into A-lan-na, and which I identify with the Aorsi of
Strabo, and the Alani of other writers (ŘSarmatie Asiatiqueř, de Guignes, Histoire des
Huns, Vol. II, p. XCI). I do not hesitate, therefore, to identify the name Přan-tou with old
Persian Parthuva, the origin of Herodotusř Πάξζνη, if not the city of Παξζαύλαξα of
Isidorus Characenus, held to have been the same as Hekatompylos by Mannert (see Karl
Müller ad Isid. Mansiones Parthicae, 12, in Geographi Graeci Minores, Vol. 2, p. 252). Cf.
Kiepert, Lehrbuch der alten Géographie, p. 65 seq.
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go to the neighbouring countries. They write on leather
[parchment],

and

draw

up

documents

in

rows

running

sideways. [Here follows the passage B 1 to 5]. In the east of
An-hsi are the Ta-yüeh-chih 1.
The above account, as describing matters known from records of the
former Han dynasty, refers to the first and second centuries B.C. The
country best answering its details at that period is the Parthian
kingdom 2. It extended to the banks of the Oxus ; the Parthians were the
middle-men in trade between Central and Western Asia. Some of their
coins have been shown to contain the face of a king on the obverse and
that of a woman on the reverse

3

; they used, like other nations of

western Asia, the horizontal way of writing, though Rawlinson

4

says

that, in the earlier times, the writing material commonly used was linen,
and shortly before the time of Pliny, papyrus. Finally, linguistic grounds,
which, as a matter of principle, I

p.141

do not wish to consider except

when strongly supported by the identification of other facts, point to
Parthia in the two names Přan-tou (=Parthuva) and An-hsi (=Arsak).
The description of An-hsi appearing in the Hou-han-shu quite
corresponds with what we know through Pliny of Parthia during the
corresponding period. At that time the country had considerably gained
in extent, and its boundaries had been moved farther west. The capital
was then, as before, at the city called by Greek writers Hekatompylos.
This name, meaning Řthe city of a hundred gatesř, is not the original

1 Cf. translation by Wylie in ŘNotes on the Western Regionsř, Journ. Anthrop. Inst., Aug.

1880.
2 The identity was apparently first recognised, though not proved in detail, by de Guignes
(Hist. des Huns, Vol II, p. 51). Visdelou, whose work (ŘMonument de la Religion
Chrétienne, etc., en Chineř in dřHerbelotřs Bibliothèque Orientale, Vol. IV, p. 369 seqq.)
appeared after de Guignesř, but was written before its publication, translated An-hsi by
Assyria ; so did Neumann (Asiat. Studien, p. 157).
3 Wylie, l.c., quotes Rawlinsonřs description of a Parthian coin : ŘThe coins of Phraataces
have on one side his head, which is being crowned by two Victories ; on the other the
head of Musa [his mother], etcř. [The Sixth Great Oriental Monarchy, p. 220.]
4 The Sixth Great Orient. Mon., p.p. 424-425, quoted by Wylie, l.c.
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Parthian name, but a Greek word intended to express the central
position of the city, which, through its many gates was considered the
terminus of all the land-roads of the country. The Parthian name has not
been preserved in western authors, but we may safely accept the clue
contained in the Chinese histories, as there can be no doubt that the
Hekatompylos of Greek and Roman writers, being the chief capital of the
empire, is identical with the city of Přan-tou (Parthuva ?) mentioned in
the Ch’ien-han-shu and with the city of Ho-tu (old sound Wodok ?

1)

mentioned in the Hou-han-shu (D 10).
The same account says : ŖOn its eastern frontier is the city of Mu-lu,
which is called little An-hsi [Parthia Minor] ; it is 20,000 li distant

p.142

from Lo-yangŗ (D 15-16.) As the distance, from Lo-yang, of the capital
city of Ho-tu is stated to have been 25,000 li, the distance between Hotu and Mu-lu must have been 5,000 li. I propose to show hereafter my
reasons for assuming that the li of Chinese records are, in these
countries where the Greek mode of measuring distances was combined
with the Persian method (stadia, schoeni, parasangae), corresponds to
the stadium of western itineraries. This will furnish the key to quite a
number of puzzles, of which the relative sites of the cities of Ho-tu and
Mu-lu would be one, but for the knowledge preserved of both the capital
and the eastern frontier district in Pliny, Strabo, and other authorities 2.
This eastern out-station of Parthia, which lay on the road to China, is
there called Margiana ; its city was the city of Antiochia, the old Bactrian
name of which is mentioned in the Vendidâd section of the Zend-Avesta,
as Môuru, the mediaeval Merw 3. p.143 The identity of this name (Môuru)
1 Possibly Vologesia, as at Pan Chřaořs time Vologeses I (A.D. 51 to 90) was king of

Parthia, who may have re-named his capital. Vologesia was also the name of a city in
Babylonia.
2 Plin., Nat. Hist., rec. Detlefsen, VI, 15 (17), 44 : ipsum vero Parthiae caput
Hecatompylos --- ; and ibid.16 (18), 46 : where the isolated Parthian dependency
Margiana is described ; Strab., c. 510 (Meineke) ; cf. Bunbury, Hist. of Ancient Geogr., Vol.
II, p. 412.
3 ŘThe Zend-Avestař, translated by J. Darmesteter, in Max Müllerřs The Sacred Books of the
East, Vol. IV, pp. 2-6, and Vol. XXIII, p. 123. Cf. Kiepert, Lehrbuch der alten Geographie,
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with Chinese Mu-lu is too suggestive to be passed over as an accidental
similarity ; for the distance of 5,000 stadia laid thence across the
Hyrcanian hills in a westerly direction takes us just to the neighbourhood
of the probable site of Hecatompylos, the capital 1.
From all we may conclude from the traditions handed down in the
Han records, Třiao-chih was first a powerful kingdom, more powerful
even than An-hsi (Parthia), as we may read between the lines in a
passage of the Wei-lio (P 2) : this I presume

p.144

refers to the period

when Parthia was confined to its original territory in the east. In the first
and second centuries A.D. Parthia had extended its boundaries to the
west of the Euphrates. It is scarcely necessary to dwell on the classical
sources of ancient geography in order to show that the western
boundary ran along the upper course of the Euphrates from Samosata
down to the Babylonian territory : here it began to branch off to the west
towards the Syrian desert, embracing the cultivated tracts outside the
Chaldaean Lake and the Pallacopas Canal, which connected a rich and
densely-populated province by means of a navigable

2

channel with the

p. 58. Mr. Parker draws my attention to Bretschneiderřs identification of the mediaeval
Merw with the rames Ma-lu and Ma-li-wu in Yüan records (see Bretschneider, Notes on
Chinese Mediaeval Travellers to the West, pp. 8 and 77, or Chinese Recorder, Vol. V, pp.
120 and 325). The former name occurs in the Yüan-shih, the latter on the Chinese map of
Western Asia called Yüan-ching-shih-ta-tien-ti-li-t’u, of the Yüan period, though the copy
before me, a re-print in the Hai-kuo-t’u-chih, has, probably by mistake, chiu for wu. Both
these names (Ma-lu and Ma-li-wu) are clearly meant to be identical in sound with Mu-lu.
1 See Bunbury, l.c., Vol. I, p. 479. As the site of Hecatompylos is, in ancient geography,
still one of the many points in dispute, the distances east (to Môuru, D 10-16) and west (to
A-man, = Acbatana, D 22) as stated in the Hou-han-shu, deserve some consideration. The
5,000 li (stadia) west of Môuru take us to the neighbourhood of modern Damghan, and not
to the neighbourhood of Djadjerm, which site is merely about 3,500 stadia west of Môuru.
On the other hand the country of A-man, which I am going to identify with the region of
Acbatana, is stated to be 3,400 li (stadia) west of An-hsi (here= Řcapital of Parthiař). This is
just about the distance in stadia from Acbatana to the neighbourhood of Damghan ; the
Djadjerm site would have been about 4,800 stadia east of Acbatana. This seems to me a
palpable proof that, whatever confusion may have prevailed in the minds of the most
enlightened geographers of antiquity with regard to China, Chinese historians were
sufficiently well informed with regard to western geography not only to confirm the
testimony of ancient western authors, but even in some instances to furnish supplementary
information where our own classical literature fails.
2 It is doubtful whether the Pallacopas was used as a channel for navigation, or the
Euphrates itself. (See Bunbury, l.c., Vol. I, p. 524.) However, so much seems certain, that
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coast of the Persian Gulf. The following reasons have determined me to
identify this region, the country of Babylonia or Chaldaea, with the Třiaochih of Chinese records.
Its political relations with Parthia correspond to those represented in
the Chinese records as existing between Třiao-chih and An-hsi. The
earliest mention of the country appears in the Ch’ien-han-shu, which
embraces the period B.C. 206 to

p.145

23 A.D.

1,

and the Shih-chi,

covering, in its geographical portion, about the same period. It was
during this period that Babylonia which, under Seleucid rule, had been a
Syrian province, fell into the hands of Parthian rulers (about B.C. 140).
This fact is apparently alluded to in the Ch’ien-han-shu. It continued to
be a satrapy on the western frontier of Parthia during the later Han
dynasty (D 9 ; P 2). Since the time of Trajan, the Roman empire had
repeatedly extended its frontiers to the banks of the Tigris, so that Třiaochih (or, as it was apparently called during the period of the

p.146

Three

Kingdoms, Yü-lo) may be found mentioned as a dependency of Ta-tsřin
(the Roman Orient) in the Wei-lio (P 41, 74). The tradition according to
maritime trade extended to the ports in the Chaldaean Lake. According to Masudi, seagoing ships entered from the Persian Gulf during the fifth century (Yule, Cathay, Vol. I, p.
LXXVII), and, whether in the original sea-going barges or in river-boats, the Euphrates
could be used as a channel between the Gulf and Babylon. (Euphrate navigari Babylonem e
Persico mari CCCCXII p. tradunt Noarchus et Onesicritus. Plin., VI, 26 (30), 124).
1 Ch’ien-han-shu, ch. 96 A, Hsi-yü-chuan 66 A, in the description of Wu-i-shan-li. This
country Řis in the west, conterminous with Li-kan and Třiao-chih [the two names perhaps
denoting at that period the western and eastern parts of the Seleucid empire
respectively, whence they are found together here and in other passages]. Going
somewhat over a hundred days, you come to the country of Třiao-chih, bordering on the
Western Sea, hot and low, but growing rice in fields. There are large birdsř-eggs,
resembling jars (or urns). The country is densely populated ; it used to be governed by
petty rulers, but An-hsi (Parthia), reducing them to vassalage, made it into an outer
state [i.e., one of its foreign possessions]. They have clever jugglers. The elders of Anhsi [Parthia] have the tradition that in Třiao-chih there is the Jo-shui [weak water] and
the Hsi-wang-mu [western kingřs mother], but they have not been seen. From Třiao-chih
by water you may go west over a hundred days to come near the place where the sun
sets, they sayř. Wylie (in ŘNotes on the Western Regionsř, l.c., p. 19) translates : ŘThe
people are very numerous, and are often under petty chieftains, subject to the Parthians,
who consider foreigners clever at juggleryř. The corresponding Chinese words are […],
and Shih-ku says […], ŘAn-hsi considered Třiao-chih as an outer country, meaning as it
were a foreign countryř. I think there can be little doubt that, in dividing the text into
sentences, I am right here to follow the scholiast. Cf. Shih-chi, ch. 123.
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which Třiao-chih was, previous to its annexation, more powerful than Anhsi (Parthia) may refer to either the times of the Babylonian empire from
Nebuchadnezzar down to the Persian conquest, or the period when it was
joined with Syria to the Seleucid empire (second century B.C.) allusion to
which seems to be contained in the joined expression ŘLi-kan Třiao-chihř
(i. e., Syria and Babylonia) of the Ch’ien-han-shu or Shih-chi.
Chaldaea was the only district of the Parthian empire which combined
the two conditions, set forth in the Chinese records in connection with
Třiao-chih, of being at the same time situated on the extreme west
frontier of An-hsi (Parthia), and on the coast of the Řwestern seař. It is true
that both the Caspian Sea and the Indian Ocean may be called western
sea (hsi-hai) 1, but the Caspian cannot possibly be meant as that Řwestern
seař

p.147

on which Třiao-chih was situated : for, at Pan Chřaořs time, the

western boundary of Parthia extended far beyond the Caspian, and
navigation on that sea cannot possibly have extended to a distance of
40,000 or even 10,000 li (I 22), or allowed of passages lasting two
months (P 6), three months, or up to three years (D 20 ; F 18 ; P 6). The
Mediterranean Sea is quite out of the question in A.D. 97. The only sea,
therefore, on which a trip of the described length could have been made
from a port on the western boundary of Parthia, is the Persian Gulf.

1 The passage D 3 says that the city of Třiao-chih lies on the Řwestern seař, which, in

other passages is called Řthe great seař, (ta-hai, D 19 ; F 18). I have not the slightest
doubt that in both cases the Indian Ocean with its gulfs, and not the Caspian, is meant.
The latter is called Hsiao-hai, Řthe small seař, in an unmistakable description of Taberistan
found in the Hsin-t’ang-shu (see Neumann, Asiatische Studien, p. 577 ; cf. Rémusat,
Nouv. Mélanges Asiatiques, Vol. I, p. 254). On the other hand, the Indian Ocean is
frequently called Řwestern seař, e.g., in the Hou-han-shu, on the page following the
description of Ta-tsřin (ch. 88), where the Hsi-hai (western sea) is said to be in the
south-west of the countries of Yüeh-chih and Kao-fu.
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Sketch map of the overland route from Ktesiphon to Hira.
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The description given of the city of Třiao-chih (D 1-5), which was
situated on a shan, (

, here, Řpeninsulař), surrounded by water on

three sides, so that access to it by land was only possible in the northwest, answers in every respect to the peninsula in the Chaldaean Lake. A
glance at the sketch map representing that neighbourhood, which I
copied from Kiepertřs Nouvelle Carte Générale des Provinces Asiatiques
de l’Empire Ottoman (Berlin, 1884), embodying the results of the
surveys made by Commr. Selby and Lieuts. Bewsher and Collingwood, of
the British Navy 1, shows that the peninsula in the Chaldaean Lake is, up
to the p.148 present day, Ŗcrookedly surrounded by waterŗ ; that access to
it is cut off by the lake, swamps or canals from all sides, except from the
north-west, which is indeed the only quarter of the compass allowing of
a land-road in the direction of Seleucia and Ktesiphon. This land-road
leading out to the north-west exists at the present day. According to
Kiepert it connects the present city of Nedjef, which stands quite close to
the ruins of ancient Hira, with the present Bagdad viâ Kerbela. Although
I doubt whether ancient records throw much light on the former
configuration of the Lake and its connection with either the Euphrates or
the Persian Gulf direct, it may be assumed that it presented rather a
larger, than a smaller, sheet of water in ancient times when compared
with its present shape 2.
In selecting this peninsula of the Chaldaean Lake as the probable site
of the city of Třiao-chih I am chiefly guided by the idea that it is
apparently the only place in Chaldaea which answers the Chinese
description, that as a terminus of navigation in the Persian Gulf its port
1 For further details see Kiepert, ŘZur Karte der Ruinenfelder von Babylonř, and the map,

in Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft für Erdkunde, Berlin, Vol. XVIII (1883), p. 1. Cf. the map of
Chaldaea, Susiana, etc., in W. Kennett Loftusř ŘNotes of a Journey from Baghdad to
Busrahř, in J. R. G. S., Vol. XXVI, (1856), p. 131. A comparison of the two maps will
show what progress has been made in the ancient topography of these parts within the
past thirty years.
2 Řquoniam rigandi modus ibi manu temperaturř, Plin., Nat. Hist., XVIII 18 (47), 170. Cf.
the descriptions of the lower course of the Euphrates in Plin., VI, 26 (30), 124 seqq. ;
and Pomponius Mela, III, 76 seqq.
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must have been a most convenient place for the embarkment of travellers
coming from Central Asia viâ Ktesiphon : for, the river passage from Hira
to the coast of the Gulf is even at the present day about 600 stadia
shorter than the passage on the Tigris from

p.149

Ktesiphon to the mouth

of the river ; and if, as Strabo seems to have assumed 1, the Euphrates
had its separate outlet, or if, further, the Pallacopas canal furnished a
short cut from the Lake direct into the Gulf, the advantage of taking
passage in one of the Lake ports becomes still more obvious. For this
reason, I consider it quite probable that the place where Kan-ying
received his information regarding the terrors of a sea voyage (D 20 ; F
19), i. e., the city of Třiao-chih, stood somewhere in the neighbourhood of
the present Nedjef. Its name is not mentioned in connection with Kanyingřs expedition ; but it is very probable that a populous city existed on
the peninsula long before the foundation of Hira, the great trading town
and chief city of the kingdom of that name, founded about 200 A.D., i. e.,
towards the close of the Han dynasty 2.

p.150

Hira, I assume, was known

1 ŖFrom the terms in which he [Strabo] speaks of the outflow of the two great rivers into

the Persian Gulf, it is clear that each of them in his day had still its separate outlet to the
sea, instead of uniting their streams into one as they do at the present dayŗ. Bunbury,
History of Ancient Geography, Vol. II, p. 289.
2 This kingdom of Hira was founded by tribes of Arab origin who, on having wandered
from their original seats in Arabia towards Bahrein, were opposed in their eastward
progress by the Persian Gulf, and thus directed their migrations towards the north.
ŘThere, attracted by the rich and well-watered vicinity, the strangers took up their abode,
and about A.D. 200 laid the foundations of the city. The Arsacide monarchy was then
crumbling under revolt and disastrous war ; and the young colony, swelled by needy
adventurers and desperate refugees from Arabia, grew unmolested into an important
state. Another city not far distant from Hira, called Anbâr, was either founded, or having
been previously in existence was taken possession of, by the Arabsř. ŘBy some the
establishment of this town has been referred back to the time of Nebuchadnezzar II, who
is said to have left here the captives carried off in his inroad into Arabia. But this is a
mere hypothesis of the Arab historians, who are very expert in imagining such causes for
the origin of towns and kingdoms, etcř. ŘThe question is not one of much importance. The
main point is undoubted, viz., that the kingdom of Hira originated in an Arab colonyř.
(William Muir, The Life of Mahomet, Vol. I, p. CLXVI ; cf. de Guignes, Hist. des Huns, Vol.
I, p. 320). As I have already intimated, Hira was about two centuries later known as a
shipping port for maritime trade. Yule (Cathay, Vol. I, LXXVII), speaking of Arab trade to
those parts, says : ŘThe earliest date to which any positive statement of such intercourse
appears to refer is the first half of the fifth century of our era. At this time, according to
Hamza of Ispahan and Masudi, the Euphrates was navigable as high as Hira, a city lying
south-west of ancient Babylon, near Ku-fa (now at a long distance from the actual
Channel of the river), and the ships of India and China were constantly to be seen
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by name to the Chinese.

p.151

The city and state of that name flourished

early enough to find notice in the Hou-han-shu ; we, therefore, find the
name mentioned as Yü-lo

1

in the itinerary describing the route from the

capital of An-hsi (Parthia) west to the port of embarcation for Ta-tsřin
(D 22). Yü-lo occupied apparently the same or at least a similar site as
Řthe city of Třiao-chihř, Kan-yingřs port ; it was on the extreme west
frontier of An-hsi (Parthia) and, from there Ŗyou travel south by sea to Tatsřinŗ. As belonging to the country of Třiao-chih it was, of course, a
Parthian possession during the Han dynasty ; but as the city had been
temporarily under Roman rule, Yü-lo is mentioned as a dependency of Tatsřin during the Wei dynasty (P 41, 74). The Roman boundary was then
held to run between Yü-lo (Hira) and Ssŭ-lo (Seleucia) ; for Ŗfrom Yü-lo
north-east you cross a river [the Euphrates] to Ssŭ-lo ; and north-east of
this you again cross a river [the Tigris] ; the country of Ssŭ-lo is subject
to An-hsi [Parthia] and is on the boundary of

p.152

Ta-tsřinŗ (P 75-76).

moored before the houses of the town. Hira was then abounding in wealth, and the
country round, now a howling wilderness, was full of that life and prosperity which water
bestows in such a climateř. Priaulx, ŘOn the Indian Embassies to Rome, etcř., in J. R. G.
S., Vol. XIX, p. 295, speaking of the Indian trade of Palmyra, says : ŘArab, and perhaps
native, vessels brought the produce of India up the Persian Gulf to the mouth of the
Euphrates ; and, if they did not themselves ascend the river, at Teredon they discharged
their cargoes intended for Vologesia, which was reached either by land on camels, or in
vessels of lighter draught by the riverř. Vologesia, the chief trading town in the
neighbourhood of Babylon, must have been somewhere between the site of Hira and the
Euphrates. This city flourished at Josephusř time and was founded by king Vologeses who
reigned A.D. 51 to 91, but previous to A.D. 73, because Pliny mentions the name (VI 26
(30), 122 : nuper Velogeses rex aliud oppidum Velogesocertam in vicino condidit). As
long as there is no positive evidence as to its site, we are free to assume that the
facilities for trade causing the site of Hira to be a lucky one during the third century A.D.,
existed also during the first and second centuries, and that the city of Vologesia may
have been similarly situated. Another city which may have stood on the peninsula is that
of Alexandria, probably founded by Alexander the Great during his stay at Babylon (see
Spruner-Menke, Atlas Antiquus, map No. VIII).
1 The sound of the first character appears to have corresponded to the present ho, as
ancient yü-tien was changed into modern ho-tien (Hoten, now usually spelt Khoten, the
city in Central Asia), thus clearly suggesting that the pronunciation of yü in ancient times
may have been similar to modern ho. The same city was called huo-tien by the Hu
barbarians (=Ouigurs ?), as I gather from a modern commentary of the Ch’ien-han-shu.
Moreover, the Chřêng-yün, according to Křang-hsi describes the sound of the character []
by [], i.e., hü or hu. The old sound may be therefore set down as ho-lo, hü-lo or ho-lat,
i.e., Hira or Hirat (ŖHirat al Nomân, contracted by the Syrians, Greeks and Romans into
Hirtaŗ. William Muir, l.c., p. CLXXI).
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Finally, the distance from Ktesiphon, which name I consider to be the
same as the Chinese Ssŭ-pin (D 22 ; P 69), to Yü-lo, viz., 960 li or stadia,
as stated in the Hou-han-shu (D 22), if measured by the land-road viâ the
present Kerbela, corresponds as nearly with the actual length of that road
as we may possibly expect in the most reliable classical author.
These are the reasons which have induced me to give the preference
to the Chaldaean peninsula, as the site of both the city of Třiao-chih and
of Yü-lo, amongst all other localities which may seem to answer the
Chinese description at first sight. However ingenious the suggestions
hitherto made with regard to the identification of Třiao-chih may be, I
have never seen the attempt made to take more than a one-sided view
of the question. I need not say that the method of investigating this
subject should not consist in the consideration of one or two points in
which the identity of the two countries seems to suggest itself ; but that,
apart from the principal features being traced in detail, the Chinese
account contains no statement which may contradict the assumption
arrived at. I shall not attempt to prove the reasons why the various
suggestions made with regard to Třiao-chih

1

should be rejected. If the

identifications set p.153 forth in these notes are wrong, the demonstration
of logical errors committed by others could not possibly make them
appear in a better light ; if they are correct, it will not be necessary to
collect evidence of a negative character to support them : for, as Fichte

2

1 Identified with Egypt by Visdelou ; with Persia by de Guignes who (Hist. des Huns, Vol.

II, p. 51) disposes of all difficulties by the few words : ŘOn dit que ce pays est voisin de la
mer dřoccident ; cřest sans doute le Golphe Persique. On y trouve des grains en
abondance et un oiseau dont les œufs sont très gros. Anciennement ces peuples étaient
gouvernés par leurs princes, mais dans la suite les Gan-sié les ont soumis et ont réduit
ce royaume en province ; cřest ce que les Parthes ont fait de la Perseř. De Guignesř
opinion appears to have become that of most of the scholars in Europe ; but with the
identification of Ta-tsřin with Italy, it was not compatible that Třiao-chih should be so far
east as the Persian Gulf, which caused some to let Kan-ying arrive on the Mediterranean
coast of Syria ; while others, misled by a misunderstanding as to the meaning of the
term ŘWestern Seař, place the country near the coast of the Caspian (cf. Query and
Replies : ŘAdvance of a Chinese General to the Caspianř, in Notes and Queries, Vol. II) ;
von Richthofen suggests, not very confidently, though, the oasis of Khiva (China, Vol. I,
p. 452) and Kingsmill (China Review, Vol. VIII, p. 164), Sarangia (Drangiana).
2 Vorlesungen üb. d. Bestimmung des Gelehrten, V.
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justly remarks, Ŗfür Entdeckung der Wahrheit ist die Bestreitung der
entgegengesetzten Irrthümer von keinem beträhtlichen Gewinnŗ. I
propose, therefore, in the sequel not to take up the polemic point of
view, but to leave it to the reader to form his opinion on the rival
literature if he chooses to do so.
The route from Hekatompylos to Kan-yingřs shipping-port may be
clearly traced in the Hou-han-shu. That portion of it which led from
Hekatompylos to the banks of the Tigris probably partly coincided with the
track of Alexanderřs campaign through Media (B.C. 330). ŖFrom An-hsi
(=Hekatompylos)ŗ, the Annals say (D 22), Ŗyou go west 3,400 li to the
country of p.154 A-man

1

; from A-man you go west 3,600 li to the country

of Ssŭ-pin ; from Ssŭ-pin you go south, crossing a river and again southwest to the country of Yü-lo, 960 li, the extreme west frontier of An-hsi
(Parthia) ; from here you travel south by sea, and so reach Ta-tsřinŗ. Aman, I presume, is the city of Acbatana (=Assyrian Akmatan, the present
Hamadân),

the

first

centre

of

population

on

the

road

west

of

Hekatompylos. The distance could not have been stated more accurately
in the Chinese record, and as the road leads through a plain, it may be
expected to agree with reality. The track between the modern Damghan,
the probable site of Hekatompylos, and the site of Acbatana, about which
no doubt is entertained, measures just about 3,400 stadia.
By continuing the high-road in a westerly direction we have to pass
through a broad range of hills, running from the north-west to the southeast, thus offering considerable interruptions in the straight line of
travelling ; the road probably meandered a good deal and went up and
down hill every now and then, until it reached the plain, not too far away
from the banks of the Tigris. We need not be astonished, therefore, to
find a comparatively longer distance (3,600 li or stadia) assigned to the

1 Old sound Uk-man, if the Yün-hui-hsiao-pu quoted in Křang-hsi, is right in giving this

character the sound [], in Cantonese úk.
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shorter route, viz., that from Acbatana to Ktesiphon ; for, with

p.155

this

name belonging to one of the Parthian capitals, I identify the Chinese
Ssŭ-pin, which in modern Cantonese is pronounced Si-pan, and the old
sound of which may have been similar to this. Si-pan or Ssŭ-pin, though
not at first sight reminding one of the name Ktesiphon, will pass as a fair
equivalent, if we allow for some mutilation, as all those conversant with
the Chinese way of imitating foreign sounds will readily admit.
At Ktesiphon the Tigris had to be crossed, and then the road led
south-west to Yü-lo, at a distance of 960 stadia or li. I have shown my
reasons for assuming the identity of Yü-lo and Hira on the peninsula in
the Chaldaean lake (see above, p. 147 seqq.) One of these reasons was,
that the journey by boat from Ktesiphon down the Tigris would have
been longer than the route viâ Hira. However, it may be that at some
time or other the largest of the canals connecting the Tigris with the
Euphrates, the present Schatt-el-Amâra, was used as a conductor of
traffic, whether in small boats, or as accompanying a land-road (a
feature frequently observed in modern China and probably quite as
common in ancient western countries), thus offering a short cut to those
who did not wish to visit Hira. The chief town near the present junction
of this canal with the waters of the Euphrates, was the city of Uruku
(Hebr. Erek, Greek ’Οξρόε, the present Warka)
p.156

1

; and this I venture to

propose may have been the second shipping-port of Parthia, whence

travellers were in the habit of embarking for the journey to Ta-tsřin. It
seems to answer well enough to the Chinese An-ku (P 6, 13 and 60 ; cf.
Q 74), the linguistic value of which name may be set down as Ar-ku (see
note on p. 139). I must admit that the evidence in favour of this
identification is not strong, as it mainly rests on linguistic grounds, a
most deceitful class of argument. Mr. Kingsmill, to whom I mentioned
the case, thinks of Charax Spasinu, and if we can agree about the

1 Cf. Kiepert, Lehrb. d. alten Geogr., p. 144.
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identity of the first syllable of Greek XAPAK

1

and Chinese an, ngan, the

suggestion deserves being further considered. The question still to be
settled is this : which was the port from which, in order to reach Syria,
one could either sail south (through the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea),
or, proceed due west (by land, through the Syrian desert), or due north
(through Mesopotamia to Antioch) ? For such, I understand from the
passage P 13, was the situation of An-ku. It should also be taken into
consideration that An-ku is said to be a Parthian city and must have
been situated close to the Roman boundary, since one of the tributary
states of Ta-tsřin (Tsê-san) is said to be in its neighbourhood (P 58-60).
p.157

Whatever the situation of Třiao-chih (Yü-lo and An-ku) may have

been, so much is certain, that it contained a shipping-port, where a
passage by sea, lasting between two (P 6) or three (D 20) months and
two years (D 20), continued the overland route from China, viâ the
capital of An-hsi (Hekatompylos), A-man (Acbatana) and Ssŭ-pin
(Ktesiphon), and led to a port, which was the port of Ta-tsřin. It seems
to me that the description given of Třiao-chih in the Hou-han-shu (D 1 to
9) does not contradict that supposition 2).
Which, then, was the port of Ta-tsřin ? The Hou-han-shu says (E 37) :
1 Χάξαμ in Greek, and Karka in Syriac (see Kiepert, l.c., p. 146) means Řtown or cityř. If

Chinese an becomes ar in Arsak, it is difficult to justify its becoming kar in karka.
2 It will be found in this description that the road of Kan-yingřs or somebody elseřs
joumey from Třiao-chih back to the capital of An-hsi (Parthia) is described again, as from
the interpretation of the route stated in the account of An-hsi (D 22) we may expect it to
be. Ř If you turn to the northř, the Annals say (D 8), Řand then towards the east again go
on horseback some sixty days, you come to An-hsi (Parthia)ř. By An-hsi we have to
understand here, according to a usage often met with in these texts, the capital of the
country, and not its boundary. From Třiao-chih, wherever it was situated on or near the
mouth of the Euphrates, you go north to Ktesiphon, whence an overland route (Řon
horsebackř) takes the traveller east, vid Acbatana to Hekatompylos. I cannot help
drawing attention here to the mistake into which Neumann fell when (Asiatische Studien,
p. 157) he translated this passage by : ŘDas Land hat einen Umfang von ungefähr 60
Tagereisen zu Pferde und ward später von den Asi oder Assyriern abhängigř. The length
of the road performed on horseback (60 days) corresponds to the 7,000 (3,400 + 3,600)
li between Ssŭ-pin (Ktesiphon) and the capital of An-hsi (Parthia). If we assume these
identifications to be correct, the average rate of travelling on horseback in these parts
would have been about 117 li or stadia in a day. Cf. Ma Tuan-linřs Třiao-chih, in
Rémusatřs translation, Nouv. Mél. As., Vol. I, p. 215.
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ŖComing from the p.158 land-road of An-hsi (Parthia), you make a round at
sea and, taking a northern turn, come out from the western part of the
sea whence you proceed to Ta-tsřinŗ. Starting at the head of the Persian
Gulf, the passage here described takes us round the Arabian peninsula,
and then northward into the Red Sea. The coast of this sea contained
various outlets of oriental trade, all of which may perhaps claim to have
been ports of Ta-tsřin. There was the route from Berenice, probably the
southernmost, to Koptos on the banks of the Nile, and another, shorter
route from Myos Hormos to the same river-port, goods being carried by
camels over-land in caravans ; at Koptos they were placed on board riverboats and carried down the Nile to Alexandria 1. This was probably the
commercial route for a considerable part of the traffic between India and
Rome. The Chinese trade differed from the Indian trade mainly in that the
bulk of its material consisted in silk textures which, before they were
thrown on the Roman market, had to undergo the process of dyeing,
chiefly purple dyeing, at Tyre or Sidon, or that of being woven (rewoven ?) at Berytus or Tyre 2. The next route from the

p.159

Red Sea to

the manufacturing towns of the Phœnician coast, however, did not lead
through Egypt, but through the country of the Nabataeans 3. The port of

1 Plin., VI 23 (26), 202, seqq. Cf. O. de Beauvoir Priaulx, ŘOn the Indian Embassies to

Rome from the Reign of Claudius to the Death of Justinianř in Journ. R. Asiat. Soc., Vol.
XIX, p.294.
2 Priaulx, l.c. p. 296, quotes from Procopius, Hist. Arcana, 25 C., p. 140 :

etc., and from Vopiscus, Carinus XX, Hist. Aug. Scrip. ŘQuid lineas Aegypto petitas
loquar ? Quid Tyro et Sidone tenuitate perlucidas mitantes purpurâ, plumandi difficultate
pernobilesř. Priaulx gathers from the difficultate plumandi that the stuffs from Tyre and
Sidon were of silk.
3 Strabo, XVI, p. 781 ed. Casaub. (Meineke), thinks of the distribution of Indian and
other oriental goods over the western part of the empire when he says :
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Ta-tsřin at which Chinese goods were chiefly landed must have been at
the head of the present Gulf of Akabah, the ancient Sinus Aelaniticus. At
the Ta-tsřin epoch (say B.C. 140 up to about the sixth century A.D.) the
ancient Phœnician glory had passed away, it is true ; but the industries of
the Phœnician cities and the commercial relations depending on them
lasted for centuries after the beginning of our era. The natural advantages
of a country like Syria must at any time have commanded a superior
position in the oriental trade of Rome, a position which is quite compatible
with its inferior position as a political power. The sea-port of Syria in the
Red Sea was at the head of the eastern one of the p.160 two gulfs forming
the peninsula of Sinai. Two ports of this neighbourhood are mentioned as
the channels of Phœnician trade in remote antiquity, the port of Êlath, the
Aïla or Aelana of the Romans, near the present Akabah, and the port of
ŘEçeôngeber. It was from these ports that King Solomon sent his fleet to
Ophir, and the first-named port, Aelana, was under the Romans an
important military station ; and a Christian bishop resided there during
several centuries at the beginning of our era.
Only about 60 miles north of this port was the city of Petra, so called
by Greek conquerors who translated one of its Aramaean names, Sela, i.
e., rock, into their language

1,

from the Greek name of which the

Romans called the country Arabia Petraea. The principal local name of
the city, however, was not Petra, but Rekem or Rekam 2. During the first

The fact that the greater part of oriental (Indian) goods were discharged at Myos Hormos
does not exclude the bulk of Chinese silks being taken to the dyeing and re-weaving
cities in Phoenicia direct.
1 Cf. Kiepert, Lehrb. d. alten Geogr., Berlin, 1878, p. 184.
2 According to Eusebius and Hieronymus ; Rokom, according to Epiphanius, and Arekeme
or Arkem, according to Josephus (Antiqq. Jud. IV, 4, 7 and 7, 1), quoted in Riehmer,
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two centuries A.D., Petra or Rekem was the seat of an immense
commerce ŕ the great emporium of Indian [and, we may add, Chinese]
commodities, where merchants from all parts of the world met for the
purposes of traffic. The city fell under the Mahommedan empire, and
from that time to the beginning of the present century was nearly lost
from the memory of man. When Burckhardt

1

discovered its forgotten

site in the year 1811, he found only a solitary column and one ruinous
edifice left standing, of all the sumptuous structures that once crowded
this romantic vale 2. ŖUnder the auspices of Rome, Petra rose, along with
her dependencies, to an incredible opulence. Unheeded in the desert,
and for centuries forgotten, the stately ruins of the hill-encircled city and
its chiselled rocks still remain an evidence that may not be gainsayed of
the mighty traffic once passing through the marts of Petra, of the
princely magnificence of her merchants, of the truth of history, and of
the unerring certainty of prophetic denunciation". Pliny and Strabo both
describe the city in its unmistakable features. Athenodoras the Stoic
visited it, and related with admiration to Strabo, his friend, the
excellence of the government under a native prince, and the security
with which Romans and other foreigners resided there. It need hardly be
added that this prosperity was entirely dependent upon the caravan
trade, which at this entrepôt changed carriage, and passed from the
hands of the southern to those of the northern merchants. To this cause
Diodorus Siculus attributes the superiority of the Nabathaeans over the
other Bedouin tribes : ŕ ŖTheir commercial

p.162

pursuitsŗ, he says, Ŗare

the chief cause of their greater prosperity. For many of the tribes follow
the business of transporting to the Mediterranean, frankincense, myrrh,
and other costly spices, which are transferred to them by the carriers

Handwörterb. d. bibl. Alterthums, p. 1284. Cf. Kiepert, l.c..
1 The celebrated Swiss traveller, author of Travels in Syria and the Holy Land, London
1822 ; Travels in Arabia, London 1829, etc.
2 Olin, Travels in Egypt, Arabia Petraea and the Holy Land, Vol. II, p. 49.
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from Arabia Felix ?ŗ 1 . Strabo also writes that the merchandise of the
Arabian Gulf used to be transported from Leuke Kome on the Red Sea, to
Petra ;

thence

to

Rhinokolura

(Al

Arish),

a

town

upon

the

Mediterranean ; and so to other ports 2 . And Pliny notices the double
route which bifurcated at Petrař 3. The passage referred to (Pliny VI, 28
(32), 144) reads thus : Ŗhuc convenit utrumque bivium, eorum qui Syria
Palmyram petiere et eorum qui a Gaza veneruntŗ, and Heeren

4

adds :

ŖFrom the words of Pliny, one thing at least is certain, that at Petra the
commercial road parted in two directions, one leading to the left,
towards Gaza and the shores of Syria ; the other to the right, towards
Palmyraŗ. The Palmyrian road supplied the east of Syria, where the city
of Bostra, the capital of Arabia Petraea under the Romans, the present
Bosrah, was known as another centre of oriental trade. The road to Gaza
connected the Gulf with the West of Syria, or, the Red Sea with the
Mediterranean Sea. It looks almost as if the Wei-shu (I 5) referred to
these routes

p.163

in saying : ŖBy the side of its sea one comes out at

what is like an arm of the sea ; that the east and the west [of the
country] look into that arm of the sea is a natural arrangementŗ. The
Řeast and westř may be the Řbiviumř mentioned by Pliny, uniting at Petra
or Aelana thus, as it were, Řlooking intoř the Gulf 5. The Wei-shu (I 7), is,
further, right in saying that Ŗthe country lies between two seasŗ,
meaning the Red Sea on the one hand and the Mediterranean on the
other ; and the Tu-huan-hsing-ching-chi, quoted by Ma Tuan-lin (Q 50),
is still clearer about the point in saying : Ŗon the west, the country

1 See Forsterřs Arabia, Vol. I, p. 224.
2 Strabo XVI, p. 781, (see note 1 on p. 159.)
3 William Muir, Life of Mahomet, Vol. I, p. CXXXV seq.
4 Historical Researches, Vol. II, Appendix IX.
5 The passage quoted from the Wei-shu may be interpreted in a two-fold manner. Either

as above, in which case the Sinus Aelaniticus would correspond to the Řarm of the seař
referred to ; or, the Arabian Gulf may be that Řarm of the seař, and Řthe east and the
west of the country looking into itř may be its commercial outlets, viz., Aelana and Petra
leading to Syria in the east, and Berenice, Leukos and Myos Hormos leading to
Alexandria in the west.
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bounds on the western sea, on the south, on the southern seaŗ 1, though
the terms Řwesternř and Řsouthernř are in this instance to be understood
from the Ta-tsřin or Syrian point of view. Apart from this, as I have
shown, the term Hsi-hai, i. e., western sea, may be applied to the Indian
Ocean with its dependencies (the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea) as well
as to the Caspian. The term Hai-hsi, i. e., west of the sea or western arm
of the sea, answers to the Red Sea, just as the term Hai-tung, i. e., east
of the sea or eastern arm of

p.164

the sea, answers to the Persian Gulf.

Hai-hsi-kuo is, therefore, the country of the Red Sea (cf. C 3, E 1, P 7, et
passim) ; and vessels sailing from Třiao-chih to Ta-tsřin have to cross the
Řwestern part of the seař (=Hai-hsi, P 6). On the other hand, hai-tungchu-kuo means Řthe countries on the eastern arm of the seař, Řthe
countries on the Persian Gulfř (P 44, 69 ; Q 27). Hai pei, or Řthe country
north of the seař, I am led to assume on the ground of passages E 40
(hai-pei-chu-kuo, Řthe countries north of the seař, to which one crosses
by the bridge north-west of Antioch, P 64, Q 75, i. e., the bridge across
the Euphrates at Zeugma), P 13 and P 50, is either Mesopotamia or the
north of Syria.
The length of the sea-route from Třiao-chih to Ta-tsřin, i. e., from a
port on or near the mouth of the Euphrates (Babylon, Velogesia, Hira,
Orchoë, Charax Spasinu ?) to Aelana, the sea-port of Petra or Rekem, is
described as measuring over 10,000 li (I 3, 22, Q 5, 64). In the text of
the Wei-shu (I 22) this distance is given as Řover 40,000 liř, and the Peishih, a revised edition of the Wei-shu, corrects this figure into 10,000.
The larger amount (40,000) would very nearly correspond to the length
of the passage in stadia ; but as the tradition of the text seems to be
strongly in favour of 10,000 li, we have to interpret this expression as
having a general sense like the latin sexcenti, i. e., as meaning an
indefinite large number. The sailors on the Parthian frontier,
1 The ŘCoral Seař of the Nestorian Inscription (M 1).
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presume, were inspired by the spirit of the ancient Phœnician merchants
in that they would not help anyone to collect information which might
possibly create competition in trade and become ruinous to their own
business

1

; for, as they were probably the employés of Syrian ship-

owners engaged in the carriage of Chinese goods from Parthia to Syria
for the Roman market and vice versâ 2, it would have been quite against
their interest to let a political agent of the Chinese nation proceed to the
west, as he might gossip about the real price of silk in China and learn
the real price of glass nicknacks and jewelry in Syria, from which their
employers made such an enormous profit [tenfold E 28, hundredfold
F 16 3, ŕ we learn from these passages that a highly profitable sea trade
existed between Ta-tsřin and An-hsi (Parthia) and Třien-chu (India)]. It is
probably for this reason that they told Kan Ying, who as a native of
north-western China, and being

p.166

accustomed to travelling on land-

roads hitherto, was just the greenhorn to be taken in by the cunning
skippers, that Ŗthere was something about the sea which caused one to
long for home ; that those who went out could not help being seized by
melancholy feelings ; if the Chinese envoy did not care for his parents,
his wife and children, he might goŗ. The Chin annals, with a shade of
humour, state that under the circumstances ŖYing could not take his
passageŗ (F 19). On that occasion they probably supplied him with what
could be news to none but a Central-Asiatic hero, the information that
Ŗthe water of the great sea which was crossed on the road to Ta-tsřin,
1 A similar explanation of Kan Yingřs failure in reaching Ta-tsřin is given by the author of

the Hai-kuo-t’u-chih, Ch. 18, p. 19.
2 See E 28. From this passage it certainly appears that the people of Ta-tsřin (Syria)
traded by sea with India and China, and that the profit derived from this trade was
theirs ; as the Chin-shu words it (F 16), the Parthians and Indians seem to have come to
them ; according to the Liang-shu (H 1) the Indians carry on the trade with Parthia and
Ta-tsřin. Whatever nationality the carrying vessels may have belonged to, it seems clear
that it was in their interest to keep a Chinese explorer in the dark regarding the
particulars of their trade.
3 ŘNec pigebit totum cursum ab Aegypto exponere nunc primum certa notitia patescente.
digna res, nullo anno minus HS |DL| imperii nostri exhauriente India et merces
remittente quae apud nos centiplicato venant’. Plin., VI, 23 (26), 101.
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was salt and bitter, and unfit for drinking purposesŗ (F 18) ; and also,
Ŗthat, with favourable winds, the passage lasted two months

1

; that,

with slow winds, it could last two years ; and that those who risked their
lives in such an adventure, had to be supplied with three yearsř
provisionsŗ (D 20). I cannot suppress an after-thought that this last
piece of information was given him in order to justify a big price as
passage-money, which may have had as powerful an effect on Kan Yingřs
mind as the horrors of the sea described to him in such drastic language.
The shortest duration of the sea journey from the mouth of the
Euphrates, or Hira, to Aelana, according to the Wei-lio, was two months.
If p.167 we assume the sailing track from Hira to Aelana to have measured
3,600 nautical miles, the speed of navigation would have been during
the third century A.D., the period represented in the Wei-lio, 60 nautical
miles per diem as an average ; the passage of three months, as
described in the Hou-han-shu during Kan Yingřs time (A.D. 97), would
give us an average of 40 miles ; and the two years, which the passage
may have possibly lasted according to Kan Yingřs informants, a much
smaller figure. It would be a mistake to compare these averages with
what

we

know

about

the

speed

of

ancient

navigation

in

the

Mediterranean. Friedlaender, in a former edition of his celebrated work
(Sittengeschichte Rom’s, Vol. II, ed. 1864, p. 15) computed the daily
average for a favourable passage in the Mediterranean at 1,000 stadia, i.
e., about 80 nautical miles, and Peschel (Gesch. d. Erdk., ed. Ruge,
1877, p. 20), in collecting accounts of quick sea passages made by
ancient sailers, shows that the quickest passage on record was made at
the rate of 8 miles in an hour. In a later edition of his Vol. II, (third
edition, 1874, p. 26 seqq.) Friedlaender struck averages from a
considerably increased number of examples quoted from ancient
authors, and arrived at a still higher average speed, viz., 100 to 180
1 ŘTwo monthsř, according to the Wei-lio (P 6) ; Řthree monthsř, according to the passage

quoted from the Hou-han-shu (D 20).
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miles within 24 hours. It will be seen that even the quickest passages
made according to Kan Yingřs informers are left behind considerably by
these figures. Yet, I quite believe in the truthfulness of the Chinese
record ; for, in the first instance, navigation in these unknown waters
could not fairly

p.168

compete with the traffic say between Rome and

Alexandria ; the Persian Gulf, especially, must have been a dangerous
sea to sailers, and the river or canal passage through Chaldaea probably
took up more than ordinary time ; finally, we learn from the peripli of the
Erythraean Sea, that numerous ports of call were entered by these ships,
and it seems natural that the delay caused thereby should have been
included in the total length of the trip by Kan Yingřs informants, who,
moreover,

may

be

suspected

to

have

rather

exaggerated,

than

understated, the hardships of the journey. The fleet of a hundred and
twenty-five vessels which sailed from Myos Hormos to the coast of
Malabar or Ceylon, annually, about the time of the summer solstice,
traversed the ocean, with the periodical assistance of the monsoons, in
about forty days

1

. The forty daysř journey reckoned on this trip

represent, according to Pliny 2, the distance between Ocelis in the Babel-Mandeb and Muziris on the coast of Malabar, i. e., a track measuring
about 2,000 miles. The average speed, then, must have been 50 miles a
day in the Indian Ocean, and that is all we may desire to confirm the
correctness of Kan Yingřs report 3.

1 Gibbon, Vol. I, ch. 2 ; Priaulx, l.c., p. 294 ; cf. Plin., VI, 23 (26), 101 seqq.
2 Indos autem petentibus utilissimum est ab Oceli egredi. inde vento hippalo navigant

diebus XL ad primum emporium Indiae Muzirim.... Plin., VI, 23 (26), 104.
3 It appears that the Wu-shih-wai-kuo-chuan (=Account of Foreign Countries at the time
of Wu, A.D., 222 to 277), quoted in the Yüan-chien-lei-han (ch. 386, p. 43), alludes to a
trip similar to that from Muziris to Ocelis. It speaks of Ŗships provided with seven sails by
which they sailed from Ka-na-tiao-chou, and with favourable winds could enter Ta-tsřin
within over a monthŗ. I presume that the city (country, province ?) here mentioned was
on, or near, the Indian West Coast. During the Wu period a traveller called Křang Třai was
sent to Fu-nan (Siam and adjoining countries ?), who afterwards reported on his journey
(cf. Ma Tuan-lin, ch. 331, p. 19). The Hai-kuo-t’u-chih (ch. 17, p. 7) quotes from his
account of Fu-nan : ŖSouth-west from Ka-na-tiao-chou, entering the Great Gulf, you
arrive at a distance of 700 or 800 li at the mouth of the great river Chih-hu-li ; crossing
the river, you pass to the west, and at the extreme end of the journey, come to Ta-tsřinŗ.
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We may conclude from the hints contained in the earlier Chinese

histories, that this route

(Central Asia, Hekatompylos, Acbatana,

Ktesiphon, Hira, mouth of the Euphrates, Persian Gulf, Indian Ocean,
Red Sea, Aelana and Petra with its bifurcation to Gaza along the
Phœnician coast and to Bostra, Damascus, etc.) was the principal
channel of trade between China and Syria as the representative of the
Far West from the beginning of commercial relations till up to the year
A.D. 166. We are told in records as old as the Hou-han-shu and the Weilio (E 1 and P 5) that Ta-tsřin and Li-kan are one and the same country,
and it is clear that Li-kan is the older name of the two. It apparently first
occurs in the Shih-chi (ch. 123). When Chang Chřien had negotiated his
treaties with the countries of the west, the king of An-hsi (Parthia) sent
an embassy to the Chinese court and presented large birdsř-eggs,
probably ostrich eggs, and jugglers from p.170 Li-kan (A 1Ŕ5 and B 1Ŕ5) 1.
Various conjectures have been made on the sound of this word.
ŘRegnumř and Řhellenikonř (Edkins, J. N.-C. Branch, R. A. S. Vol. XVIII, p.
3 ; cf. ib. p. 19), Řlegionesř (Taintor in Notes and Queries on China and
Japan, Vol. II, p. 62), ŘLyciař (Pauthier, see Bretschneider in Notes and
Queries, Vol. IV, p. 59) ; βαζηιηθήλ (Řthe royal cityř ; Notes and Queries,
Vol. IV, p. 8), and other etymologies have been thought of. With regard
to these, as to all identifications of names, I wish to say that most of the
writers on the subject seem to have been a little rash in declaring
identity on the ground of mere similarity in sound. The name of a place
ought to be the last thing we should think of. If, after we have
recognised a locality by its characteristic features, a reasonable
1 This name is represented by different characters in the various records mentioning it. It

appears as li-hsien in the Shih-chi, Wei-shu and Pei-shih ; as li-kan in the Ch’ien-han-shu
and Wei-lio ; as li-kien (li-kin) in the Hou-han-shu and Chin-shu. Ma Tuan-lin, who (Q 1)
adopts the Ch’ien-han-shu style of writing the name, describes the sound by [] (kü and
yen,=ken), and in another passage (the account of Wu-i-shan-li, ch. 337, p. 25) by []
(kü and lien,=kien, old sound : kin). The first syllable of Rekem could have only been
represented by li in Chinese ; the substitution, in the Chinese sound, of a final n for m,
must be explained by the fact that the Chinese, who first wrote the name down, did not
hear it on the spot, but probably through the medium of an informant speaking a dialect
of the Aramaean language differing from that spoken at Petra.
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etymology suggests itself for its name in Chinese, the additional
evidence it affords is certainly a welcome help ; but we should be careful
not to jump at linguistic conclusions before

p.171

having examined the

facts underlying them. We have seen that with some probability the
oldest trade route to Ta-tsřin touched the territory of this country at
Aelana, the port of the great oriental emporium Petra or Rekem. Rekem,
we may assume, was the city which being connected by direct navigation
with the shipping-port in Třiao-chih (Vologesia, Hira, Orchoë ?) must
have become first known to Chinese travellers (such as Chang Chřien, or
Pan Chřao and Kan Ying) through Parthian informers as the market for
Chinese silk. A Chinese supercargo asking the question at Hira : Ŗwhere
do you ship our silk for ?ŗ would have received the reply : Ŗto Rekemŗ.
Rekem was the landing dépôt for the oriental goods destined for the
Phœnician manufacturing towns, just as Berenice and Myos Hormos, or
Koptos, may be regarded as receiving-stations for the Alexandrian
market ; it was the next station after Třiao-chih, and, from an oriental
point of view, was the entrance of Ta-tsřin or Syria. At this stage I may
be justified in offering the conjecture of Rekem being identical with Likan of the Shih-chi and the Ch’ien-han-shu, which is plausible enough
from a linguistic point of view as all those acquainted with the Chinese
transliteration of foreign names will admit, and which is, moreover,
based on suppositions suggested by facts.
During the period when the name Li-kan was in use for the
westernmost country to which Chinese commercial relations extended, i.
e., the time following Chang Chřienřs expedition or about 120 B.C.,
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the Nabathaean kingdom of which Petra or Rekem was the capital,
commanded a powerful position in western Asia. Mommsen (Röm.
Gesch., 7th Ed., Vol. III, p. 138), referring to the time of Pompeius, even
speaks of the Nabathaeans as Řthe real lords in the empire of the
Seleucidae, together with the Jews and the Bedouinsř. Chinese records of
the ante-Christian period repeatedly mention the two countries Třiao-chih
and Li-kan together, so that, for a long time, they were believed to be
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neighbouring countries. We have seen that Třiao-chih probably occupied
the territory of ancient Babylon, the country about the Chaldaean Lake,
which, as the terminus of sea navigation, was considered part of the
western sea. Now, there is nothing more natural than that intimate
relations, political and commercial, existed between the Chaldaeans and
the Nabathaeans, or in other words, between Třiao-chih and Li-kan. For,
although these two nations were separated from each other on the one
hand by the Syrian desert, on the other hand by the Indian Ocean with
its two gulfs, close relationship existed between them. Mommsen (l. c.,
Vol. III, p. 141), says with regard to the Nabathaeans :
ŖThis remarkable nation has been frequently confounded with
their eastern neighbours, the vagrant Arabs ; but they are
nearer related to the Aramaean branch than to the Ismaëlites
proper. This Aramaean ŕ or as occidental nations call it, Syrian
ŕ tribe must, at a very early period, have sent out a colony
from its oldest residence about
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Babylon to the northern

coast of the Arabic Gulf, probably for trading purposes : these
are the Nabathaeans on the peninsula of Sinai between the
Gulf of Suez and Aïla, and in the neighbourhood of Petra
(Wadi-Musa). It was in their ports that goods coming from the
Mediterranean were exchanged for Indian produce ; the great
southern caravan-road running from Gaza to the mouth of the
Euphrates and the Persian Gulf, led through Petra, the
Nabathaean capital, where the palaces and tombs cut in rocks,
having retained their magnificence up to the present day, are
better witnesses of Nabathaean civilisation than the almost
forgotten historical tradition.
The sea route from the Persian Gulf to Rekem, it appears from what
we may gather, was the principal channel for the silk trade up to the
time of the Parthian war conducted under Marcus Aurelius Antoninus by
Avidius Cassius during the years A.D. 162 to 165 ; whereas the bulk of
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oriental articles which had nothing to do with further treatment (dyeing,
embroidering, re-weaving) in Phœnicia, probably went to Alexandria, for
distribution over the Roman Empire. It is probably not an accidental
coincidence that just at the conclusion of this war which terminated with
the capture of Seleucia and Ktesiphon by the Romans in A.D. 165, a
mission went forward from Ta-tsřin by sea to the Far East which arrived
at the court of
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China in October A.D. 166 1 . Up to this time the

Parthians had monopolised the trade between China and Ta-tsřin as we
learn from the Hou-han-shu (E 32), the Wei-lio (P 24), and other
records. It may be surmised there-from that, at a time when battles
were fought on the banks of the Euphrates and Tigris, when two of the
cities which lay on the road from Central Asia to the shipping-port on or
near the coast of the Persian Gulf, the cities of Ktesiphon and Seleucia,
were captured or destroyed with their magazines, a commercial crisis
may have created much anxiety amongst the Syrian merchants at
Antioch, Tyre, Sidon or Petra ; their connection with the Chinese market
through their Parthian friends ŕ for friends they had been in trade, if not
in politics ŕ had been cut off by the armies of their own, the Roman
government ; the bales of silk piece-goods they were accustomed to
expect did not arrive, nor did their own dyed and mustered piece-goods,
their glass nicknacks, their real and imitation precious stones, reach their
p.175

destination in China 2 . What was, under the circumstances, more

1 See Hou-han-shu, Ch. 7, p. 4. Ma Tuan-lin (Q 36) places this mission at the beginning

of the Yûan-chia period of Huan-ti, i.e., A.D. 151, and the Chu fan-chih (R 21), at the
beginning of the Yen-hsi period, i.e., A.D. 158 ; but this is clearly an oversight, as the
year A.D. 166 is supported by two passages in the Hou-han-shu (the passage above
quoted and E 33), and the authority of the Liang-shu (H 5). I may add that the year A.D.
166 is mentioned in the Han-shu edition of A.D. 1243, printed about half a century
previous to the time when Ma Tuan-lin wrote (see facsimile copy of the Ta-tsřin account
of the Hou-han-shu.)
2 The difficulty created through the Parthian war must have been aggravated by the fact
that a plague, the most terrible one on record during antiquity, had broken out in
Babylonia, which the Roman army, returning from the seat of war, carried all over the
empire (Ŗab ipsis Persarum finibus adusque Rhenum et Gallias cuncta contagiis polluebat
et mortibusŗ. Ammian. XXIII, 6, 24). Medical authorities (Krause, Ueber das Alter der
Menschenpochen, and A. Hirsch, Handb. dergeogr. Pathologie, quoted by Friedlaender,
Sittengesch., Vol. I, ed. 1873, p. 36) declare the epidemic to have been small-pox. The
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natural than that a mercantile mission should be sent through the Indian
Ocean and the China Sea to open up direct communication with the
Chinese themselves ? It is true, the Chinese records speak of the king of
Ta-tsřin, An-tun, as the sender of the embassy, and as, at the time,
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus was emperor at Rome, it is quite in order to
identify his name with the An-tun of the embassy. However, if we
examine the two-fold point of view, that of the emperor at Rome and
that of the silk merchants in Syria, vis-à-vis the Chinese nation, if we
apply the cui bono question to the sending of a mission to a distant
continent which could be in none but commercial connection with the
western world : have we really reason to assume that, at a time when
the frontier provinces had to be kept p.176 at peace with great effort, the
Roman government should have thought of seeking the friendship of the
Emperor of China for political reasons ? Is not the commercial interest,
the Řtenř and Řhundred-fold profitř which the Syrian merchants had lost
since the termination of the Parthian war, a much more powerful
inducement to look out for new connections ? I am for this and other
reasons inclined to believe that the mission of A.D. 166 was not an
embassy, but a private expedition 1. Merchants who were accustomed to
trade to India and Ceylon, took passage further on to Annam. They had
probably originally neither credentials nor presents nor tribute for the
Chinese emperor ; any piece of papyrus covered with Greek or Latin
writing would do for the former, and the tribute ŕ as we conclude from
the nature of the goods presented ŕ was bought up in Annam, where
they perhaps made up their minds to play the part of imperial
messengers, in order to obtain the trading privileges sought for. Their
Han annals (Hou-han-shu, ch. 7, p. 3) contain the record of a pestilence (chi-yi) and of a
famine, the latter having caused 40 to 50 per cent of the population to die from
starvation in Yü-chou, the present Ho-nan province. Unfortunately, the Chinese term
used for this, as for other epidemics, recorded in ancient times, is somewhat vague and
contains no clue whether small-pox, or cholera, or the real plague, is meant.
1 Cf. Klaproth, Tabl. hist. de l’Asie, p. 69, also Letronne, in Mém. des inscr. et belles
lettres, Nouv. Série, T. X, p. 227, quoted in Friedlaender, Sittengesch. Rom’s, Vol. II (ed.
1874), p. 63.
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tribute, we are told (E 33), consisted of ivory, rhinocerosř horns and
tortoise-shell, ŕ Annamese articles, as even the author of the Hou-hanshu must have suspected, who says Řtheir tribute contained no jewels
whatever, which fact throws doubt on the traditionř

1.

As true

p.177

merchants, it appears, the pseudo-ambassadors had disposed of their
Ta-tsřin jewels

2

wherever the best prices were offered, and bought the

presents for the emperor of China from part of the proceeds on the spot,
in Annam. It is very likely that part of what we read in the Hou-han-shu,
especially the remarks concerning commercial traffic with China, was
taken from the record written in the daily chronicles when the Ta-tsřin
ambassadors were examined by means of interpreters. I am inclined to
believe that they brought Roman coins to China, which being explained
by them, induced the chronicler to make his remark about the Ta-tsřin
gold and silver coins, the relation between which is that of ten to one
(E 27). They probably alluded to the subject of their mission by saying :
Ŗwe have had trade with An-hsi (Parthia) and Třien-chu (India), from
which we have had tenfold profit ; we are honest and have no double
prices, etcŗ. Perhaps they even mentioned that Ŗin Ta-tsřin foreign
ambassadors are driven by post from the frontier to the capital and were
presented with golden money on arrivalŗ, in order to show what the
Chinese might have done to honour them. They probably further stated
that Ŗtheir kings always desired to send missions to China (i. e., to carry
on direct trade), but that the Parthians, who would not lose the profit
they made out of the silk trade, would

p.178

not allow them to pass

through their country, until now they had come by sea direct to trade
with Chinaŗ (E 28 to 33). All this reads much more like the arguing of
commercial pioneers, travelling on behalf of a wealthy guild in Antioch or
Alexandria, than the letter of credence issued by a monarch like Marcus
1 or Ŗwhich makes us suspect that the messengers were at faultŗ. Cf. Q 36 and R 21.
2 Ma Tuan-linřs version (Q 36) and the Chu-fan-chih (R 21) clearly hint at the possibility

of their having suppressed the jewels and curiosities which the Chinese expected from a
country like Ta-tsřin.
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Aurelius Antoninus, who ŕ from what we may conclude from the various
passages occurring in classical authors with regard to the Seres ŕ cared
about as little for his colleague in Chang-an-fu as the latter cared for
him. After the difficulties experienced in his wars with the Parthians, the
Roman Cæsar could mot dream of ever penetrating to such a distance
with his legions, nor would it have served Roman interests to seek an
alliance with China against Parthia, as the Chinese under Huan-ti were
scarcely able to keep their western frontier in order, not to speak of the
Hsiung-nu nation, their great and powerful enemy.
The Han Annals do not say whether the direct sea-route was after
that used as the main channel for trade ; but we may read between the
lines that it was so ; for Ŗfrom that timeŗ, they say, Ŗdates the direct
intercourse with this countryŗ (E 33). Goods, I presume, then went by
junk from Annam to Ceylon, the ancient Taprobane, or the coast of
Malabar, whence they were transhipped to the Red Sea 1.
p.179

During the two Wei dynasties, i. e., about between the 3rd and

6th centuries A.D., another route was largely used, especially for the
importation of goods from Ta-tsřin. It is stated in the Wei-shu that Ŗthere
is also connection by water with the principalities of Yi-chou and Yungchřangŗ (I 19 ; cf. Q 62), and in the Wei-lio (P 50), that Ŗafter the road
from Ta-tsřin had been performed from the north of the sea by land,
another road was tried which followed the sea to the south and
connected with the north of the outer barbarians at the seven
principalities of Chiao-chih (=Cochin China)ŗ ; and that Ŗthere was also a
water-road leading through to Yi-chou and Yung-chřangŗ, ŕ both these
districts being in the present Yünnan. ŖIt is for this reasonŗ, the Wei-lio
adds, Ŗthat the curiosities [of Ta-tsřin] come from Yung-chřangŗ. The
route here described takes us to a sea-port on the coast of Pegu whence

1 For an abstract from the principal western sources on the ancient trade with China see

Reinaud, Relations Politiques, etc., de l’Empire Romain avec l’Asie Orientale, p. 184
seqq., and the several accounts in Yuleřs Cathay and the Way Thither.
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one of the two rivers, the Salwen or the Irawaddy, offered a channel for
traffic with the confines of Yünnan. Perhaps the south-eastern route
along the bed of the latter river, the Ta-ho, which has during the last
twenty years become known as the scene of distinguished travelling, saw
lively traffic in those days, as it must have connected a considerable
portion of the interior of China with the ports on the Gulf of Bengal.
According to the Hou-han-shu (C 2 to 4), natives of Ta-tsřin, musicians
and jugglers, found their way to the court of a king of Shan, whose
possessions must have been near

p.180

the borders of the Yung-chřang

principality (the Vochang of Marco Polo). This king, who had previously
(A.D. 98 ; see C 1) been endowed by the Chinese emperor with a golden
seal and a purple ribbon, the emblems of a tributary prince, presented
his liege-lord with a number of Syrian artists who somehow or other had
got into his power. On New Yearřs Day A.D. 121 they gave a
performance in the presence of the youthful emperor An-ti 1.
The journey across Parthia and the sea has probably never been
completely performed by a Chinese traveller ; but the Chinese must have
been aware that their goods were forwarded in this direction, for so, it
seems, we have to explain the words of the Sung-shu, which says
(G 1) : Ŗalthough the envoys of the two Han dynasties have experienced
the special difficulties of this road, yet traffic in merchandise has been
effected, and goods have been sent out to the foreign tribes, the force of
the winds driving them far way across the waves of the seaŗ.
During the Wei period, i. e., during the third century A.D., we may
conclude from remarks occurring in the Wei-lio, the trade to ports on the
Egyptian coast was known to Chinese authors. The Ta-tsřin of this period
must be assumed to comprise Egypt, for so I understand the following
passage in the Wei-lio (P 7) : ŖThis p.181 country is on the west of the sea,

1 The passage (C 4), literally translated, means ; ŖAt the new yearřs meeting (yüan-hui)

of the following year, An-ti made music (tso-yo : gave a musical entertainment ?) at
courtŗ.
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whence it is commonly called Hai-hsi. There is a river coming out from the
west of this country, and there is another great seaŗ. The Řwest of the seař
I have pointed out is the Red Sea ; the river referred to in this passage I
believe is the Nile, and the other great sea is the Mediterranean. The Weilio continues (P 9) : ŖIn the west of that sea there is the city of Chřih-sanŗ.
The old sound of these two syllables may be assumed to have been
Disan 1, which I venture to explain as a Chinese corruption for the name
of the great city of Alexandria on the mouth of one of the Nile branches.
The Wei-lio further says (P 10) : ŖFrom below the country one goes
straight north to the city of Wu-tanŗ. The phrase Ŗfrom below the countryŗ
may mean Ŗbefore one arrives in the countryŗ, and the Chinese author
may write from the standpoint of a traveller entering the Red Sea. He
would have to sail in a northerly direction in order to reach the port of
Myos Hormos, which may have been called Wu-tan
of it the commercial route

p.182

2

locally. South-west

joined the river Nile near the city of

Koptos, and the remark made by the Chinese author, that it took a day to
cross the river in the south-west, (P 11) may be a hyperbolic allusion to
its size. The next paragraph in the text (P 12), which in this portion (P 8
to 14) seems to describe the route to Syria (Antioch, Tyre or one of the
other Phœnician cities) by way of Egypt (Myos Hormos, Koptos,
Alexandria), says that the country contains three great divisions, and
thereby may allude to the division of Egypt, the country of the city of
Chřih-san, into three sections (Delta, Heptanomis, Thebaïs). The Wei-lio
further says (P 14) : ŖAt the city of Wu-chřih-san you travel by river on

1 Chřih stands for Sanscrit di in Koundikâ. Julien, Méthode pour déchiffrer, etc., IV, No.

1876.
2 Old sound : Odan, Otan, Utan, Odam, etc. (?) See Julien, l.c., Nos. 1313-1315 and
1700-1701. From a linguistical point of view, there could be no closer relationship
between the sound of this name and ancient Adana, the modern Aden, the existence of
which name during antiquity has been testified by Philostorgios (died A.D. 430), Hist.
Ecc. III, 5 p. 478, quoted by Müller ad Anon. Peripl. Maris Erythr., § 26, in Geogr. Græc.
Min., Vol. I, p. 276 ; but unless we assume the text to have been corrupted, it will be
impossible to unite the sense as it appears to me at present with the situation of the city
of Aden. Regarding the probable site of Myos Hormos see Müller, ad Agatharchid. De Mari
Erythraeo, l.c., Vol. I, p. 167 seqq.
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board ship one day, then make a round at sea, and after six daysř
passage on the great sea arrive in this countryŗ. As I now understand this
passage, it describes the journey from Alexandria to Antioch, the capital of
Ta-tsřin. The old sound of the characters representing the name Wu-chřihsan may be described as Odisan, the Wu or O being the only additional
part in the name otherwise identical with Chřih-san above mentioned. I
consider this a very descriptive rendering of the sound ŘAlexandriař. The
distance from this city to Antioch, which place could be reached by sea, as
the Orontes is stated to have been navigable in ancient times as far as
Antioch, is about 400 nautical miles. This track sailed through at the rate
of 70 miles a day, p.183 would have occupied about 6 days 1. The one dayřs
river passage preceding the six days on sea may be explained by the
preference being given as an outlet from the river to the Ostium
Heracleoticum at the town or suburb Canobus which, being connected by
a navigable canal with the small inner harbour Kibotus, was about 15
miles distant from that point, thus causing a day to elapse between the
lifting of anchors and the putting to sea 2. I am inclined to believe that
goods coming from China or India by the Nile route, and destined for
Antioch or any other Syrian port, did not enter any of the sea harbours of
Alexandria at all, but were transhipped previous to passing the Customs
station (ηειώληνλ) which, according to Strabo, guarded the inward and
outward river traffic, so that a traveller might well enjoy himself either in
the city or in its eastern suburbs, without having to embark on the
Mediterranean side of the city for the continuance of his journey 3.
The reader who has followed me so far in tracing the various routes

1 To quote a practical example : the passage from Tyre to Antioch, which represents just

about half the distance from Alexandria to Antioch, occupied three days. Hist. Apollon.
Regis Tyri, ed. Riese, VII, p. 8 : Thaliarchus (starting from Tyre) Řtertia navigationis die
attigit Antiochiamř.
2 Cf. Strabo XVII, p. 800.
3 According to Pliny the terminus of navigation for the oriental traffic viâ Koptos was not
at the city of Alexandria itself, but at a (river ?) port called Juliopolis, 2,000 paces distant
from Alexandria. Plin., VI, 23 (26), 102.
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by which a traveller may have reached Syria from China, may now fairly
ask : p.184 what has become of the overland routes from Babylonia to the
west ? We know from western authors that connection existed by
caravan routes between the mouth of the Euphrates and Petra ; there
must have, further, been a road through the desert from some station in
the neighbourhood of Babylon to Emesa or Damask viâ Palmyra ; and,
finally, the highway to western Asia, the old Via regia, and the route
from Seleucia to Antioch through Mesopotamia viâ the bridge at
Zeugma. It would, indeed, be strange if the existence of these routes,
the beaten tracks of oriental traffic, had escaped the notice of the
informants to whose accounts the compiler of the Hou-han-shu was
indebted for the details of his Ta-tsřin chapter. I believe that the end of
the account referred to (E 38 to 40) may be fairly interpreted as
describing an overland route on Ta-tsřin territory, and since it contains
certain allusions which may be traced to the Mesopotamian road from
Seleucia to Antioch, it may be surmised that this road was not unknown
to the Chinese of the later Han period. I am somewhat doubtful as to
the interpretation of the passage E 37, which I have translated as
follows : ŖIt is further said that, coming from the land-road of An-hsi
[Parthia], you make a round at sea and, taking a northern turn, come
out from the western part of the sea, whence you proceed to Ta-tsřinŗ.
This passage, one of the most ambiguous in the Hou-han-shu account,
has been interpreted by Bretschneider (Chinese Recorder, Vol. III, p.
30) as meaning : ŖFrom An-hsi, Ta-tsřin is

p.185

reached by land, by

travelling round the northern shore of the seaŗ. ŖHereŗ, he continues to
say, Ŗwe have referred to, either the going round the Mediterranean
through Asia Minor, or round the Black Sea through the Caucasusŗ. Mr.
E. H. Parker, (ibid., Vol. XVI, p. 14) though not sharing the last-named
authorřs view of the identity of Ta-tsřin with Italy, joins him in rendering
the term jao-hai (

), which I have translated by Řmaking a round

at seař, by Řto surroundř as a transitive term. His interpretation of the
passage is, Ŗthat, if you prefer the land-road, you must coast the
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Caspian Sea north of the Elburz mountains, and go northwards in the
direction of Antioch in north Syria, through South-Armenia, leaving as
you go the Mesopotamian region altogetherŗ. The reason why I cannot
agree to this view is that, whatever jao (

) may mean in other

phrases, such as jao-shan, Řto surround a hillř, or jao-ch’êng, Řto
surround a cityř, said of a river, the two characters jao-hai do not mean,
Řto surround the sea on landř, but Řto turn round oneself on the seař ; or,
as a native scholar consulted on the subject expressed it, one cannot
jao-hai except on board ship. I may support this view by the passage
P 14, where the same term occurs in a context entirely excluding the
idea of a terra firma journey. Jao, like the cognate terms chou (
hui (

) and

), may be used both in the transitive and the intransitive sense.

In the last sense it means, Řto

p.186

pursue a curved route, to meander

aboutř. The literal rendering of the passage, as I originally translated it,
would be : Ŗts’ung coming from, An-hsi lu-tao the land-road of An-hsi,
jao-hai you make a round at sea and pei-hsing going north, ch’u-hai-hsi
come out from the west of the seaŗ.
However, the Chinese language can be very ambiguous, and I shall
show directly that another sense is yet possible apart from Mr. Parkerřs,
who is perhaps right in suggesting that, the sea-route from the Persian
Gulf to Aelana being sufficiently well authenticated by other passages [see
D 20, 22 ; F 18, 19 ; I 3, 22 ; P 6 ; Q 5, 64], there is no necessity for
seeking to strengthen it by forcing on to a strong chain weak links fairly
belonging to quite another chain. This other chain of links may be found in
the following passages (E 38 to 40) ; but, instead of adopting Mr. Parkerřs
version, I would attempt to interpret the doubtful passage as follows :
Ŗcoming from the land-road of An-his [Parthia] you jao pursue a curved
route,

meander through,

or to,

hai pei [the

district so called=

Mesopotamia, or the north of Syria proper, cf. E 40 ; P 13, 50] and hsing-
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ch’u going, come out at hai-hsi Hai-hsi, i. e., Ta-tsřinŗ

1

.

p.187

This

overland-route through the district called ŘHai-peiř is alluded to in the Weilio (P 13 and P 50) ; and the following passages may in every respect be
understood to apply to travelling in Mesopotamia. This part of Asia was
indeed densely populated, and yet most likely to be infested with lions ;
for, Strabo (XVI, p. 747) calls the Mesopotamian landscape not only
εύβνηνο, Řrich in pasture-groundř, but ιενληνβόηνο, Řfull of lionsř ; and, in
the passage E 40, mention is made of a most characteristic feature of this
road, the flying bridge, by which one crosses to Řthe countries north of the
seař, i. e., Hai-pei-chu-kuo. This bridge, as I conclude from the fact of its
being situated within 2,000 li or stadia north-east of the capital of Ta-tsřin
(P 64 ; Q 75), can be no other than the bridge across the Euphrates at the
city of Zeugma which was in the north-east of Antioch and, according to
Strabo (XVI, p. 749), 1,400 stadia distant from the Gulf of Issus.
Overland routes can be clearly traced in the Wei-lio. From the city of
An-ku (Orchoë ?), it is stated (P 13), you can proceed to Ta-tsřin in three
different directions of the compass. The northern route is apparently the
road through Mesopotamia ; the western one, a caravan-road through
the Syrian desert, possibly the road viâ Palmyra ; whereas, Ŗyou go due
southŗ by sea, i. e., through the Persian Gulf, just as one travels south
by sea from Yü-lo (Hira ; D 22). Another p.188 allusion to the northern or
Mesopotamian road must be contained in the passages P 50 and 51,
inasmuch as the words Ŗafter the road from Ta-tsřin has been performed
from the north of the sea by land, the sea-route to Annam, etc., was
triedŗ, may mean that the central Asiatic overland route was known
previous to the sea-route viâ Ceylon. On the other hand, the following

1 This passage has been contracted in the Wei-lio (P 29) into : ts’ung An-hsi jao hai-pei

tao ch’i kuo, Ŗfrom An-hsi [Parthia] you bend through Hai-pei [and so] arrive in this
countryŗ. The ambiguousness is not removed, though, as we are equally free to translate
(as I have done on p. 70) : Ŗcoming from An-hsi [Parthia] you make a round at sea and,
in the north, come to this countryŗ.
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paragraph says that, Ŗformerly only the water-road was spoken ofŗ, i. e.,
the circumnavigation of the Arabian Peninsula, and that Ŗthey did not
know there was an overland routeŗ, i. e., the Mesopotamian or Palmyran
route became known later than Kan Yingřs intended sea-route. This is
the only explanation I can give of these otherwise conflicting passages.
Thus interpreted they furnish a sort of history of routes as known to the
Chinese ; these were
1st. ŕ Kan Yingřs intended route, overland to Třiao-chih and thence
by sea to Ta-tsřin ;
2nd. ŕ after Kan Ying (A.D. 97), but previous to the introduction of
the direct sea-route viâ Ceylon (A.D. 166) : the overland route on terra
firma entirely ;
3rd. ŕ since A.D. 166 (i. e., since the An-tun embassy), the direct
sea-route.
The sketch of the geography of dependent states which follows (P 53
to 76) clearly shows that some of the land-roads from Babylonia to Syria
had become known in China during the third century. Nearly all the
dependent states

p.189

mentioned as belonging to Ta-tsřin may be

assumed to have been stations on the road to Antioch.
The Hou-han-shu (E 4 ; cf. Q 9) says : Ŗof dependent states there are
several times tenŗ, which statement is repeated in the Hsin-t’ang-shu
(L 12). In the Wei-lio, the same remark is clothed in the words : Ŗthey
have several times ten small kingsŗ (P 33). The same record enumerates
some of these states, all of which, if I am not deceived by my
topographical intuition, must be looked for near the eastern confines of
Syria amongst the out-stations of the Roman empire facing the frontier
of Parthia. Their names are (P 41) : Tsê-san, Lü-fên, Chřieh-lan, Hsientu, Ssŭ-fu and Yü-lo. The last named I have ventured to identify with the
city of Hira in the Chaldaean Lake, and as one of the shipping-ports in
Třiao-chih. The Wei-lio adds : Ŗof other small kingdoms there are very
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many ; it is impossible to enumerate them one by oneŗ.
The above-named Řdependent kingdomsř, ŕ probably so called
because they were cities with adjoining territories under their original
chiefs (hsiao-wang, P 33, 41) paying tribute to the Romans, are
separately described (P 58 seqq.), but it is difficult to define their exact
position. I would, for this very reason not guarantee the correctness of
my translation, which may have to be modified after we shall have once
got hold of the key to this problem. Pending further special researches I
wish to put forward, not very

p.190

confidently, though, my present view

regarding the position of some of them.
Tsê-san (old sound Da-san ?

1)

may have been another Alexandria,

řΑιεμάλδξεηα ή πξόο Τίγξηδη, which was at one time the name of Charax
Spasinu, the principal emporium of trade at the mouth of the Euphrates. Its
position was Řin the middle of the seař (P 59 ; Q 74), which may mean that
it was surrounded by arms of the Euphrates. Tsê-san was, further, Ŗnearest
to the city of An-ku in An-hsi (Parthia)ŗ (P 60 ; cf. Q 74). An-ku, we may
conclude from another passage (P 6), was a shipping-port, like Yü-lo or
Třiao-chih, on or near the coast of the Persian Gulf ; and if, as I conjecture,
it was identical with the city called Orchoë or Erek, Tsê-san may well have
been a district on the entrance to the river (Mesene ?). Tsê-san, like all
these ports, was a place from which you could take passage by sea to the
Red Sea, for Ŗsouth-west [i. e., south, and then west] you go to the capital
of Ta-tsřin, we do not know the number of liŗ (P 61 ; Q 74) 2. Whatever its

1 The character tsê, which is now identical in sound and tone with the tsê of the name

Tsê-san, is used to represent the syllable da in Sanscrit Pandaka. Julien, Méthode pour
déchiffrer, etc., IV, No. 2147.
2 The passage L 13 should be interpreted as an attempt to repeat the facts stated in the
Wei-lio ; but, in order to avoid copying literally, the writer has there chosen to invert the
directions of the compass by saying Řnorth-eastř for Ř South-Westř, etc. In thus trying to
improve the reading of an ancient text, mediaeval authors, who like the modern Chinese
had no idea of the real configuration of western countries, will be often found to practice
what we Germans call Řverballhornenř. If we are lucky enough to trace such passages
back to the original from which they are derived, we can easily remedy the blunder by
ignoring it. The country of Shan in the south-west of China is a useful example for
illustrating what I mean. The Hou-han-shu (C 3) says that in the south-west of Shan one
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special site may have been, it is stated that Ŗnorth you go by water half a
year, with quick winds a month, to Lü-fênŗ (P 60 ; Q 74). This would take
us, after a lengthy river passage, to some region near the upper course of
the Euphrates ; let us say the kingdom of Osrhoëne, with the then Roman
cities of Edessa, Nicephorium, etc 1. The city of Lü-fên was 2,000 li distant
from the capital of Ta-tsřin. The distance from Nicephorium to Antioch viâ
Apamea and Zeugma may be fairly represented as measuring 2,000
stadia 2. p.192 ŖWest from the city of Lü-fên is the flying bridge for crossing
the sea in Ta-tsřin, 230 li in lengthŗ (P 63 ; Q 75). The Chinese frequently
speak of Řcrossing the seař, where you actually cross Řa riverř. To cross the
Pearl River at Canton is up to the present day called kuo-hai, and not kuoho ; and a comparison of the passages P 73 and P 75 shows that the same
water is in almost the same paragraph spoken of as a river and as a sea as
well ; we may, therefore, be allowed to interpret this passage as meaning :
Ŗwest of the city of Lü-fên you cross the river (the Euphrates) in a flying
bridgeŗ. The length of the bridge is not to be taken, of course, as so many
li, nor even as so many stadia ; but we have to assume that the number of
paces (passus) has been erroneously translated into the corresponding
number of li. The flying bridge, I conclude from the situation described
(west of Lü-fên, on the road to the capital of Ta-tsřin), was identical with
the bridge built by Seleucus, the founder of the two cities facing each other
proceeds to Ta-tsřin, alluding, of course, to the direction in which vessels steer when
starting for Ceylon, and disregarding entirely the remainder of the journey. Mediaeval
authors and modern encyclopaedists would pick from this passage the fact that ŘShan is
in the north-east of Ta-tsřinř, which it is dangerous for Europeans to repeat. We should in
all such cases of divergency be guided by the reading of the older text, except when we
have reason to assume that the later author has had a still earlier text before him, which
is not often the case.
1 Kiepert, Lehrb. d. Alt. Geogr., p. 155 seq. ; cf. Gibbon, ch. VIII.
2 The distance from the Gulf of Issus to Zeugma was, according to Strabo (XVI, p. 749),
1,400 stadia ; that from Antioch to Zeugma may be set down as less, as the Amanus
range of hills probably forced travellers to pass Antioch, in order to reach the Gulf. Thus
1,100 stadia may be considered a fair estimate in the sense of Strabo for the road from
Antioch to Zeugma. From the city on the opposite shore of the Euphrates, Apamea, I
compute 31 schoeni (=930 stadia) to Nicephorium according to the itinerary of Isidorus
Characenus (Müller, Vol. I, p. 244 seqq. ; cf. Prolegomena, p. LXXXVI). The total of the
two distances sufficiently approaches the 2,000 li or stadia of Chinese records to support
this identification.
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on either side of the Euphrates, Apamea and Zeugma 1. Out of

p.193

the

several well-known cities of the district Osrhoëne I would have given the
preference to Edessa for identification with Řthe city of Lü-fênř, but for the
passage P 64, which says that Ŗthe road, if you cross the sea [river], goes
to the south-west ; if you make a round at sea [on the river], you go due
westŗ. This suggests the existence of a double route from Lü-fên to Antioch,
one by land and the other by river. The city of Samosota would answer this
description well enough ; however, it was probably not one of the stations
on the road to Antioch, for which reason I would prefer the city of
Nicephorium, which lay on the road, and whence you could reach the
capital by going due west by river, or by land viâ the bridge at Zeugma with
its South-western road to Antioch.
Chřieh-lan, I venture to suggest from the description of the roads in that
part of Asia made in the Wei-lio, was some region in the east of Syria, p.194
perhaps Palmyra (Tadmor). Ssŭ-třao mentioned in the passage referred to
(P 66) may possibly be Sittake on the right bank of the Tigris, whence a
road may have led due south to the site of Babylon on the Euphrates

2

; or,

1 Zeugma... transitu Euphratis nobile. ex adverso Apameam Seleucus, idem utriusque

conditor, ponte junxerat. Plin., V, 24 (22), 86. Pliny speaks also of an iron chain, by means
of which Alexander the Great had established a bridge between the two shores at Zeugma
(Ŗferunt... exstare ferream catenam apud Euphratem amnem in urbe quae Zeugma
appellatur, qua Alexander Magnus ibi junxerit pontem, etc.ŗ, XXXIV, 15(43), 150). If this
second passage refers to the same Zeugma as the first, it appears that the river was
actually crossed by means of a flying bridge (fei-ch’iao) as indicated in the Chinese record.
Regarding the three places of passage across the Euphrates in that neighbourhood, and the
bridge at Zeugma, see Bunbury, l.c., Vol. II, p. 107. The bridge referred to in the Hou-hanshu and in later records is apparently the Zeugma near the site of the present town of
Birehjik. Professor Sachau (Reise in Syrien und Mesopotarnien, p. 278), speaking of the
débris of an ancient city found a few miles north of the ferry at Birehjik, says :
ŘBemerkenswerth ist auch, dass von jener Seite ein dammartiger Steinbau in den Euphrat
hineinragt, der wie der Rest einer alten Brücke aussiehtř. This may have been the eastern
wharf or landing-pier of a flying bridge. I regret not to have found anywhere a statement
as to the breadth of the river at that spot, as this may possibly confirm the length of the
bridge, stated in Chinese records to have been 230 or 240 li (=here passus ; see P 64 and
Q 75). I recollect having read extracts from a letter written by Count von Moltke during his
Asiatic travelling period, commenting on the rocky nature of the soil near Birehjik as an
argument suggesting that the present shores of the famous river passage must be the
same as those seen by ancient travellers.
2 I am well avare how uncertain our knowledge regarding this portion of the country is at
present. Sittake, which is mentioned by Xenophon, may, or may not, have existed during
the third century A.D., the period described in the Wei-lio. Certainly the district Sittakene
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as the Wei-lio says, Ŗcoming from the country of Ssŭ-třao you go due south
and cross the river, then go due west to Chřieh-lan 3,000 li ; when the road
comes out in the south of the river, you go westŗ. The road across the
desert actually left the banks of the Euphrates at a considerable distance
from the probable place of passage opposite and southwest of Sittake near
the little town of Is. Its length may be fairly set down as 3,000 stadia, as the
distance from Palmyra to Seleucia is given by Pliny (V, 25, (21), 88) as
337,000 paces, i. e., about 4,500 stadia. The distance of 600 li or stadia laid
on in a westerly direction, takes us right into Syria. ŖComing from Chřieh-lan
you go again straight to the country of Ssŭ-fu on the western river 600 liŗ
(P 67). The mention of a Řwestern riverř would point to Emesa, on the right
bank of the Orontes ; but, as all editions do not contain p.195 the word ho,
and, as the better reading appears to be hsing, I would not lay stress on this
point. Emesa is the city at which the Palmyran road through the desert joins
the Řsouthern roadř leading from Petra north to Antioch. The Chinese account
further says that Ŗwhere the southern road joins Ssŭ-fu (i. e., the road to
Ssŭ-fu), there is the country of Hsien-tu in the south-westŗ. This last-named
locality might be identical with Damask, the site of which was slightly southwest of Emesa. The Wei-lio continues (P 68) : ŖGoing due south from
Chřieh-lan and Ssŭ-fu, there is the ŘStony Landř (Chi-shih,=Řaccumulated
stonesř). This, it appears, is merely a descriptive name of the rocky portion
of Arabia Petraea, the country about Petra. This conjecture is supported by
the remark that Ŗin the south of the Stony Land you come to the great sea
which produces corals and real pearlsŗ ; by this sea none but the Red Sea
could be meant, if our other identifications are correct 1.
The following paragraph in the Wei-lio (P 69) describes in broad
features the general direction of the principal mountain ranges in
existed at Strabořs time. See Bunbury, l.c., Vol. I, pp. 349 and 370. Possibly the structure
known as the Median Wall, some remains of which were discovered by Lieut. Bewsher
(Bunbury, l.c.), forced travellers to go south instead of west and to cross the Euphrates
nearer the site of Babylon than would have been necessary under ordinary circumstances.
1 Cf. Řthe Coral Seař, M 1 ; and Řthe Coral Islands south-west in the Chang-haiř, Q 29.
Both corals and pearls were to be found in the Red Sea, as will be shown hereafter.
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western Asia. ŖIn the north of Chřieh-lan (Palmyra ?), Ssŭ-fu (Emesa ?),
Ssŭ-pin (Ktesiphon ?), and A-man (Acbatana ?) there are [ranges of]
hills extending from east to west ; in the east of Ta-tsřin [i. e., of Hai-hsi,
the country on the west of the sea, the country on
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the Red Sea] as

well as of Hai-tung [the country on the Persian Gulf, i. e., the countries
on the Euphrates and Tigris] there are [ranges of] hills extending from
north to southŗ. The range running east to west in the north of Emesa,
Palmyra, Ktesiphon and Acbatana must be the Taurus ; the range
running north to south in the east (?) of Ta-tsřin may be the Libanon
with its northern and southern spurs ; the range in the east of Hai-tung
is the Zagrus Mons with its spurs, and the various ranges running
parallel with the river in the east of the Tigris.
The account of dependent states as given by the Wei-lio, and the
explanation I have attempted to make of it, may, so far, be considered
satisfactory. But the paragraphs that follow [P 72 to 76] become a
great puzzle indeed, inasmuch as in them the route previously
described is connected with localities clearly belonging to quite another
quarter. It is there laid that Ŗfrom Hsien-tu (Damask ?) you go 600 li
north-east to Ssŭ-fu (Emesa ?), and that from Ssŭ-fu (Emesa ?) you go
340 li north-east to Yü-lo, taking sea (or river) passageŗ. This lastnamed place I have tried to identify with Hira. How could Hira come to
be in the northeast of Emesa, or, indeed, in the north-east of any place
in that neighbourhood, if Ssŭ-fu were perchance identical with some
other region in the north-west of the Palmyran desert ? To make sense
of this account we are bound to assume that our Chinese text, or the
original text on which
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it is based, has suffered some kind of

mutilation, resulting in this confusion being made of an otherwise
intelligible digest.
All that follows is quite intelligible again, and supports my conjecture
as to the identity of Yü-lo and Hira. It is said (P 74) that ŖYü-lo is subject
to Ta-tsřinŗ, and (P 75) that Ŗnorth-east of it you cross a river to Ssŭ-lo,
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and north-east of this you again cross a riverŗ. Ssŭ-lo (P 76) is said to be
Ŗsubject to An-hsi (Parthia), and to be on the boundary of Ta-tsřinŗ. The
eastern boundary of Roman territories has varied, of course, with Roman
success in Parthian and Persian warfare ; but the city of Seleucia may,
better than any other, be considered a boundary city between the two
empires. To reach Ssŭ-lo from Yü-lo (Hira) you had to cross the
Euphrates and travel north-east ; and beyond Ssŭ-lo you crossed a river
again, the Tigris, which separated it from Ktesiphon, the winter residence
of the Parthian kings. The city had, it is true, been repeatedly laid waste,
and, after its destruction by Avidius Cassius in A.D. 165, had not
recovered

its

ancient

grandeur

as

the

chief

centre

of

Parthian

commerce ; but a new city, sometime known under the name of Koche 1,
had grown out of its ruins, which, with Ktesiphon on the left bank of the
river was united into the city of Madain, the capital of Persian rulers
since Artaxerxes. As the Arsacide dynasty had, since its overthrow by
the Sassanides in A.D.
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226, ceased to rule on the banks of the

Tigris, it looks like an anachronism to find Parthian (An-hsi) cities spoken
of in the Wei-lio, which is supposed to cover the period A.D. 220 to 264.
We have to assume, therefore, that the informants who furnished this
account silently transferred the name of the old rulers

(An-hsi,

Arsacides) to the new government. It appears from Ma Tuan-linřs
account of Persia (Po-ssŭ ch. 339, p. 6) that the new Persian empire was
first brought into contact with China during the After Wei dynasty (A.D.
386-543) ; the city of Madain is in this account clearly mentioned as the
western capital under the name Su-li 2. It lies on the banks of the Ta-hoshui (in Cantonese Tat-hot = Tigris, arm. Deklath ; Diglito, Plin., VI, 27
1 Chöche. Kiepert, l.c., p. 148.
2 Called Su-lin in the Sui-shu. Bretschneider (Notes and Queries, Vol. IV, p. 54) identifies

this place with Ŗancient Susa, in proximity to modern Shusterŗ, on the ground that this
was the capital of the Sassanides in the time of the Sui dynasty (A.D. 581-618). I am not
aware that this was the case ; moreover, the proximity of the site of ancient Susa to
modern Shuster has, since the excavations carried on in 1852 by Mr. Loftus at Sus, been
abandoned by the scientific world. See Loftus, ŘOn the determination of the River
Eulaeusř, in J. R. G. S., Vol. XXVII, p. 120 seqq.
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(31), 127 ; Greek root : TΙΓΡΙΔ ?), and the river passes through the
middle of the city, flowing south. The country south and down river is
there said to be identical with ancient Třiao-chih, which may be
considered an additional proof in support of the Chaldaean identification
of that country.
p.199

One of the dependencies, according to Chinese records, was the

city of Chřih-san, which is called a royal city (wang-ch’êng) by Ma Tuanlin (Q 11). I have already attempted to identify this place with the city of
Alexandria in Egypt (see p. 181). Its first mention is apparently found in
the Wei-lio (P 9 and 14), which seems to show that its importance as an
emporium of trade became known in China during the first Wei dynasty
(A.D. 220 to 264), though we have no proof whatever that this was not
the case several centuries sooner. Ma Tuan-lin may have had an earlier
authority before him when he said (Q 10 seq.) : ŖIn the west [of Ta-tsřin]
there is the Great Sea. On the west of the sea there is the royal city of
Chřih-sanŗ. I have been determined to make this identification chiefly on
the ground of the description made of its situation in the Wei-lio, and I
am strengthened in my assumption by a passage in the Hsin-t’ang-shu
(L 6 and 7), purposing to describe the eastern and western boundaries of
Fu-lin : ŖIn the west, the country borders on the sea with the city of
Chřih-san ; in the south-east it borders on Po-ssŭ (Persia)ŗ. Neumann
(Asiat. Studien, p. 172) intimates that Ŗin the T’ang-shu, Constantinople
is distinctly mentioned under the name Tschy or Sy san, i. e.,
Byzantiumŗ. Bretschneider (Arabs, etc., p. 24) calls the first character of
this name a misprint (ch’ih instead of pi) and tries thus to reconstruct a
name Pi-san (= Byzantium). I make use of this opportunity to say that
the assumption of misprints in Chinese texts should
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not be resorted

to except in cases where very urgent circumstantial evidence enforces
such a proceeding. The circumstances in this case would not permit us to
identify Chřih-san with Byzantium, even if Fu-lin could be proved to have
been the Eastern Empire ; moreover, the occurrence of the name in the
Wei-lio is a strong argument against such a supposition, as this record
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refers to the third century, when, after its destruction in the contest
between Niger and Severus (A.D. 196), Ŗthe destined capital of the east
subsisted only as an open villageŗ (Gibbon).
@

Amongst the dependencies of Ta-tsřin, or Fu-lin, we find mention
made of the countries of the Amazons and the Pygmies. These accounts,
we must assume, were not based on reality ; they are but pieces of
western folk-lore, imported into China with the accounts of other
countries, which the informer, whether Chinese or Roman, had never
visited himself. The Amazons and the Pygmies must have impressed the
Chinese imagination, so susceptible of the wonderful, and this may have
caused these traditions to be preserved in their records, whereas
accounts of other matters, existing in reality, but being less wonderful,
were consigned to oblivion.
According to the Hsin-t’ang-shu (ch. 221, lieh-chuan 146B, p. 6), an
island in the south-west [sic] of Fu-lin is inhabited by a tribe called Hsinü (Řwestern womenř), who are all females. ŖThe
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country contains

many precious articles and is a dependency of Fu-lin. The rulers (chünchang) of Fu-lin send males to them every year to couple with them. It is
their custom not to bring up male children they have bornŗ. The same
authority (ch. 221, lieh-chuan 146A, p. 6), speaking of the Tung-nü
(Řeastern womenř) in Central Asia, says : ŖOn the western sea there are
likewise women with a female government, which is the cause of these
[in Central Asia] being called eastern womenŗ. A parallel passage is
contained in the Ta-t’ang-hsi-yü-chi 1 , the account of Hsüan Chuangřs

1 Ch. XI, p. 23. Fu-lin is said to border on the north-east of Persia, the passage referred

to occurring in an account of that country. Julien, Voyages des Pèlerins Bouddhistes :
Mémoires de Hiouen-Thsang, Livre XI, p. 180, translates as follows « Dans une île située
au sud-ouest du royaume de Fo-lin, se trouve le royaume des femmes dřOccident. On nřy
voit que des femmes, et pas un seul homme. Ce pays renferme une grande quantité de
choses rares et précieuses que lřon vend dans le royaume de Fo-lin. Cřest pourquoi le roi
de Fo-lin leur envoie, chaque année, des hommes pour sřunir avec elles ; mais si elles
donnent le jour à des garçons, la coutume du pays ne leur permet point de les élever ».
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journeys, chiefly derived from Sanscrit sources, and completed in A.D.
648 1, i. e., several centuries before the compilation of the Hsin-t’angshu. One is, in the face of the identity of this account (as well as of part
of what the Hsin-t’ang-shu says about Persia) with the text of Hsüan
Chuangřs work, in a temptation to assume that much of the information
received in China regarding Fu-lin, perhaps also regarding the ancient
Ta-tsřin, has
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come thither through Indian sources translated by

Buddhist linguists, ŕ a view lately put forward by Dr. Edkins 2. There is
certainly no doubt that, Hsüan Chuangřs being the older work and not a
compilation

3

like the T’ang-shu, the account of the Amazons must have

been derived from it.
The account here given of a nation of women agrees in many
respects with what we read in Strabo (XI, p. 503, seq.) regarding the
Amazons. But the Amazons of Strabo were said to occupy some region
on the coast of Lake Maeotis, and not in the Řsouth-west of Fu-linř, nor
were they said to be living on an island ; their neighbours who sent them
males to couple with were not the Syrians but the Gargareans who lived
at the foot of the Caucasus. Ma Tuan-lin (Q 52), quotes from the Tuhuan-hsing-ching-chi : ŖIn the west [of Ta-tsřin] there is the country of
women who, being affected by the influence of water, give birth to
children (perhaps : Ŗwho are born out of waterŗ, like the Venus
Anadyomene of Cyprus) 4.
*
Under the name of Hsiao-jên (Dwarfs) the Pygmies are described by
Ma Tuan-lin (Q 70).
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ŖThese are in the south of Ta-tsřin. They are

1 Julien, Vie de Hiouen-Thsang, Préface, pp. V and LXX.
2 ŖWhat did the Ancient Chinese know of the Greeks and Romansŗ ; by Joseph Edkins,

D.D., in the Journal of the N.C. Branch of the R.A.S., Vol. XVIII, pp. 1 to 19.
3 Cf. Julien, ŘNotice Bibliographique sur le Si-yu-kiř, in Mémoires sur les Contrées
Occidentales, etc., Vol. I, p. XXIII.
4 I have not seen Paraveyřs Dissertation sur les Amazones dont le souvenir est conservé
en Chine (Paris, 1840), but presume this work treats on the same subject.
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scarcely three chřih (say 4 feet, Engl.) large. When they work in the
fields they are afraid of being devoured by cranes. Whenever Ta-tsřin has
rendered them any assistance the dwarfs give them all they can afford in
the way of precious stones to show their gratitudeŗ. This is the old
legend of the dwarfs in Africa told over again with all its details. The little
folks were living in the south of Ta-tsřin or Syria. This quite agrees with
the position assigned to them by Pomponius Mela who (III, 8, 81,-Frick),
speaking of the inhabitants of the west coast of the Red Sea, says :
Ŗfuere interius Pygmaei, minutum genus, et quod pro satis frugibus
contra grues dimicando defecitŗ. Gellius (Noct. Attic., IX, 4, 10,-Hertz)
describes their size by saying : ŕ Ŗquorum qui longissimi sint, non
longiores esse, quam pedes duo et quadrantemŗ. It is not improbable
that the Akka nation discovered by Schweinfurth

1

were the real basis of

all these accounts, the Chinese version of which has perhaps found its
way to the Far East through a similar channel as the legend of the
Amazons. It is remarkable that, whereas our Latin authority (Gellius)
apparently exaggerates by giving the largest of these dwarfs no greater
size than 2 ¼ feet, Ma Tuan-linřs account is much more in accordance
with reality, if not in the lapse of centuries intermarriage with larger
tribes has considerably increased their average height. The
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Chinese

author gives them three chřih, which corresponds to 3 ½ feet English.
Schweinfurth furnishes in his work the portraits of two Akka dwarfs
whose height was 4 feet 1 inch and 4 feet 4 inches respectively ; he
adds (p. 140) : ŖI never saw any instance in which the height materially
exceeded 4 feet 10 inchesŗ.
*
The Hsin-t’ang-shu (L 46 to 49) mentions the countries of certain black
tribes in the south-west. To arrive at these countries, called Mo-lin and Laopo-sa, one had to cross the desert in the southwest of Fu-lin. This is no

1 The Heart of Africa, Vol. II, p. 122 seqq.
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doubt the desert of Sin on the Peninsula of Sinai. Ma Tuan-lin (Q 53)
specifies its situation by saying that it is in the south-west of the country of
Yang-sa-lo, which is perhaps a Chinese transcription of the name
Jerusalem

1.

On having crossed the desert you arrive in the countries

referred to at a distance of 2,000 li. The inhabitants are black and of a
violent disposition ; the country is malarious, and has no vegetation ;
cereals are scarce (Q 55) ; the inhabitants feed their horses on dried fish ;
men eat hu-mang, which name is explained as meaning the Persian date.
Ma Tuan-lin (Q 57) adds that the hill tribes which one has to pass in
pursuing the overland road of these countries are of the same p.205 race. We
are probably right in assuming that the countries here described extend
along the west coast of the Red Sea as far as the former Troglodytae or
Ichthyophagi, the fabulous fish-eaters of ancient renown. I certainly prefer
the barren parts of the eastern coast of Egypt as being more likely to have
furnished dried fish in quantities as fodder for horses than some territory in
the interior of Africa. The Red Sea coast of Egypt was quite prominently
known for its barrenness, and the date palm, as in other parts of Egypt,
furnished the main part of manřs daily food. We find statements almost
analogous with that made in the T’ang-shu, regarding certain tribes on the
coast of Oman, visited and described by both Marco Polo and Ibn Batuta,
the former noticing the large consumption of dates and fish as articles of
food, the latter, Ŗthe surprising custom of feeding cattle of all sorts upon
small fishŗ 2. Oman was, unfortunately, situated in the south-east and not
in the south-west of Fu-lin, and too far distant from Fu-lin, so as to exclude
the idea of this country being meant. We have to fall back on the Egyptian
coast, therefore, say the country about Myos Hormos 3, which may have

1 lo is used in the contracted word lo-mo, Řpour la terminaison lam’. Julien, Méthode pour

déchiffrer, etc., IV, No. 1045. The final character may have been dropped, which may be
frequently observed in polysyllabic names.
2 Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither, Vol. II p. 400.
3 2,000 stadia along the coast south of Arsinde, which may be considered as the
terminus of the road from Jerusalem across the south-western desert, take us to the
neighbourhood of the probable site of that port.
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become known to travellers disembarking there for continuing the route by
way of Koptos and Alexandria. Strabo (XV, p. 720) p.206 also mentions the
date palm amongst the principal trees, and the habit of feeding cattle upon
fish : ηνίο δ’ ηρζύζη ρξσληαη θαί απηνί θαί ζξέκκαηα. Lieut. Kempthorne
(ŘNotes made on a Survey along the Eastern Shores of the Persian Gulf in
1828ř, in J.R.G.S., Vol. V, p. 270) says, with regard to the opposite coast :
ŖThe inhabitants still live entirely on fish, the cattle having much
the same diet as their masters, for the country is wholly
destitute and barren, and yields no sort of grass. Vast stores of
oysters, crabs, and all kinds of shell-fish, are found on the coast.
In many places, both here and in Arabia, the cattle are fed
entirely on dried fish and dates mixed together, on account of
the great scarcity of grass in these sunburnt and sandy regions.
We are pretty safe in transferring all that has been said with regard to
the Ichthyophagi of the Arabian coast of the Persian Gulf to those in the
neighbourhood of Myos Hormos or Berenice ; for, the two classes of
tribes described under this common name are in every respect similar as
regards the country they inhabit and their mode of life, as has been
insinuated by Agatharchides 1, the principal authority regarding them. I
quote from Müllerřs revised Latin version :
« Ac primum de

Ichthyophagis

Aethiopibus

(qui piscibus

nutriuntur) dicemus, quibus maritima habitatur regio a
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Carmania et Gedrosia ad extremum usque recessum sinus
Arabici, qui in mediterranea incredibili prope spatio excurrens,
ad ostium a duabus continentibus, hinc Arabia felice, illinc
Autæis, qui sunt ad extremum sinus Arabici secessum, quem
magnum includit mare, usque ad Indiam et Gedrosiam et
Carmaniam et Persas insulasque memoratis gentibus subjectas

1 Müller, Geogr. Graec. Min., Vol. I, p. 129 seqq. (Agatharch. § 31 ; for further literary

reference see Müllerřs note on p. 129, and Prolegomena, p. LIX seqq.).
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ubique

habitant

Ichthyophagi

(homines

ex

piscibus

victitantes) ; qui nudo, tam feminæ quam viri, sunt corpore, et
communem sobolis procreationem habent ; naturali quidem
voluptatis et inolestiæ cognitione, sed turpium et honestorum
ne minima quidem præditi notitia.
The last paragraphs may serve as a key to the mysterious passages L 50
and Q 59, which have probably suffered some slight corruption in the text.
Mr. Parker proposes to translate (L 50) as follows : ŖThey are not
ashamed of incest, and in this respect they are the worst among the
barbariansŗ, and I quite agree to this change in my version as it brings us
another step nearer to the classical tradition regarding the Ichthyophagi.
@

The Chinese ancient records, as preserved in the contemporaneous
annals and in certain extracts compiled by later authors, contain a series
of details regarding the capital of Ta-tsřin, which it would be most
interesting to compare with what has been handed down in western
authors with regard to the antiquities of the city of Antioch ; for, Antioch,
as the residence of the

p.208

Roman pro-consul ruling over the whole

orient (Syria, Egypt and Asia Minor), must be considered the capital of
Ta-tsřin. Such details have been collected in a well-known work, the
ŘAntiquitates Antiochenæř by Otfried Müller (Göttingen, 1841) ; but my
attempts to procure a copy of it from Europe have failed, and I am
obliged, for the present, to confine myself to placing together the
principal statements, regarding the subject, scattered over the Chinese
accounts of various ages.
The capital of Ta-tsřin was, during the Wei dynasty, called An-tu (I 2
and Q 3). Pauthier
Colonel Yule

2

1

has justly referred this name to the city of Antioch.

remarks :

1 Pauthier, De l’Authenticité, etc., p. 34.
2 Cathay, etc., Vol. I, p. CCXLI.
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ŖWith reference to this name, apparently indicating Antioch, it
is curious to read in Masřudi that, at the time of the Mussulman
conquest there remained of the original name of the city only
the letters Alif, Nún and Tá.
This would be a sufficient argument to account for the Chinese name
containing no k at the end ; for, whatever principles we may follow with
regard to ancient sounds of Chinese characters, there is nothing in the
authorities quoted in Křang-hsiřs tu which would justify the assumption of
the old sound of this word having been tuk. But An-tu is, in my opinion,
quite a sufficient Chinese equivalent for the sound Antiochia. The Atlas
Antiquus, by Spruner and Menke, (Map No. IX) contains a plan of the city,
probably p.209 based on data contained in Müllerřs work ; and, although I

am not in the position to furnish the proof of its accuracy by quoting the
necessary classical passages regarding all details, the reputation of its
compilers warrants it being a fair representative of the views held by the
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learned world with regard to the general outlines of the city and its
parts. The rough sketch I have drawn from it will suffice to illustrate the
Chinese description of the city. I have made no addition of my own,
excepting the dotted lines enclosing the Řsuburbiař in the north-east of
the royal city.
According to the Wei-shu (I 9), Ŗthe royal capital is divided into five
cities, each five li squareŗ.
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It appears from the following passages

that the five subdivisions of the city here mentioned were properly four,
with a fifth, the kingřs city in the middle. For, Ŗthe king resides in the
middle cityŗ (I 10), and Ŗin the royal [i. e. the middle] city there are
established eight high officials who divide among themselves the
government over the four citiesŗ (I 11). The four cities which remain, if
we assume the fifth, or middle, city to have been the residence of city
magistrates, made up the tetrapolis of Antioch described by Strabo 1 .
The division into four cities having each a separate wall (for such is the
meaning of the Chinese ch’éng here used for Řcityř), the whole being
surrounded by a general wall, is a characteristic feature of the city of
Antioch which, if all other arguments failed, would be alone sufficient to
distinguish it from any
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other large city of the ancient west,

especially the rival cities of Rome and Alexandria 2.

1

Strab., XVI, p. 750. The kingřs city, that part which had been built by Callinicus and
which contained the Regia, occupied an island in the Orontes. Three principal
divisions, surrounded by walls, extended south of the river, and these made up the
tetrapolis together with the royal city. The fifth part, i.e., that part which is not
counted by the classical authors who speak of a Řfourfold cityř, is the suburbium in
the north of the river. It must have occupied a considerable area ; for, Pliny (V, 21
(18), 79) says that the city Ŗis divided by the Orontesŗ ; this seems to show that a
considerable portion of it must have occupied the northern shore, to which the
tetrapolis proper does not extend. The Regia, which may be said to occupy the
middle, if we count the northern Řsuburbiař as one of the four cities, was the seat of
government ; for, τό
(Strab., l.c.)
2 Ancient Syracuse, which also contained fixe subdivisions, cannot be seriously thought

of, as, quite apart from all other points being at variance with the Chinese description, it
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The circuit of the Řcapital cityř is stated to have been :
1. ŕ Řover a hundred liř during the Han, Wei and Chin dynasties, i. e.,
about during the first three centuries A.D. (E 13 ; P 34 ; F 4) ;
2. ŕ Řsixty liř during the northern Wei dynasty, i. e., A.D. 386 to 556
(I 9) ; and
3. ŕ Řeight liř during the Třang dynasty, i. e., during the seventh and
following centuries ; for, Ŗthe city wall is eight li broadŗ (L 15), and
Ŗthe royal city is eighty li squareŗ (Q 47).
The city of Antioch had since its foundation in B.C. 301 by Seleucus
Nicator received several extensions, until up to the time of Antiochus
Epiphanes (died B.C. 163) it had increased in size so as to contain four
separate walled cities apart from its suburbs. But the height of its
prosperity reaches far into the Christian era. Several Roman emperors
spent part of their lives at this, their eastern capital, and under the
emperors it was the permanent residence of the proconsul ruling over
the Roman ŘOriensř, comprising Asia Minor, Syria and Egypt. From the
plan of the city, as furnished by Spruner and Menke, referring to the
second century B.C., it will
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be seen that Řa hundred stadia or liř in

circumference is by no means an exaggeration, if we include the suburb
in the north-east. It was during the fifth century A.D., i. e., during the
time when the northern Wei ruled in China, that the city began to
decay : and just at the close of the Wei dynasty (A.D. 532) a terrible
earthquake became fatal to its glory ; and, although Justinian rebuilt the
city at enormous expense, he was not able to revive its old grandeur.
This is the period when we find the lowest circuit, 60 li or stadia, in the
Chinese record. Under the Arabs the city recovered to a certain extent ;
and, accordingly, we find it to measure 80 li or stadia again during the
Třang dynasty.

was, at the beginning of the Christian era, merely a provincial town of no importance.
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Whatever the extent of truthfulness of the figures preserved in Chinese
records may be, there is no doubt that Antioch could at its best times
fairly compete in size with any of the large cities of the ancient world.
Friedlaender (l. c., Vol. I, 4th ed., 1873, p. 6) is inclined to give it, with its
suburbs, the circumference of 18,072 paces (=144 stadia), whereas
Alexandria is set down at 16,360, and Rome at 14,120 paces. The
circumference of the city of Byzantium, which was divided into 14 regions,
is reported to have been under Constantine (A.D. 330), when it was
rebuilt and considerably enlarged, not more than 7 miles (=56 stadia).
ŖThe walls of the capital are built of stone and are of enormous
height (K 14 ; cf. E 5 and P 17) ; in the east of the city there is
a large gate, the height of which is over twenty chang (=over
235 feet)

1

; it is beset with yellow gold from top to bottom,

and shines at a distance of several li (K 17 ; cf. L 16). Coming
from outside to the royal residence there are three large gates
beset with all kinds of rare and precious stones (K 18 ; cf.
L 17). On the upper floor of the second gate they have
suspended a large golden scale ; twelve golden balls are
suspended from the scale-stick by which the twelve hours of
the day are shown. A human figure has been made all of gold
of the size of a man standing upright, on whose side, whenever
an hour has come, one of the balls will drop, the dingling sound
of which makes known the divisions of the day without the
slightest mistake (K 19 ; cf. L 18).
We know that the city walls of Antioch were exceptionally high. As to
the East Gate, I am not now in the position to identify the fact handed
down in the Chinese record 2. The mechanism described further on must

1 Probably this measure, like the li of itineraries, is not to be taken in the Chinese sense.
2 ŖA large part of the walls built by Justinian still remains, and they may be traced round

a circuit of four miles. But the city before Justinianřs time occupied a much larger area.
The walls, which were greatly injured by the earthquake of 1822, are from 30 to 50 feet
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have been a clepsydra ; p.214 as such at least the Chinese have recognised
it, the Yüan-chien-lei-han, ch. 369, p. 34, quoting the description of the
T’ang-shu under the heading Křo-lou, i. e., ŘClepsydrasř.
We are told in the Wei-lio (P 16) that the capital of Ta-tsřin was
situated on the banks of a ho-hai, a river-sea, which term I have
ventured to translate by Řriver estuaryř ; it probably means a river (ho)
accessible to sea-going vessels. Such, indeed, was the Orontes, the river
of Antioch, by which the city could be reached from the sea coast within
a day 1.
*
The facts stated in connection with the size of Ta-tsřin and Fu-lin
would be clear enough but for the doubtfulness of the expressions used
in all Chinese records in describing them. The Hou-han-shu (E 2) says :
Ŗits territory is fang shu-ch’ien liŗ, and the question arises, how have we
to interpret these words ? Former translators agree in rendering them by
Řseveral thousand li squareř ; but this is not the orthodox meaning of the
phrase. We read in Mencius (I, II, 2, -p. 29, Legge) : […] kua-jên chih yu
fang ssŭ-shih li, Ŗmy park contains only forty liŗ. We have to translate
thus, and not Řforty li squareř, because this would amount to 1,600
square li, which would be a very handsome area for a park, whereas the
speaker in Mencius, as may be concluded from the

p.215

context, wishes

to say that his is a very modest park. This passage is, moreover, so
explained in the Chinese commentaries as to call for a translation in the
above sense 2. On the other hand, Legge translates in a similar passage
(Lun-yü, XI, 25, 5,Ŕp. 111) Ŗsixty or seventy li squareŗ, and in this case,
as the context shows, the orthodox rendering would go against the
high, 15 feet thick, and flanked by numerous square towersŗ. ŖThe eastern gate is called
Bab Boulous, after St. Paul [=the ancient Porta Orientalis ?] ; part of the ancient
pavement still remainsŗ. ŖThe remains of an aqueduct exist to the south of the cityŗ.
English Cyclopœdia, Vol. X, p. 383.
1 Strab., XVI, p. 751.
2 See Leggeřs note ad l.c.
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general sense. This seems to show that such phrases as fang shu-ch’ien
li, fang liu-ch’ien li, etc., should not be considered as having a definite
meaning. To give an idea what an ancient author may mean by them,
comparison with better known territories is perhaps the safest means. In
the Sui-shu

1,

written during the beginning of the 7th century, the

country of Chřih-třu, described as being a part of Fu-nan, or Siam, is
stated to be fang shu-ch’ien li, i. e., exactly the size given to Ta-tsřin in
the Hou-han-shu. Whatever the real size of this country may have been,
it is certain that it cannot be compared in extent to the Roman Empire.
For, Chřih-třu was but a part of Fu-nan, and Fu-nan, again, was but one
out of a number of countries occupying the peninsula between the Bay of
Bengal and that of Tung-king, even the whole of which would correspond
to not too large a portion of the Imperium Romanum. In the Liang-shu 2,
the country of p.216 Tun-hsün, being one of the countries on the Malayan
Peninsula (tsai hai-ch’i shang) and identified with Malacca of the Mingshih, is said to be fang ch’ien li. This clearly shows that a country
Řseveral thousand liř in extent, as described by the Chinese phrase
referred to, can at the best be a province of Rome, but not the empire
itself 3. We must assume that, in the oldest days of their trade with the
Far West, the Chinese were not aware of the extent of the country which
bought up their silks. During the Han dynasty, their descriptions
probably comprise the whole of Syria ; a few centuries later, as we may
conclude from the accounts applying to the time of the Wei dynasty,
other parts were added, probably Egypt, as I conclude from the allusion
to what I have tried to trace as the River Nile and the city of Alexandria
(P 8 to 14) and from the modified statement of the size of the country
which, in the Wei-shu (I 6), is said to contain 6,000 li 4, while the Chin-

1 Hai-kuo-t’u-chih, ch. 5, p. 16.
2 Ibid., ch. 6, p. 1.
3 The territory described by these doubtful phrases is still further curtailed if we translate

li by Řstadiař.
4 The Wei-lio (P 15) makes it Řseveral thousand li in all directions of the compassř.
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shu, describing a period preceding that of the Wei, says : Ŗin this country
several thousand li in all directions of the compass are covered with
cities and other inhabited placesŗ (F 3 ; cf. Q 8). It appears that, during
the later Wei period, reaching up to the middle of the sixth century, the
territory formerly belonging

to the prefecture called ŘOriensř, and

p.217

being under the jurisdiction of the proconsul residing at Antioch, was
comprised in these descriptions. The territory of Fu-lin is stated to
amount to 10,000 li (K 3 ; L 8). This fact is in broad contradiction with
the theory of Ta-tsřin being the Roman Empire, and Fu-lin being its
continuation under the Byzantine emperors. For, if Ta-tsřin, as described
during the period when Rome enjoyed its largest extent, contained
6,000 li, Fu-lin ought to have been given a much smaller territory, if it
had really covered the Eastern or Byzantine Empire which, during the
Třang dynasty, had been curtailed by more than half the extent of the
old empire. But Ta-tsřin was merely a province of Rome, and Fu-lin was
the same province (Syria) under Arab rule. The 10,000 li mentioned in
the T’ang-shu probably cover territory belonging to Khalif rulers soon
after the conquest, in the middle of the 7th century. The Tu-huan-hsingching-chi, quoted by Ma Tuan-lin (Q 47), says that Fu-lin Řin all directions
measures several thousand liř, which brings it back to the size of old Tatsřin, and this account must be understood to refer to Fu-lin previous to
the Arab conquest, as it is stated further on (Q 49) that Řthey have
constantly to provide against the Ta-shih (Arabs)ř, and as the boundaries
are there clearly defined as those of Syria (Q 50).
However, vague these statements may be, they tend to show that
Chinese authors were not aware

p.218

of the real size of the political

territory of which the country they describe physically was merely a
subdivision. On the other hand, there is no doubt that the power of
Rome in its full extent must have prevailed on the informants of the
Chinese to tell them that Ŗthis country is the largest west of the Tsřunglingŗ (P 55).
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*
According to the Hou-han-shu (E 3), Ta-tsřin contained over four
hundred cities (cf. P 15 and Q 9). The Chin-shu simply mentions that it is
Ŗcovered with cities and other inhabited placesŗ (F 3), and the Wei-shu
says, Ŗthat human dwellings are scattered over it like starsŗ (I 8). Both
the T’ang-shu (K 4 and L 9) copy the older records, and we must assume
that the statements there made in this respect are all derived from the
older source. Four hundred cities (urbes, municipia) would have been a
trifling number for the Roman empire, as ancient Italy is alone said to
have contained 1,197 cities

1

; and Ŗfor whatsoever æra of antiquity the

expression might be intendedŗ, Gibbon adds, Ŗthere is not any reason to
believe the country less populous in the age of the Antonines, than in
that of Romulusŗ. Gibbon further says : ŖUnder the reign of the Cæsars,
the proper Asia alone [i. e., the countries under the proconsul of Antioch,
or the territory of Ta-tsřin] contained five hundred populous cities,
enriched with all the gifts of nature, and adorned with all the refinements
p.219

of artŗ 2. The five hundred cities of Asia proper may possibly have

been the very same as those described in the Hou-han-shu by the words
ssŭ-pai yü ch’êng, meaning Řover four hundred citiesř. The populousness
of Syria must have been enormous during the middle ages, as, under the
military government of the Mamelukes, the country was supposed to
contain sixty thousand villages 3.
*
The records of the Han dynasty contain various remarks which show
clearly that the informant of the Chinese, whether a Chinese or a
foreigner, had himself travelled in the country. I am inclined to assume

1 Gibbon, Vol. I, ch. II.
2 Cf. Joseph, Wars of the Jews II, 16, 4 (transl. Whiston) : ŖWhat is the case of five

hundred cities of Asia ? Do they not submit to a single governor, and to the consular
bundle of rods ?ŗ
3 Gibbon, ibid.
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that the road from which he received his impression regarding the
facilities for travelling in Ta-tsřin was the overland route through
Mesopotamia from Ktesiphon to Zeugma. The description given of it in
the Hou-han-shu (E 39), repeated in various later records (cf. P 32,
Q 16, etc.), says that, Ŗalthough one is not alarmed by robbers, the
road becomes unsafe by reason of fierce tigers and lions, who will
attack passengers, and unless travelling be done in caravans of a
hundred men or more, or under the protection of military equipment,
one is liable to be devoured by those beastsŗ. Beasts of prey are
repeatedly alluded to ; tigers and lions,

p.220

to start with, in the

passage just quoted. There was, further, the Tsřung, the ferocious
quadruped mentioned in the Hsin-t’ang-shu. It has the size of a dog 1,
is fierce and repulsive, and of great strength (L 39), and, according to
Ma Tuan-linřs version, may be domesticated (Q 22). Bretschneider
(Arabs, etc., p. 24), referring to this animal, says : ŖProbably the
hyæna, which is not found in Eastern Asia, and is, therefore, unknown
to the Chineseŗ : perhaps rightly so, though it may be suggested that
the jackal answers the Chinese description as well, and must have been
quite as common in Syria. The Black Bear is another beast of prey
mentioned as occurring in Ta-tsřin in the Wei-lio (P 49) and by Ma
Tuan-lin (Q 21). None of these animals would have attacked a traveller
on any of the roads of Italy during the time of the emperors ; if existing
at all in Italy, as some species of bears probably did, the latter had
withdrawn long ago into the hills, where they continued to be the sport
of imperial Řvenatoresř : lions and tigers, however, which in Syria
(Mesopotamia) forced travellers to go in caravans, were so much in
demand in Rome, whither they were p.221 imported from the African and

1 Bretschneider (Arabs and Arabian Colonies, p. 24) is not fortunate in translating : ŘIn Fo-

lin occurs a wild beast, Pin-ta, which is very strong and wild, and resembles a dogř. The
character Ts’ung, which, it is true, occurs only once, i.e., as the name of this animal, in
Chinese literature, somewhat resembles the character pin ; but the following ta, great, as
the tertium comparationis is here dependent on ju, and does not form part of the name.
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Oriental provinces for use in the imperial plays, as to render Italian
roads quite clear of them. These were not infested by beasts, but by
robbers and outlaws 1, the very absence of which scourge distinguished
the caravan road described in the Hou-han-shu.
@

We learn through the Hou-han-shu and other ancient records that the
country of Ta-tsřin enjoyed the comfort of roads for travelling, and postal
arrangements Řlike the Chineseř (P 28), and that postal routes existed
between certain parts of the frontier and the capital ; for, Ŗwhen the
embassies of neighbouring countries came to their frontier, they were
driven by post to the capitalŗ (E 31, etc.) 2. The means of conveyance
probably consisted in carriages of various descriptions, one kind of which
was provided with a wide canopy (E 11).
The postal roads, it appears, were lined with postal stations, and with
mile-stones of an ornamental character, as they were covered with
plaster (E 6). All these institutions would answer well p.222 enough to the
postal system of the Romans, and may be applied to Italy as well as to
any of the Roman provinces 3. But the Hou-han-shu contains some other
details in connection with postal matters which, it seems to me,
constitute a broad hint as to the oriental position of the country
described. It is said there (E 38 ; cf. P 31, etc.) that Ŗevery ten li of a
road are marked by a třing (pavilion, pavilion-shaped mile-stone ?), and
1 See Friedlaender, Sittengesch. Roms, Vol. II (ed. 1874), p. 44 seqq. Pliny, VIII, 16

(17), 45 states distinctly that lions were found in Europe merely in certain parts of
Northern Greece. ŘIn Europa autem inter Acheloum tantum Mestumque amnes leones
esse, sed longe viribus praestantiores iis quos Africa aut Syria gignantř. Plinyřs ŘSyriař
here no doubt refers to the Mesopotamian district, which, according to Strabo, was full of
lions. See p. 187.
2 The fact here stated is quite in accordance with the spirit

of Roman postal
administration. The use of the posts was allowed to those who claimed it by an imperial
mandate, and only exceptionally indulged to the business or convenience of private
citizens (Gibbon).
3 The well-known Řroyal roadř from Sardes to Susa described by Herodotus (V, 52) was
lined with Řroyal stationsř, ζηαζκνί βαζηιήτνη, and excellent inns, θαηαιύζηεο, all along,
and the whole road was through an inhabited and safe country.
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every thirty li by a chih (resting-place) ŕ or hou, [so called by Ma Tuanlin (Q 15) and in the Chu-fan-chih (R 14)]ŗ. It appears to me that this
remark describes in the fewest possible words the milliary system of the
country. It shows that the unit for measuring roads (chih or hou) was
divided into three smaller distances (třing), and into 30 of a still smaller
kind (li). I cannot discover any similarity between this and the Roman
system 1. The roads of Italy starting at the milliarium aureum erected by
Augustus, were lined with lapides (milliary columns) at distances of 8
stadia, corresponding to 1,000 paces, and there was no division into
three or thirty. The only ancient mile which may be compared to that
described

p.223

in the Hou-han-shu is the Asiatic mile, i. e., the Persian

parasang. The parasang has been the principal road-measure throughout
western Asia from the time of Herodotus till up to the present day.
Herodotus himself (II, 6 ; V, 53 ; and VI, 42) distinctly states that the
parasang is divided into thirty stadia. ŖHesychius and Suidas give it the
same length, and Xenophon must have calculated it at 30 stadia, as he
says (Anab., II, 1, § 6) that 16,050 stadia are equal to 535 parasangs.
The Arabic geographers (see Freytag, Lex. Arab., s. v. Farsakh) reckon it
equal to three [Arabian] milesŗ

2

. The readiness with which these

measures may be compared, and the close relation in which Greek
civilization stood with that of western Asia from the time of Alexanderřs
campaigns, almost challenged a system corresponding to the one
described in the Hou-han-shu, viz :

1 Visdelou (in dřHerbelot, Bibl. Or., IV, p. 420) says : « les maisons bâties dřun mille ou

dřune lieue à lřautre, et ces postes de 3 en 3 maisons, que sont-elles autre chose si-non
ces pierres ou colonnes dressées de mille en mille pas, et couriers établis dřun certain
nombre de colonnes à lřautre ? »
2 English Cyclopœdia, s. v. Parasang. Cf. Doursther, Dictionnaire Universel des Poids et
Mesures Anciens et Modernes, Bruxelles 1840, s. vv. ŘParasange : Égypte et Syrieř, and
ŘMille : Arabic, antiquitéř : « le mille des Arabes était le 1/3 de la parasange ». The
modern Farsang, the Agatsch of the Turks, is divided into 3 Berri. ŕ ŖParasang is a
Persian word, and is derived from the ancient farsang, which is pronounced in modern
Persian, ferseng. It has been changed in Arabic into farsakh. Various etymologies of this
word have been proposed. Its latter part is supposed to be the Persian seng, a stone,
and the word might thus be derived from the stones which were placed to mark the
distances in the road. Bohlen (quoted by Rödiger) supposes the first part to be the
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1 chih or hou = 1 parasang = 3 t’ing, or Arabian miles = 30 li, or stadia.
p.224

Several of my identifications have been based on the supposition

that the distances given in li by Chinese writers must be understood to
be stadia in the sense of western classical authors 1, and I would recall
to the reader the following statements, occurring in Chinese records,
which must be admitted by every student of ancient geography to
compare most favourably in point of exactness with any similar
statement occurring in the most trustworthy classical author :
1. Antiochia Margiana (Mu-lu) to Hekatompylos (An-hsi), passing the
Hyrcanian hills… 5,000 li or stadia.
2. Hekatompylos (An-hsi) to Acbatana (A-man)… 3,400 li or stadia.
3. Acbatana (A-man) to Ktesiphon (Ssŭ-pin), passing the Mount
Zagros ranges… 3,600 li or stadia.
4. Ktesiphon (Ssŭ-pin) to Hira (Yü-lo)… 960 li or stadia. p.225
5. Antioch (capital of Ta-tsřin) to the city of Lü-fên beyond the bridge
of Zeugma... 2,000 li or stadia.
6. The caravan road from the place where it leaves the banks of the
Euphrates to Palmyra (Ch’ieh-lan).. 3,000 li or stadia.
7. Palmyra (Ch’ieh-lan) to Emesa (Ssŭ-fu).... 600 li or stadia.
8. The circumference of the city of Antioch (An-tu). 100 li or stadia.
@

The tenfold (E 28) and hundredfold (F 16)

1

profit the traders of Ta-

tsřin made on their seaborne commerce with India and China may be
easily accounted for by the nature of the merchandise they carried to
preposition fera, and compares the word with the Latin ad lapidemŗ. (Engl. Cycl., l.c.)
1 The distances given in ancient itineraries are not to be taken as the crow flies, in a
straight line, but we have to add in every case a certain percentage to make up for the
meandering of a road and détours of all kinds. Ancient measures in this respect
somewhat resemble the Chinese mode of reckoning distances (see China Review, Vol II,
p. 276 seq.). The Rev. G. Rawlinson remarks (in a note in his edition of Herodotus, ŕ
quoted Engl. Cycl., l.c.), that the parasang, like the farsakh, was originally a measure of
time, not of distance, and consequently varied according to the country passed over. It
is, therefore, natural that Řthe tendency to over-estimate distances in travelling should be
much more frequent than the contrary errorř. See Bunbury, l.c., Vol. I, p. 359, seqq.
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and fro. We may assume that the bulk of the exports from China to Tatsřin was silk ; and of this one pound is stated to have been considered
equal in value to as much weight in gold 2. This may be nothing more
p.226

than a façon de parler, and have no definite sense at all ; but,

whatever the real price of silk has been, there can be no doubt that the
statement referred to involves that heavy sums were spent in this
commodity. According to Pliny (VI, 23 (26), 101, see note 3 on p. 165),
India alone drew out of the Roman Empire every year not less than 55
millions sesterces (=about £600,000) ; and in another passage (XII, 18
(41), 84) he says that, at the lowest

p.227

calculation, 100 millions

sesterces (=about a million £ sterling) were taken away from the empire
annually by India, China and Arabia (Ŗminima computatione miliens
centena milia sestertium annis omnibus India et Seres et paeninsula illa
1 See note 3 on p. 165.
2 Vita Aureliani, c. 45, in Scriptt. Hist. Aug., quoted by Friedlaender l.c., Vol. III (5th ed.,

1881), p. 70. This Roman myth regarding the price of silk has its counterpart in ancient
China. The Shuo-wên, published in A.D. 100 (see Wylie, p. 8), explains the character chin,
an old name for the finest ornamental silk textures, as being composed with the radical
chin, i.e., gold, Řbecause its price was then equal to that of goldř. (Ko-chih-ching-yüan, ch.
27, p. 4). Pliny (XXXIV, 14 (41), 145) speaks of iron and skins as articles imported by the
Seres. ŖEx omnibus autem generibusŗ, he says with regard to the various kinds of iron
found on the Roman market, Ŗpalma Serico ferro est. Seres hoc cum vestibus suis
pellibusque mittunt ». Iron, as well as skins, were produced in abundance in the north of
China. The iron industry as well as the iron trade was since ancient times in the hands of
the people of Liang, which district comprised part of the present Shen-hsi, Hu-pei, Kan-su,
and Ssŭ-ch'uan (see Shih-chi, ch. 129, lieh-chuan 69, p. 17, in palace ed. d. d. 1739).
The iron industry received the most careful attention at the hands of the Chinese
governments from a very early period, as a study of Ma Tuan-linřs chapters 15 and 16,
containing a history of the slit and iron monopolies in China, will show. Ma Tuan-lin gives
the names of forty principalities (chün), mostly in the northern districts, at which at the
time of Wu-ti (B.C. 110), inspectors of govemment iron works (t’ieh-kuan) were stationed.
In another passage (ch. 20, p. 4) the same author has an opportunity to mention the
principal articles of trade and the districts in which they were chiefly produced at the time
of Chao-ti (B.C. 86-73). This list may give us an idea what goods could be drawn from the
Chinese market, provided there was a demand for them in the west. The districts Lung
and Shu, i.e., the present provinces of Kan-su, Shen-hsi and Ssŭ-ch'uan, were noted for
cinnabar and woollen cloth ; Ching and Yang in the present Hu-pei and Chiang-su
respectively, for skins and hides (or leather) besides ku-hsiang (bone and ivory ware ?) ;
Chiang-nan furnished certain kinds of wood and bamboo arrows ; Yen and Chři in the
present Chih-li and Shan-tung : fish, salt, rugs and furs ; the districts Yen, Yu and Ho,
i.e., Shan-tung, Ho-nan and Kan-su (?), varnish, silk, hemp or grass-cloth. This shows
that silk, the foreign demand for which is now supplied from districts in the neighbourhood
of Canton and Shanghai, was then chiefly produced in the north-west of China, and that
skins and hides (Plinyřs pelles) were also near at hand in Hu-pei.
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[Arabia] imperio nostro adimuntŗ). Both these amounts (£600,000 and
£1,000,000) would be trifling, indeed, if they really represented the
whole value of the trade with the countries named ; and if silk was really
paid with its weight in gold, the quantity imported, according to this
estimate, must have been very insignificant. Several attempts have been
made to remove the difficulty contained in these two passages. Höck
(Röm. Gesch. I. 2, 288, quoted by Friedlaender, l. c. Vol. III, p. 68, note
3) represents the sums mentioned as applying to the importation into
the city of Rome, and not into the Roman Empire ; but Friedlaender
seems to be right in rejecting this as well as Marquardtřs proposal who
(Röm. Staatsverwaltung, II, 266) assumes that a hundred million
sesterces for pearls imported from India were not included in the
estimate of Indian trade. As I understand Plinyřs words, he does not
mean to give the total value of the trade with these countries at all ; he
merely says : Ŗthe trade with India, etc., costs us so much annuallyŗ, i.
e., so much money in addition to the goods exported from the Roman
Empire ; for, thus we have to interpret the words exhauriente and
adimunt in the two passages respectively. In other words, the author
wishes to say that the balance of trade is

p.228

in favour of India, China,

and Arabia. I look at Plinyřs computation as an indirect proof that a
considerable portion of the goods received from China was paid for in
kind. And which, we may now ask, were the articles given to the Chinese
in exchange ? The reply may be gathered from the list of Ta-tsřin
products : glass, carpets, rugs, embroideries, and other piece goods, and
the precious stones a merchant could take away from Syria and those he
could pick up en route, in addition to a few drugs and fragrant woods.
*
Enormous profit must have been made on the importation into China
of small vessels, such as cups and bottles, and beads, of coloured glass.
We learn from the Wei-lio (P 49bb) that ten kinds of glass were produced
in Ta-tsřin. The colours were : carnation, white, black, green, yellow,
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blue or green, purple, azure, red, and red-brown 1.
Glass is, in the passage referred to, called liu-li, whereas in other
places it is called po-li. From what I learn in dealing with vendors of
curiosities in China, it appears that the difference between the two
substances is this : po-li

p.229

is transparent, liu-li is opaque. The latter

substance is also vulgarly called liao (VI), whence liao-chři is the name
for Řglass-wareř in the Customs Tariff. It appears to me that Pfizmaier
(ŘBeiträge zur Geschichte der Edelsteine und des Goldesř in Sitzungsber.
d. phil.-hist. Cl. der Kais. Akad. d. Wissensch., Wien, March 1868, Vol.
LVIII, p. 199) has not been fortunate in translating liu-li by rock crystal
(Bergkrystall), and that Geerts, on pp. 471 and 475 in Vol. II of his work
Les produits de la Nature Japonaise et Chinoise, is misguided by his
Japanese authorities in translating liu-li (riu-ri) by Lapis lazuli, and po-li
(ha-ri) by ŘGemme Vitreuse Bouddhiqueř. The Chinese were accustomed
to consider both kinds of glass as precious stones and to place them on a
level with the other gems constituting the ŘSeven Paoř of Buddhistic lore,
as long as they were ignorant of the real nature of these articles ; but
since they learned to produce them in their own country, the meaning of
these terms as applied to reality was Řglassř, whatever their use may
have been in a historical or poetical sense. Metaphorically, liu-li may
come to be the name of substances similar to opaque glass in respect of
transparency. General Mesny informs me that in some parts of Kuei-chou
sheets of semi-transparent horn used for lamp and lantern shades are
called liu-li ; the same name is also given to the glazing of porcelain and
earthen-ware, in which sense the General says it is a synonym of yu-li.
p.230

The origin of the name liu-li, it appears to me, has to be looked for

1 Cf. Pliny, Nat. Hist., XXXVI, 26 (65), 191 seqq. It is stated in the Yüan-chung-chi,

quoted in the Yüan-chien-lei-han, ch. 364, p. 41, that red glass was the most valuable
kind produced in Ta-tsřin, and the articles of tribute offered by the embassy of A.D. 643
contained red glass (K 34 ; L 41 ; Q 66). According to Pliny, the dearest quality was the
uncoloured, transparent glass. The red kind referred to in the Chinese authors may have
been an imitation murrhine. Cf. A. Nesbitt, ŘGlassř in Maskellřs South Kensington Museum
Art Handbooks, London, 1878, p. 22.
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in the languages of Central Asia. The Kuang-ya, quoted in the Han-shu
hsi-yü-chuan pu-chu, i. e., ŘSupplementary Comments on the Record of
Western Countries in the Ch’ien-han-shuř, by Hsü Sung-hsiao, a
Secretary of the Grand Secretariat under Tao-kuang (?), says that the
original name for liu-li was pi-liu-li or fei-liu-li. The former is mentioned
in the account of Chi-pin contained in the Hsi-yü-chuan of the Ch’ienhan-shu, and has been wrongly interpreted as meaning two different
substances (pi, a kind of jadestone, and liu-li). The syllables pi-liu-li or
fei-liu-li, the old sound of which may have been beloli, are explained as
fan-yin, which term is not necessarily confined to Sanskrit sounds.
Pending a better suggestion from somebody else, I would refer this term
to the word belor or bolor, meaning glass or crystal in several central
Asiatic languages. Possibly even po-li, the name for transparent glass,
probably of later origin, but occurring as early as A.D. 643, as the
passages K 43 and L 41 may prove, has to be referred to this root. There
is certainly no connection between this word and the Portuguese vidro as
Williams suggests (Syllab. Dict., p. 704), the Portuguese having come to
China at a much more recent period.
According to the Pei-shih it was during the time of Třai-wu of the
northern Wei dynasty
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(A.D. 424-452) that traders came to the

capital of Wei from the country of Ta-yüeh-chih, bordering on the northwest of India

1

who said that, by fusing certain minerals, they could

make all colours of liu-li. They then gathered and digged in the hills, and
fused the minerals at the capital (near the present Ta-třung-fu in Shanhsi). When ready, the material so obtained was of even greater brilliancy
than the liu-li imported from the west. The Pei-shih specially states that,
after this event, articles made of glass became considerably cheaper in
China than they had been before. Grosier (Description de la Chine,

1 According to the Wei-shu, quoted in the Yüan-chien-lei-han, ch. 364, p. 31, they came

from India (). Cf. Pliny, l.c., § 192. ŖAuctores sunt in India ex crystallo fracta fieri et ob id
nullum (sc. varum] comparari Indico ».
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edition of 1787, Vol. II, p. 464) quotes the Řgrandes annalesř (meaning, I
presume, the Sung-shu), according to which « le Roi de Ta-tsin envoya à
lřEmpereur Tai-tsou, des présents très considérables en verres de toutes
les couleurs, et quelques années après, un verrier qui avait lřart de
changer au feu des cailloux en cristal, et qui en apprit le secret à des
disciples ; ce qui acquit beaucoup de gloire à ceux qui étaient venus et
qui viennent de lřOccident ». Třai-tsu was the name commonly used in
the earlier Sung annals for the Emperor Wên-ti of the Sung (A.D. 424 to
454), the contemporary and rival of Třai-wu, under whose reign the art
of making glass was said to have been introduced from Ta-yüeh-chih, or
from India. We have, therefore, to
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deal with a two-fold tradition as

regards the introduction of glass-making in China, each of the two rival
dynasties (Sung and Wei) claiming to itself the honour of having
introduced the art. We are thus, it is true, left in doubt as to whether
Syrian or Indian artisans helped to establish the first factory ; but the
very discrepancy existing in the tradition as regards the origin,
strengthens my belief in the correctness of the date, of its introduction,
as the reign of the two monarchs referred to fell within very nearly the
same period, dating from A.D. 424.
It is obvious that merchants as shrewd as the Syrians, the successors
in the history of commerce to the ancient Phœnicians, made the most of
this article which, produced on the coast near Sidon from minerals near at
hand, was brought with little trouble overland to Aelana for shipment to
the Persian Gulf, connecting with the ancient overland route through
Parthia, or later on to Ceylon for transhipment to Chinese or Annamese
junks. From all we may conclude from the passages, regarding glass and
glass-ware, handed down in ancient Chinese authors, and collected by the
compilers of the various cyclopædias (lei-shu), both liu-li and po-li were
considered most precious substances previous to their being manufactured
in China, i. e., before A.D. 424. The Chêng-lei-pên-ts’ao (ch. 3) probably
repeats words originally written previous to that date, in saying that Ŗglass
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(po-li) is hsi-kuo chih pau yeh, the precious stone of western countriesŗ.
Ancient Chinese folk-lore considers that ice, when a thousand years old,
turns into glass 1, and the botanical work just quoted says that it ought to
be classed with jadestone. The poet Li Třai-po (quoted in Ko-chih-chingyüan, ch. 51, p. 7), who wrote during the 7th century, speaks of the fairy
lady Třai-chên (see Mayers, Manual, p. 212), who poured grape wine into
cups of Ŗglass and the seven precious substancesŗ (gold, emerald, jade,
etc.) 2, which seems to show that the first-named material was held in no
light estimation. A modern poet would certainly not be allowed to let a
fairy lady touch any but a gold, silver, jade, or crystal cup. During the Tatsřin period that peculiar fancy for objets de vertu which, in Chinese life,
has at all times taken the place of other luxuries, was not yet absorbed by
the porcelain industry, which probably did not begin to assume larger
dimensions previous to the Třang dynasty. Clumsy copper censers and
other sacrificial implements, imitating the then archaic style of the Chou
dynasty,
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monopolised the attention of the rich together with the so-

called precious materials (pao-wu : gold, silver, jade and other precious
stones, ivory, pearls, tortoise-shell, etc.). A large portion of the latter came
from Ta-tsřin, and glass is in all the older records mentioned amongst
them ; whereas, e.g., the Chêng-lei-pên-ts’ao, published A.D. 1108,
classes it under Řminerals of the first class (yü-shih-pu, shang-p’in)ř, the
Pên-ts’ao-kang-mu, half a century later, even under Řmetalsř (chin). This
shows the gradual depreciation of a formerly very valuable article. It is
most probable that small implements such as beads, cups, bottles, vases,
etc., made of coloured glass fetched much better prices in China than in
Rome, and that this trade was particularly profitable to the Syrians, who
1 Or crystal. See Yüan-chien-lei-han, ch. 364, pp. 36 and 41, and the Ko-ku-lun, quoted

in Ko-chih-ching-yüan, ch. 33, p. 11. This Chinese popular belief regarding the origin of
crystal may possibly have been imported from the west together with the article itself.
Pliny, at least, entertains a similar prejudice, in saying (XXXVII, 2 (9), 23) : ŖContraria
huic causa crystallum facit, gelu vehementiore concreto. non aliubi certe reperitur quam
ubi maxime hibernæ nives rigent, glaciemque esse certum est, unde nomen Græci
dedereŗ.
2 Regarding the ŘSeven Paoř, see Geerts, l.c., Vol. II, p. 468.
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were perhaps less upright in their dealings than their reputation amongst
the Chinese (E 21) seemed to indicate.
*
As to precious stones in general, glowing accounts of their marvellous
abundance in Syria were apparently circulated in China as well as they
were circulated and believed in the west. Numerous passages show that
Ta-tsřin was considered the country where everything nice and valuable
in the way of jewelry and mineral curiosities was to be had 1. It has to be
considered that Syria was specially well situated as a market for the
districts p.235 then known to produce real precious stones. Syria occupied
a central position amongst the principal producing districts in Asia Minor,
Cyprus, Egypt, Armenia, Media, etc., and possessed from remote
antiquity all the facilities for monopolising the trade in emeralds, rubies,
opals, sapphires, carbuncles, jaspers, lapis lazuli, sards, agates, topas,
etc. ; and the City of Alexandria which, under the Romans, had inherited
the commercial grandeur of the Phœnicians and Syrians, had become the
chief factory for all the industries connected with the cutting and
polishing of precious stones. Wm. Jones (History and Mystery of Precious
Stones, London, 1880, p. 346 seq.) justly remarks of ancient Syria :
ŖSeldom are toys and jewels mentioned by Homer, but with this
additional circumstance, that they were either of Sidonian workmanship
or imported in a Phœnician shipŗ. The same author (l. c., p. 165) says :
ŖThe treasures contained in the ancient Syrian temples were immense,
ivory and precious stones included. That of Astarte, at Hierapolis,
abounded with gold and jewels, precious stones of all colours, sardonyx,
hyacinth, emerald, brought from Egypt, Æthiopia, India, Media, Armenia
and Babylonia. On the brow of the goddess shone a marvellous
carbuncle. Lucullus took from Armenia magnificent gemmed vases which
filled a car drawn by camels, etcŗ. The fact cannot be doubted that,
1 See the passages D 23 ; E 26 ; F 14 ; G 3 ; H 2 ; I 20 ; K 31 and 32 ; etc.
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whatever show the Roman Emperors made of pearls and precious
stones, their luxury was chiefly made up from the

p.236

plunder of their

Asiatic provinces. Jones (l. c., p. 350) speaks of things seen in Syria
rather than in Italy when he says :
ŖAt the beginning of the third century the extravagant luxury of
the Romans was at its culminating point. An example was set
by the monster Elagabalus 1, who styled himself a priest of the
sun. His apparel was costly in the extreme. He never wore a
garment twice ; his shoes were decorated with pearls and
diamonds ; his bed was covered with gold and purple,
decorated with costly jewels. The path on which he walked was
strewed with gold and silver powder 2, and all the vessels in his
palace were of gold

3.

The splendour of the sun-worship at

Emesa, under the name of the voluptuous emperor, was almost
incredible ; the black stone which it was believed had fallen
from heaven on the site of the temple set in precious gems,
was placed on a chariot drawn by six milk-white horses richly
caparisoned.
Till late in the middle ages Syria enjoyed the reputation of being an
inexhaustible source of precious stones, as, in spite of the thorough
plundering of the Romans, there was so much left for the crusaders who,
generally, did not return from their adventures amongst the infidels
without a good load of portable property. Wm. Jones (l. c., p. 356) says :
Ŗp.237 The amount of precious stones, spoils of the Crusades,
was enormous. The immense wealth of King Tancred is stated
by an old German historian quoted by Scheidius, to have been

1 Of Syrian extraction. He spent part of his life in Emesa, the seat of his family.
2 Possibly the lü-chin-ching offered to the Court of China in A.D. 643 (see K 34 ; L 41 ;

and Q 66) was Řgold-powderř, like the one mentioned above, which need not necessarily
be real gold-dust.
3 Cf. R 19.
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almost fabulous. When, after his death, the Emperor Henry
entered the palace, he found the chairs and tables made of
pure gold, besides one hundred and fifty mulesř loads of gold,
silver, and precious stonesŗ,
and (p. 339)
ŖHenry the Lion, who went on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land in
1172, returned with an enormous amount of riches, especially
in jewelsŗ.
These camelsř and mulesř loads of precious stones show that Syria
was even then credited with being a very rich country indeed. I cannot
help feeling somewhat sceptical at these accounts. The ancient world
was very credulous, and the suspicion may be justified that much of the
gold was gilt copper, and that many of the jewels were coloured glass.
The Hou-han-shu account of Ta-tsřin winds up by giving utterance to this
suspicion in saying (E 41) : ŖThe articles made of Řrare precious stonesř
produced in this country are sham curiosities and mostly not genuineŗ.
Pliny (XXXVII, 7 (26), 98), speaking of carbuncles, says : Ŗadulterantur
vitro simillime, sed cote deprehenduntur, sicut aliæ gemmæ, etcŗ. This
clearly shows that glass imitations, though easily discovered by the
connoisseur, were commonly made, and it seems natural that, in a
country where the glass industry was quite unknown, as it must have
been in China up to about the year A.D. 424, such spurious
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articles

could fetch prices far beyond their real value.
It is for this reason that the alleged profuse employment of crystal for
certain architectural purposes finds an easy explanation. The Hou-han-shu
(E 15 ; cf. P 39 and Q 4) states that Ŗcrystal is used in making pillars in the
palace buildingsŗ. According to the Chin-shu (F 6), crystal is merely used in
making the pedestals of pillars, whereas walls are adorned with opaque
glass. The Chiu-t’ang-shu (K 6) adds to the pillars, Ŗthe eaves and windowbarsŗ ; and the Hsin-t’ang-shu (L 19), Ŗthe king-posts of their roofsŗ, as
parts of palaces adorned with either rock-crystal or glass. The Wu-wai-
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kuo-chuan, quoted in the Ko-chih-ching-yüan (ch. 20, p. 26) states that,
even Ŗthe tiles of the royal palace in Ta-tsřin were made of crystalŗ.
Bretschneider (Chinese Recorder, Vol. III, p. 30) says : ŖIt is clear that the
columns of rock-crystal are a Chinese exaggerationŗ. I have several
reasons for not joining in this opinion. I do not, in the first instance,
consider that the wording of the passage Mr. Bretschneider had before him
(Hou-han-shu E 15), which had been so sadly misunderstood by de
Guignes (see Introduction, p. 28), necessarily involves that pillars were
made out of solid rock-crystal ; for, even the very literal translation à la
Julien merely says that, Ři [employing] shui-ching [crystal] wei [they make]
chu [pillars]ř, i. e., that crystal is one of the materials employed
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in

making pillars. I presume that pieces of rock-crystal were, like other
precious stones, merely fastened on the outer surface of pillars as they
were fastened on the surface of walls and other parts of palatial
residences. Rock-crystal must have been more common in Syria than in
other countries, as it was one of the local products of the neighbourhood 1.
I have quite recently read an account of the natural resources of the
modern province of Aleppo, in which it is stated that rock-crystal is found
in the district of Harim. The list of products of the Wei-lio (P 49 e) contains
rock-crystal as a separate article, and the country probably produced
sufficient quantities of it to allow of its being used as an ornament in the
manner indicated, i. e., so that pillars were not made entirely out of crystal
and that their surfaces were but partly covered with it. It is still more
likely, however, that both the crystal and the precious stones employed
were in reality glass imitations. Glass and crystal are frequently
confounded by Chinese authors. The Po-wu-yao-lan, quoted in the Kochih-ching-yüan (ch. 33, p. 11), says : Ŗno hot soup or boiling water
should be poured into a vessel made of shui-ching (rock-crystal), lest it will
burst as if it were smashed to piecesŗ ; and the Ko-ku-yau-lun p.240 (ibid.)

1 See Pliny, XXXVII, 2 (9), 23, who mentions Orthosia (in Syria), Alabanda (in Caria),

Cyprus, and an island in the Red Sea, as places where crystal was found.
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speaks of Ŗimitation shui-ching made by burning drugsŗ. The shui-ching in
both cases seems to have been nothing better than glass.
The reason which led Mr. Bretschneider to declare the crystal pillars
of Ta-tsřin a Chinese exaggeration, was probably this, that, in ancient
Rome, he considered them more or less out of place 1. The practice of
using gems and precious stones, whether real or made of glass, was
originally a local feature of ancient Syria. I quote from Heerenřs
Historical Researches (Vol. I, Asiatic Nations : Phœnicians. English ed. of
1846, p. 345) :
ŖFrom the small number of glass houses, the use of glass
would seem to have been much less general in antiquity than
amongst us. While the mildness of the climate in all southern
countries, as well as all over the east, rendered any other
stoppage of the windows unnecessary, except that of curtains
or blinds, goblets of the precious metals or stones were
preferred as drinking-vessels. This, however, seems in some
measure to have been made up for by the early introduction of
a singular kind of luxury in the stately edifices of these
countries, that of covering the ceilings and walls of the
apartments with glass. The various significations, p.241 however,
in which the Greek ύαινο is made use of, and which properly
means any transparent material, as crystal, various kinds of
stones, and the like, render it impossible to determine with
certainty whether glass itself or some other transparent
substance is spoken of.
As regards the different kinds of gems and precious stones specified
in Chinese records, it is not in all cases possible to determine what they
1 To see glass mosaic work employed in vaults was a novelty in Rome at Plinyřs time

(Plin., XXXVI, 25 (64), 189) ; later on ornaments of glass and precious stones were as
common a luxury there as they were in the Orient. Friedlaender, l.c., Vol. III, 5th ed.,
1881, p. 85 seqq.
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really were. Some of them are sufficiently well known nowadays to
pronounce their identity, while the names of others are not in use now,
but have to be identified by means of the information collected in works
like the T’ai-p’ing-yü-lan, the Yüan-chien-lei-han, the Ko-chih-ch’ingyüan, and others. Professor Pfizmaier of Vienna has published, amongst
the papers of the Austrian Academy of Sciences, translations regarding
the subject, from the first-named Cyclopædia, viz., ŘBeiträge zur
Geschichte der Edelsteine und des Goldesř (1868), and ŘBeiträge zur
Geschichte der Perlenř (1868). It is to be regretted that the author of
these otherwise valuable papers has chosen to translate the names of
Chinese works quoted in a manner which renders it difficult even to
sinologues to identify them without comparing the German version with
the Chinese text. Who would recognise the Hsi-ching-tsa-chi under the
title ŘVermischte Erzählungen von der Mutterstadt des Westensř, or the
Shih-i-chi under that of ŘDie Geschichte des Auflesens des
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Hinterlassenen ?ř I would here refer readers who take interest in the gem
question to the two volumes published of the late Mr. A. J. C. Geertsř
work, ŘLes Produits de la Nature Japonaise et Chinoise, etcř. (Yokohama,
1878 and 1883), the author of which has combined the literary point of
view, by translating some of the Chinese and Japanese data regarding
each article, with that of the practical mineralogist.
Amongst the stones mentioned here and there in the various records,
the Yeh-kuang-pi or Řjewel that shines at nightř, has apparently more
than all others taken possession of the imagination of the Chinese, as it
is mentioned in all the principal records. I am not, from my own
experience, able to decide whether any and what stones do really shine
at night ; but this, it seems to me, is less important than the question :
what ideas did the ancient world entertain with regard to shining
stones ? For, the Chinese belief in the existence of such curiosities may
have just as well originated from the reports regarding the wonders
believed to exist in Ta-tsřin as from their having been actually seen by
Chinese observers in China or abroad.
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The River Sangarius, in Asia Minor, according to Plutarch, produced a
gem called Aster, which is luminous in the dark and called by the
Phrygians ŘBallenř, Řthe kingř. Streeter (Precious Stones and Gems,
London, 1877, p. 173) refers this to the gems known under the name of
star-stones or Asteria. ŖWhen light shines upon these stonesŗ, this
author says, Ŗstars of six rays are seen,
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an appearance which

attracts much attention, etcŗ. ŖThese star-stones, according to their
colour, are designated Star Ruby, Star Sapphire, or Star Topazŗ. If these
stones give off rays merely when light shines upon them, as seems to be
the case from the passage just quoted, Plutarchřs Aster has perhaps
merely lent its name, but not its chief quality, that of shining in the dark,
to the modern Asteria. Possibly the Chinese name Řjewel that shines at
nightř is an allusion to the ancient name carbunculus

1

(i. e., the Řlittle

coalř), corresponding to the Greek άλζξαμ (=coal), the name given to
the garnet, one of the favourite stones of ancient luxury, owing to its
brillancy which, as in the Greek and Latin names, may have been
exaggerated into luminousness. The shining stone par excellence,
however, seems to be the Chlorophane (in German Pyrosmaragd), an
emerald possessing the power of reflecting after dark the rays received
from the sun during the day time. If the text of Herodotus, II, 44, has
been handed down correctly, a temple in Tyre, in Phœnicia, dedicated to
Hercules, contained Ŗtwo pillars, one of fine gold, the other of emerald
stone (ζκάξαγδνο), both shining exceedingly at nightŗ ; and Pliny
(XXXVII, 5 (17), 66) tells us the wonderful tale of the sepulchre of King
Hernias, in the island of Cyprus, on which is a lion formed of marble, but
with eyes of emeralds, which shone so brightly on the
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surrounding

sea that the tunny fish were frightened away ; the fishermen, having
long observed this phenomenon, resolved to remove this disadvantage,
and so have replaced the emeralds by other stones which have not this

1 Yeh-ming-chu

(?) is the usual name for Řcarbuncleř, according to Bridgman,
Chrestomathy, p. 503. Cf. Giles, Record of the Buddhistic Kingdoms, p. 92, note 8.
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property of sparkling brightness. Ordinary emeralds could certainly be
obtained in Syria from the rocks near the city of Koptos (see Pliny, l.
c.) ; but there seems to be no passage proving whether and where
Řluminousř emeralds were found. So much seems certain that, if not in
reality, at least according to the local folk-lore (in Phrygia according to
Plutarch, in Tyre according to Herodotus, and in Cyprus according to
Pliny) luminous gems were quite at home in the Levant.
I shall leave it to the hands of scholars possessing a better knowledge
than I possess of precious stones and pearls, to deal with this question,
and I have no doubt that a connoisseur of these articles who is
thoroughly acquainted with their history in the Syrian or Alexandrian
market, may, after some research in the Chinese cyclopædias in
connection with enquiries made in native curiosity shops, throw
considerable light on the question.
In attempting to prove the existence in ancient Syria of certain
articles mentioned in the Chinese records as Řcoming fromř Ta-tsřin, we
need not necessarily assume that these were produced on the spot. It is
well known that Phœnician merchants, previous to the rise of Alexandria,
monopolised the trade in gold and silver. Amber, though
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imported

from the coast of the Baltic, if not from Sicily 1, could perhaps be found
1 See O. Schneider, ŘZur Bernsteinfrageř in ŘNaturwissenschaftl. Beiträge zur Geogr. u.

Kulturgesch., Dresden, 1883, p. 177 seqq. Fraas, ŘDrei Monate im Libanonř (Stuttgart,
1876), p. 94, comments on the frequency of amber in the neighbourhood of Sidon. This
author considers that we are going too far in assuming the Phœnicians to have sailed to
the Baltic for cargoes of amber. Ř Die kunsterfahrenen sidonischen Männer, welche die
Halsketten von Bernstein den Frauen der Helden vor Troja brachten, werden wohl nicht
erst durch die ŘQuellen des Okeanusř hindurch zu den mitternächtlichen Kimmeriern
gefahren sein, um dort Steine zu holen, die sie vor den Thoren von Sidon haben konntenř.
Though there is apparently much force in this argument, the many proofs we possess of
the existence of Roman enterprise in the amber trade across the European continent to the
coast of the Baltic at a later period cannot be easily denied. See Friedlaender, l.c., Vol. II,
p. 63. Foreign amber may be assumed to have first come to China through Central Asia as
Klaprothřs derivation of the Chinese term hu-p’o (in Cantonese : fu-p’ak, in the Amoy
dialect : hu-p’ek) from Uiguric chubich (see ŘSprache u. Schrift der Uigurenř, in Appendix to
Verzeichniss, etc., p. 22) seems to indicate. Klaprothřs List of Bokharic words (Asia Polygl.,
p. 252) contains the word Keherbai for amber, which looks as if it could be related to either
the Chinese or the Uiguric root. According to Pliny (XXXVII, 2 (II), 37) a spindle-whirl
(verticillus) made of amber, was called harpax in Syria, Ŗquia folia paleasque et vestium
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in greater quantities in the magazines of Syrian merchants, whose
ancestors had imported this article for centuries, than even in the
producing districts themselves. Probably the greater part of the gems
brought to China Řfrom Ta-tsřinř were not the immediate produce of the
country, but were procured from the gem cutting and polishing factories
of Alexandria, whither they had been brought from all parts of the
western world.
p.246

Corals were apparently fished for in the Red Sea during the time

of the Třang dynasty ; so we may judge from the account L 37 in the
Hsin-t’ang-shu. The sea called ŘCoral Seař in the Nestorian stone
inscription (M 1) and Ŗthe sea which produces corals and real pearlsŗ
according to the Wei-lio (P 68) are apparently identical with the Red Sea.
An account resembling the one contained in the Hsin-t’ang-shu is quoted
from the Hou-wei-shu in the Yüan-chien-lei-han ch. 238, p. 20. The coral
fisheries are there stated to be hsi-nan-chang-hai chung, (i. e., Řin the
south-western gulf (?) seař) at a distance of about 700 or 800 li (cf. Ma
Tuan-linřs version, Q 29). 800 Chinese li on the open sea may
correspond to about 260 miles 1, which distance, if calculated from the
port of Aelana, would carry us to the neighbourhood of Koseir or the
ancient Leukos. The best corals of antiquity, it is true, came from the
Mediterranean ; but the Red Sea did not stand back, though its produce
may have been of a different colour. Pliny (XXXII, 2 (II), 21), speaking
of the coral, says : Řgignitur et in Rubro quidem mari, sed nigrius, item in
Persico ŕ vocatur lace ŕ laudatissimum in Gallico sinu circa Stoechadas
insulas et in Siculo circa Aeolias ac Drepanaŗ ; and, to quote p.247 quite a
modern authority, Klunzinger 1, speaking of the neighbourhood of Koseir,

fimbrias rapiatŗ. Could there be any connection between this Greek root harpag and the
Asiatic names keherbai, chubich and hu-p’ek ?
1 The distance would be somewhat short if reckoned in stadia. However, the original
statement may have been given in so many daysř sailing, and afterwards been converted
into real Chinese li, about three of which make a nautical mile.
1 Zeitschr. d. Ges. f. Erdkunde, Vol. XIV, Berlin, 1879 : C. B. Klunzinger, ŘDie Umgegend
von Qoseir am Rothen Meereř, p. 411.
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says : ŖDer ganze nördliche Theil des Rothen Meeres ist mit einem der
Küste parallelen Korallriff gerändert, das sich bald als Saumriff, bald als
(durch eine Lagune vom Land getrenntes) Wallriff darstelltŗ.
As to Pearls, the occurrence of which in the Red Sea is insinuated in
the Wei-lio (P 68), it is well known that Pearls and Mother-of-pearl are
now important articles of trade at Suakim, Massowa, Djeddah and
Hodeida ; and Koseir, the port just mentioned in connection with corals,
is stated to be a market for pearls also 1. But, what I have said of gems
may be said of this article and of all other goods of intrinsic value : it is
not necessary to assume that the Ŗcuriosities and rare precious stonesŗ
said to have come from Ta-tsřin were actually produced in the country ;
it is sufficient to know that Ta-tsřin merchants commanded the market.
@

The articles of trade next in importance to gems, pearls, etc., were
the textile fabrics produced in the eastern provinces of the Roman
Empire. The list of piece-goods furnished by the Wei-lio alone contains
eighteen varieties. Some of these are p.248 stated to occur in five colours
(P 49 jj, kk, yy and bbb), whereas one variety is stated to occur in nine
colours (P 49ll). I read in an older edition of Piererřs Universal Lexikon
(Altenburg, 1861) s. v. ŘPurpurř, that Ŗof simple purple the ancient world
knew nine colours, and of mixed purple, fiveŗ 2. I have not hesitated,
therefore, to translate the expression wu-sê, which, under ordinary
circumstances, means Řof all colours, of all descriptionsř, literally, as in
opposition to chiu-sê, Řnine coloursř.
The various names of piece-goods mentioned in the Wei-lio list are

1 See C. Kallenberg, ŘDer Handel mit Perlen und Perlmutterschalen im Rothen Meereř in

Oesterr. Monatsschr. f. d. Orient, March 1884, p. 86.
2 ŖWelches die eigentliche Purpurfarbe der Alten gewesen sei, lässt sich schwer sagen, da
die Alten selbst neun Arten einfachen u. fünf gemischten Purpurs kanntenŗ. I regret not
being able, at the present time, to quote any more immediate authority than this
German Cyclopædia, which is generally well-informed on classical topics.
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partly descriptive, partly phonetic. Such names at least which do not
seem to convey any definite meaning in Chinese, e.g., ŘFa-luř cloth, ŘOlo-têř, ŘPa-tsêř and ŘTo-taiř cloth, may be assumed to be Chinese
corruptions of foreign sounds. I cannot discover from my classical
recollections, any similarity between any of these sounds and any Greek
or Latin words denoting classes of piece-goods ; but further research
may possibly lead to the discovery that some of these names are derived
from some other ancient language of western Asia, say Persian or Syriac,
if not from Greek or Latin. The Chinese language is full of foreign words
denoting technical objects introduced from abroad, and the names
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for the principal piece-goods now on the market are foreign. Thus, to-loni, now signifying Řbroadclothř, is probably derived from tow-lo, a textile
material of India (see Mayers, in Notes and Queries, Vol. II, 1868, p.
95) ; ha-la-ni, the name for Russian Cloth, from Mongolian Řkharař
[black]. The word ni itself, in its present meaning of Řbroadclothř, must
be of foreign origin, to judge from the composition of the character.
Of the descriptive names the expression huo-huan-pu (7), the Řcloth
that can be cleaned by fireř (P 49ss ; cf. E 23, F 14, G 3 and M 2),
cannot possibly be mistaken. It must be the asbestos cloth (asbestinum
sc. linum) of antiquity which, according to Pliny (XIX, 1 (4), 19 seq.) is
produced in the rainless deserts of India

1.

According to old Chinese

traditions, a special account of which, collected from numerous ancient
works, will be found in the Ko-chih-ching-yüan (ch. 27, p. 23 seqq.), the
article known as huo-huan-pu was considered to be the hair, only two to
four inches in length, of an animal which lived in fire and died in water,
was of the size of a rat, and weighed a hundred catties, the
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animal

being either red or white in colour. It came, according to one authority,

1 ŘNascitur in desertis adustisque Indiæ locis, ubi non cadunt imbres, inter diras

serpentesř. Marco Polo (ch. XXXIX) fell in with a district producing asbestos in Central
Asia. An early Latin text of his travels describes the substance as follows : ŘEt in ista
montana est una alfa vena unde fit salamandra. Salamandra autem non est bestia sicut
dicitur quæ vivat in igne, sed dicam vobis quomodo fit salamandra, etcř.
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from an island in the sea which shone at a distance of over 300 li, and
the shining was produced by that animal, the hair of which was as fine
as silk and could be woven into a kind of cloth. Of this cloth garments
were made that did not perish, though exposed to the fire, but would
come out of the flames as white as snow. According to others, the cloth
was made from the bark of a tree that grew out of the fire. Such and
similar fabulous ideas regarding its origin prevailed in China throughout
the ancient period. At Marco Polořs time, its real origin must have been
known, as in the Yüan-shih, the Annals of the Yüan dynasty, it is called
shih-jung, i. e., Řstone woolř (see Ko-chih-ching-yüan, l. c., p. 24). If the
philosopher Lieh-tzŭ (Faberřs Licius), whose writings are said to date
from the 4th century A.D., can be trusted, asbestos cloth was known in
China as early as a thousand years before Christ. Lieh-tzŭ, quoted in the
Yüan-chien-lei-han, ch. 366, p. 4, says that King Mu of the Chou dynasty
(B.C. 1001-946) received as tribute from the Western Tartars (Hsi-jung)
a sword made of k’un-wu steel, which would cut jadestone like mud, and
asbestos cloth (huo-huan-pu). The joke practised at the court of the
Emperor Charles the Fifth, who treated his guests after dinner with the
sight of an asbestos table-cover being washed in a chimney fire, was
p.251

performed in China long before his time. The Wei-chih, quoted in

the Ko-chih-ching-yüan, l. c., tells us a story how the scoundrel Liang
Chi, who murdered the youthful Emperor Chih-ti, and as the favourite of
Huan-ti became virtually the ruler of China for nearly twenty years (died
A.D. 159, Mayers), had an unlined garment made of asbestos. Having
assembled a circle of guests, he soiled it by spilling a cup of wine, and
then, as if in anger, took it off his body, exclaiming, Řburn itř. When the
garment was placed into the fire, it began to simmer like ashes, and
when the dirty matter on the cloth was burnt off and the fire was
extinguished, it had turned into a brilliant white. Besides the article of
dress in the possession of Liang Chi, which according to some was a
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napkin 1, the Chinese had handkerchiefs which Ŗwere not different from
common linen ones, except that they were of a bluish and blackish
colourŗ ; they had also Ŗlamp-wicks that would never finishŗ.
All these articles were not manufactured in China, but came from the
foreign countries beyond the sea (hai-wai-chu-kuo) either by sea or by
land. According to the Wei-chih (l. c.),
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asbestos cloth was received

at the Chinese court as tribute from the western countries (hsi-yü) in
A.D. 238. Several countries are mentioned in the Cyclopædia, from
which the above facts are derived, as producing asbestos, but as I am
not able to identify their names, I confine myself to stating that its being
mentioned in connection with Ta-tsřin products, makes it probable that
Syrian (Antiochian, Tyrian, Alexandrian) merchants were in the habit of
exporting it to China, together with their other piece-goods.
*
The list of piece-goods which, from the fact of their being mentioned
with so much detail, we must assume to have represented part of the
ancient Chinese import trade in these articles, contains a broad hint
with regard to the identification of Ta-tsřin. For, just as the mere
perusal of a list of the woollen or cotton goods met with on the China
market at the present day will naturally suggest to anyone familiar with
the geography of modern commerce the idea of their being principally
the manufacture of Manchester looms, the perusal of the list of piecegoods in the Wei-lio (P 49jj to bbb) points to the factories where cloth
of all kinds was woven, embroidered, or dyed. These were about all on
territory

belonging

to

the

district

called

ŘOrientř ;

I

mean

the

manufacturing cities of Tyre, Sidon, Berytos and others of ancient

1 Tui-chin. See the quotation from the Fang-chou-tsa yen in Ko-chih-ching-yüan, l.c., p.

24. A napkin is certainly more likely to have been made of this expensive stuff than an
article of dress. Moreover, napkins (mappæ) made of asbestos as instruments for
convivial pleasantry, seem to have been in vogue in those times. Pliny, l.c., says :
« Ardentes in focis convivium ex eo vidimus mappas, sordibus exustis, splendescentes
igni magis, quam possent aquis ».
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Phœnician renown, certain districts in Asia Minor, and, not

p.253

amongst

the last, the commercial capital of the empire, Alexandria. Syria and
Egypt probably supplied the greater part of the articles forming the
trade in textile fabrics ; their principal rivals in this respect were Řthe
countries

on

the

east

of

the

seař

(hai-tung-chu-kuo),

which

I

understand to be the countries on, or near, the Persian Gulf. Babylonian
rugs and carpets have at all times commanded a high position on the
oriental market

1

; but, as the Wei-lio (P 44 ; cf. Q 27) assures us, the

colours of those manufactured in Ta-tsřin, i. e., those of Syrian and
Alexandrian

looms,

are

preferable

in

colour.

This

is

probably

prominently the case with Tyrian manufactures, owing to the purpledyeing industry having been practised throughout antiquity on the
Phœnician coast ; but also with the various embroidered textures,
amongst which the gold-thread embroideries are specially mentioned in
Chinese records (see Index to Translations, etc. p. 125, s. v. Cloth).
The art of weaving goldthread into cloth was of very ancient origin. I
quote from the Very Rev. Rockřs ŘTextile Fabricsř (South Kensington
Museum Art Handbooks, No. 1, p. 23) : ŖThe process of twining long
narrow strips of gold, or gilt silver, round a line of silk or flax, and thus
producing gold-thread, is much earlier than has been supposed ; and
when Attalusř
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name

2

was bestowed upon a new method of

interweaving gold with wool or linen, thence called ŘAttalicř, it was
probably because he suggested to the weaver the introduction of the
long-known golden thread as a woof into the textile from his loom. It
would seem, from a passage in Claudian, that ladies at an early
Christian period used to spin their own gold-threadŗ. According to the
same author, the superior quality of Cyprian gold-thread was known to

1 « Colores diversos picturæ intexere Babylon maxume celebravit et nomen imposuit ».

Plin., VIII, 48 (74), 196. ŘBabulonica peristromatař, Plaut. Stich., 378 (Fleckeisen).
ŘBabylonicař, i.e., ŘBabylonian goodsř, was the name for certain kinds of bed-covers and
carpets of superior texture.
2 Cf. Plin., l.c.
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the mediæval world. Attalicæ vestes are mentioned in Propertius, but,
as Rock (l. c., p. 14) points out,
Ŗthe

earliest

written

notice

which

we

have

about

the

employment of gold in the loom, or of the way in which it was
wrought for such a purpose, is in the Pentateuch. Among the
sacred vestments made for Aaron was an ephod of gold, violet
and purple, and scarlet twice dyed, and fine twisted linen, with
embroidered work ; and the workmen cut also thin plates of
gold and drew them small into strips, that they might be
twisted with the woof of the aforesaid colours.

1

The combination of several materials (silk, wool, linen, byssus) in the
same texture [P 44] was well known in ancient manufacture, and the
Syrian school of art is especially known for the great
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variety of

musters produced by means of coloured threads. The I-wu-chih (see
Bretschneider, ŘBotanicon Sinicumř, in J. of the N.-C. Branch, R. Asiat.
Soc., Vol. XVI, p. 154, No. 236), quoted by Křang-hsi, s. v. (sou), says :
ŖIn the country of Ta-tsřin they weave rugs [ch’ü-sou ; cf. P 44, 49jj, and
Q 27] from wild cocoons, and by means of wool of different colours, taken
from all kinds of beasts, they weave into them birds, beasts, human
figures,

and

[dead]

objects ;

grass,

trees,

clouds

and

numerous

astonishing tricks [ ?]ŗ. The Ko-chih-ching-yüan (ch. 54, p. 14) completes
the quotation by adding : Ŗon these rugs they represent cockatoos flying
gaily at a distance ; the musters show the following ten colours :
carnation, white, black, green, red, crimson, gold, azure, jade colour and
yellowŗ 2. These rugs (ch’ü-sou), like the articles called t’a-têng and chi1 In the passage E 22, the term which I have rendered by Řgoldembroidered rugsř,

means, literally translated : Ŗcut gold embroidery woven into gold-embroidered rugsŗ,
which seems to describe as nearly as possible the above-mentioned twisting of strips of
gold into the woof of a texture. Regarding the use of gold embroideries, see Friedlaender,
l.c., Vol. III, p. 61.
2 The translation of these colours is, of course, somewhat vague and can, at the best,
give an approximate idea. Cf. the colours of opaque glass and of precious stones
described under P 49bb and ii respectively.
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chang (vestes, vela, peristromata ?) are distinctly stated (P 44) to be
made of sheepřs wool (the stuff derived from the water-sheep described in
the Třang records) together with a substance derived from the bark of
trees (fibre ; flax, linen ?) and the silk of wild silk-worms.
How did the ancient Syrian manufacturers obtain the silk of wild silkworms ? Were they really acquainted with sericulture in all its phases ?
p.256

From a superficial examination of the Chinese records one might be

tempted to assume that they were, in spite of the tradition, by which the
first

silkworms

were

brought

in

bamboo

tubes

from

China

to

Constantinople by Byzantine monks under Justinian 1. The mulberry tree
is said to have been planted in Ta-tsřin both in the Hou-han-shu (E 8)
and the Wei-shu (I 17), and both passages are so worded as to suggest
the practice of silk cultivation. The existence of the morus nigra, L.,
which is said to have been indigenous to the districts of Media and
Pontus, and its occurrence in the Roman Orient as well as in Italy, may
be proved by numerous passages 2. The species referred to is perhaps
identical with the tree described under the name ch’iung-sang, i. e., Řthe
unproductive mulberryř, in the Shih-i-chi, a work of the 4th century,
quoted in the Ko-chih-ching-yüan, ch. 64, p. 20. It grows on the coast of
the Western Sea ; its leaves were red, and the fruit was of purple
colour 3. Further, the earliest list of Ta-tsřin products, that of the Houhan-shu (E 22), speaks of certain fabrics clearly made of silk, as the very
composition of the characters used in the Chinese
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text may suggest.

The one about which the least doubt can be entertained is the Řling of
various coloursř. I have translated this term by Řsilk-clothř ; but it should
be understood that it means a fine texture

1.

The same article is

1 Yule, Cathay, etc., Vol. I, p. CLIX seqq. I regret not being able to consult the often

quoted work on this subject : Pardessus, ŘMémoire sur le Commerce de Soie chez les
Anciensř, in Mém. de l’Acad. des Inscr., XV, 1842.
2 Hehn, Kulturpftanzen und Hausthiere, 3rd ed., 1877, p. 336 seqq.
3 « Sanguineis frontem moris et tempora fingit ». Virg., Eclog. VI, 22.
1 Pu-po chih hsi-chê yüeh ling. Shuo-wên, s. v.
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mentioned again by Ma Tuan-lin (Q 28), but in a somewhat different
connection. It is there said that the people of Ta-tsřin make profit by
obtaining the Chinese chien-su (

). The first of these two characters

is explained by Křang-hsi as meaning a close-textured stuff, the second
as plain white silk, for which reason I have translated : Řthe thick, i. e.,
close-textured, plain silk-stuffs of Chinař. These stuffs, Tuan-lin says, are
split, or unravelled, in order to make foreign ling (damask, gauze), kan
(purple-dyed) and wên (mustered) fabrics. The passage quoted is
apparently drawn from the same source as, but has been more
completely preserved than, the corresponding passage in the Wei-lio
(P 45), which agrees with Ma Tuan-linřs version, but omits the mention
of chien-su (close-textured silk). The Wei-lio simply speaks of Chinese
silk unravelled (chieh

) and made into hu-ling, foreign ling (damask,

gauze).
I have enlarged upon the details of these two passages, because they
possess considerable importance in confirming a fact which has lately
been disputed by an authority in whose judgment in such questions I
place otherwise the highest confidence. Colonel Yule (Cathay, Vol. I,
Preliminary Essay, CLIV) says, that two passages of Pliny have Řled to a
statement made in many respectable books, but which he apprehends to
be totally unfounded, that the Greeks and Romans picked to pieces the
rich China silks, and wove light gauzes out of the materialř. The passages
referred to read as follows : ŖPrimi sunt hominum qui noscantur Seres
lanicio silvarum nobilis, perfusam aqua depectentes frondium canitiem,
unde geminus feminis nostris labos redordiendi fila rursusque texendi
(VI, 17 (20), 54)ŗ ; and : Ŗex grandiore vermiculo gemina protendens sui
generis cornuum urica fit, dein quod vocatur bombylis, ex ea necydallus,
ex hoc in sex mensibus bombyx. Telas araneorum modo texunt ad
vestem luxumque feminarum, quæ bombycina appellatur, prima eas
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redordiri

1

rursusque texere invenit in Coo mulier Pamphile, Plateæ filia,

non fraudanda gloria excogitatæ rationis ut denudet feminas vestis (XI,
22 (26), 76)ŗ. Yule holds that Plinyřs words Ŗseem to be merely affected
expressions, indicating nothing more than the carding and reeling the
sericum and the bombycinum respectively out of the entanglement of
their natural web (as Pliny imagines it) and then re-entangling them
again (as it were) in the loomŗ. Yule further quotes a parallel passage
from Aristotle (De An. Hist., V, 19), from which it may seem that this
author, while speaking of the same bombycina, was not aware of the
practice p.259 of picking foreign stuffs to pieces, ŕ Ŗa figmentŗ, Yule adds,
Ŗwhich seems entirely based on Plinyřs rhetoricŗ. It must be admitted
that as long as we had no clear idea as to what kind of texture was
meant by Plinyřs Ŗtelæ araneorum modo textæŗ, we were free to assume
that the stuff Řsplit and re-wovenř was either the cocoon itself, or raw silk
pressed into skeins. Yet, it seems to me that the passage in the Wei-lio
and Ma Tuan-linřs extension of it, fully confirm the matter of fact as
represented by Pliny. It looks very much, as if the texture called hu-ling
in the two passages referred to was identical with the thin gauzes

2

of

which Seneca (De Beneficiis, VII, 9, quoted by Yule, l. c.) says : ŖVideo
sericas vestes, si vestes vocandæ sunt, in quibus nihil est quo defendi
aut corpus, aut denique pudor possit ; quibus sumptis mulier parum
liquido nudam se non esse jurabit, etcŗ.

1

These Coicœ p.260 vestes seem

1 Redordiri : one of the Paris codices has retorqueri. But, even if we could adopt this

reading, it would not alter the sense very much.
2 The very word gauze, the French gaze, is by some authorities derived from the name of
the city of Gaza, once one of the principal markets of Indian trade on the coast of
Phœnicia, on the ground that these textures were first manufactured there. I regret
being unable to verify this statement, which I have seen made in various popular works
(Encycl. Brit., s.v. Gauze ; Meyerřs Conv. Lex., s. v. Gaze ; Heyse, Fremdwörterb., etc.).
Wedgwood, Dict. of Engl. Etym., Vol. II, p. 139, who refers the word to Teutonic roots, is
either not aware of this etymology, or silently disapproves of it. I should be glad to see
the manufacture of this texture traced to Syrian soil. Could the Sanscrit kashâya, Řthe
gown of a Buddhist priestř, which appears in Chinese as chia-sha (kasa, Julien, Méthode,
etc., Nos. 581 and 34) be connected with this root ? The corresponding Chinese name
stands now for ŘCambricsř and ŘMuslinsř in the Customs Tariff.
1 Cf. Horat. Sat. I 2, 101 : ŖCoïs tibi pæne videre est Ut nudamŗ, and the jest ascribed to
Varro, who called the dresses made of this stuff togæ vitreæ. Friedlaender is probably
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to have been amongst the articles of trade sent to China ; they were, of
course, of a pattern quite unknown there, and may thus have been
credited with being the original produce of Ta-tsřin instead of Chinese
produce re-manufactured abroad. We, therefore, find the texture called
ling, together with certain other silk manufactures, mentioned as original
produce in the Hou-han-shu (E 22), without any explanation as to its
origin, which we must assume was unknown to the Chinese up to the
second century. After this time, the Chinese must have got acquainted
with the fact somehow or other ; for, the passage in the Wei-lio (P 45)
shows that they were aware of the process of their manufacture during
the time of the Three Kingdoms. The mistake made previously in the
Hou-han-shu with regard to the existence of silk culture in Ta-tsřin was,
however, not connected, and, quite in accordance with the spirit of
Chinese literature, was copied into the Wei-lio as well as into the later
records.
@

I shall not attempt to say the last word with regard to the mystery of
the shui-yang or water-sheep (K 26 ; L 40 ; Q 23). The fact of these
animals being connected by their navels with the ground suggests that
we ought not to think of ordinary sheep, not even of that breed
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of

Arabian sheep, mentioned by Herodotus (III, 113), which Ŗhas long tails,
not less than three cubits, and were they suffered to drag them behind
them, they would become sore by rubbing against the ground. The
shepherds, therefore, make small carriages, and fasten them under the
tails, to each animal oneŗ 1 . Nor would Plinyřs description of a Syrian
breed satisfy me, of which he says (VIII, 48 (75), 198) : ŖSyriæ
cubitales ovium caudæ, plurimumque in ea parte lanicii. Castrari agnos

right in assuming that the scandalous fashion of wearing this Coïc gauze was confined to
the frail sisterhood. Sittengesch. Rom’s, Vol. I (1873), p. 476.
1 Cf. Heeren, Hist. Res., Vol. I, p. 363.
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nisi quinquemenstres præmaturum existimaturŗ 1.
Colonel Yule (Cathay, Vol. I, pp. LVII and 144), refers these accounts to
the stories of the Lamb-plant of the Wolga countries related by Friar
Odoric, who speaks of Ŗcertain very large melons growing in a certain great
kingdom called Cadeli, on the mountains called the Caspean Mountains.
When these be ripe, they burst, and a little beast is found inside like a
small lamb, so that they have both melons and meatŗ. Odoric adds : Ŗand
though some, peradventure, may find that hard to believe, yet it may be
quite true ; just as it is true that there be in Ireland trees which produce
birdsŗ. Yule quotes the senior Scaligerřs Exercitationes, where a similar
plant is described. But, although according to
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the Hsin-t’ang-shu the

Řwater-sheepř occur in a northern district, the locality referred to by Odoric
as well as by Scaliger takes us too far away from the Ta-tsřin territory to
consider it as a produce of the country. Moreover, the tradition regarding
this vegetable curiosity appears to belong to a period much later than the
time when the first allusion to the shui-yang was made in Chinese records.
Odoricřs journeys were made early during the 14th century, and Scaligerřs
Exercitationes are dated A.D. 1537 ; whereas Řthe down of the watersheepř, a material which must have been derived from the animal
described in the Třang histories, is mentioned in as early a record as the
Hou-han-shu (E 24 ; cf. P 44). It may be safely surmised therefrom that
the water-sheep tradition belongs to antiquity, and not to the middle ages.
Bretschneider (Arabs, etc., p. 24) says, with regard to the passage
L 36, which reads Ŗthey weave the hair of the water-sheep into cloth
which is called hai-hsi-puŗ, and which is clearly a transcript of the older
passage E 24 : ŖThis is perhaps, the Byssus, a cloth-stuff woven up to
the present time by the inhabitants of the Mediterranean coast,
especially in Southern Italy, from the thread-like excrescences of several

1 The two passages quoted from Herodotus and Pliny show that to identify the shui-yang

there was no need to fall back on the Cappadocian sheep of Strabo, if sheep they must
be, as is done by Pauthier, De l’Authenticité, etc., p. 39.
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sea-shells, especially Pinna squamosaŗ. I am inclined to believe that Dr.
Bretschneider has hit upon the right thing ; but, to prove the fact, a
special inquiry will have to be made into the habits of the Pinna,
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in

order to ascertain whether there was any sense in screening them off to
prevent the beasts (large fishes, etc.) from eating them up ; whether the
animal will perish, if the byssus be forcibly cut off the rock to which it
attaches itself ; whether it can be induced by certain noises to detach
the byssus voluntarily, and whether in doing so it will then yield a sound
of alarm, etc. All there facts will have to be enquired into by a
naturalist ; and philologists will have to answer the question, whether
the byssus derived from certain species of Pinna was employed in
weaving the texture called hai-hsi-pu, which is described in the Wei-lio
(P 44) and which consisted of this byssus (sheepřs wool, water-sheepřs
wool), the bark of trees (vegetable fibre, linen ?), and the silk of wild
silk-worms (Chinese silk split for re-weaving).
*
Amongst the products repeatedly mentioned as peculiar to the country
of Ta-tsřin the drug called su-ho by the Chinese deserves special
attention. I have translated this term by Řstoraxř, as an enquiry into the
present meaning of this word strongly suggested it. The su-ho-yu
(

) of the present day is the article enumerated in the Customs

Tariff as ŘRose Maloesř ; it appears under the same name in the Emperor
Křang-hsiřs Customs Tariff of the year A.D. 1687, and is translated by the
same term (ŘRose Maloesř) in the manuscript copy written by a Foreign
merchant during the p.264 middle of the last century 1. It has been pointed
out by Dr. H. F. Hance (Notes and Queries, Vol. III, p. 31) that the term
Rose Maloes as applied to this drug must be a misnomer inasmuch as the
article imported into China is not the produce of the Altingia excelsa,

1 See ŘThe Hoppo-Book of 1753ř in the J. of the N.-C. B. of the R. Asiat. Soc., Vol. XVII,

p. 221 seqq.
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Noronh., Ŗa lofty and most valuable tree in Java, with a close-grained
fragrant wood, which is there called Rasamala, and yields from incisions in
the bark a honey-like sweet-scented resin, hardening by exposure to the
air, which, misled probably by the similarity of the name, some have
supposed to be identical with the Rose Maloes of the Customs Tariffŗ. Dr.
Hance justly draws attention to the late Mr. Daniel Hanburyřs notes on
Storax in connection with the route by which the article referred to is
brought to China. Here it now arrives generally from Bombay whither it is
imported from Aden, the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea 1. A specimen of
the su-ho-yu, which I had procured from a Chinese drug shop at
Shanghai, was submitted to a chemist who was perfectly neutral in the
question and quite unaware of my own opinion on the matter, and who
declared it without
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hesitation to be Unguentum Styracis. It appears

therefrom that the modern su-ho-yu is Liquid Storax. I do not feel
competent to decide whether the Storax of ancient classical writers
(Dioscorides and Pliny) was Liquid or Solid Storax. The two kinds of the
drug so called are, according to Hanbury (Science Papers, p. 129), derived
from different plants. The botanical reader will find the question most
exhaustively dealt with in Hanburyřs papers on Storax in the Pharm.
Journ. for 1857 and 1863 (reprinted in Science Papers, l. c.) It will be
seen from the second of these papers that, in the authorřs opinion, Liquid
Storax was probably not known in ancient commerce, in opposition to
Professor Krinos of Athens, who assumes that it was known to the ancient
Greek physicians. The text of the Hou-han-shu does not show what kind
of Storax then came to China ; but it appears to me that the term hsiangkao (i. e., fragrant or aromatic ointment), in the Liang-shu (H 2) suggests
the coming from Ta-tsřin of a substance similar to the modern article
during the 6th century A.D. Whichever view we adopt, there cannot be the
1 Hanbury (ŘOn Storaxř in Pharm. Journ., XVI (1857), reprinted in Science Papers, ed. J.

Ince, London 1876, p. 143) draws attention to a Report of the External Commerce of
Bombay, in which the term ŘRose Malloesř occurs as that of a drug imported by sea into
the Port of Bombay from Aden, the Arabian Gulf and the Persian Gulf. A sample was sent
for by Mr. Hanbury and, on examination, proved to be our ordinary Liquid Storax.
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slightest doubt that neither of the two kinds was produced in Italy, as the
study of Mr. Hanburyřs exact researches will show. The conclusion at
which this painstaking scholar arrived after several yearsř study of the
matter, is this :
1st., as regards Solid Storax : that the original and classical Storax was
produced by Styrax officinale, Linn. ; that, always scarce and p.266 valuable,
it has in modern times wholly disappeared from commerce (Science Papers,
p. 145) ; that it was produced in certain localities in Syria, in the south-east
of Asia Minor, in Cyprus and Creta (ibid., p. 131 seq.)

1

;

2nd., as regards Liquid Storax : that it is now produced in certain
localities in the south-west of Asia Minor.
Su-ho is, according to the Pên-ts’ao-kang-mu (ch. 34, p. 54), the
name of a country producing the drug ; in fan, i. e., Sanscrit or Pâli,
books it is called tu-lu-sê-chien 2.
@

Amongst the aromatic drugs mentioned in the large list of Ta-tsřin
products of the Wei-lio, we find the incense called Hsün-lu. Hsün-luhsiang is, according to the Pên-ts’ao-kang-mu, identical with Ju-hsiang,
which is now the Tariff name for Gum Olibanum. The Chinese word hsünlu furnishes

p.267

an additional proof towards its identification, as its

sound in the Southern dialects, which may have resembled the ancient
sound, hun-luk, is clearly connected with Turkish ghyunluk, the name for
Olibanum in that language 3. The question arises how this word came

1 Plin., XII, 25 (55), 124 : Proxima Judaeæ Syria supra Phœnicen styracem gignit circa

Gabala et Marathunta et Casium Seleuciae montem, etcř. Cf. Dioscorid., de Mat. Med.,
lib. I, cap. LXXIX, quoted by Hanbury, l.c., p. 130. According to Pliny the qualities
produced in Syria were the best ; those of Asia Minor, Cyprus and Creta came after.
2 According to Nos. 2091, 1083, 1554 and 629 in Julienřs Méthode, etc., the Chinese
equivalent of the Sanscrit sound turushka (tourouchka, Julien). It appears from Julienřs
No. 629 that this word is explained in the Fan-i-ming-i, ch. VIII, p. 7, which I regret not
being able to consult at present.
3 The word is quoted as the Turkish name of that drug in Hanbury, Science Papers, ed.
Ince, p. 142, note 4.
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into the Wei-lio, and from what language it was then derived ; and,
whether it is not a foreign term in the Turkish language. One of the
various equivalents mentioned in the Kang-mu is the term Mo-lê-hsiang
(old sound : malek ?), which name may be derived from a Semitic root
(melek, malch, etc.), though I do not wish to do more than draw
attention to this possibility. Another name is tu-lu-hsiang, which may
represent the root thur of the Latin equivalent thus.
There seems to be, with all these linguistic probabilities in connection
with the Chinese identification, little doubt that the Hsün-lu of the Wei-lio
is Olibanum or Frankincense. The difficulty is that, far from being
produced in Syria, this drug had been imported from remote antiquity by
the Phœnicians from Arabia and the neighbourhood of Cape Guardafui
for the use of their temples. But Phœnician and Syrian, as well as Indian,
traders had no doubt supplies of it amongst their cargoes, and may thus
have come to be credited with being the producers. The Wei-lio and the
Nan-fang-i-wu-chih, quoted in Pên-ts’ao-kang-mu, ch. 34,

p.267

p. 45,

are, therefore, probably not literally right in saying that Hsün-lu-hsiang
comes from Ta-tsřin 1.
*
I do not intend to speak of all the products mentioned in the lists
handed down in Chinese records. But, before closing my remarks on Tatsřin drugs, I wish to draw attention to a most characteristic product of
the Roman Orient, the Řfinger-nail flowerř, called Chih-chia (
Chinese. The Nan-fang-ts’ao-mu-chuang says of it

2

) in

: ŖThe Chih-chia [i.

1 The account given of the tree yielding the drug, as given in that ancient botanical work,

somewhat explains the origin ; it says : ŖOn the sea-coast there grows a large tree, the
twigs and leaves of which are straight like those of the ku-sung (a kind of pinus ?) ; it
grows in the sand. During midsummer, gum will flow out on the sand ; it is shaped like
the gum (resin) of peach trees. The barbarians (i-jên) collect it for sale to travelling
merchants. If these fail to arrive, they consume it themselvesŗ. The allusion to
barbarians suggests that the drug was probably not produced in Ta-tsřin itself, but that
the Ta-tsřin people must have been the Řtravelling merchantsř who brought it on to China.
2 Cf. E. C. Taintor, ŘHenna in Chinař, Notes and Queries, Vol. II (1868), p. 46.
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e., finger-nail] flower grows on a tree, five or six chřih in height, with soft
and slender branches. Its leaves are like the tender Yü. Its snowy
whiteness and flavour resemble that of the Yeh-hsi-ming or Mo-li-hua. It
was also brought by Hu people (Persians, Arabs ?) from Ta-tsřin, who
transplanted it to Nan-hai [i. e., Canton] ; yet, these flowers are very
numerous. They are fine, like half a grain of rice, but rather larger. The
people there often pluck them and place them in their

p.269

pockets and

sleeves for the sake of their smell. Another name of the flower is Sanmo-hua. The plant here described has been generally referred to the
Lawsonia

inermis,

L.,

furnishing

the

Henna

of

the

Levant.

A

correspondent of Notes and Queries (Vol. I, p. 40 seq.) says, with regard
to this point :
ŖIn Western Asia and Northern Africa, henna is extensively
used as a dye for the finger-nails of women and children, and
in some places it is used also by men, and applied to the
hands, feet, hair and beard, and also to the manes and tails of
horses 1. Its application as a reddish brown dye for the fingernails is, however, the most universal ; when used for the hair it
is changed to black by a subsequent application of indigo. The
custom is one of great antiquity ; henna is supposed to be the
Řcamphireř mentioned in the Song of Solomon (I, 14, and IV,
13) ; and the expression in Deuteronomy (XXI, 12) Řpare her
nailsř may be rendered Řadorn her nailsř, and alludes to this
practice ; evidence of it has also been found in Egyptian
mummies. Henna is derived from a tree called

p.270

Lawsonia

inermis, the leaves of which are beaten into a paste and thus
applied.
1 Mr. Parker suggested to me the possibility of the expression pai-ma-chu-lieh in the

passages I 18, P 49h and i, and Q 21, where mao, mane, stands for lieh, meaning : Řwhite
horses with red manesř. The above-mentioned habit of dyeing the manes of horses would
greatly support this translation as far as matter of fact goes ; but, can it be justified that
chu-lieh as the dependent noun does not precede pai-ma ? Should not the above words,
rendered into Chinese, read : chu-lieh pai-ma rather than pai-ma-chu-lieh ?
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ŖLawsonia inermis

1

is a common shrub of cultivation in

Kwangtung, and its flowers are extensively used in bouquets
and by women to adorn their hair ; but numerous enquiries
that I have made among a Punti population, have failed to
elicit any logical reason for its name, (finger-nail flower), and it
is interesting to find that, though not generally known to the
Puntis, the custom of dyeing the finger-nails by an application
of the pounded leaves of this tree, exactly as has been done
for thousands of years, and is done to this day in the West of
Asia, is practised by the young girls among the Hakkas of
Kwangtungŗ.
The author of the note on p. 46 of Vol. II of Notes and Queries, the
late Mr. Taintor, draws attention to the curious similarity in name
between the flower there mentioned and called in Chinese Yeh-hsi-ming
(old round Ya-si-ming ?) and the botanical name of the plant it denotes
(Jasminum officinale, L. ?), which is nearly related to the mo-li-hua
(Jasminum Sambac, L.). The Nan-fang-ts’ao-mu-chuang devotes an
article to this plant also, in which it is distinctly stated that it was
brought to Nan-hai (Canton) from western countries (hsi-kuo) by Hu
people (Arabs, Persians ?). This foreign name, which is now common to
all

p.271

European languages, is said to be derived from Arabo-Persian

jâsamîn, and the occurrence of the word in a Chinese record written
about A.D. 300 2, shows that it must have been in early use. I do not
wish to commit myself to any positive statement as to the identification
of the term hu (

), very common in Chinese ethnographical records of

all ages. This word has probably various senses ; but in connection with
the extreme west, I am inclined to assume it denoted the inhabitants of
the coast of the Persian Gulf, especially those of the Euphrates and Tigris

1 According to Dr. Hance (Notes and Queries, Vol. II, p. 29) the common garden balsam

(Impatiens balsamina, L.) is also used for dyeing the nails.
2 See Bretschneider, Bot. Sin., l.c., p. 38.
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countries, or travelling Arabs. It appears that the Hu-jên who brought
the Henna plant from Ta-tsřin to China were not Ta-tsřin people, but
belonged to another nationality trading between Ta-tsřin and China ;
they may have had factories at Canton (Nan-hai) as, without taking a
certain permanent interest in the country, they would not have thought
of introducing foreign plants to this distant soil. The two passages quoted
from the Nan-fang-ts’ao-mu-chuang seem to throw a certain light on the
trade with the far east inasmuch as they suggest that Canton (Nan-hai)
was during that time (about A.D. 300)
which

p.272

1

the terminus of navigation to

foreigners were in the habit of resorting, and that these

foreigners were Hu people. Neumannřs remarks anent the Hu people and
the Hu writing

2

do certainly not contradict this assumption. However,

this question cannot be decided upon all at once, and a special enquiry,
based on a large number of ancient passages, will be a great
desideratum for this kind of research.
*
The Nan-fang-ts’ao-mu-chuang further contains the following notice :
ŖMi-hsiang-chih (

) (i. e., honey-fragrance paper) is

made of the bark and leaves of the mi-hsiang tree ; its colour
is grayish, and it has spots giving it the appearance of fishspawn. It is very fragrant, but strong and pliable ; it may be
soaked in water without spoiling. In the fifth year of Třai-křang
of the Chin dynasty (A.D. 284) Ta-tsřin presented 30,000
rolls 3 . The [Chinese] Emperor bestowed 10,000 rolls on the

1 It was very nearly about that time that an embassy, probably like the An-tun mission,

a commercial expedition, arrived from Ta-tsřin (F 20 ; Q 36 ; R 22), and I am inclined
believe that they opened the way to Canton ; for, not too long before, at the beginning
that century, in A.D. 226, the merchant Tsřin-lun still landed in Tung-king, and not
Canton (H 8).
2 ŖZur Geschichte der Schrift bei den tatarischen Völkerschaftenŗ in Asiat. Studien,
130 seqq.
3 It is very probable that this paper was brought by the so-called embassy mentioned
the Chin-shu (F 20). See Note 2 on p. 271.
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general field-marshal, ŘSubjugator of the Southř, the Marquess
of Tang-yang Tu Yü 1, commanding him to write thereon the
works compiled by him, namely, the Ch’un-ch’iu-shih-lieh
the

Ching-chuan-chi-chieh,

p.273

to

be

submitted

to

2

and
the

throne 3. But Tu Yü died before the paper had reached him ;
the latter was, therefore, handed to his family by Imperial
command to be kept by themŗ.
The above passage from the Nan-fang-ts’ao-mu-chuang has given rise
to the assumption that a quantity of Roman paper, the produce of the
Papyrus plant, took its way to China, as a present from the then reigning
Roman emperor. Dr. Edkins, in an article ŘOn the origin of Paper-making in
Chinař, in Notes and Queries, Vol. I, p. 67 seq., even makes use of it to
show that the idea of manufacturing paper was first introduced to China
from the west. I do not wish to interfere with all the cherished notions of
our writers on ancient civilisation ; but as regards this fact, I cannot help
saying that I consider it very doubtful. Thirty thousand rolls of paper
represent a big cargo, and as the Chinese at that time were already in the
possession of a voluminous literature written on paper of silk and other
materials which must have suited their own purposes at least as well as
the Alexandrian Řchartæř, it does not seem probable that a p.274 present of
such a bulky nature should have been sent on this lengthy journey, in
order to introduce a mission, official or commercial. Pauthier

4

thinks he

cannot credit Diocletian with presenting such a valuable gift, and therefore

1 See Mayers, Manual, No. 684.
2 Cf. Bretschneider, Bot. Sin., l.c., p. 144 : No. 89.
3 I strongly suspect that Pauthier who (Mémoires sur l’Antiquité Chinoise, p. 252)

translates an apparently identical passage from the Chêng-tzü-t’ung, labours under some
kind of misunderstanding in saying : « … le Ta Thsin vint offrir en présent trente mille
pièces de ce même papier. Lř empereur des Tçin (Wou-ti, alors régnant) donna, de son
côté, à lřenvoyé (du Ta Thsîn) dix mille larges pièces dřétoffes préparées, et une copie
manuscrite du Tchûn-thsiêou (Annales du royaume de Lou, par Confucius), placée dans
une enveloppe bois de pêcher rouge ».
4 Mémoires, etc., l.c. « Le présent de trente mille pièces de Řpapierř porté par
lřambassadeur à lřempereur de la Chine nřaurait guère été du goût de Dioclétien, en
supposant quřil en ait eu les moyens ».
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believes the embassy to have come from the Sassanide king. My own
personal opinion is that neither the former, nor the latter sent any paper,
nor even an embassy to China ; but that Syrian or Alexandrian merchants
reached Annam via Ceylon in the same way as the so-called embassy of
A.D. 166 ; that, in order to obtain certain trading privileges, possibly the
opening to trade of the port of Canton 1, they had to send presents to the
court of China ; and, having disposed of their Ta-tsřin goods, they
invested part of the proceeds of their sales in the purchase of local
(Annam) produce to serve in lieu of original home articles, as a present to
the emperor. Such a mode of dealing with the Chinese court would not
have been without precedent, since even the very first mission of A.D.
166 presented Annamese goods, viz., ivory, rhinoceros horns and
tortoise-shell (E 33, etc). I base this view on the fact that the tree called
Mi-hsiang-shu, the bark and leaves of which are said, in the Nan-fangts’ao-mu-chuang, to furnish that kind of fragrant paper Řpresented by Tatsřinř, is not
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mentioned in any of the Ta-tsřin records we have

examined amongst the products of the country ; and that we possess a
distinct statement in the very same authority from which the paper
account is derived 2, that this tree grows in Chiao-chih, i. e., Tung-king.
*
Amongst the products realgar and orpiment (P 49gg) are almost a
speciality of Syria. Pliny (XXXIII, 4 (22), 79) tells us a story how gold
was made Řex auripigmento, quod in Syria foditurř.
1 See note 2 on p. 271.
2 Nan-fang-ts’ao-mu-chuang, ch. 2, in the account following that of the Chih-chia or finger-

nail flower. There, eight different hsiang or incenses, including the mi-hsiang, or honeyfragrance, and the ch’ên-hsiang, which name stands for Garoo wood (Aquilaria Agallocha,
Roxb.) in the modern Customs Tariff, are said to be derived from one and the same tree,
called mi-hsiang-shu. Regarding the ch’ên-hsiang, see Hanbury, ŘNotes on Chinese Materia
Medicař, in Transact. of the Linn. Soc., 1860-62, reprinted in Science Papers, p. 263 seqq.
If, as the Chinese authority states, Garoo wood is derived from the same tree which
furnishes the paper in question, there can be no doubt that the paper was produced in
Annam and not in a western country, where I understand the tree referred to did not grow.
The Chinese description of the Mi-hsiang-shu answers well enough to the Annamese tree,
but not by any means to the Papyrus plant of Egypt or Syria.
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Copper was produced in excellent quality on the island of Cyprus ;
gold and silver occurred in the country, but it is probably, as I have
insinuated on p. 244, rather owing to the fact of trade in these precious
metals having been in the hands of Syrian or Alexandrian merchants that
their names became associated with the products of Ta-tsřin. The same
p.276

reason will hold good for other metals found in the Ta-tsřin list of

products, all of which probably came from Alexandria, the central depôt
for the Roman trade in metals.
*
The Chiu-t’ang-shu (K 36) says that, Ŗin the end year of the period
Chřien-fêng (= A.D. 667) Fu-lin sent an embassy to China offering Tiyeh-ka (

, old sound : téyaka)ŗ.

Mr. Phillips (China Review, Vol. VII, p. 414) remarks with regard to
this article of tribute : ŖThis, a Chinese scholar informs me, is the same
as Shên-křan, that is, a shrine or moveable box in which figures of gods
were placed. Another Chinese suggests Kia-lan, or Tsêng-křia-lan,
Sanscrit Sangarana, a temple and a shrine. Vide Williamsř Dictionary,
under character Lanŗ.
It appears to me that both the Hsien-shêng advising Mr. Phillips were
wrong, and I should like to know on what authority they could base their
identifications. Ti-yeh-ka was a drug, highly valued in western countries,
though probably not imported with much success in China. It is
apparently first mentioned in the T’ang-pên-ts’ao, the pharmacopœia of
the Třang dynasty, published during the middle of the 7th century 1. The
p.277

Pên-ts’ao-kang-mu (ch. 50B, p. 45) contains a short account of it 2.

It came from the countries of the west, and the people there say that
pigřs gall is used in making it, that it resembles the Chiu-huai pill in

1 Regarding this work, see Bretschneider, Bot. Sin., l.c., p. 44.
2 The word is there written with the characters ti yeh-ka, identical in sound with the

name appearing in the Chiu-t’ang-shu.
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shape, and that it is red and black in colour 1. It was known in Canton
during the Sung dynasty. Its taste is bitter and cold ; it is not
poisonous ; its medical qualities are those of a panacea inasmuch as it
cures pai-ping-chung-ngo, Řthe evil effects in all diseasesř, etc.
I do not hesitate to identify this drug with the theriac (Greek ηά
ζεξηαθά=téyaka, ti-yeh-ka) of
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ancient and mediæval renown. This

celebrated panacea was, according to Pliny

(XXIX, 1 (8), 24),

Řexcogitata compositio luxuriæř. It was made of six hundred, i. e., a
great many, different ingredients. The same author (XX, 24 (100), 264)
has preserved a recipe of the theriac used by Antiochus the Great as an
antidote against all poisons excepting that of the viper. It contained no
gall, it is true, but it states that the medicine was made into pills of a
certain weight (Řpastillos victoriati ponderisř). Another recipe will be
found in Pliny (XXIX, 4 (21), 70), in which theriac is also made into
pills. From later accounts it appears that the composition of the drug
varied at different times, and it looks as if the essential point in the
matter is, that it was at any time a very complicated, expensive, and
fashionable medicine. Pliny (XXIX, 1 (8), 25) seems to consider it an
ostentatious humbug, and the Chinese may have been right in not
giving it a more prominent place in their materia medica. I have seen
later recipes for theriac containing substances which must have
1 The 23rd volume of a manuscript pharmacopœia now in my possession, the Pen-ts’ao-

pin-hui-ching-yao, written in A.D. 1506 by the Imperial Medical College of the Ming,
contains besides the text, coinciding in its main points with that of the Kang-mu, a
water-coloured illustration, apparently describing the moment when a sample of this drug
was presented to a Chinese emperor. The figure of the latter, it is true, looks somewhat
plain ; he sits on a piece of rock instead of a throne, and we could not guess his dignified
position but for the figure of a foreigner kneeling before him and holding a dish in his
hands, which are covered with a green napkin. The dish contains a number of pills of the
size of a billiard ball, red and black in colour. According to the text of the manuscript
(and also in my edition of the Chêng-lei-pên-ts’ao, printed in A.D. 1523) the western
makers mix chu-tan, i.e., the Řgall of various animalsř. It appears that the expression
chu-tan, i.e., Řpigsř gallř, in the text of the Kang-mu is an arbitrary change from the
former ; for, in the manuscript it is distinctly stated that Řvarious gallsř are ho-ho,
Řmixedř. The manuscript quotes from the T’ang-pên-chu that Ŗforeigners at the time [i.e.,
during the Třang dynasty] considered it as highly valuable, and that a trial would prove
its efficacy as a medicine. The drug was to be kept in porcelain vessels. Its smell is
described as rancid, probably because, by the time it arrived in China, it was spoiled.
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imparted to it an intrinsically bitter taste, such as myrrh, snakesř gall
and opium. The latter drug probably often entered in large proportions.
The Mussulmans of the middle ages who wished to enjoy the effect of
either hemp or opium, took this compound in lieu of these drugs
themselves ; and we may be allowed to conjecture that Opium was first
brought to China in this disguise. DřHerbelot (Bibliothèque Orientale)
says, under the word Benk, which is the name used in Western Asia for
the hen-bane plant, also applied
hemp-leaves

1
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to the narcotic prepared from

:

« Ceux qui usent ordinairement du Benk et de lřAfioun
[=Opium], sont nommez par les Arabes, Persans et Turcs
Benghi, et Afiúni, et passent parmi eux pour des débauchez :
car ces deux drogues qui ôtent la liberté de lřesprit et lřusage
de la raison, produisent le même effet que le vin, sont
condamnées par les Docteurs Musulmans les plus rigides, quoy
quřil nřen soit fait aucune mention dans lřAlcoran ; et parce que
la Theriaque quoyque permise, prête souvent son nom à ces
deux drogues, le nom de Theriaki ou preneur de Theriaque,
sřapplique aussi à un débauché.
According to Arab historians the best Theriac came from the province of
Irák or Baghdad (see dřHerbelot, l. c., Vol. III, p. 453).
*
The Hsin-t’ang-shu (L 38 ; cf. Q 51 and R 31) contains a curious
account of some kind of barter trade said to be carried on Řon the
western seař. We may be safe in assuming that neither Syrian nor
Alexandrian merchants ever concluded a single bargain in this primitive

1 The Chinese were apparently not unacquainted with this preparation. Western or

foreign hemp (=flax ?) was introduced into China by Chang-ch'ien. (Ko-chih-ching-yüan,
ch. 61, p. 22 B) The effect of eating the juice of the hemp plant must have been known
in China as early as the 4th century A.D., as the Shih-i-chi, quoted in the Ko-chih-chingyüan, speaks of the juice of hemp, the eating of which causes one to see spirits.
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manner in their own country, and the words Řon the western seař seem
p.280

to indicate that the custom described existed somewhere on neutral

soil as the point of rendez-vous. The passage referred to is probably a
transcript from some older record, and purports to give a description of
the barter trade said to have existed during the first century A.D.
between the aboriginal Singhalese and Chinese or Roman (Syrian,
Alexandrian) traders. Pliny (VI, 22 (24), 88) mentions an almost
identical custom which, according to the reports received from Ceylon
ambassadors to the Emperor Claudius as well as from Roman merchants
(Řnostri negotiatoresř) prevailed on the island of Ceylon ; these reports
were to the effect that Ŗfluminis ulteriore ripa merces positas juxta
venalia tolli ab his, si placeat permutatioŗ.
We may be allowed to declare the two accounts, that of the Hsint’ang-shu and that of Pliny, to refer to one and the same subject, the
ancient barter trade at Ceylon. The name kuei-shih, Řspirit-marketř, or
Řdevil-marketř as it may perhaps be as well rendered, can be easily
explained by a passage in Fa Hsienřs Fo-kuo-chi which beyond all doubt
refers to Ceylon, and which reads, in Mr. Gilesř translation

1

:

ŖThis country had originally no inhabitants ; only devils and
spirits and dragons lived in it, with whom the merchants of
neighbouring countries came to trade. When the exchange of
commodities took place the devils and spirits did not appear in
person,
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but set out their valuables with the prices

attached. Then the merchants, according to the prices, bought
the things and carried them off 2.
Sir James E. Tennent refers to both the Roman and the Chinese

1 Record of the Buddistic Kingdoms, ch. XXXVIII, p. 93.
2 Ma Tuan-linřs chapter on ŘThe Country of Lionsř (shih-tzŭ-kuo = Ceylon), ch. 338, p.

26 ; transl. Julien, in. Journ. Asiat., 1836, Vol. XXIX, p. 36 (quoted in Tennentřs Ceylon,
Vol. I, p. 587, note 3).
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tradition regarding this barter trade 1, and, further, traces its existence
during antiquity as well as in later times to the shyness of the aboriginal
race inhabiting the island. The principal locality where trade was carried
on was, according to Tennent, the port of Galle.
ŖGalleŗ, he says

2

, Ŗin the earlier ages, appears to have

occupied a position in relation to trade of equal if not of greater
importance than that which attaches to it at the present day. It
was the central emporium of a commerce which in turn
enriched

every

country

of

Western

Asia,

elevated

the

merchants of Tyre to the rank of princes, fostered the renown
of the Ptolemies, rendered the wealth and the precious
products of Arabia a gorgeous mystery, freighted the Tigris
with Řbarbaric pearl and goldř, and identified the merchants of
Bagdad and the mariners of Bassora with associations of
adventure and romance. Yet, strange to say, the native
Singhalese appear to have taken no part whatever in this
exciting and
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enriching commerce ; their name is never

mentioned in connection with the immigrant races attracted by
it to their shores, and the only allusions of travellers to the
indigenous inhabitants of the island are in connection with a
custom so remarkable and so peculiar as at once to identify the
tribes to whom it is ascribed with the remnant of the aboriginal
race of Veddahs, whose descendants still haunt the forests in
the east of Ceylon.
Such is the aversion of this untamed race to any intercourse
with civilised life, that when in want of the rude implements
essential to their savage economy, they repair by night to the
nearest village on the confines of their hunting-fields, and
1 Ceylon, Vol. I. pp. 534 and 587, where Fa Hsienřs account is quoted from Rémusatřs

translation.
2 i.e., Vol. I, p. 568.
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indicating by well-understood signs and models the number
and form of the articles required, whether arrow-heads,
hatchets, or cloths, they deposit an equivalent portion of dried
deerřs flesh or honey near the door of the dealer, and retire
unseen to the jungles, returning by stealth within a reasonable
time, to carry away the manufactured articles, which they find
placed at the same spot, in exchange.
This singular custom has been described without variation by
numerous writers on Ceylon, both in recent and remote
timesŗ 1. ŖConcurrent testimony, to the same effect, is found in
the recital of the Chinese Buddhist, Fa Hsien, who in the third
century describes, in his travels, the same strange peculiarity
of the inhabitants in those days, p.283 whom he also designates
Řdemonsř, who deposited, unseen, the precious articles which
they come down to barter with the foreign merchants resorting
to their shores 2.
The chain of evidence is rendered complete by a passage in
Pliny, which, although somewhat obscure (facts relating to the
Seres being confounded with statements regarding Ceylon),
nevertheless serves to show that the custom in question was
then well known to the Singhalese ambassadors sent to the
Emperor Claudius, and was also familiar to the Greek traders
resorting to the island, etc., etcř.
@

The analysis of the various accounts we possess of the country of Fulin, i. e., the Ta-tsřin of the middle ages, shows that we have to
distinguish between two classes of statements made in them, viz. :
1 For quotations, see Tennent, p. 569 with Notes 1-4 on that page.
2 A footnote on p. 570 of the work quoted contains a full record of Chinese passages

repeating, or alluding to, the same account. I may add to these the passages referred to
in our Ta-tsřin and Fu-lin accounts L 38, Q 51 and R 31.
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1st, statements which have appeared already in the previous accounts
of Ta-tsřin, and which we must, therefore, assume to have been
transferred thence by the compilers of the new accounts ;
2nd,

statements

which

have

been

newly

introduced

from

contemporaneous sources.
If we deduct from these mediæval records all

p.284

old Ta-tsřin

information, that which remains bears a certain characteristic stamp
which I feel inclined to describe as Řecclesiasticalř. It is the merit of Mr.
George Phillips to have first drawn attention to this, in my opinion the
only reasonable, explanation we may attempt of the Fu-lin mystery 1.
The so-called ŘKing of Fu-linř must be an ecclesiastical ruler. For, the
king who has a tunnel built from his palace to his church, who rarely goes
out, but every seventh day performs divine service with the assistance of
over fifty attendants (R 16-17), and who sends priests to China as tributebearers (K 39) 2, cannot be a worldly monarch. High church dignitaries,
such as any of the
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patriarchs in the east, commanded a powerful

1 I refer to Mr. Phillipsř unpretending note : ŘSupposed Mention in Chinese History of the

Nestorian Missions to China in the 7th and 8th Centuriesř, on p. 412 in Vol. VII of the
China Review, in which the author says with regard to the embassy of A.D. 719 : ŘTo me
it seems that this Ta-tê-sêng gives us the key as to whom the other Envoys were, and I
am inclined to think that the Envoys recorded in the Třang books as coming from Fu-lin
were missionaries of the Nestorian Churchř. The connection between one of the Fu-lin
missions and the arrival of Nestorian missionaries in China as recorded on the Nestorian
Inscription had been already conjectured by Yule (Cathay, etc., Vol. I, pp. LXIV-LXV).
2 The Ta-tê-sêng, sent in A.D. 720. It is by no means insignificant that these priests
were sent, or at least allowed to go with tribute, at a time when a Khalif who was known
for his liberality as regards disbelievers, had just taken charge of the government from
the hands of rulers more or less inimical to Christianity. Omar the Second followed his
cousin Soleiman in A.D. 717 ; he died in A.D. 720 near Emesa, about 70 miles south of
Antioch, on Syrian soil, where he probably spent some time during his reign. Sêng,
though generally meaning a Buddhist priest, may be a priest of any religion if applied to
western countries, just as the Khoran is called Fo-ching, i.e., Buddhařs Canon, elsewhere
(see Yüan-chien-lei-han, ch. 238, p. 25, in the article concerning Medina). Ta-tê-sêng,
however, is the priest of a Christian sect, as I conclude from the test of the inscription of
Si-an-fu, where it is used as an honorary epithet in connection with the personal names
of certain Nestorians, e.g., ta-té O-lo-pên, Řthe Most-virtuous Alopunř (Wylie), something
like the English ŘReverendř or ŘVenerableř. We may be justified, therefore, to translate Tatê-sêng by ŘNestorian priestř. In Buddhistic works, the term is used for bhadanta, a title
like Reverend, given to Buddhist priests (Williams, Syll. Dict., p. 871 ; cf. Giles, Buddh.
Kingdoms, p. 100 : Řa distinguished shaman Ř).
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position amongst the people belonging to their community. Their religious
zeal would excuse any exaggeration of their worldly influence vis-à-vis the
distant nations amongst whom they wished to propagate the Christian
faith. The Nestorian patriarche distinguished themselves at an early period
by the zeal with which they carried on missionary work in Central and
Eastern Asia, and China must have appeared to them a field worthy of
their best efforts. The Chinese emperor Yang-ti of the Sui dynasty (A.D.
605Ŕ617), who extended his conquests far beyond the limits of the
empire of his fathers, tried in vain to open intercourse with Fu-lin (K 33).
In doing so, this enterprising monarch may have been guided by the wish
to see some of the Nestorian scholars at his court ; for his capital, Loyang-fu, had, at his instance, become a place of assembly for all the first
savants of the eastern world, including Taoists and Buddhists. It was not
until the second ruler of the Třang dynasty, Třai-tsung (A.D. 627 to 650),
had ascended the throne that the first Nestorian missionary, by name of
O-lo-pên, arrived in China. O-lo-pên, who as we

p.286

know from the

Nestorian stone inscription, arrived in Chang-an, the present Hsi-an-fu, in
the year 636 A.D. 1, was well received at the Chinese court ; the religious
books he had brought with him were translated under Imperial auspices
and, with all the facilities granted to that Ŗluminous religion of Ta-tsřinŗ
(Ta-ts’in-ching-chiao) after its first introduction in China, O-lo-pên had
become the precursor of a series of missions extending over several
centuries. It was through these Nestorian pioneers, I presume, that the
accounts of Fu-lin, which country, geographically, coincided with the
ancient Ta-tsřin, were brought to China. The name Ta-tsřin had, as a
matter of prudence, been revived by these missionaries who were
perfectly correct in stating that the Ta-tsřin so well known amongst the
Chinese from the accounts of their classical histories was the country they
came from ; they were further correct in stating that the founder of their

1 Cf. Pauthier, l’Inscription de Si-ngan fou, pp. 12 and 13.
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religion was born in Ta-tsřin

1

; Fu-lin was merely another name for Ta-

tsřin introduced by the Nestorians, and these may have said to the
Chinese : ŖWe come from the place where the Messias is born ; the name
of this place is Fu-lin, and it lies in the country known to you as Ta-tsřinŗ.
The name Fu-lin appears to have been first used at about the time when
O-lo-pên arrived. I cannot, at least, discover any earlier mention of it than
that in an account of Persia, appended to the
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Sui-shu, the history of

the Sui dynasty, compiled during the reign of Třai-tsung, in which Persia is
stated to be bounded in the north-east by Fu-lin. Yüan-chuangřs work, the
Ta-t’ang-his-yü-chi, which was completed in A.D. 646, contains a similar
mention, but the name is there
that this lin

2

written

is identical in sound with lin

characters fu and lin

Fu-lin-kuo. I may add
. The old sound of the two

was most probably not po-lin, as those who

wish to refer it to the Greek пόιηλ would like to make it ; nor fu-lan, which
would suit the defenders of the ŘFrankř etymology 3. It seems to me that
1 Ibid. pp. 8 and 9.
2 Ch. XI, p. 23. The Yen-pao-tan-yü, quoted in the Ko-chih-ching-yüan, ch. 33, p. 31,

has preserved under the name of Fo-lin an account which I have no doubt refers to our
Fu-lin. It says that Řwhen the ambassadors from Fo-lin came to court [the embassy
referred to arrived during the period Ching-yu=A.D. 1034 to 1038, as I conclude from
Křang-hsiřs quotation of the same passage], they stated that this state at the time had
ceased to exist. Its territory was very extensive ; that it was under seventy-two leaders
(chiu-chang) ; there was in the country a Řquicksilver-seař with a circuit of about 40 or 50
liř, etc., etc. I shall refrain from quoting the account of the manner of obtaining the
quicksilver, occupying about half a page in the Ko-chih-ching-yüan, as it apparently
throws no light on the subject. The Ko-chih-ching-yüan, ch. 35, p. 19, has a quotation
from the same work (Yen-pao-tan-yü) in connection with Fu-lin coins, apparently a
transcript of the passage N 16 ; and there the name appears as Fu-lin.
3 Various more or less unhappy suggestions have been made with regard to the origin of
the name Fu-lin. Pauthier (De l’Authenticité, etc., p. 42, Note 3) follows the example of
Mr. Jaquet, who had long before him (Nouv. Journ. Asiat., Vol. IX, 1832, p. 456 seq.,
quoted by von Richthofen, China, Vol. I, p. 535) advanced the derivation from the Greek
accusative пόιηλ as part of the expression εηο ηήλ пόιηλ, alleged to have been originally
used as a name for the capital Constantinople, and supposed to survive in the Turkish
Istanbúl. True barbarians they must have been, the mediæval Constantinopolitans, who
could reply to the question : Řwhere do you liveř, by εηο ηήλ пόιηλ. However, this
etymology seems to be universally recognised since Sir Wm. Ouseley, in his Travels (Vol.
III, p. 573) has shown some parallel cases, and it may pass as far as Istanbul is
concerned, although Sádik Isfaháni (transl. J. C. for Orient. Transl. Fund, London, 1832,
p. 7) maintains that this word in the Turkish language signifies, Řyou will find (there)
whatever you wishř. To connect, however, the sound polin with our Fu-lin, is not much
better than Visdelouřs Hellen (dřHerbelot, Bibl. Orient., Vol. IV, p. 423 ; cf. Neumann,
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here, if anywhere,

p.288

Dr. Edkins may be trusted as a guide with regard

to the old sound. The phonetic value given by
character fu

p.289

his authority

1

to the

is but, and as this character, according to native

dictionaries, belongs to the same phonetic group as fo

, Buddha, which

represents the first syllable bud in this Indian name, and is pronounced fat
in Cantonese, and butsu in Japanese, there is apparently sufficient
evidence for assuming its old sound to have been but, and not po or fu.
The second character, lin (

) belongs to a phonetic group the final of

which, in the southern dialects, is m ; it is pronounced lám in Cantonese
and lím in the Amoy dialect. The old sound of the name Fu-lin may,
therefore, be safely assumed to have been But-lím or But-lám 2.
Having thus shown the probable old sound of the name, I come back
Asiat. Studien, p. 172). Bretschneider (Arabs, etc., p. 23) shows that he was well aware
of the old sound of the first syllable having been bot ; and yet he agreed (l.c.) to Jaquetřs
conjecture. In a later work (Mediæval Travellers, etc., p. 86, Note 131) the same author
is at some pains to defend the connection between ŘFu-linř (said to have been
pronounced fu-lan) and the word ŘFrankř which, according to von Richthofen (China, Vol.
I, p. 535) was believed in by de Guignes, and which has been recently revived by Dr. O.
F. von Moellendorff (China Review, Vol. VI, p. 349). lt seems not out of place to refute in
detail an error so persistently recurring. As I have stated above, the Chinese name Fu-lin
occurs in works written during the first half of the 7th century (Sui-shu and Hsüan
Chuangřs Journeys, cf. Introduction, p. 17), i.e., at a time when in my opinion the word
frank cannot possibly have been known in the east. I doubt whether anyone can find an
authority speaking of Europeans as Franks much earlier than the 10th century A.D.
Gibbon (Chap. LIII, Wm. Smith, Vol. VII, p. 33) speaks of the end of that century when
he remarks : ŘA name of some German tribes between the Rhine and the Weser had
spread its victorious influence over the greatest part of Gaul, Germany, and Italy ; and
the common appelation of FRANKS was applied by the Greeks and Arabians to the
Christians of the Latin Church, the nations of the West, who stretched beyond their
knowledge to the shores of the Atlantic Oceanř. To support his view of the use of this
term in a period anterior to the Crusades, Gibbon quotes from Liutprand in Legat. ad
Imp. Nicephorum [p. 483 seq.] : « ex Francis, quo nomine tam Latinos quam Teutones
comprehendit, ludum habuit ». ŖThis extension of the nameŗ, Gibbon says, Ŗmay be
confirmed from Constantine (de Administrando Imperio, I. ii, c. 27, 28) and Eutychius
(Annal., tom I, p. 55, 56), who both lived before the Crusades. The testimonies of
Abulpharagius (Dynast. p. 69) and Abulfeda (Præfat. ad Geograph.) are more recentř.
Liutprand, who, in the work quoted by Gibbon, describes the impressions he received
from the court of Constantinople during his mission thither in A.D. 968, was born about
A.D. 922. Constantine was born in A.D. 905, and Eutychius, the Alexandrian patriarch
(alias Said Ibn Batrik), was born in A.D. 876.
1 Chien Ta-hsin, in his work Shih-chia-chai-yang-hsin-lu. See Edkins, Mandarin Grammar
(second edition, Shanghai, 1874), p. 92.
2 Cf. Notes and Queries, Vol. IV, p. 8.
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to what I suppose to be its origin. Just as the Nestorians actually said in
their celebrated stone inscription : Ŗwe come from the land where the
Lord is born ; and the Lord is p.290 born in Ta-tsřinŗ 1, they may have also
said : ŖWe come from the land where the Lord is born ; and the Lord is
born in Bethlehemŗ, the sound of which name could not be better
represented than by the two syllables which constitute the name Fu-lin,
then pronounced But-lím. To see the name of the town of Bethlehem as
the birthplace of the Messiah, extended to the country to which it
belongs, is by no means singular if we consider that this was done by
religious enthusiasts who must have thought it a great privilege to come
from the Holy Land. Moreover, the fact would be in perfect analogy with
the Buddhistic usage according to which the name Magadha, originally
the birthplace of Buddha, was applied to the whole of India during the
Třang dynasty 2.
Visdelou (dřHerbelot, Bibl. Or., Vol. IV, p. 423) may not have been so
very wrong in comparing the name Hua-lin (

) in the Nestorian

Inscription, which I have translated by Řthe flowery grovesř, to the name
Fu-lin. If it could be proved that the old sound of these two characters was
wa-lim or ba-lim, if not wát-lím or bát-lím, it might look as if the term
hsien-ching hua-lin could be translated by Řthe angelic region of
Bethlehemř,

p.291

which indeed occupied the west of Ta-tsřin (Syria,

Shám ; cf. L 5 and note, Q 41, R 24) just as the Řcoral seař made the
southern, and the Chung-pao-shan (the Taurus range) the northern, and
Řthe Long Windsř and Řthe Weak Waterř the eastern, boundary. I do not
know what the ŘLong Windsř could possibly mean in the east of Syria ; but
the ŘWeak Waterř may apply to the Euphrates owing to an association with
the mythological Jo-shui of the Chinese which, like the Euphrates, could

1 Pauthier, l’Inscription, etc., p. 13, § 11 and p. 7, § 6 : « a virgin gave birth to the holy

one at Ta-tsřinŗ.
2 The Hsin-yang-shu (Lieh-chuan, ch. 146, p. 23) introduces this name as an equivalent
of Tien-chu-kuo, i.e. India.
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be navigated upon in skin-boats. I may here be allowed a departure from
the subject in hand, in order to correct a very common misunderstanding
which has led to the identification of the ŘWeak Waterř with the Dead Sea.
ŘWeak Waterř is not so called on account of buoyancy ; for, buoyant water
is rather strong than weak. Herodotus (lib. III, 23) describes a fountain in
Æthiopia, Ŗthe water of which is so weak (ύδσξ αζζελέο=

) that

nothing is able to float upon it, neither wood nor such things as are lighter
than wood, but everything sinks to the bottomŗ, and the Paradoxographus
Vaticanus Rohdii (see Rerum Naturalium Scriptores Græci Minores, ed. O.
Keller, c. XXXVI, on p. 110 of Vol. I) speaks of a spring called Sille, in
India, εθ’ήο ηά ειαθξόηαηα θαηαπνληηδεηαη (Cf Strab., c. 703). This is
indeed the sense in which the Chinese understand their Jo-shui. The first
mention of the ŘWeak Waterř is apparently made in the Yü-kung (I, 10, 72,
Legge, p. 123 and Note on p. 124) : p.292 ŖThe Weak Water was conducted
westwards. The king was led to mingle its waters with those of the Wei
(river)ŗ. Tsřai-chřên, commenting on this passage, quotes the poet Liu
Tsung-yüan (A.D. 773Ŕ819) who says : ŖIn the hills (islands or lands) on
the western sea there is a water (river) spreading out and having no
strength (coherence) ; it does not carry even a trifling object, and
whatever is put on its surface will drop down to the bottom and remain
there, ŕ whence it is called Weak Waterŗ. As described in the Yü-kung,
the Jo-shui must have been a river, and not a lake ; it was near the
western boundary of China, which at that time meant as much as the
western terminus of the world. Tsřai-chřên goes on to quote from other
authorities a number of passages relating to the Weak Water (cf. the
exhaustive notes in the T’ung-chien-kang-mu, ch. 25, under 6th year of
Wên-ti of the anterior Sung, p. 9), and in due course mentions the Jo-shui
of Třiao-chih ; Ŗand as this country is yet over a hundred days distant from
a place 12,200 li west of Chřang-an (Hsi-an-fu)ŗ, he argues, Ŗit cannot be
identical with the Weak Water of the Yü-kungŗ. The Weak Water, as well
as the other terms usually mentioned together with it, the Hsi-wang-mu,
the Red Water (Ch’ih-shui) and the Flying Sands (Liu-sha), appear in very
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old Chinese legends, and although it would be a fruitless task to ascertain
their actual whereabouts (cf. Mayers, Manual, Nos. 236, 330 and 572), so
much is

p.293

certain, that these imaginary abodes of a fairy queen were,

according to the ideas of the original legend-writers, neither in Třiao-chih
nor in Ta-tsřin. But it looks as if ancient reports received in China from
those countries contained certain features recalling associations connected
with the still earlier Hsi-wang-mu legends. I have drawn attention to the
navigation of the Euphrates as one of the points of contact. Legge (Shoo
king, p. 124) adds to his note on the Weak Water : ŖSome accounts say
that it can be crossed in coracles of skin, etcř. I am indebted to Mr.
Kingsmill for the suggestion that the Hsi-wang-mu legends moved farther
west in the imagination of the Chinese in the same degree in which
geographical discovery opened up new countries in that direction of the
compass ; they occupied indeed the terra incognita beyond the western
boundary of the world known by the Chinese at the several periods of
antiquity. This will account for all these utopianisms being stated to exist
in the west of Ta-tsřin (E 34, I 21, etc.).
*
We read in both the T’ang-shu (K 34 and L 41), and in Ma Tuan-lin
(Q 66) that a mission was sent to China from Fu-lin in A.D. 643 by the
king of Fu-lin, Po-to-li. Who was Po-to-li ? This name has indeed, ever
since the T’ang-shu account became known in Europe, been a great
puzzle to western sinologues. Pauthier (l’Inscription, etc., p. 48) sees in
it the name of Pope Theodorus. Bretschneider is at a loss how to explain
it, as p.294 Constantinople, at that time, was the residence of the emperor
Heraclius Constans. I venture to submit the following solution to the
judgment of those who maintain that etymologies are essential in the
identification of historical and geographical accounts, and in doing so, I
merely follow the example of Mr. Phillips who, indeed, made the very
same suggestion years ago (China Review, Vol. VII, p. 414).
The old pronunciation of this name was probably Bat-da-lik (the
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modern Cantonese sound is : Po-to-lik) ; and this, in default of any
prominent personage being mentioned under a similar name in that
period of the history of Syria, I consider as the Chinese form of Arabic
Bathric. DřHerbelot (Bibl. Orient., Vol. I, p. 380) says : « Bathrik et
Bathrirak, dont le pluriel est Batharekah, signifie en Arab, Persien et
Turc, le Patriarche des Chrêtiens de chaque Secte et de chaque Eglise ».
It is further stated by dřHerbelot that, at the council of Constantinople
held under Theodosius the Great in A.D. 381, the rank of the patriarchs,
the spiritual rulers over large countries, was fixed, and that the patriarch
of Antioch was to rank fourth amongst five (viz., those of Rome,
Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem).
There is, however, one doubtful point in this assumption : the
Řpatriarch of Antiochř was a Catholic, and the Nestorian patriarch may not
have resided at the capital (Antioch), but at Edessa or some other city in
the neighbourhood. This
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doubt is somewhat alleviated by the fact

that our account of Po-to-liřs mission refers to the period following the
Arab conquest ; that the Catholic patriarchate of Antioch and the sees of
Jerusalem and Alexandria remained practically unoccupied after the Arab
occupation for the reason that their possessors, living in the Greek
empire, were merely titulars 1. I am not able to say whether the heads of
the Nestorian church were allowed by the Arabs to reside at Antioch, and
if they were, whether they made use of the privilege ; but, even if this
has not been the case, they certainly resided in Syria, and had no reason
to contradict the traditions they found in China with regard to the capital
of Syria or Ta-tsřin. The Nestorians held such an influential position at
the courts of the Khalifs and their satraps that the part attributed to
them as mediators between the west and the far east would have met
with no difficulty from a political point of view.
*

1 Gieseler, Eccles. Hist., transl. S. Davidson, Edinb., 1848, Vol. II, p. 172.
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The siege of the capital of Fu-lin, as mentioned in the Chiu-t’ang-shu
(K 35) and in the Hsin-t’ang-shu (L 42 and 43) is described in a text
narrating certain historical facts in a chronological series. In the firstnamed work, the facts stated appear in the following order :
1.

The emperor Yang-ti wishes to communicate with Fu-lin, A.D.
605-61 7, (K 33). p.296

2.

An embassy is sent to China in A.D. 643 (K 34).

3.

The capital of Fu-lin is besieged by the Arabs, and finally
submits to Arab rule (K 35).

4.

An embassy is sent to China in A.D. 667 (K 36).

5.

An embassy is sent in A.D. 701 (K 37).

6.

An embassy is sent in A.D. 719 (K 38).

Although no date is mentioned in connection with the siege of the Fulin capital, the strictly chronological order in which these facts are
enumerated in the Třang annals, clearly shows that the event referred to
must have taken place previous to A.D. 667. Its being mentioned
immediately after the embassy of A.D. 643 strongly suggests that the
news regarding the political change having taken place in the country
was brought to China by that embassy, and that the siege actually took
place previous to A.D. 643. The first siege of Constantinople by the
Arabs began in A.D. 668 and lasted till A.D. 675, and although this city
escaped conquest likewise by the payment of tribute, the account in the
T’ang-shu cannot refer to it owing to this difference in time ; moreover,
Constantinople has never become subject to the Arabs as the capital of
Fu-lin has according to the Chinese record. On the other hand, Antioch
was besieged by the Arabs in A.D. 638 ; the ŘQueen of the Eastř had to
ransom the preservation of life and religious
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freedom by the

payment of tribute, and became a provincial city of the Khalif empire 1.

1 The Arab General sent against Antioch is in both versions of the T'ang annals (K 35,

L 42) called Mo-i, which name is clearly the equivalent of that of Muavia, who was born
about A.D. 600, and became governor of Syria in A.D. 644. History mentions the
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The Chiu-t’ang-shu (ch. 198, lieh-chuan 148), in the account of Tashih, p. 20) says that the Arabs or Ta-shih Ŗgot into the possession of
grain and flour (i. e., grain-producing countries) on having defeated Possŭ (Persia) and Fu-lin in the beginning of the period Lung-so (=A.D.
661)ŗ. This passage shows clearly that the conquest of Fu-lin was
concluded in the year referred to ; it is the year in which Muavia had,
after a long struggle for supreme power, become sole master of the
Khalif empire, i. e., of Persia and Syria with Egypt. The passage may
involve that the capital of Fu-lin had been in the hands of the Arabs
some time previously ; but it excludes in my opinion the assumption of
its siege and conquest after the year 661.
*
In the Sung-shu and the Chu-fan-chih we find Fu-lin described as a
province or satrapy of the Seldjuk empire. It is very probable that the p.298
Nestorian see had then been removed, perhaps to Edessa ; for, south-east
of it, you go to Mieh-li-sha, and north and west a considerable journey is
to be performed, in order to reach the sea (N 1). The name Mieh-li-sha
(old sound : Mi-lik-sha) cannot possibly be misunderstood. It is the name
of the Sultan Milikshah who then (i. e., at the time when the Sung
embassy arrived in China, or A.D. 1081) was the most powerful ruler in
the west of Asia and whose capital was at Baghdad. The characters mieh-li
(

) represent in this name the Arab word milik or melek, and this will

furnish us the key for reading the other mysterious name in the passage
N 3, Mieh-li-i-ling-kai-sa. This, I conjecture, is the name of one of the
diadochs who had taken possession of Syria as vassals of the Sultan. De
Guignes (Hist. des Huns, III, p. 162) gives the following account with
regard to the titles Sultan and Malek (or Melek) : When Mahmud (the
Ghaznavide) came back to Ghazna with the title Ghazi or ŘConquerorř (in

generals Abu Ubeida and Chalid as charged with the conquest of Antioch, and I am at a
loss how to explain the Chinese statement. I am at present not in the position to say
whether Muavia could have possibly taken part in the conquest.
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A.D. 1002), he had to make war against Khalaf, the governor of a
neighbouring province, who finally submitted, addressing Mahmud by the
title of Sultan, « et ce titre jusquřalors inconnu devint en usage parmi les
princes Mahometans ; il plut à Mahmoud qui le porta le premier.
Auparavant les princes prenaient celui de Malek ou de Roi. Dans la suite
celui-ci sřavilit et ne fut plus donné quřà des princes tributaires et soumis
aux sultans ». Such is the mutual relation of the two rulers mentioned in
p.299

the accounts of the Sung dynasty. The king of the Ta-shih, who is

styled su-tan (sultan) and who rends tribute (R 18), was probably a
Seldjuk ruler, as the title Sultan was not in use before the year A.D. 1002.
The tribute paid by him to the country of Fu-lin would in this place not
have to be looked upon as a sign of submission, but as the necessary
support which a feudal lord lends his representative on a minor throne ;
this view is supported by the remark that the Ta-shih (here Seldjuk) army
has to restore order when trouble arises in the kingdom of the ruler of Fulin, who is given the title Melek, denoting at this time a Řprince tributaireř.
The King of Fu-lin, whom the mission arriving at the court of China in A.D.
1081 called their lord, and who was styled Mieh-li-i-ling-kai-sa 1 , must
have been a Melek, i. e., one of the Seldjuk satraps, perhaps Tutusch, the
Sultanřs brother, or Soliman, who were both made subkings (Melek) by the
Sultan in A.D. 1078. This somewhat lengthy name mentioned in the Sungshih (N 3) has been referred by de Guignes (l. c., I, 67), and with him by
Pauthier, Bretschneider and others, to ŘMichael VII Parapinacesř, emperor
at Constantinople, and the Chinese expression has been explained as the
equivalent of the words ŘMichaël Cæsarř. I cannot understand how so many
erudite scholars could repeat such a suggestion. For, the monarch referred
to had, in the first instance, p.300 abdicated (he had not died as de Guignes
says, l. c.) in A.D. 1078 ; and 1078 is not 1081 ; and then we may fairly
ask : what relation can there be between the sounds Michael and Mi-li-iling, except their both beginning with the syllable mi ? I have no doubt
1 Bretschneider reads sha for i, for which I can find no authority. (See note 1 on p. 62).
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that the syllables Kai-sa, at the end of the Chinese term, have induced
many to declare that it can only apply to the Csar of the Roman Empire,
for the similarity of these two syllables with Greek Καηζαξ is indeed very
suggestive. But the defenders of this theory forget that, since the Arab
conquest of Syria and other Roman provinces, the Roman emperor was
not the only ruler claiming this title. DřHerbelot, Bibl. Orient., s. v. Caissar,
says : « Les Historiens Orientaux donnent souvent par anticipation le titre
de Caissar aux princes qui ont possédé les pays, que les Empereurs
Romains et Grecs ont depuis conquis dans lřAsie ». As the recognised king
in a formerly Roman province, the representative of Milikshah would have
been right from a Seldjuk point of view, in assuming this title, which may
possibly stand for the words ŘMelek-i-Rûm Kaisarř, i. e., Řunder-king of Rûm
and Cæsarř. King of Rûm was, indeed, the title of Soliman, whose
residence was at Iconium in Asia Minor.
The articles offered by this embassy are characteristic of the country
as well as of the time in which they were brought. They consisted in
saddled horses, swords, and real pearls, ŕ articles

p.301

peculiar to the

industry of Syria, where the city of Damascus was renowned for its
saddlery as well as especially for its sword-blades. Damask blades
became celebrated in Europe through the traffic existing with those parts
during the Crusades, but this industry dates as far back as the reign of
Domitian, i. e., the end of the first century A.D. We need not wonder,
therefore, to find swords amongst the fang-wu or local produce of Fu-lin.
The city of Damask had since the Arab conquest taken the place of
Antioch, whose grandeur had sunk into insignificance after its fall. Omar,
the second Khalif, resided there and in Mekka ; and Muavia and his
successors made it their capital from A.D. 660Ŕ753. This somewhat
explains the importance of Syria amongst the Khalif possessions. Though
merely one of the many subjected Arab states, this province was
destined to keep up the connection between the West and the Far East
just as it had represented the Roman Empire centuries before. We may
say, in a few words, Ta-ts’in was Syria as a Roman province ; Fu-lin was
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Syria as an Arab province during the T’ang dynasty, and as a Seldjuk
province during the Sung dynasty.
*
We read in the Hsin-t’ang-shu (L 34 ; cf. Q 61) that the physicians of
Fu-lin could open the brain and extract worms, in order to cure blindness
(lit. film of the eyes). This art of opening the brain is most probably the
art of trepanning not known p.302 in its application to eye-diseases by the
Chinese of those days, although the opening of skulls for other purposes
appears to have been practised at very early times in China as well as in
several other parts of the world. Mr. Giles draws my attention to a
passage in the San-kuo-chih novel, according to which Hua Třo, a wellknown physician of the second century, the Æsculapius of China (Mayers,
Manual, No. 209) proposed to cure the great Tsřao Tsřao of a cerebral
disease by opening his skull. Mayers (l. c.) calls it acupuncture, and I am
not prepared to say whether it was an operation in the sense of what is
now called trepanning. A trepanned skull was found in an Inca cemetery,
from which fact it may be concluded that the art was at least not unknown
in this secluded civilisation (see E. G. Squier, Peru : Incidents of Travel
and Exploration in the Land of the Incas, New York, 1877, pp. 457 and
577). Broca, the well-known Paris anthropologist, has even drawn
attention to the traces of trepanning executed by means of stones on
human skulls found in graves of the ante-metallic period (Archives
Générales de Médecine, 1877, Vol. II, p. 376). The art was, in ancient
times, quite at home in Asia, and probably more so here than in Italy, as I
conclude from a remark made by Galen (Method. Medend. VI, 6 sub fin.)
who, while describing various methods that may be adopted in opening
the skull, speaks of a particular treatment after the operation practised by
an old p.303 physician called Eudemus, and remarks that he (Galen) might
have had some experience therein, had he been all his time in Asia, and
not spent most of it in Rome. Smyrna, where Galen pursued his Asiatic
studies, must have seen many bold operations long before the Fu-lin
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period, and Syrian physicians practising the art at that time would be no
curiosity, if the Chinese account did not add that, Ŗby extracting worms
they could cure blindnessŗ. The worms we may assume have been added
by the imagination of the Chinese author ; the cure of blindness by
trepanning, however, if not effected often, has at least been described.
Hippocrates (Πεξί λνύζσλ, Littré VII, 26) speaks of cases in which a kind
of brain disease complicated with pain about the eyes, in which the patient
ακβιπώζζεη, and ε θόξε ζρίδεηαη, θαί δνθέεη εθ ηνπ ελόο δύν νξαλ, and
which, if all other treatment fails, is cured by trepanning ; and in his book
on vision (Πεξί όςηνο, ch. 8) he recommends a similar process in the case
of amaurosis. I quote from Littréřs French text (Vol. IX, p.. 159) :
« Lorsque la vue se perd sans maladie apparente des yeux, il faut
pratiquer une incision à la région pariétale, disséquer les parties molles,
trépaner l’os, et évacuer le liquide épanché ; cřest là le traitement, et cřest
ainsi que ces malades guérissent ». I am not able to decide whether such
patients could possibly recover ; but so much seems certain, that,
whether actually practised or not, the art of curing some kind of blindness
by trepanning was believed to have existed by those who supplied the
p.304

information regarding Fu-lin to the court annalists of the Třang. This

comes in very well with our view that all the first embassies sent from Fulin during the Třang dynasty were carried out by Nestorian missionaries.
The Nestorians enjoyed a great reputation in Western Asia on account of
their medical skill, and what brings them even into closer contact with the
somewhat singular theory that blindness may be cured by trepanning, is
that they translated Greek medical works into the Arab language and may
be fairly supposed to have been acquainted with the remarks Hippocrates
made on the subject. DřHerbelot (Vol. I, p. 352), speaking of the three
Christian physicians Baktischua, says : « Ils étaient Syriens de nation, et
ont traduit plusieurs livres Grecs et Syriens en Arabe, etc. ». The
Baktischua flourished in the 8th, 9th and 10th centuries A.D.
*
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Just as the Chinese annals contain records of alleged embassies from
western monarchs which, on close examination, we had to declare to
have been private missions, allusions to Chinese embassies to Rome
may be found in Roman authors, which, if approached in the same
critical spirit, may be shown never to have been sent by the monarch
from whom they alleged to come.
Eusebius (Vit. Const. I, IV, c. 50, quoted in Gibbon, Chap. XVIII)
speaks of an Indian embassy to the court of Constantine the Great (died
p.305

A.D. 337), which may possibly be referred to China. He Ŗremarks

three circumstances relative to these Indians : 1. They came from the
shores of the eastern ocean ; a description which might be applied to the
coast of China or Coromandel. 2. They presented shining gems, and
unknown animals. 3. They protested their kings had erected statues to
represent the supreme majesty of Constantineŗ. This embassy must have
arrived during the reign of Chřêng-ti of the eastern Chin dynasty (A.D.
326Ŕ335) who ascended the throne when a child. It appears that Chinese
annals are as silent on this point as Roman records are on the various
missions to China mentioned in Chinese historical works. I have at least
looked in vain for anything like an allusion to it in the T’ung-chien-kangmu covering that period. It is hardly necessary to take the same trouble
with regard to the Seres stated in Florusř Epitome (IV, 12) to have been
amongst the envoys of all countries who came to the court of Augustus
(see Yule, Cathay, Vol. I, p. XLII), as the Chinese Annals clearly insinuate
that Kan Ying (A.D. 98) was the first Chinese who ever penetrated as far
west as Třiao-chih. The Chinese are, and have at all times been, so well at
home in their own literature, that we may depend on this statement as a
proof at least of no similar mission being mentioned in any recognised
record as having gone further west previous to Kan Ying ; and this again
implies that no Chinese has proceeded to the

p.306

Far West in an official

capacity, for such a fact would have been duly noted in the State Annals.
If any Chinese subject did at all penetrate to the west, previous to Kan
Ying, he must have been a private traveller, and one who either never
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returned to China, or did so without calling public or official attention to
his journey. If the Seres mentioned by Florus were actually Chinese they
must have come by way of India, and with the Indian envoys ; they did
certainly not come from the court of Han. The only official mission which
might have gone forward from China to Ta-tsřin direct is that of Tsřin-lun,
a Syrian merchant, who had come to some port in Cochin China and was
sent on to the emperor of Wu, one of the three states contending for the
supremacy during the third century A.D., Sun-chřüan, alias Ta-ti (A.D.
222-252). This monarch asked him for an account of his country ; and the
details of his reply were perhaps contained in the Wu-shih-wai-kuo-chuan,
regarding which I regret to have obtained no information beyond the fact
of its being quoted in certain cyclopedias

1

. Tsřin-lun supplied the

information required, and, on seeing some small men of Yi and Hsi
the

p.307

2

which

Chinese of the state of Wu had made prisoners in a campaign

against the people of Tan-yang [= part of the present Kiang-nan Province]
under the general Chu-ko Křo (a nephew of Křung-ming, the great
supporter of Liu Pei, the Minor Han Emperor), he remarked that such
dwarfs would be considered a great curiosity in Ta-tsřin. The Wu Emperor
thereupon ordered an official, Liu Hsien, a native of Kuei-chi (the present
Chekiang, Ŕ Playfair, No. 3817) to accompany Tsřin-lun back to Ta-tsřin
with twenty dwarfs, ten male and ten female. The official died en route
and Tsřin-lun went home. So far the Chinese records 3. The mission, p.308 it
1 See pp. 20, 168 (Note 3) ; cf. p. 238.
2 Yi and Hsi. Mr. Parker draws my attention to the fact having escaped my notice that

these two characters, which I translated by Řblackish colouredř (p. 48, H 10), represent
geographical terms. The latter is identical with the city of Hui-chou-fu in An-huei (lat. 29°
59ř, long. 118° 28ř), the former is a district city in the immediate neighbourhood of it (lat.
30° 05ř, long. 117° 58ř ; see Playfair, The Cities and Towns of China, Nos. 8579 and 2614).
3 See Translations H 8-10. Von Richthofen (China, Vol. I, p. 510, note 1) was again
misled by a very faulty translation of this passage, and it seems that Julienřs ŘExamen
Critiqueř (Syntaxe Nouvelle, Vol. II) has not had the desired effect on some of the
scholars dealing with sinological matters as far as Pauthier is concerned. This industrious
writer, 'dont jřestime le zèle et dont jřapprécie les efforts' ŕ with Julien, may be useful
enough in suggesting that information regarding certain subjects may be found in certain
works he has come across ; but I would advise all oriental scholars not knowing Chinese
not to accept a single sentence out of his translations without having it compared and
checked over with the Chinese text by a competent Chinese scholar. The passage
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appears, has never been heard of again in China, which may have
suggested the idea of Liu Hsienřs death. I am not aware of mention being
made of the arrival of any such dwarfs in western authors. Possibly the
dwarfs died as well, if Tsřin-lun succeeded at all in reaching his home.

@

referred to (H 8-10) appears as follows in Pauthierřs version (Journ. Asiat., IIIe Série,
Vol. VIII, p. 281) : « La cinquième des années Hoang-wu de Sun-kiouan, il y eut un
marchand du Ta-thsin, ou de lřempire romain, du nom de Thsin-lûn, Lûn le Romain, qui
vint dans le Kiao-tchi (le Tonquin). Le gouverneur de Kiao-tchi, nommé Ou-mo, envoya
ce marchand, et lřaccompagna en personne près du souverain chinois Kiouan (devenu
Ta-ti). Ce dernier lřinterrogea sur les chants, les mœurs de son pays. Lûn répondit à
toutes les questions qui lui furent faites sur les choses. Dans ce temps-là on se donnait
de peine pour chercher le breuvage de lřimmortalité dans toutes les plantes nourissières.
Cřétaient de petits hommes dont le teint tirait sur le noir, qui sřoccupaient ainsi de faire
des dupes au grand jour. Lûn, en les voyant, dit que ces hommes se montraient
rarement dans le Ta-thsin. Kouan (le roi de Ou) chargea des magistrats dřexaminer
lřaffaire de dix de ces hommes avec autant de femmes, après quoi ils furent tous mis à
mort. On reconduisit Lûn pendant toute la route avec ses bagages, et il sřen retourna
alors dans son pays natalř. The Chinese text does not contain a word about Tsřin-lunřs
baggage, the mention of which caused von Richthofen to think of a lengthy over-land
journey to Chiao-chih (Řwas auf eine grössere Landreise deutetř).
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LINGUISTIC RESULTS
@
p.309

The foreign names identified in the foregoing researches belong

to a variety of very different languages, and some of them have come
down to us through channels quite different from those through which
they came to China. We ought not, therefore, to expect results as
uniform as are those represented in Julienřs

1

and Eitelřs

2

lists ; for,

these were based on identifications more certain and less dependent on
personal opinion than is the List offered herewith. The degree of
certainty with which these foreign and Chinese sounds may be compared
to each other depends, in the first instance, on the identifications of
localities, etc., put forward, and some of these it will be remembered
have been suggested as mere possibilities. However, the Chinese ancient
and mediæval literature regarding the west is as yet an unworked mine ;
and I hope that, after years of patient research, we shall see the day
when Western and Central Asiatic geography will be considered a rich
source for the study of

p.310

Chinese old sounds, and when this modest

list will attain the size of the books of Sanscrit transliterations now on
record.
1. a
2. a

= a in Alani (Plin., IV, 12 (25), 80), p. 139.
=ak in Akmatan (Acbatana), p. 154.

3. an

=an in Antiochia, p. 208.

4. an

=an in Antoninus, p. 175.

5. an

=ar in Arsak, p. 139 seq.

6. an

=aor in Aorsi, ’Ανξζνη (Strab. XI, p. 492), p. 139.

1 Méthode pour déchiffrer et transcrire les Noms Sanscrits qui se rencontrent dans les

Livres Chinois. Paris, 1861.
2 Handbook for the Student of Chinese Buddhism. Hongkong, 1870.
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7. an

=ur, er, or in Uruku, Erek, Orchoë, pp. 139 and 155 seq.

8. chan

=Shám or Shem, i. e., Syria, p. 56.

9. chia (kia)

or

10. chia (kia)

=ga in Gaza (?), p. 259.

11. chien (kien)
12. ch’ih

, see ka.

=kem in Rekem, p. 170.

=lek (dik) in A-lek-san, Alexandria, pp. 181 and 182.

13. fei

=be in belor, p. 230.

14. fo

=but, bud in Buddha, p. 289.

15. fu

=but ; or beth in Bethlehem, p. 287 seqq.

16. ha

= kha in khara, p. 249.

17. ho

= grid, klath, in tigrid, deklath (Tigris) ? p. 198.

18. hu

=chu in chubzch ; keher in keherbaë, har in harpax (?), p. 245.

19. hua

= wa, ba, wat (?), bat (?), beth (?) in Bethlehem, p. 290.

20. hsi (sih)

=sa in jâsamîn, p. 270 seq. p.311

21. hsi (sih)

= sak in Arsak, p. 139 seq.

22. hsien (hien)

=kem in Rekem, p. 170.

23. hsün (hiün)

=ghyun in ghyunluk, p. 267.

24. ka

or

25. kai

=kai in Kaisar, p. 300.

26. kan
27. ku
28. la
29. lan

=ka in theriaka, p. 277.

=kam in Rekam, p. 170.
=ku in Uruku (= Orchoë), p. 139 and 155 seq.
=ra in Khara, p. 249.
=lan in Alani (Plin., IV, 12 (25), 80), p. 139.

30. li

=rik in bathrik, p. 294. =lek in melek ; Melekshah, Melekshah ; p. 298.

31. li

=leu in Seleu-cia (?), p. 198.

32. li

or

=re in Rekam, p. 170.
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33. li

=r in belor, p. 230.

34. li

=r in belor, p. 230.

35. li

=r in Merw, p. 142.

36. lin
37. lin

=lim ; lehem in Bethlehem (?), p. 290.
, or

=lim or lám ; lehem in Bethlehem, 289 seqq.

38. liu

=lo in belor, p. 230.

39. liu

=lo in belor, p. 230.

40. lo

=ra in Hira, p. 151 ; leu or leuk in Seleukia, p. 197.

41. lo

=lem in Hierusalem (?), p. 204. The same character is made to

represent the syllable ram in Abram (Abraham) in old texts handed
down at the Jewish temple in Křai-fêng-fu, in which this name
appears as A-lo

. See Chin. Rep., Vol. XX, p. 459.

42. lu

=ru in Môuru, possibly rg in Murg and Marg-iana, p. 142.

43. lu

=rw in Merw, or ru in Môuru, p. 142.

44. lu

=luk in ghyunluk, p. 267.

45. ma

=môu in Môuru, or Me in Merw, p. 142.

46. ma

=me in Merw, p. 142.

47. man

=matan in Akmatan (Acbatana), p. 154.

48. mieh

=me in melek, p. 298.

49. ming

=mîn in jâsamîn, p. 270 seq.

50. mu
51. na
52. p’an
53. pi

=môu in Môuru, p. 142.
=NO in AlaNO (Alani, Plin., IV, 12 (25), 80), p. 139.
=par in old Persian Parthuva, p. 139.
=be in belor, p. 230.

54. pin

=phon in Ktesiphon, p. 154 seq.

55. po

=bich in chubich ; baï in keherbaï ; pag in harpag (?), p. 245.
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56. po

=per in Persia, p. 198.

57. po

=ba in bathrik, p. 294.

58. sa

=sa in Hierusalem (?), p. 204.

59. sa

=sar in Kaisar, p. 300.

60. san

=san in A-lek-san, Alexandria, p. 181, 182.

61. sha

=za in Gaza (?), p. 259.

62. su
63. ssŭ

=se in Seleucia (?), p. 198.
=si in Ktesiphon, p. 154 seq. ; se in Seleucia, p. 197 ; si

in Persia, p. 198.
64. ta
65. ti
66. to
67. tou
68. tu
69. tun
70. ts’ai

=ti in tigrid (Tigris) or de in deklath (Tigris) ?, p. 198.
=the in theriaka, p. 277.
=tha in batharekah, bathrik, p. 294.
=thu or thuva in old Persian Parthuva, p. 139.
=tio (ηνπ) in Antiochia, p. 208.
=ton in Antoninus, p. 175.
=SO or S in ’Ανξζνη (Aorsi, Strab.. XI, p. 492), p. 139.

71. wu

=a in Alexandria, p. 182.

72. wu

=w in Merw, p. 142.

73. yang

=hieru in Hierusalem (?), p. 204.

74. yeh

=jâ in jâsamîn, p. 270 seq.

75. yeh

or

76. yü

=ria in theriaka, p. 277.

=hi in Hira ; ho or kho in Hotien, Khoten, p. 151.

@
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GENERAL INDEX
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSTUVWYZ
@

A
ACBATANA ; see A-MAN.
AELANA (Aïla), the port of, 160, 164, 173.
Aïla ; see AELANA.
AKKA nation, the, 203 seq.
A-LAN-NA (a nation=the Alani), 139 (note 1).
ALEXANDRIA ad Margum ; see ANTIOCHIA MARGIANA.
ALEXANDRIA, a city near the Chaldæan Lake, possibly the city of Třiao-chih, 150
(note).
ALEXANDRIA Charakos ; see CHARAX SPASINU.
ALEXANDRIA in Egypt, a centre of oriental traffic, 158 ; trade to, known to the
Chinese of the Wei period, 180 seqq. ; 199.
A-MAN (=Acbatana), 143 (note 1) ; 154 ; 195 ; 224.
AMAZONS, 200 seqq.
AMBASSADORS enjoying postal privileges, 221.
AMBER, found in Syria ; the Syrians trading in ; etymology of the Chinese word
for, 245 (note 1).
AN-HSI (country) identified with Parthia, 138 seq. ; described in the Ch’ien-hanshu, 139 ; described in the Hou-han-shu, 141 ; name, transferred to the
Sassanide empire during period of the Three Kingdoms, 198.
ANIMALS in Ta-tsřin, 219 seqq.
AN-KU, city of An-hsi ; perhaps Orchoë, 139 (note 1) ; 155 ; or Charax Spasinu,
156 ; overland routes in three directions dividing at, 187 ; in the
neighbourhood of Tsê-san, 190.
ANNAM, the terminus of early missions to the Far East ; furnishing articles of
tribute offered to the Chinese court by Ta-Win travellers, 176 seq. ; 274.
AN-TI, the emperor, 180.
ANTIOCH (An-tu), the capital of Ta-tsřin, 207 seq. ; plan of the city according to
classical sources, 209 ; its division into four quarters, 210 ; its circuit at
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different times, 211 ; its size, 212 ; its city walls and east gate ; a
clepsydra placed on one of its gates, 213 ; siege of, by the Arabs, 295
seqq.
ANTIOCHIA MARGIANA (=Mu-lu), 141 seqq. ; 224.
AN-TSřAI (a nation=the Aorsi), 139 (note 1).
AORSI ; see AN-TSřAI.
Aquilaria Agallocha, Roxb., 275 (note 1).
ARABIA PETRÆA, 195.
ARCHIVES, STATE : at all times well cared for in China, 9.
ARISTOTLE on Silk, 258 seq.
ASBESTOS CLOTH, 249 seqq.
ATTALICÆ VESTES, 253 seq.

B

index - @

BABYLONIA ; see TřIAO-CHIH.
BABYLONICA (rugs and carpets) 253.
BAKTISHUA ; Christian physicians, translating Greek authors into Arab, 304.
BALANOS (fruit), 63 (note 1).
BARTER trade in Ceylon, 279 seqq.
BATUTA, Ibn, 205.
BEAR, The Black, 220.
BELOR, meaning Řglassř, the word from which Chinese liu-li may be derived, 230.
BENK, 278 seq.
BENTRA, Nicolaus de, 65 (note 1).
BERENICE, 158.
BERYTUS, city, 158.
BEWSHER, Lieut., survey of Babylonian tracts, 147 ; 194 (note 1).
BOYM, M., 61 (note 1).
BRETSCHNEIDER, Dr. E., 4 ; 38 (note 2) ; 55 (note 2) ; 61 ; 62 (note 1) ; 64 (note
1) ; 65 (note 1) ; 67 (note 1) ; 140 (note 1) ; 142 (note 2) ; 170 ; 184 ;
198 (note 1) ; 199 ; 220 (note 1) ; 238 ; 240 ; 255 ; 262 ; 271 (note 1) ;
272 (note 4) ; 276 (note 1) ; 288 (note) ; 293 ; 299 ; ibid.(note 1).
BRIDGE, FLYING, 187 ; 192 seq.
BRIDGMAN, E. C., 46 (note 2) ; 61 (note 1) ; 243 (note 1).
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BROCA, P., 302.
BUNBURY, E. H., 142 (note 1) ; 143 (note 1) ; 144 (note 1) ; 149 (note 1) ;
192 (note 1) ; 194 (note 1) ; 224 (note 1).
BURCKHARDT, J. L., discovers the ruins of Petra, 161.
BYSSUS, 254 ; 262.

C
index - @

CANOBUS, 183.
CANTON may have been opened to trade by the mission of A.D. 284, p. 271
seq. ; 274.
CARBUNCLES, 243.
CASPIAN called ŘWestern Seař (hsi-hai), 146 ; small sea (hsiao hai), ibid.(note 1).
ŘCATALOGUE, THEř, of the Imperial Library, see Ssu-k’u-ch’üan-shu-tsung-mu.
CENSUS taken in China A.D. 740, p. 52 (note 2).
CEYLON, 178 ; the Řspiritř or Řdevilř market at, 279 seq.
CHALDÆA ; see TřIAO-CHIH.
CHALDÆAN LAKE, Preface, ix ; 147 seqq.
CHANG CHřIEN, the explorer about B.C. 120, pp. 46 (note 1) ; 137 ; 169 ; 279
(note 1).
CHAO JU-KUA, anthor of the Chu-fan-chih : his notes regarding Ta-tsřin mostly
not original, 22 ; conjectures regarding the time during which he wrote,
23 seqq.
CHARAX SPASINU, 156 ; 190.
CHřÊ-CHřÜ, 79 (note 2).
CHřÊN-HSIANG, 275 (note 1).
CHřÊN SHOU, author of the San-kuo-chih, 13.
Chêng-tzŭ-t’ung, 273 (note 1).
CHI-CHANG (rugs, curtains ?), 255.
CHřIAI-SHU : style of writing in use since ancient times, 9.
CHřIEH-LAN, 193 seq. ; 195.
Ch’ien-han-shu (Dynastic History), 3 ; early editions of, 7 ; quoted, passim.
CHIEN TA-HSIN, writes on old sounds, 289 (note 1).
CHIE-CHIA ; see HENNA.
CHřIH-SAN (= Alexandria), 181 seqq. ; 199.
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CHřIH-SHUI (Red Water), 292 seq.
CHřIH-TřU (country), 215.
Chin-shu (Dynastic History), 16 ; quoted, passim.
Ching-chuan-chi-chieh, 272.
Chiu-t’ang-shu (Dynastic History), 17 ; quoted, passim.
CHLOROPHANE, 243.
Chu fan-chih, 21 seq. ; quoted, passim ; see also CHAO JU-KUA.
CHU-KO KřO, 48 ; 306.
CHřÜ-SOU (rugs), 255.
Ch’un-ch’iu-shih-lieh, 272.
CITIES, number of, in Ta-tsřin, 218 seq.
CLEPSYDRA at the city of Antioch, 213 seq.
CLOTH, various kinds of, manufactured in Ta-tsřin, 247 seqq. ; the Roman
Orient known for the manufacture of, 252 ; Babylonian kinds, 253 ;
Attalic 253 seq. ; woven from different materials, 254 seq. ; musters
described, ibid.; silk, 255 ; Coic, 295 seq. ; Hai-hsi-pu, 263.
COCHIN-CHINA ; see ANNAM.
COICÆ VESTES, 259 seq.
COINS, Parthian, 140 ; Roman, possibly brought to China by mission of A.D.
166, p. 177.
COLLINGWOOD, Lieut., surveys, 147.
COLOURS, translation of, doubtful, 73 (notes 2 and 3) ; 255 (note 1).
COPPER, 275.
CORALS and CORAL-FISHING, 246 seq.
COURT CHRONICLERS, 10 ; cf. JIH-LI.
CRYSTAL, Chinese and Roman lore regarding, 233 (note 1) ; as an architectural
ornament, 238 seq. ; produced in Syria, 239.

D
DAILY CHRONICLES ; see JIH-LI.
DAMASCUS, 195 ; 301.
DAMASK BLADES, 301.
DAMGHAN, 143 (note 1) ; 154.
DARMESTETER, J., 142 (note 2).
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DE GUIGNES, J., (père), 4 ; 28 ; 29 ; 30 ; 40 (note 1) ; 139 (note 1) ; 140
(note 2) ; 150 (note) ; 152 (note 1) ; 238 ; 298 ; 299 ; 300.
DENNYS, N. B., 63.
DEPENDENT STATES, 189 seqq.
DISTANCES in li should be understood to be in stadia, 142 ; 212 ; 222 seq. ;
accuracy of, in Chinese records, illustrated, 224.
DOURSTHER, 223 (note 1).
DWARFS, 202 ; 305.

E
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ŘEÇEÔN-GEBER, 160.
EDESSA, 193 ; 298.
EDKINS, DR. J., 4 ; 18 ; 170 ; 202 ; 273 ; 288 ; 289 (note 1).
EDRISI, 16.
EGYPT, comprised under the name Ta-Tsřin, 180 seq. ; 216.
ÊLATH, see AELANA.
EMBASSIES, alleged, from China to Rome, 304 seqq.
EMBASSIES and other Missions from Ta-tsřin to China :
A.D. 120 (jugglers and musicians), 169.
A.D. 166 (An-tun) : in what month arrived, 42 (note 1) ; opening the searoute to China, 173 ; doubtful tradition as to year of arrival according
to Sung authors, 174 (note 1) ; a commercial mission, 175 seqq.
A.D. 226 (Tsřin-lun), 306.
A.D. 284 (the paper mission) : may have landed at Canton, 271 (note
2) ; offering paper as tribute, 272 ; a private mission, 274.
A.D. 643 (Po-to-li), 293 seqq.
A.D. 667 (the Theriac mission), 276 seqq.
A.D. 719 (priests), 284 (see note 2).
A.D. 1081, p. 298 seqq.
A.D. 1368 (?) : Nicolaus de Bentra identified with, 65 (note 1).
EMBROIDERING, 253 seqq.
EMERALDS, where found, 244.
EMESA, 194.
Êrh-shih-ssŭ-shih ; see HISTORIES, DYNASTIC.
ERYTHRÆAN PERIPLUS ; see SEA, WESTERN, and SEA-ROUTE, etc.
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EUPHRATES, navigation of the, Preface, ix seq. ; 148 seq. ; 150 (note) ; crossed
between Hira and Seleucia 197 ; its being navigated on in skin boats
may have recalled the Weak Water legend to the Chinese mind, 291 ;
293.

F
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FA HSIEN : his account of Ta-chřin referred to Ta-tsřin by the T’u-shu-chich’êng, 26 ; on the Řdevil marketř in Ceylon, 280.
FAN YEH, author of the Hou-han-shu, 6.
FANG CHřIAO, author of the Chin-shu, 16.
Fang shu-ch’ien-li : meaning of the phrase, 214 seq.
FICHTE, J. G., 153.
Fo-kuo-chi ; see FA HSIEN.
FRAAS, O., Preface, xii ; 245 (note 1).
FRANKINCENSE, 266 seqq.
FRANKS, the name, in the sense of Europeans, when first used, 288 (note).
FREYTAG, G. W. F., 223.
FRIEDLAENDER, L, 167 ; 175 (note 1) ; 176 (note 1) ; 212 ; 221 (note 1) ; 225
(note 2) ; 227 ; 240 (note 1) ; 245 (note 1) ; 254 (note 2) ; 260 (note).
FU-LIN : name when first used, 17 ; 286 seq. ; 288 (note) ; its territory, 217 ;
accounts analysed, 283 seq. ; reports regarding, bear an ecclesiastical
stamp, 284 seqq. ; identified, 286 seqq. ; different Chinese characters
used in writing the name, 287 (and ibid. note 1) ; various etymologies
suggested by others, (ibid. note 2) ; probable old sound of name, bat-lim,
288 seq. ; the Nestorians substitute the name Bethlehem for that of Tatsřin, 290 ; conquered by Arabs, 295, seqq. ; a Seldjuk province, 297 seq.
FU-NAN (country), 47 (note 1) ; 215 ; visited by the Chinese traveller Křang
Třai, 169 (note).

G
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GABELENTZ, G. von der, 29.
GALLE, the port of, in Ceylon 281.
GAROO WOOD, 275 (note 1).
GAUBIL, A., 24.
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GAUZE : derivation of the word, 259 (note 1).
GAZA, 162 ; 259 (note 1).
GEERTS, A. J. C., 46 (note 2) ; 53 (notes 2 & 3) ; 57 (note 1) ; 59 (note 1) ; 72
(note 2) ; 229 ; 233 (note 2) ; 242.
GEMS ; see PRECIOUS STONES ; LUMINOUS GEMS.
GIBBON, E., 44 (note 2) ; 168 (note 1) 218 ; 219 (note 2) ; 221 (note 1) 288
(note).
GIESELER, J. K. L., 295 (note 1).
GILES, H. A., 26 (note 1) ; 243 (note 1) ; 280 ; 285 (note) ; 302.
GLASS industry in Ta-tsřin, 228 seqq. ten colours produced, 228 ; liu-li and poli, how distinguished, ibid.; originally classed with precious stones, 229
seq. ; derivation of the Chinese word for, 230 ; when first manufactured
in China, 230 seqq. ; gradually depreciates in the estimation of the
Chinese, 233 seq. ; replacing crystal and precious stones as an
architectural ornament, 239.
GOLD, 275.
GOLD EMBROIDERIES, 253 seq.
GOLD-POWDER, 236 (note 2).
GOLD, YELLOW, etc., 53 (note 3).
GROSIER, lřAbbé, 231.
GUIGNES, J. DE ; see DE GUIGNES, J.

H
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HA-LA-NI, Chinese name for Russian cloth, whence derived, 249.
HAI-HSI (country on the west of the sea), 72 (note 1) ; 163 seq.
Hai-kuo-t’u-chih, quoted, passim.
HAI-LIAO, 22 (note 1).
HAI-PEI (country north of the sea= Mesopotamia ?), 187 seq. ; 219.
HAI-TUNG (countries on the east of the sea), 72 (note 1) ; 163 seq.
HANBURY, DAN., 5 ; 264 ; ibid. (note 2) ; 266 (note 1) ; 267 (note 1) ; 275
(note 1).
HANCE, Dr. H. F., 264 ; 270 (note 1).
HEEREN, A. H. L., 162 ; 240 ; 261 (note 3).
HEHN, V., 63 (note 1) ; 256 (note 2).
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HEKATOMPYLOS, capital of Parthia, 139 (note 1) ; 141 ; its site near the
present Damghan confirmed in Chinese records, 143 (note 1) ; route
from, to the west, 153 seqq.
HEMP, foreign, introduced in China by Chang Chřien, 279 (note 1) ; known in
anciens China as a narcotic, ibid.
HENNA, 268 seqq.
DřHERBELOT, 278 Seq. ; 294 ; 300 ; 304. Cf. VISDELOU.
DřHERVAIS DE ST. DENYS, translator of Ma Tuan-linřs geographical chapters, 20
(note 2).
HILLS, ranges of, 195 seq.
HIRA (=city of Třiao-chih, and Yü-lo), Preface, ix seq. ; 148 seqq. ; 196 seq ;
the kingdom of, its origin, 149 (note 2).
HIRSCH, A., 175 (note 1).
HISTORICAL WRITERS, official : from what materials they drew their information on foreign countries, 10 seqq.
HISTORIES, DYNASTIC, impartiality of, 1 seq. ; information regarding Ta-tsřin
contained in which, 2 seqq.
HOECK, K. F. C., 227.
HO-TU (=Hekatompylos), 141.
HORSES, WHITE, with red manes, 73 (note 1) ; 269 (note 1).
Hou-han-shu (Dynastic History), 3 seqq. ; its trustworthiness, 7 ; early editions
of, 7 seq. ; quoted, passim.
HSI-NÜ ; see AMAZONS.
HSI-WANG-MU, 292 seq.
HSI-YÜ-CHUAN (chapter on western countries in Dynastic Histories), 4 ; from
what materials compiled, 11.
Hsiao-chin-chi-yüan, a collection of reprints, 21.
HSIAO-JÊN ; see PYGMIES.
HSIEH-CHI-HSI (chicken-frightening rhinoceros), 79 (note 1).
HSIEN-TU, 195 seq.
Hsin-t’ang-shu (Dynastic History), 18 ; preferred by Ma Tuan-lin to Chiu-třangshu in quoting, 86 (note 2) ; quoted, passim.
HSÜ CHIA-KUANG, manager of a Chinese Publishing Company, 8 (note 1).
Hsü-wên-hsien-t’ung-k’ao, the continuation of Ma Tuan-linřs work, 23.
HSÜAN-CHUANGřS Journeys ; see Ta-t’ang-hsi-yü-chi.
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HSÜN-LU (=Frankincense), 266 seqq. ; the word, related to Turkish ghyunluk, 267.
HU (foreign), the term, 70 (note 1) ; applied to western silk textures, 259 ; Hu
people, 268 ; 271 seq.
HU-MANG (date), 204.
HUA-LIN, Řthe flowery grovesř, in Nestorian Inscription, may stand for Fu-lin,
290 seq.
HUC, Abbé, 21 seq. ; 61 (note 1) ; 92 (note 1).
HUMBOLDT, A. von, 138 (note 1).
HUO-HUAN-PU ; see ASBESTOS CLOTH
HYÆNA (=Tsřung ?) 220.

I
ICHTHYOPHAGI, 204 seqq.
IMBAULT-HUART, C., 7 (note 2).
INDIA : glass industry said to have been introduced from, 231 (note 1) ; trade
with, 158 ; 165 ; 168 ; 183 ; 226 seq.
INDIAN OCEAN, average speed of ancient navigation in, 168.
INTERPRETERS, foreign, at the court of China, 11 ; when appointed by the
Roman emperors, 44 (note 2).
IRON, exported from China for the Roman market, 225 (note 2) ; where
produced during Han dynasty, 226 (note).

J
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JACKAL (=Ts'ung ?) 220.
JACQUET, M., 287 (note 2).
JADEITE, 46 (note 2) ; 55 (note 1) ; 59 (note 2).
Jao-hai, the term, 184 seqq.
Jasminum Sambac, L. ; see MO-LI-HUA.
Jasminum Officinale, L. ; see YEH-HSI-MING.
JERUSALEM (=Yang-sa-lo ?), 204.
JIH-LI, or ŘDaily Chroniclesř, 1.
JONES, WM., 235 ; 236.
JO-SHUI, (Weak Water), 291 seqq.
JUGGLERS, 80 (note 2) ; 169 ; 179 seq.
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JU-HSIANG (= Frankincense), 266 seqq.
JULIEN, Stan., 6 ; 17 (note 1) ; 29 ; 35 (note 1) ; 181 (note 1) ; 190 (note 1) ;
201 (notes 1 and 2) ; 202 (note 2) ; 204 (note 1) ; 259 (note 1) ; 266
(note 2) ; 307 (note 1).

K
KAISAR (Cæsar), the title, used by Arab and Seldjuk kings, 300.
KALLENBERG, C., 247 (note 2).
KA-NA-TIAO-CHOU, a port (?) whence one could reach Ta-tsřin, 169 (note).
KAN YING, special commissioner, sent by Pan Chřao to explore Ta-tsřin, 13 ;
138 ; reached what point in Třiao-chih, 149 ; his intended sea journey,
164 seqq. ; the first traveller to the Far West, 305.
KřANG TřAI, a Chinese traveller of the Wu period, 169 (note).
KAO-TSUNG, emperor, 7.
KARKA (=Charax), 156 (note 1).
KEMPTHORNE, Lieut., 206.
KERBELA, City of, 152.
KHOTEN, the name, 151 (note 1).
KIEFERT, H., 139 (note 1) ; 142 (note 2) ; 147 ; ibid.(note 1) ; 148 ; 155 (note
1) ; 156 (note 1) ; 160 (notes 1 and 2) ; 191 (note 1) ; 197 (note 1).
KINGSMILL, T. W., 153 (note) ; 156 ; 293.
KIRCHER, Athan., 61 (note 1).
KLAPROTH, J., 79 (note. 2) ; 138 (note 1) ; 176 (note 1) ; 245 (note 1).
KLUNZINGER, C. B., 247.
KOCHE (=Seleucia), 197.
KOPTOS, 158 ; 182.
KOSEIR, the port of, 247.
KRINOS, Prof., 265.
KTESIPHON, land-road from, to Hira, 148. ; i. q., Ssŭ-pin, 152 ; 154 seq. ;
captured by the Romans, 174 ; having a long range of hills north of it,
195 seq.
Kuei-huan-hsing-ching-chi, wrongly quoted by Ma Tuan-lin for Tu-huan-hsingching-chi (a work of the Třang dynasty), 95 (note 1).
KUO-TZŬ-CHIEN, the Imperial Academy of Lemming, 7 (note 2).
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LAO-PO-SA ; see ICHTHYOPHAGI.
LAPIS LAZULI (?), 72 (note 2).
Lawsonia inermis, L, ; see HENNA.
LEGGE, Dr. J., 214 seq. ; 291 seq.
LEI-SHU or Cyclopedias : quoting passages relating to Ta-tsřin, 14 ; 19.
LETRONNE, J. A., 176 (note 1).
LEUKE KOME, a port trading with Petra, 162.
LI (road-measure=stadium), 142 ; 152, 153 seqq. ; 164 ; 187 ; 191 seq. ;
194 ; 196 ; 204 ; 205 (note 2) ; 211 ; 214 ; 222 seqq. ; (=passus),
192 ; 193 (note).
LIBANON range of hills, 196.
LI-KAN, Li-chien, etc. Sound of this name, 77 (note 1) ; west of An-hsi ; not
known before A.D. 120, p. 137 ; various modes of writing the name in
Chinese, 170 (note 1) ; etymologies, ibid.; identified with Rekem or
Petra, 169 seqq. ; a market for silk and landing dépôt for oriental goods,
171 ; 173 ; jugglers from, 169 ; cf. 179 seq.
LI-KAN TřIAO-CHIH, as a double name : either Syria and Babylonia, 146, or the
country of the Nabathaeans and Chaldaeans, 172.
LIANG CHI, 251.
Liang-shu (Dynastic History), 16 ; quoted, passim.
LING (=damask or gauze), 257 seq.
LINGUISTIC RESULTS, 309 seqq.
LIONS in Ta-Tsřin, 187 ; 219 seq. ; 220 ; 221 (note 1).
LIU-LI ; see GLASS.
LIU-SHA, or Flying Sands, p. 292 seq.
LOFTUS, W. K., Map of Chaldaea, etc., 147 (note 1) ; his excavations near
Shuster, 198 (note 1).
LUMINOUS GEMS, 242 seq.
LÜ-CHIN-CHING (=gold-powder ?), 236 (note 2).
LÜ-FÊN, 191 seqq.
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MADAIN, capital of the Sassanide kings, 198.
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MAGADHA, the name of Buddhařs birth-place, applied to India, 290.
MANNERT, K., 139 (note 1).
MANUSCRIPT LITERATURE : well regulated in China before the period of
printing, 9.
MARC AUREL, his alleged embassy to China ; see EMBASSIES, A.D. 166.
MARQUARDT, J., 227.
MASřUDI, Preface, ix ; 144 (note 1) ; 150 (note) ; 208.
MA TUAN-LIN, author of the Wên-hsien-t’ung-k’ao : his merits as a geographical
writer, 20 seq. ; quoted, passim.
MAYERS, W. F., 7 (note 2) ; 13 (note 1) ; 25 (note 1) ; 80 (note 1) ; 233 ; 272
(note 3) ; 292 ; 302.
MELEK, as a title, meaning an under-king during the Seldjuk rule, 298.
MERW, City of, 142 (note 2).
MESNY, Wm., 229.
MESOPOTAMIA, 187 seq.
MI-HSIANG-CHIH (paper), 272 seqq.
MI-HSIANG-SHU (=Aquillaria Agallocha, Roxb. ?), 272 seqq.
MIEH-LI-I-LING-KAI-SA cannot be the name of Michael VII Parapinaces, but
must be the title of a Seldjuk under-king, 298 seqq.
MIEH-LI-SHA (=Milikshah), 298.
MILE, ARABIAN (=třing) see MILLIARY SYSTEM.
MILLIARY SYSTEM : parasangs, Arabian miles, stadia, 222 seqq. ; see LI.
Ming-shih (Dynastic History), 19.
MOELLENDORFF, Dr. O. F. von, 288 (note).
MO-LI-HUA (Jasminum Sambac, L.), 268 ; 270 seq.
MO-LIN ; see ICHTHYOPHAGI.
MOLTKE, Count von, 193 (note).
MOMMSEN, TH., 172.
MOSHEIM, J. L. von, 65 (note 1).
MÔURU (=Mu-lu), 141 seq.
MUAVIA, Governor-General of Syria, 297 (note 1) ; 301.
MUIR, Sir WM., 150 (note) ; 151 (note 1) ; 162 (note 3).
MULBERRY, the, in Syria, 256.
MU-LU, city of, 141 Seq.
MU-NAN (a pearl), 59 (note 1) ; 80 (note 1).
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MÜLLER, K., 139 (note 1) ; 181 (note 2) ; 191 (note 2) ; 206 (note 1).
MÜLLER, Otfried, 208.
MUSICIANS from Ta-Tsřin, 179 seq.
MUZIRIS, a port in India, 168.
MYOS HORMOS, 158 ; 159 (note 1) ; fleet leaving, for India, 168 ; possibly the
Chinese Wu-tan, 181 ; country about, inhabited by Ichthyophagi, 205 seq.

N
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NABATHÆA, Preface, x (note 1) ; 159 ; 161 ; 172.
Nan-ch’i-shu (Dynastic History), 16.
Nan-fang-ts’ao-mu-chuang, an ancient botanical work, 20 ; 268 seqq. ; 270
seq. ; 272 seqq. ; 275 (note 1).
NAVIGATION, average speed of ancient, in several seas, 167 seq. ; 182 seq.
NEDJEF, city of, Preface, ix ; 148.
NEGRO TRIBES ; see ICHTHYOPHAGI.
NESBITT, A., 228 (note 1).
NESTORIAN INSCRIPTION, 5 seq. ; its genuineness, 6 ; characters of ŕ
represent the Třang style of writing, 10 ; contains an account of Ta-tsřin,
19 ; says that Nestorians came from Ta-tsřin, 289 seq. ; the expression
hua-lin in, 290 seq.
NESTORIANS, 5 ; 284 seqq. ; 304.
NEUMANN, K. F., 6 ; 10 (note 1) ; 37 (note 2) ; 70 (note 1) ; 140 (note 2) ;
146 (note 1) ; 157 (note 1) ; 199 ; 272 ; 288 (note).
NICEPHORIUM, 193.
NILE, the river, 158 ; 181 seqq.

O
OCELIS, a port in the Red Sea, 168.
ODORIC, FRIAR, 261 seq.
OLIBANUM ; see HSÜN-LU.
OLIN, S., 161 (note 2).
O-LO-PÊN (=Ruben, Rupen ?), 285 seq.
OPHIR, Solomonřs fleet to, started from the Gulf of Akabah, 160.
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OPIUM, possibly first brought to China in the disguise of a medicine, A.D. 667,Ŕ
p. 278.
ORCHOË, city ; see AN-KU.
ORONTES, the river of Antioch, navigable, 214.
ORPIMENT, 275.
OSTRICH-EGGS of Rekem, 169.
OUSELEY, Sir WM., 288 (note).
OXUS (Kuei-shui), 139.
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PALLACOPAS CANAL, 149.
PALMYRA, 194.
PAN CHAO, sister of Pan Ku, co-operates in compiling the Chien-han-shu, 3.
PAN CHřAO, the exploring general, 3 ; 13 ; 46 (note 1) ; 138 ; his designs with
regard to Ta-tsřin, peaceful, ibid. (note 1).
PAN KU, author of the Chien-han-shu, 3 ; 138.
PřAN-TOU (capital of An-hsi,=Parthuva), 139 (and note 1)
PAPER presented by Ta-Tsřin to the court of China, 272 seqq.
PARASANG (=Chih or hou) ; see MILLIARY SYSTEM.
PARAVEY, le Cher de, 6 ; 202 (note 3).
PARDESSUS, J. M., 256 (note 1).
PARKER, E. H., 122 ; 142 (note 2) ; 185 seq. ; 207 ; 269 (note 1) ; 306 (note 2).
PARTHIA (=An-hsi) ; see AN-HSI ; western boundary of, 147 ; overland route
through : Hekatompylos to Chaldaea, 153 seqq. ; the same route
backwards, 157 (note 1) ; Roman war with, caus ing new trade route to
China to be opened, 173.
PARTHIANS occupying Syria previous to B.C. 38,Ŕ p. 13 ; jealous of trade with
China, 164 seq.
PAUTHIER, G., 6 ; 18 ; 22 ; 29 ; 30 ; 44 (note 1) ; 48 (note 3) ; 51 (note 2) ;
52 (note 1) ; 55 (note 2) ; 61 (note 1) ; 92 (note 1) ; 93 (notes 1 and
2) ; 170 ; 208 ; 261 (note 4) ; 273 (note 1) ; 274 ; 286 (notes 1 and
2) ; 287 (note 2) ; 290 (note 1) ; 293 ; 299 ; 307 (note 1).
PEARLS, 247.
PEGU, coast of, as a terminus of oriental trade, 179.
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Pei-shih (Dynastic History), a reproduction of the Wei-shu, 17 ; 48 ; quoted,
passim.
PEI SUNG-CHIH : compiles a commentary to the San-kuo-chih, 14.
Pên-ts’ao-kang-mu, a Chinese pharmacopæia, 14 ; 266 seqq. ; 277 ; quoted,
passim.
Pén-ts’ao-pin-hui-ching-yao, a manuscript pharmacopæia of A.D. 1506, ŕ p.
277 (note 2).
PERSIA called An-hsi in Chinese records, 198 ; when first mentioned separately,
ibid.
PESCHEL, O., 16 ; 167.
PETRA, City of, or Rekem ; 27 ; the landing-stage, or port, of Ta-Tsřin, 157
seqq. ; its local names, 160 ; accounts of, by Olin and Muir, 160 ; seqq. ;
bifurcation of road east and west, 162.
PFIZMAIER, A., 79 (note 2) ; 229 ; 241.
PHILLIPS, G., Preface, viii ; 24 ; 55 (note 2) ; 276 ; 284 ; 294.
PHŒNICIAN INDUSTRIES, 158 seq.
PHYSICIANS of Fu-lin, 301 seqq.
PILLARS and WALLS adorned with crystal, glass, and precious stones, a
peculiarity of Syria, 240.
PLAGUE, the, under Marc Aurel, may have led to the opening of a direct searoute to China, 175 (note 1) ; contemporaneous with an epidemic in
China, ibid.
PLAYFAIR, G. M. H., 306 (note 2) ; 307.
PO-LI ; see GLASS.
POLO, MARCO, 24 ; 25 ; 180 ; 205 ; 249 (note 1).
PO-SSŬ (=Persia), 199 ; see PERSIA.
POSTAL ARRANGEMENTS, 221 seqq.
PO-TO-LI, king of Fu-lin : name identified with bathrik (=patriarch), 293 segq.
PRIAULX, DE BEAUVOIR, 150 (note) ; 158 (notes 1 and 2).
PRECIOUS STONES, 234 seqq. ; glass imitations of, 237.
PURPLE ; five and nine colours of, 248.
PYGMIES, 200 ; 202 seqq.

R
RAWLINSON, G., 140 ; ibid. (note 3) ; 224 (note 1).
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REALGAR, 275.
REINAUD, J. T., 12 ; 178 (note 1).
REKEM ; see PETRA.
RÉMUSAT, A., 20 (notes 1 and 2) ; 29 ; 37 (note 2) ; 65 (note 1) ; 138 (note
1) ; 146 (note 1) ; 157 (note 1).
RENAN, E., 6.
RHINOCEROS, the, in Chaldaea, Preface, x seqq.
RHINOKOLURA, 162.
RICCI, MATTH., 19 ; 67 (note).
RICHTHOFEN, F. von, 4 ; 28 ; 153 (note) ; 287 (note 2) ; 307 (note 1).
RIEHMER, 160 (note 2).
ROADS in Ta-tsřin, 221 seq.
ROAD, the Royal, in Asia, 222 (note 1).
ROBBERS, absence of, in Ta-tsřin, 220,
ROCK, Very Rev., 253.
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SACHAROFF, F., 52 (note 2).
SACHAU, Ed., 193 (note).
SADDLERY, 300 seq.
SÁDIK ISFAHÁNI, 288 (note).
SAMOSOTA, 193.
San-kuo-chih (Dynastic History), 13.
SCALIGER, J., sen., 261.
SCHATT-EL-AMÂRA, 155.
SCHNEIDER, O., 245 (note 1).
SCHOTT, W., 29.
SCHWEINFURTH, G., 203 ; 204.
SEA, RED, 49 (note 1) ; 81 (note 1) ; ports on its toast, 157 seqq. ; 163 (cf.
note 2) ; producing corals, 246 ; 291.
SEA-ROUTE from Babylonia to Petra, length of, 164 ; average speed of
navigation on, compared with navigation in other seas, 167.
ŘSEAř, the term, (hai) frequently substituted for Řriverř (ho), 76 (note 1) ; 192.
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SEA, WESTERN (hsi-hai), the term, 146 ; 163 ; also called ŘGreat Seař (ta-hai)
ibid.(note 1) ; navigation of, 157 seqq. ; 164 seqq.
SELBY, Commr., survey of Babylonian tracts, 147.
SELDJUKS, the, rule over Fu-lin, 297 seqq.
SELEUCIA (=Ssŭ-lo), 151 ; destroyed by the Romans, 174 ; its site, 197.
SHÁM (Syria), 56 (note 2).
SHAN, country, 179 seq. ; 190 (note 2).
SHEN YO, author of the Sung-shu, 16.
Shih-chi (Dynastic History), 2 ; quoted, passim.
Shih-chia-chai-yang-hsin-lu, 289 (note 1).
SHIH-KUAN ; see COURT CHRONICLERS.
SHUI-YANG ; see WATER-SHEEP.
SIDON, City, 158.
SILK : Li-kan and Ta-tsřin probably known to the Chinese at first as purchasers
of this commodity, 137 ; why landed in Petra, and not in Egyptian ports,
158 ; dyed and remanufactured in Phœnicia, ibid.; interruption in ŕ
trade owing to Parthian war causes the opening of a direct sea-route to
China being attempted, 174 ; weighed up with gold in Rome, 225 (see
note 2) ; produced in the north-west of China during the Han dynasty,
226 (note) ; whether the ancient Syrians could produce it, 255 seqq. ;
Chinese, unravelled and re-woven into gauzes, 257 seqq. ; Coïc gauze,
259 seq.
SILVER, 275.
SINAI, desert of, 204.
SITTAKE, 194.
SIZE of Ta-tsřin, 214.
SKINS, exported from China during Han dynasty, 225 (note 2).
SMITH, PORTER, 37 (note 1).
ŘSPIRIT MARKETSř, 279 seqq.
SPRUNER and MENKE, Atlas Antiquus, 150 (note) ; 208 seq.
SQUIER, E. G., 302.
STADIA ; see MILLIARY SYSTEM.
STRAUSS, V. VON, 73 (note 2).
SU-LI (=Madain), 198.
SUN-CHřÜAN, emperor, 16 ; 306.
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SUN SHIH, edits the Hou-han-shu, 7.
Sung Shih (Dynastic History), 19 ; 23 ; 25 ; quoted, passim.
Sung-shu (Dynastic History), 16 ; quoted, passim.
Ssŭ-ch’ao-shih, historical work of the Sung dynasty, 91 (note 1).
SSŬ-FU, 194 ; 195.
Ssŭ-k’u-ch’üan-shu-tsung-mu, the ŘCatalogue of the Imperial Library at Pekingř,
7 ; 14 ; 22 ; 23.
SSŬ -LO ; see SELEUCIA.
SSŬ -MA CHřIEN, author of the Shih-chi, 2.
SSŬ-PIN ; see KTESIPHON.
SSŬ-TřAO, 194.
STAR STONES (Asteria), 242.
STONY LAND, The, 195.
STORAX, 263 seqq.
STREETER, on precious stones, 242.
SU-HO ; see STORAX.
Sui-shu (Dynastic History), 17 ; quoted, passim.
SULTAN, the title, 298 seq.
SUSA, ancient, its site, 198 (note 1).
SWORD-BLADES of Damask, 301.
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TA-HO-SHUI (=Tigris), 198.
Ta-t’ang-hsi-yü-chi, 17 ; 201 ; 287 ; 288 (note).
TA-TÊ-SÊNG (priests), 284 (note 2).
TřA-TÊNG (rugs), 255.
TA-TSřIN SHIH, 22.
TA-TSřIN : the port of, 157 seqq. ; size of the country, 214 seqq.
TA-YÜEH-CHIH, 231.
TAINTOR, E. C., 138 (note 1) ; 170 ; 268 (note 2) ; 270.
TAURUS range of hills, 196 ; 291.
TABERISTAN, 146 (note 1).
T’ang pên-ts’ao, 276.
T’ang-shu ; see Chiu-t’ang-shu ; Hsin-t’ang-shu.
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TAPROBANE ; see CEYLON.
TENNENT, Sir J. E., 281 seqq.
TERRITORY of Ta-tsřin and Fu-lin : size of, 214 seqq.
TEXTILE FABRICS, 247 seqq. ; 252 seqq.
TEXTS, Chinese : their treatment in former periods compared with the history of
classical texts, 8-10.
THERIAC ; see TI-YEH-KA.
TI-YEH-KA, 276 seqq.
TřIAO-CHIH, country on the coast of the Persian Gulf, 13 ; formerly believed to
be farther away from China than Ta-tsřin, 138 ; Kan Ying arrives in, ibid.;
originally more powerful than An-hsi (Parthia), 143 ; 146 ; identified with
Chaldaea, 144 seqq. cf. Preface, viii seqq. ; account of, in the Ch’ienhan-shu, 145 (note 1) ; city of, 147 seq. ; former identifications of, 152
(note 1) ; shipping-port of sea-route to Ta-tsřin, 157 ; site was south of
the city of Madain and down river, 198 ; occurrence of the rhinoceros in,
Preface, x seqq.
TIGERS in Ta-tsřin, 219.
TIGRIS, 155 ; 197 seq.
TřING-SHIH, 22.
TO-LO-NI, Chinese name for broadcloth, whence derived, 249.
TřO-TřO, author of the Sung-shih, 19.
TRADE, Indian and Chinese, to Rome, in what respect differing, 158 seq. ; 173 ;
profit derived from Chinese and Indian, 165 ; 225 ; nature of articles
forming Chinese, 225 seqq. ; value of Chinese, Indian, etc., import
trade, 226 seqq. ; articles of trade in China during the Han dynasty, 226
(note) ; Roman imports from China chiefly paid for in kind, 228 ; barter
trade in Ceylon, 279 seqq.
TRADE ROUTES, 137 seqq. ; overland through Parthia, 153 seqq ; by sea from
Chaldaea to Petra, 157 seqq. ; sea-route from the Red Sea to China (or
Annam) direct, 173 seqq. ; by sea to the coast of Pegu, 179 seq. ; overland
from Parthia to Syria, 183 seqq. ; through Mesopotamia, 187 seq.
TRANSLATING from the Chinese : comparative method of, 18 ; 21.
TRANSLATIONS of Chinese Notices of Ta-tsřin, 27 ; von Richthofen misled by de
Guignes, 28 ; necessity for new, 29.
TRANSLATIONS of Chinese texts, 33 seqq.
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TRAVELLING, safety of, in Ta-tsřin, 220.
Ts’ê-fu-yüan-kuei, 22.
TSÊ-SAN, tributary state of Ta-tsřin, 156 ; 190.
TSřIN-LUN, a merchant from Ta-tsřin, reaching China, 16 ; sent back to Rome
with dwarfs, 306.
TSřUNG, a quadruped, 220.
TU-HU (a Chinese governor in Central Asiatic provinces), 139.
Tu-huan-hsing-ching-chi, 95 (note 1) ; 202.
T’u-shu-chi-ch’êng, the great cyclopedia in 5,000 vols., 25 ; new edition about
to appear, ibid., note ; its accounts of Ta-tsřin and Fu-lin, 26.
Tu Yü : presented with paper for literary work, 272.
TUN-HSÜN (country), 216.
T’ung-chien-kang-mu contains an account of the Weak Water legends, 292 ; no
notice regarding arrival of Roman embassy about A.D. 337 contained in, 305.
TřUNG-WÊN-SHU-CHÜ, a Chinese publishing company, 8 ; 25.
TYRE, city of, 158 ; 183 (note 1).
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URUKU (Orchoë), 155.

V
VARIANTS in Chinese text, 74 (notes 1 to 5) ; 87 (note 1) ; 88 (note 1) ; 90
(note 1) ; 92 (note 2) ; 95 (notes 1 and 2) ; 122 ; 195.
VEDDAHS, aborigines in Ceylon, identified with Řspiritsř or Řdevilsřř of Chinese
records by Tennent, 282.
VISDELOU, C., 4 ; 18 ; 30 ; 40 (note 1) ; 48 (note 3) ; 49 ; ibid. (note 1) ; 56
(note 1) ; 59 (note 1) ; 61 (note 1) ; 79 (note 1) ; 140 (note 2) ; 152
(note 1) ; 222 (note 2) ; 280 (note) ; 290.
VOLOGESIA : possibly the Parthian name of the city of Hekatompylos, 141 (note
1) ; city near the Chaldaean lake, possibly the city of Třiao-chih, 150
(note).
VOLTAIRE, M. F., 6.

W
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WANG YU-CHÜN, the calligrapher, 9.
WATER-SHEEP (shui-yang), 260 seq. ; referred to in Hou-han-shu, 54 (note 1).
Wei-lio : an important source of information regarding Ta-tsřin, 14 seqq. ; part
of Ma Tuan-linřs notes regarding Ta-tsřin may be derived from it, 21 ;
quoted, passim.
Wei-shu (Dynastic History), 17 ; Ta-tsřin account identical with that found in
Pei-shih, ib. ; 48 ; quoted, passim.
Wên-hsien-t’ung-k’ao ; see MA TUAN-LIN.
WÊN-TI, emperor of the early Sung dynasty, 14.
WILLIAMS, S.W., 72 (note 2) ; 230 ; 285 (note).
WU-CHřIH-SAN (=Alexandria), 182 Seq.
Wu-shih-wai-kuo-chuan, 20 ; 168 ; 238 ; 306.
WU-TAN (a port in the Red Sea ?), 181.
WYLIE, A., 3 (note 1) ; 6 ; 13 (note 1) ; 35 (note 2) ; 59 (note 1) ; 61 (note
1) ; 91 (note 1) ; 138 (note 1) ; 140 (notes 1 to 3) ; 145 (note 1) ; 225
(note 2).
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YANG-SA-LO ; see JERUSALEM.
YANG-TI, the emperor, 285.
YEN-TSřAI ; see AN-TSřAI.
YEH-KUANG-PI, a shining stone (?), 242.
YEH-HSI-MING (Jasminum officinale, L.), 268 ; 270 seqq.
Yen-pao-tan-yü, 287 (note 1).
YÜ HUAN, author of the Wei-lio, 14.
Yü-kung, the, containing first mention of the Weak Water, 291 seq.
YÜ-LO, city or kingdom of, identical with Třiao-chih, 145 seq. ; a dependency of
Ta-tsřin, 146 ; 151 ; 197 ; old sound of this name, 151 (note 1) ; 154 ;
in the north-east of Ssŭ-fu (?), 196.
YÜ-TIEN (= Khoten), probable sound of the name, 151 (note 1).
Yüan-chien-lei-han ; passim.
YULE, Col. Hy., 24 ; Preface, vi seqq. ; 144 (note 1) ; 150 (note) ; 178 (note
1) ; 205 (note 1) ; 208 ; 256 (note 1) ; 258 ; 261 ; 284 (note 1) ; 305.
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Z
ZAGROS HILLS, 154 ; 196.
ZEBU (Bos Indicus), 38 (note 2).
ZEUGMA, 191 seqq. ; distance from Gulf of Issus to, 191 (note 2) ; the bridge
across the Euphrates at, 192 seq.
ZOTTOLI, A., 29.
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